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ABSTRACT 
Primitive before Primitivism:  
Medieval and African Art in the 19th century 
Risham Majeed 
 
This dissertation chronicles how medieval, and particularly Romanesque art, came 
to be understood as “primitive” and “originary” throughout the nineteenth century. 
I argue that because Romanesque sculpture was perceived to be both an anterior 
and foreign style, its alterity disturbed the linear nationalistic narratives being 
developed throughout the nineteenth century. The rediscovery of Romanesque 
monuments, following a fraught and violent period of destruction, confused the 
entire notion of “origins,” because even though they were ancient, they lacked 
purity and innovation. Romanesque art was non-naturalistic, de-centralized and 
did not conform to the established aesthetic canons of the time in which it re-
entered the European imagination. Theoreticians’ engagements with Romanesque 
furnished them with language and a model of comparison for the great variety of 
nonwestern, and mostly non-naturalistic, styles that were brought back to Europe 
during the same period. I propose that Primitivism developed as a strategy of 
identity formation arising out of an unprecedented and radical disavowal of the 
past during the French Revolution, in which medieval art played a generative role. 
 
Each chapter traces the interdependence of margins and metropoles in the 
concomitant fashioning of national and colonial identities, as France gradually 
intensified its expansion into Africa. Through synchronous analysis of new 
technologies of reproductive media, particularly lithographs and photographs, I 
argue that neither African nor Medieval art entered the nascent discourse of art 
history in isolation, as the respective historiographies of those fields would have us 
believe. Most importantly, my research reveals the intellectual and pictorial 
dialogue between anthropology and art that lead to the foundation of two seminal 
museums, The Museum of Ethnography and The Museum of Comparative 
Sculpture at the Trocadéro, by the eminent architect and theoretician, E.E. Viollet-
le-Duc.   
 
I also argue for the anthropological origins of Art History in the late nineteenth 
century and the effect that the former’s methods had on the categorization of 
certain arts as “primitive.” More specifically, I show that perceptions of African art 
were not conceived in a vacuum, nor did they arise distinct from European material 
culture and aesthetics. Indeed, both Romanesque and African art were first treated 
as ethnographic evidence of “primitive” societies steeped in collective ritual, 
entirely at odds with the individual secularism at the core of Modernity. Since 
anthropology and ethnography treated visual material as reflections of the stages of 
civilization rather than as forms with their own self-regulated logic, the theorization 
of Romanesque and African art was colored by the biases of a different discipline. 
This pre-history shows that the circulation of African art in the early Colonial 
period did not engender Primitivism but rather that pre-existent notions of 
“primitivity” attached to Romanesque sculpture were extended to this newly 
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Colonization = “thingification” 
 
-Aimé Césaire,  
Discourse on Colonialism (1955) 
 
One deprives oneself of all means of 
understanding magical thought if one tries to 
reduce it to a moment or stage in technical and 
scientific evolution. Like a shadow moving 
ahead of its owner it is in a sense complete in 
itself, and as finished and coherent in its 




The Savage Mind (1962) 
 
 
I arrived at the topic of this dissertation through complete serendipity. It is a 
product of my parallel interest in African and Romanesque sculpture. As I studied 
for my oral exams, I repeatedly noted startling similarities in the issues and 
treatment of the two fields in their respective literatures, during their formative 
period. Both art forms were said to be non-mimetic, yet are at times hyper 
naturalistic and others evasively abstract, and they communicate narratives that are 
remembered rather than written. In other words, they are products of 
predominantly oral cultures, where their primary purpose was not art for art’s sake. 
That is not to say that their forms are not regulated by discernible aesthetic 
decisions, it is more that this artfulness was not their raison d’être. [FIGS i-ii] 
 
These were the kinds of general characteristics that I found to be articulated 
first for Romanesque sculpture in the nineteenth century and then repeated for 
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African art in the early years of the twentieth century.  I argue that such 
observations were in fact the reason why these entirely unrelated traditions were 
both treated as “primitive” until the first quarter of the twentieth century. Once I 
began to interrogate these seemingly evident characterizations, my attention was 
drawn to two museums founded simultaneously in Paris for the World’s Fair of 
1878 and installed in the huge elliptical wings of the Trocadéro palace, which was 
destroyed in 1937. [FIG iii] 
The Musée d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro (MET) and the Musée de la 
Sculpture Comparée (MSC) were not art museums, even though they both played a 
critical role in the formation of art history as a discipline.1 For western art history, 
the MET is most famous for being the site of Picasso’s first encounter with African 
sculpture in the summer of 1907, the summer he finished painting Les Desmoiselles 
d’Avignon. The galleries of the MET were dark and stuffy, oppressive and cluttered, 
if we are to believe the account Picasso gave to André Malraux more than twenty 
years after this epoch-changing encounter.2 Yet late nineteenth-century plans and 
descriptions of the galleries along with a few precious photographs reveal a more 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 See especially, Roland Recht, et al., Le Musée de Sculpture Comparée: Naissance de l’histoire de 
l’art moderne (Paris: Editions du patrimoine, 1999). 
 
2 There is a lengthy literature on the subject of Picasso’s first encounter with African art. His most 
extensive commentary was related to André Malraux in 1937, “Quand je suis allé au Trocadéro, 
c’était dégoutant. Le marché au Puces. L’odeur. J’étais tout seul. Je voulais m’en aller. Je ne partais 
pas. Je restais. J’ai compris que c’était très important: il m’arrivait quelque chose, non? Les masques, 
ils n’étaient pas des sculptures comme les autres. Pas du tout. Ils étaient des choses magiques, Les 
Nègres, elles étaient des intercesseurs, je sais le mot en français depuis ce temps-là. Contre tous; 
contre des espirits inconnus, menaçants. Je regardais toujours les fétiches,” in La tête d’obsidienne 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1974), p. 17-18. Picasso’s account speaks directly to the stereotypes of the 
“primitive” that he brought to bear on African art more than it reveals the state of the Trocadéro 
galleries.  
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methodical and principled space that presented artifacts collected from all over the 
globe geographically (and much later by ethnic group, in principle, precisely the 
same organization employed at the Rockefeller wing at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art today) [FIGS iv-viii] For example, in a letter to the Minister of Fine Arts one 
of the co-organizers of the MET, A. de Watteville, emphasized the need for an 
ordered environment that allowed a comparative analysis of the artifacts of 
different cultures across time and space,  
Réunis dans un même local, classés avec une mèthode sévère, 
répartis en différentes sections, suivant la nature des missions et la 
situation géographique des pays explorés, ces objets analogues ou 
identiques, recueillis dans des contrées différentes, offriraient, par 
leur nombre, leur diversité et leur groupement, une facilité 
d’études dont les hommes de travail seraient reconnaissants à 
Votre Excellence.3 
 
The foundation of this museum predated the Berlin conference of 1884-
1885 that officially carved up the continent and established boundaries that 
furthered the administrative agendas of European colonial powers. The collections 
of the MET correspond directly to France’s political circumstances both at home 
and abroad.4 The museum was intended as a scientific institution for the study of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 A. de Watteville, Journal Officiel de la République Française, November 19, 1877, p. 7548. See 
also E.T. Hamy, Les origines du Musée d’ethnographie du Trocadéro: histoire et documents (Paris, 
1891) and Nélia Dias, Le musée d’ethnographie du Trocadéro, 1878-1908 (Paris, 1991).  
 
4 The fact that the MET was the handmaiden of France’s colonial agenda was recognized early on 
by the American art historian, Robert Goldwater in his groundbreaking book, Primitivism and 
Modern Art (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1938). See especially the chapter, “The 
Accessibility of the Material,” p. 3-15. American scholars were quick to assert the symbiotic 
relationship between politics and collecting during the early colonial period. In an important essay 
written just before Goldwater’s publication, Meyer Schapiro emphasized the misunderstandings 
instituted by the fields of anthropology and ethnography which were themselves guided by the 
political motivations of early collecting institutions (“The Nature of Abstract Art,” (1937) in Modern 
Art 19th and 20th centuries, selected papers (New York: George Braziller, 1979), p. 200-201). 
Indeed, the “imperial” imperative of the museum was an integral component of its founding 
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different cultures and races by way of their material culture. A. de Watteville again 
noted a clear distinction between the practice of anthropology versus ethnography,  
Dans le Musée d’anthropologie, l’homme est étudié en lui-même 
et comme créature. Dans le Musée d’ethnographie, au contraire, 
c’est comme créateur qu’il est étudié. Ce sont ses efforts pour 
vaincre les forces de la nature, pour améliorer sa situation, pour 
atteindre le progrès, qui sont mis sous les yeux du public d’abord, 
des savants ensuite; ce sont ses armes, ses vêtements, son 
habitation, ses moeurs et ses usages enfin, qui sont mis en 
lumière.5 
 
As France continued to expand its colonies in Africa and Asia in the late nineteenth 
century, the museum became a site for the exhibition of an expanding empire. 
Displays at the MET derived their visual rhetoric from Roman arches of 
triumph that historically had flaunted trophies of conquest, the weapons of the 
defeated prominently carved in stone. [FIG ix] It is no coincidence that the most 
widely reproduced images of exhibits from the MET were also of highly stylized 
arrangements of spears, clubs, and shields of the “natives” of Africa and Oceania. 
[FIG vi] The rhetorical power of presenting artifacts of the subjugated resided in 
imposing an external order on them. The viewer was impressed by the compelling 
bilateral symmetry of the displays; even if they did not comprehend the purpose of 
these unfamiliar artifacts, they could nevertheless approach them with the 
familiarity engendered by the compelling/comforting regularity of balance around a 
central axis. This external unrelated order lent coherence to the otherwise random 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
mission, “Il importe avant tout d’établir les besoins impérieux auxquels répondrait cette fondation et 
la caractère essential qui la distinguerait des établissements analogues,” A. de Watteville, “Rapport,” 
Journal Officiel de la République Française, November 19, 1877, p. 7547. 
!
5 A. de Watteville, Journal Officiel de la République Française, November 19, 1877, p. 7547. 
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selection of pipes, drums and reliquaries. [FIG x] These initial curatorial tactics 
indelibly affected the reception of these objects in ways that are still with us today.6  
 
When I started research for this project, my intention was to chronicle the 
parallel histories of the museums before their re-organization as the Musée de 
L’Homme and the Musée des Monuments Français in 1937. As I explored the 
archives of the museums, letters by various directors, floor plans, layout treatises, 
installation images, postcards, it became clear that in order to contextualize their 
mandates, I first needed to understand the background and circumstances of their 
formation.  
Eugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, who was a founder of both museums, 
died in 1878, the year before both museums officially opened to the public. This 
celebrated architect and theorist, influential for medieval art history and 
architecture in general, seemed to me to be the key to unpacking the agendas of 
two ostensibly unrelated museums. As my own brief was pushed back into the 
nineteenth century, the project became one of chronicling the pre-history of what 
Art History now regards as “Primitivism,” or the deliberate and creative 
misunderstanding/appropriation of nonwestern art by Modernist artists at the turn of 
the twentieth century. My research shows that “Primitivism” has a deeper history in 
France, one that is inextricably tied to the Middle Ages and national identity.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Nélia Dias, “Cultural Difference and Cultural Diversity: The Case of the Musée du Quai Branly,” in 
Museums and Difference, edited by Daniel Sherman (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2008), 
p. 124-154. 
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The search for the pure origins of the French nation was contingent on 
difference and priority. Discovering a point of origin allowed a nation that was in 
the process of constituting itself to claim ownership over innovations that had 
become emblematic of progress in the nineteenth century.  In a period where the 
nation was defining itself in opposition to other nations, France had to assert the 
achievements that made France unique.7 Hybridity, as represented by the Gallo-
Roman and Romanesque period, was like miscegenation, and sowed confusion by 
allowing competing claims to co-exist. Modernity’s obsession with primal moments 
also informed the discipline of Art History, which chronicles radical breaks with 
the past, through individual innovation.8 As a discipline, Art History privileges 
rupture and revolution over continuity and commonality.  
  The story of France, as sequentially constituted in the late-nineteenth and 
early-twentieth century, was inextricably woven with its increasingly frequent 
overseas encounters during the same period. Long before official colonial 
boundaries were established during the Berlin conference of 1884-1885, France 
strained to define itself as a unified entity following the Revolution. It constituted 
itself as a series of fragments, what would come to be the départements, mini-
nations all with their own dialects, terrain, and customs. In the first half of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Michael Shanks argues that the excavation of heritage was a key strategy of nationalism, “The 
nationalist may offer archaeological evidence for unbroken material continuity of heritage from the 
past in order to substantiate contemporary claims to territory and cultural identity,” in The 
Archeological Imagination (Walnut Creek: Left Coast press, 2012), p. 10. 
 
8 The rejection of the past was the motivational rhetoric of Modernity but these claims have, of 
course, been unraveled in recent scholarship. See especially Rosalind Krauss, The Originality of the 
Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1985). 
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nineteenth century, France was negotiating its own identity as a new nation. The 
challenge of uniting the diversity and independence of the various provinces 
around one self, centered in Paris, was accomplished through the mitigation, and at 
times, obfuscation of diversity.  
 One language was the most powerful projection of a purified national 
identity. Gayatri Spivak has argued that the erasure of difference, through the 
eradication of local dialects in nation construction is an imperialistic gesture, as it 
certainly was in the distillation of France’s national identity.9 Philology, which 
provoked intense debates in the nineteenth century was yet another tool to trace 
origins, to refine roots, and chronicle deviations. The term “Romanesque” came to 
be defined in this way, as a dialect or a deviation from the original Roman forms, 
akin to the ways Romance languages were diluted versions of their authoritative 
roots in Latin.10  
At the same time since national identity fashioned memory from an invented 
past, and since even invented ancestors no longer survive to legitimate the claims 
of the present, artifacts acquired protean roles and meanings in the reconstruction 
of the past. In the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, new sciences 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Gayatri Chakraborty Spivak, Nationalism and the Imagination (New York: Seagull Books, 2010). 
 
10 It was the historian Jules Quicherat who formulated the analogy of wine to vinegar when 
discussing the relationship between Roman and Romanesque forms in 1851, as Linda Seidel noted 
in “Foreground and Background,“ in Songs of Glory: The Romanesque Façades of Aquitaine 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981), p. 5. Deviation and dilution were two charges that 
were levied against Romanesque forms throughout the 19th century. “Romanesque” was also a term 
that designated something that was not authentic, not indigenous, and somehow foreign because of 
its hybridity, a point that is considered in detail in Chapter 3 of this study. See also Wayne C. Dynes, 
“Art, Language, and Romanesque” Gesta 28 (1989), p. 3-10 and Tina Bizzarro, Romanesque 
Architectural Criticism (Cambridge, 1992) and Linda Seidel, “Re-Engaging Roman[z],” Gesta 45 
(2006), p. 109-123. 
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such as physiognomy and ethnography, allowed for the classification of difference 
at an institutional level. Physiognomy, or the “connoisseurship of the body,” in 
Michael Camille’s phrase, grafted race onto representation.11 In the nineteenth 
century, ethnography was primarily the science of defining racial difference, and its 
methods helped objects acquire the traits of their makers.  
Universalism and cultural relativity have been at the core of debates 
centered on the reception of nonwestern art in the west. Museums are frequently 
the sites where these claims are reified or rejected; just the gesture of inclusion at a 
museum like the Louvre or the Metropolitan Museum can alter the status of certain 
objects whose aesthetic significance may not have been previously accepted.  
 These separate equalities/equivalences have long been contested by 
specialists of nonwestern art and are slowly being recognized as untenable by 
mainstream Art History.12 Scholars have begun to dismantle the poverty of the 
notion of “post-race” for art history, which absolves the discipline from taking into 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Michael Camille, The Gargoyles of Notre Dame (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
2007), p. 115. 
 
12 The contingency of the art vs artifact distinction has been central to the study of African art, a 
point made in the seminal exhibition ART/artifact at the Museum for African Art in New York in 
1988. See Susan Vogel, ed., ART/artifact (New York: Center for African Art, 1988). See also James 
Clifford’s important volume on the politics of collecting and display, The Predicament of Culture: 
Twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Cambridge: Harvard University press, 1988) 
and Howard Morphy and Morgan Perkins, “The Anthropology of Art: A Reflection on its History and 
Contemporary Practice,” in The Anthropology of Art, Morphy and Perkins eds. (London: Blackwell, 
2006), p. 1-32. It is also the subject of a recent anthology which addresses how museums articulate 
alterity. See Daniel J. Sherman, ed., Museums and Difference (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2008). In this volume, Andrew McClelland also isolates the paradox of the fine arts museum 
which is simultaneously devoted to the universal and the extremely rare, concluding that the 
“impression of separate but equal traditions motivated by a shared desire to give visual expression to 
the human condition; local inflection and historical specificity, in the end, are transcended by 
universal impulses,” in “Art Museums and Commonality,” p. 26.  
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account the unequal introduction of nonwestern art into European museums.13 
While the anthro-archaeological origins have long been the foundation of the 
historiography of nonwestern art, they have not been charted as the essential roots 
of western art, and a key component to its reception and subsequent interpretation. 
Anthropology and archeology were crucial tools used to construct colonial as well 
as national identity; this ancestry of art history should not be eschewed by “post-
ethnic” art history. 
 Not only does the idea of a “post-ethnic” discipline continue to rely on 
difference at its core, it also erases the particularity of the local. “Globalisms” or 
“multiple modernities” too often fall into essentialisms because they continue to 
gain valence through binaries, evolutionary paradigms of centers and peripheries, 
modes of identity formation that bifurcate west and non-west, self and non-self. 
However, it is essential to recognize that Europe was re-discovering/re-
imagining/inventing its own past just at the same time as it was 
discovering/appropriating the regions beyond its borders. These parallel 
archeological and anthropological endeavors, accelerated claims of ownership to 
the local or national along with global. The temporality of the self, tethered to the 
regional and the local, is specific and unique to France as a nation, whereas the 
temporality of the distant, or the other, can be appropriated by making it 
transcendent or universal. With this guiding calculus, “Gothic,” since it was 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Parul Dave Mukherji, “Whither Art History in a Globalizing World,” Art Bulletin 96, 2 (2014), p. 
151-155. See also Keith Moxey, “Is Modernity Multiple,” and “Contemporaneity’s 
Heterochronicity,” in Visual Time: The Image in History (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013), p. 
11-22+37-52. 
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invented by the Franks in Paris, belongs singularly to France, whereas the 
innovations of other cultures, generally nonwestern, become universal, the heritage 
of humanity.    
The west façade of the Palais des Colonies, a permanent museum built in 
1931 at the Porte Dorée to house objects collected in France’s overseas territories, 
is engraved with the names of the individuals who played key roles in the 
extension of France’s interests abroad.14 [FIG xi] The list begins with Godefroy of 
Bouillon and Raymond of Toulouse, two of the four nobles who lead the First 
Crusade to Jerusalem in 1099. This inscription makes two arguments implicitly: the 
first is that France as a nation had its origins in the Middle Ages, and second that 
the crusades were the rightful forerunners of France’s civilizing mission at the 
height of the colonial period. In this iteration, France’s colonial excursions were 
and continue to be a definitive force in its formulation of national identity.15   
These inscriptions are more than a simple tribute to the historical and 
contemporary heroes of La Grande France; rather these choices and their 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 The dedication reads, “À ses fils qui ont étendu l’empire de son génie et fait aimer son nom au-
delà des mers, la France reconnaissante.” See Germain Viatte et al., Le Palais des Colonies: Histoire 
des arts d’Afrique et d’Océanie (Paris: Editions de la Réunion des musées nationaux, 2002). The 
importance of the Colonial Exhibition of 1931 cannot be underestimated in the creation of racial 
relations within La Grande France, because it was here that race was supposedly eradicated in favor 
of “difference.” The mastermind of the exhibition, Henri Lyautey argued, “it is not advisable to 
create a hierarchy of superior and inferior races, but rather to view them as ‘different,’ learning to 
adapt to what is that distinguishes them,” as quoted by Tamara Levitz, “The Aestheticization of 
Ethnicity: Imagining the Dogon at the Musée du Quai Branly,” The Musical Quarterly 89 (2006), p. 
605.  
 
15 Indeed, the struggle for legitimization in terms of identity came down to a debate between the 
indigenous inhabitants of Gaul, who resisted their Roman conquerors, and the subsequent Gallo-
Roman population. In contemporary language, the Gallo-Roman race was the result of 
miscegenation, and thus impure, making it impossible for a newly formed nation to claim a mixed 
race of conquerors and conquered as their ancestors. See Jean-Loup Amselle, Affirmative Exclusion: 
Cultural Pluralism and the Rule of Custom in France (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2003).  
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sequencing reveal how the nation is distilled through manufactured memories. The 
nation is that rare entity that emerges fully formed yet remains adaptable to the 
exigencies of the present. In Benedict Anderson’s words, “because it [the nation] 
cannot be ‘remembered,’ it must be narrated.”16 Nation building is storytelling.  
This study shows that such strategies formed part of the foundation of art 
historical practice by its earliest practitioners and pioneers. I focus on France in the 
nineteenth century because even though nationalism shares a general desire to self-
aggrandize, it is simultaneously quite peculiar and specific in the tactics deployed 
by different nations. They share an agenda but not a strategy.  
  I draw on a various forms of material culture to demonstrate how categories 
of primitive were developed dialogically through technologies of reproduction that 
made newly discovered materials available in the metropolis. Archival 
documentation in the form of letters exchanged between the most prominent 
intellectuals of the time, while they were composing their influential theories of the 
development of medieval art and racial typologies, provide evidence of the 
pervasive influence of ethnography and racial theory on art history.  
 
In the first chapter, “The Romantic’s ‘Other’: the Middle Ages from Moissac 
to Mérimée, I offer a new interpretation of the Voyages pittoresques et romantiques 
dans l’ancienne France (1822-1878). This monumental project, which used 
lithography for the first time to record the art and architecture of French provinces, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities (London: Verso, 1983), p. 204. See also Etienne 
Balibar, Race, Nation, Class: Ambiguous Identities (1988) and Homi Bhabha, ed., Nation and 
Narration (London: Routledge, 1990).  
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is analyzed in the light of the synchronous stories written by the influential 
diplomat, Prosper Mérimée. A prolific writer of fiction and history, Mérimée was 
also the second Inspecteur Général des Monuments Historiques from 1834 until 
1855. During his tenure as the Inspecteur Général, Mérimée produced the first 
official government reports on the state of medieval monuments. These were 
separated by region, published under the title Notes d’un voyage between 1834 
and 1839, and would become the basis for many of the restoration projects of the 
nineteenth-century.  
Even before Mérimée drew attention to the abbeys and churches of the 
provinces, a vast series of lithographs of primarily medieval monuments had 
already been published by Baron Justin Isidore Taylor, Charles Nodier and 
Alphonse Cailleux from 1820 onwards. The Voyages pittoresques et romantiques 
dans l’ancienne France compiled images that created a Romantic vision of the 
Middle Ages for an urban, chiefly Parisian audience. The inclusion of local 
peasants engaged in daily life situated the monuments in the present yet their 
emphasis on an untouched, ahistorical rural landscape portrayed both the people 
and the provinces as repositories of a pre-industrial existence. This paradoxical 
construction of time seamlessly interchanged the past with the present and became 
one of the defining principles for the representation of the Middle Ages in texts and 
images during the 1830s. Through an examination of the Voyages pittoresques’ 
volumes on Languedoc (1833), in tandem with Mérimée’s Notes d’un voyage dans 
le midi de la France (1835) and his short story, “La Vénus d’Ille,” (1837), this 
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chapter argues that a pervasive center-periphery relationship was established 
between Paris, where the images and texts were conceived and printed, and the 
provinces which housed the objects and subjects of their investigations. For the first 
time, this chapter uses texts and images created in the 1830s to calibrate the 
peculiarly Parisian attitude that was brought to bear on the re-presentation of 
medieval monuments in the French provinces. 
The second chapter, “The Imperial Lens, The Mission Héliographique and 
Egypt,” investigates the impact of another new technology, photography, on the 
documentation of recently discovered sites and monuments in both France and the 
territories that would become the future colonies. Adrien Dauzat’s wide-angle 
rendering of the cloister of S. Pierre de Moissac from 1833 compared with a 
photograph taken by Gustave Le Gray for the Mission Héliographique in 1851 at 
first signals a radical conceptual change over nearly twenty years. The affective 
“Romantic” mode of the Voyages pittoresques, which through the manipulation of 
light and shadow imparted the atmospheric conditions of a site, has given way to a 
scientistic documentary mode beginning to take hold in academic circles in the 
mid-nineteenth century. The two images had seemingly different goals: while the 
Voyages used the reproductive capability of lithography as a surrogate mode of 
travel to transmit the feeling of a site to an urban audience, the calotype by Le Gray 
was taken for the Mission Héliographique, orchestrated by the Commission des 
Monuments Historiques with the guidance of Prosper Mérimée, to “document” the 
current state of French monuments outside of Paris.  
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Both the Voyages and the Mission Héliographique had documentary 
ambitions at the outset. At the same time, as Parisian artists began to experiment 
with these new media, first lithography, then photography, their images became 
less documentary and more of a commentary on both the aesthetic and social 
status of the sites. The photographs made by the Mission are stylized and deliberate 
manipulations of the subject matter as much as the lithographs, yet their visual 
language gives the impression of an unmediated record by activating the perceived 
“truth-telling” capability of the photographic medium. I argue that photography and 
lithography constructed competing modalities of time and it was through these 
medium-specific temporal shifts that both medieval and African art could be 
envisioned in terms of a primitive past that persisted into the present.  
The conceptual principles at work in lithographs of both the Voyages as well 
as images based on travel reports from Africa from the 1820s and 30s are brought 
to bear on the photographic “missions” sent simultaneously to Africa and the 
Levant in the 1850s. For example, Maxime du Camp’s photographs of ancient 
Egyptian ruins from 1854 construct a kind of “imperial” lens which draws on the 
center-periphery archetypes established by the earlier lithographs.  Here a local 
Egyptian, Ishmael, sits on the head of Ramses II, legs dangling over the pharoah’s 
forehead, firstly to calibrate scale but more importantly to show the indifference of 
contemporary Egyptians toward the richness of their ancient artistic heritage, not 
unlike the oblivious peasantry included in the lithographs from the Voyages. Within 
this composition there is already built in a plea for intervention on the part of the 
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viewer: if left to their current occupants these monuments will continue to decay 
and be lost to future generations. 
Through photographic reproduction, which became increasingly usable 
through the development of a wax paper negative, both the provinces and the 
future colonies were “documented” and transported to Paris contributing to nascent 
formations of France’s national as well as colonial identity. This process of 
“documentation” was driven by a desire to protect but also to possess the objects 
and monuments which they captured. Furthermore, the dissemination of images of 
far off locales such as Egypt, Oceania and later Africa as well as Moissac and 
Vézelay, informed the theories of race that were being formulated by Arthur de 
Gobineau. The principles of cultural relativity established in Chapter 1 as a 
characteristic of a “Romantic” mode of image making in Mérimée and the Voyages 
is complicated by the artificially calibrated scale of science which assigns each 
race a strata in the development of civilization. 
 The third chapter, “Viollet-le-Duc and the Museums of the Trocadéro,” 
returns to the “beginning,” and examines how visual tropes established in other 
reproductive media continued to inform but were also reconstituted in the 
innovative spaces of the Trocadéro museums. Public institutions devoted to newly 
discovered material culture democratized access to arcane material culture by 
placing it on permanent display in Paris. By making monuments and objects 
mobile, photography “enables the original to meet the recipient halfway,” as 
Benjamin argued. In other words photographic reproduction, actually makes the 
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object itself liminal, it is always betwixt and between, awaiting a new resting place. 
It is the “recipient” who curates that received image whereas in the museum, the 
narrative is controlled through careful juxtapositions and measured movements of 
the viewer. The object acquires a frame and a radically new context, and it is the 
method of display that projects value and relational relevance.  
This chapter expands arguments presented in Chapter 2, that the protean 
nature of the term “primitive” was formulated in the context of a construction of 
French national identity along with the correlations established between race and 
cultural production. Viollet-le-Duc’s central role in the rediscovery, restoration and 
research of French medieval architecture and sculpture is well known, yet his 
involvement in the establishment and organization of the Musée de la Sculpture 
comparée (MSC) and the Musée d’ethnographie (MET) at the Trocadéro has not 
received significant critical attention. There is also little scholarship examining 
Viollet-le-Duc’s interest in ethnography. His correspondence with Arthur de 
Gobineau and engagement with the ethnographer Ernest Théodore Hamy, the co-
founder of the MET, remains unpublished and unresearched and is examined in 
this chapter. In the light of this correspondence, I consider the dialogic relationship 
of Viollet-le-Duc’s critical theories of Romanesque art to contemporary 
developments in ethnography and discuss its realization in the format he proposed 
for the MSC as well as its relationship to the MET in the nineteenth-century.  
In the final chapter, I consider the initial impact of the Trocadéro museums 
for artists in the 1880s and 1890s, a decade prior to Picasso’s first encounters with 
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this material. I show that the dialogic arguments presented at the Trocadéro 
inflected Gustave Moreau’s Salomé series. Moreau’s selective appropriations of 
Romanesque sculpture translated the associations, comparisons, and judgments 
presented in the galleries into another forum, introducing the wider realm of artistic 
practice to unfamiliar medieval and nonwestern arts.  
          The arguments made in this study break new ground and compel re-
consideration of the origin stories of the disciplines of medieval and African art. 
The dominant narrative of African art hinges on its categorical migration from 
artifact to art, or from anthropology to art history, facilitated by Modernist artists’ 
appropriation of l’art nègre, in the early years of the twentieth-century. This 
trajectory fails to recognize that the distinction between art and artifact is an 
anachronistic one that interferes with the shifting overlaps of anthropology and art 
history in the nineteenth century. Rather than begin with Picasso or Gauguin, as 
most discussions of Primitivism do, I propose that Primitivism emerged as a strategy 
of identity formation that arose out of an unprecedented and radical disavowal of 
the past during the French Revolution. This pre-history shows that the circulation of 
African art during the colonization of Africa did not engender Primitivism, rather 
pre-existent notions of “primitivity” attached to Romanesque sculpture were 
extended to this newly discovered material culture. This pre-history suggests that 
Picasso’s early encounters with African art were not the beginning of Primitivism as 
a phenomenon but rather the end. 
 




The centre knows itself and knows all the 
rest…The provinces see themselves in it; they 
love and admire themselves in a superior form. 
-Jules Michelet (1838)1 
 
 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Prosper Mérimée was a diplomat, a prolific writer of fiction and history, and 
the second Inspecteur Général des Monuments Historiques replacing Ludovic Vitet 
in 1834. During his long tenure as the Inspecteur Général, Mérimée produced the 
first official government reports on the current state of medieval monuments. These 
were separated by region, published under the title Notes d’un voyage between 1834 
and 1839, and would become the basis for many of the restoration projects of the 
nineteenth-century.  
Beginning in 1820, even before Mérimée drew attention to the abbeys and 
churches of the provinces, publication of a vast series of lithographs of primarily 
medieval monuments had begun under the auspices of Baron Justin Isidore Taylor, 
Charles Nodier and Alphonse de Cailleux. The Voyages pittoresques et romantiques 
dans l’ancienne France compiled images that became deeply influential in creating a 
Romantic vision of the Middle Ages for an aristocratic, chiefly Parisian audience.2 
The inclusion of local townsfolk engaged in mundane activities of daily life situated 
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1 Jules Michelet, Cours de Collège de France, P. Vialleveix, Haac, and Tieder eds. 2 vols (Paris, 1995 
originally published 1838), p. 86-95.   
 
2 Charles Nodier, J. Taylor and Alphonse de Cailleux, Voyages pittoresques et romantique dans 
l’ancienne France (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1822-1878). The subscribers are listed alphabetically by name 
at the end of the first volume, of which over two thirds are Parisians. The future Emperor Napoleon III 
along with several members of European royalty had subscribed to the Voyages, as Albert Boime has 
noted in Art in the Age of Counterrevolution, 1815-1848 (Chicago, 2004). 
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the monuments in the present yet their emphasis on an untouched, ahistorical rural 
landscape portrayed both the people and the provinces as repositories of a pre-
industrial existence. In this chapter I argue that this paradoxical construction of time 
seamlessly interchanged the past with the present and became one of the defining 
principles for the representation of the Middle Ages in texts and images during the 
1830s. I also argue that the strategies employed in Mérimée’s short stories as well his 
archeological reports are extensions of the mode of representation that had already 
been established for medieval monuments in the Voyages pittoresques. Through an 
examination of the Voyages pittoresques’ volumes on Languedoc (1834), in tandem 
with Mérimée’s Notes d’un voyage dans le midi de la France (1835) and his short 
story, “La Vénus d’Ille,” (1837), this chapter demonstrates how a pervasive center-
periphery relationship was established between Paris, where the images and texts 
were conceived and printed, and the provinces which housed the objects and 
subjects of their investigations. For the first time, this chapter will use texts and 
images created in the 1830s to calibrate the peculiarly Parisian attitude that was 
brought to bear on the re-presentation of medieval monuments. 
 
I. THE VOYAGES PITTORESQUES AND THE PROVINCES: MOISSAC  
 
Published between 1822 and 1878, the Voyages pittoresques et romantiques 
dans l’ancienne France were a series of lithographs accompanied by texts that 
recorded principally medieval structures and objects. The editors, Taylor, Nodier, 
and Cailleux, took advantage of the nascent medium of lithography to cheaply 
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reproduce images of predominantly medieval monuments found in the provinces.3 In 
doing so, the volumes comprised the first census of art and architecture following the 
vandalism of the French Revolution.4 
In his introduction to the first volume on Normandy (1822), Charles Nodier 
outlined the purposes for the project. The crucial motivating factor was to bring to 
light monuments which languished in oblivion yet, in his view, should be considered 
as the basis of a French national heritage.5 Through neglect instigated by both the 
sixteenth-century wars of religion and the French Revolution, these monuments were 
now in a troubling state of disarray, “….ruines des ruines plus vaste, plus effrayantes 
à la pensée.”6 By emphasizing their damaged state through the use of affective 
language, the second intention was to engender a desire for viewers to discover their 
roots in these monuments. 
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3 Jean Nayrolles locates this desire to collect and define the patrimony of France through its medieval 
monuments in the 1830s and the Voyages represent a significant aspect of this enterprise. See his 
L’invention de l’art roman à l’époque moderne XVIIIe-XIXe siècles (Rennes, 2005), especially p. 370-2. 
 
4 The term “vandalisme” was coined to describe the destruction wrought by revolutionaries by the 
Abbé Grégoire in 1794, see Francis Haskell, History and its Images (Yale, 1993), p. 236-7. The 
authors of the Voyages were self-conscious of their use of the new medium of lithography, “Il ne nous 
appartient pas de décider que cette art peut produire, et de fixer le terme de ses perfectionnements: 
mais il nous est permis de penser qu’il présente pour un ouvrage du genre de celui-ci d’incontestables 
avantages. Plus libre, plus original, plus rapide que le burin, le crayon hardi du lithographe semble 
avoir été inventé pour fixer les inspirations, libres, originales et rapides du voyageur qui se rend 
compte de ses sensations,” in Charles Nodier, J. Taylor and Alphonse de Cailleux, Voyages 
pittoresques et romantique dans l’ancienne France: l’Ancienne Normandie, vol. 1 (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 
1822), p. 10. The speed and ease of this new medium heightens the traveler’s ability to communicate 
the immediacy of mood and atmosphere, which becomes an important component in the 
representation of the monuments. 
 
5 In their prefatory dedication to the Marquis de Lauriston who had fought with Napoleon, the authors 
wrote, “La gloire de l’ANCIENNE FRANCE est le patrimoine des Preux de tous les âges. Elle rejaillit du 
fond du passé sur les hommes qui honorent le présent,” in Charles Nodier, J. Taylor and Alphonse de 
Cailleux, Voyages pittoresques et romantique dans l’ancienne France: l’Ancienne Normandie, vol. 1 
(Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1822). 
 
6 Ibid, p. 1. 
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The lithographs are a visual record of these “ruines,” and a form of 
preservation in and of themselves. Perhaps one of the most misunderstood aspects of 
the Voyages pittoresques springs from on Nodier’s caveat in the first volume on 
Normandy, “Ce voyage n’est donc pas un voyage de découvertes: c’est un voyage 
d’impressions.”7 This oft quoted admonition has curtailed scholarly interpretation of 
the images by limiting discussion to the general inaccuracy and “Romanticized” 
visions of a distant past embedded in the lithographs.8 While documentary accuracy 
may not have been the declared intention of the first volume of the Voyages 
pittoresques, when understood within the cultural and political context of the 1830s, 
these compilations were far more than simply romanticized evocations of Middle 
Ages. After the above declarations, Nodier explains further,  
….nous n’accueillons jamais avec un intérêt plus vif les 
renseignements qu’elle nous a transmis, que lorsqu’ils nous 
parviennent par la voie de la tradition, et que la mémoire des 
hommes, frappée d’un souvenir qui retentie à travers les siècles, 
rend à notre esprit l’histoire sensible et vivante. Combien des fois la 
simple narration de notre guide rustique, insouciant héritier de ces 
richesses, a éclairé pour nous les débats de deux chroniqueurs 
contemporains!9 
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7 Ibid, p. 5. 
 
8 The prevailing view in scholarship is that because the authors of the Voyages are so self-consciously 
affective in their approach to the medieval past, the lithographs are chiefly fanciful imaginings of a 
past that never existed. See Jean Adhémar, La France Romantique: les lithographies de paysages du 
XiXe siècle (Paris, 1937 reprint 1997) in which he characterizes the “picturesque” as an idyllic and 
popular mode typical of Romanticism intended to communicate a ruin animated by atemporal 
narratives; Tina Bizzarro also understands the medieval, as evoked in the lithographs as atemporal, 
“The Middle Ages had been selected, separated out of the history of events, and romanticized, and 
had therefore become the strange and wonderful ‘other’ to modern industrial civilization,” in 
Romanesque Architectural Criticism: A Prehistory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), p, 
122. However, even though these images for the most part cannot be relied upon for historical 
accuracy, they convey an attitude through their self-conscious alterations, a point that the cited 
scholars have not pursued.   
 
9 Charles Nodier, J. Taylor and Alphonse de Cailleux, Voyages pittoresques et romantique dans 
l’ancienne France: l’Ancienne Normandie, vol. 1 (Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1822), p. 5. 




The initial intention was to record the memory of the monument as it had been 
transmitted through time. Nodier outlined a self-consciously subjective approach to 
history in opposition to the efforts of archéologues such as Arcisse de Caumont, the 
future founder of the Societé française d’archéologie (1834), who intended to 
document medieval monuments in a scientific manner. Nodier’s allusion to the 
“guide rustique,” whom we will also find in Mérimée, is cast as a more authentic link 
to regional monuments, one who is carefree (“insouciant”) in this knowledge yet 
ironically able to settle contemporary debates. Furthermore, while the introduction to 
the Norman volume is an important source, it has been inappropriately applied to all 
subsequent publications of the Voyages pittoresques produced over more than fifty 
years. Later volumes had their own introductions and images that consciously moved 
between “documentation” and “impression,” especially after the invention of 
photography in the late 1830s.  
 The volumes on Languedoc, published between 1833 and 1840, begin with 
an amendment to Nodier’s earlier assertion: 
À mesure que nous avançons dans l’exploration de la vielle France, 
nos travaux deviennent plus rudes, et de nouveaux obstacles 
s’élèvent devant nous comme ce géant de la mer qui s’opposait au 
passage de Vasco de Gama; car les innombrables  recherches 
qu’exigent tant de monuments, dont la plupart n’avaient été ni peints 
ni observes, les uns oubliés et perdus dans l’enfoncement des 
vallées, les autres enfouis sous la terre et couverts de masures 




10 Nodier et al, Voyages pittoresques et romantiques dans l’ancienne France, Languedoc, Tome 1, Vol. 
1 (Paris, 1833), p. 1. 
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The comparison with Vasco de Gama highlights the evolution of the project: what 
may have earlier been conceived as a nebulous evocation of a distant past became a 
voyage of discovery as the authors ventured into increasingly remote regions of the 
French landscape. Through the physical exploration of these regions, the authors 
realized that their project would also have to become one of recovery. 
The notion of a voyage of discovery is vital to the representation of medieval 
monuments in the lithographs and their accompanying texts; this kind of armchair 
travel [by proxy], enabled by new reproductive technologies, had a precedent in 
Napoleon’s early exploits in Egypt which documented the sites and conquests in 
remote locations for a Parisian audience. Like the Napoleonic tomes, the volumes of 
the Voyages are monumental in every sense of the word: each measures three feet by 
two and half feet and weighs over fifteen pounds. They were quite literally made for 
the virtual traveler since their format precludes mobility. In this way, the Voyages 
used lithographic reproduction as a surrogate mode of travel to transmit the 
atmosphere and condition of a remote site to an urban audience. 
In their reappraisal of medieval monuments, the lithographs of the Voyages 
express a newly formulated Romantic mode of image making which defined itself in 
opposition to Academic Neo-Classicism during the 1820s and 1830s. Deeply 
influenced by Winckelmann, Neo-Classical aesthetics had become the dominant 
force in the early nineteenth century. It would have been unthinkable to introduce 
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the “peculiar” aesthetics of medieval art to a stubborn Academy that labored under 
the shadow of Jacques-Louis David.11  
These images glorified the medieval past by infusing it with an affective 
pathos: the Voyages were as much a visual lament as they were a heroizing 
reappraisal for the present. As Nodier wrote in the the first volume on Normandy 
(1822),  
Quelque disposition mélancolique dans les pensées, quelque 
prédilection involontaire pour les moeurs poétiques et les arts de 
nos aïeux, le sentiment de je ne sais que le communauté de 
décadence et d’infortune entre ces vieux édifices et la génération 
qui s’achève; le besoin, peut-être assez général d’ailleurs à tous les 
hommes, de jouir de l’aspect fugitif d’un tableau que le temps va 
effacer.12 
 
This sentiment is extended by Stendahl, among the first theoreticians of Romanticism, 
who forcefully defined the agenda in terms of its relevance to the present in a direct 
critique of Neo-classicism,  
The Romantic, in all the arts, is the man who represents people as 
they are today, and not as they were in those heroic times so 
distant from us, and which probably never existed….What 
sympathy can be felt by a Frenchman of today, who has himself 




11 See Haskell (1993) and Norman Bryson, Tradition and Desire: From David to Delacroix (Cambridge, 
1984). 
 
12 Nodier et al., Voyages pittoresques dans l’ancienne France, Normandie (Paris, 1822), p. 4. 
 
13 Stendahl in his review of the Salon of 22 December 1824 translated in Harrison et al eds. Art in 
Theory 1815-1900 (London: Blackwell, 1998), p. 37. 
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As a movement, Romanticism presented itself as grounded in contemporary concerns 
since it struggled to excavate the past in terms of the value it could impart to the 
present.  
Contemporaneity is selectively but continually accessed in the Voyages. Yet 
the majority of scholarship on the Voyages has repeatedly misinterpreted the 
inclusion of the peasantry in the lithographs, seeing it solely as a way of harkening 
back to a simpler time. For example, in her important documentary study of the 
reception of Romanesque architecture, Bizzarro offers the following interpretation of 
the peasants depicted in the Voyages: 
…sentimental interpretations of a medieval past, long gone, long 
lost. Placed prominently on the foreground of many, common 
folk such as local peasants, washerwomen, and fruit and 
vegetable hucksters are juxtaposed against the foil of ruined 
medieval abbeys and churches. This contrast suggests a time 
when life was unspoiled, uncorrupted, simple and less 
worrisome. These images of simplicity and innocence, depicting 
a time when man and beast communicated on a more basic 
level, and shared much common domestic space and public 
space – poised against the ruined vestiges of imagined medieval 
piety – still create a somewhat painful, somewhat hopeful 
sentiment in the hearts of viewers. And, indeed their appeal was 
to the heart and not simply the mind.14 
 
For Bizzarro, the contemporaneity of the everyday activities in which the peasants 
are involved contrasts with the ruined state of medieval monuments. Yet, the 
simultaneity of monument and action links the present to the simplicity of medieval 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Bizzarro (1992), p. 122. Elizabeth Williams has also understood the inclusion of peasantry in the 
Voyages as a way to indicate a historic idealism toward a “simpler life” located in the Middle Ages, 
“the primary appeal of the voyage pittoresque was sentimental, combining history, anecdote and 
travel with attractively romanticized scenes….the subjects were chosen primarily for their picturesque 
details and decorative settings,” in “The Perception of Romanesque Art in the Romantic Period: 
Archaeological Attitudes in France in the 1820s and 1830s,” Forum for Modern Language Studies 21, 
no 4 (1985), p. 305. 
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life through the peasants’ comfortable proximity to nature and rural life. There is an 
inherent contradiction in Bizzarro’s interpretation of time in such images: while 
images of peasants certainly bring to mind an antidote to the industrialized urban 
present of the contemporary reader/viewer, it is one that co-exists within the same 
present. 
To further investigate the paradoxical treatment of rural present and medieval 
past it is useful to examine a series of views that were made of the twelfth century 
abbey of S. Pierre, Moissac in the four volumes of the Voyages devoted to 
Languedoc. The third volume on Languedoc opens with a landscape of the old walls 
of Moissac and is followed by seventeen lithographs of views and details of the 
abbey church and cloister. [Fig 1] Many of the lithographs included in this volume, 
which was not published until 1840, were made at different stages throughout the 
1830s. However, six lithographs were made together in 1833 by a small group of 
individuals including the artists Nicolas Marie-Joseph Chapuy and Adrien Dauzats15 
along with the innovative lithographers Godefroy Engelmann and Thierry frères.  
They form a series that reveals an initial unified approach to Moissac, which would 
be expanded in the lithographs made after 1833. [Figs 1-6]  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 For a catalogue raisonné of Adrien Dauzats drawings for the Voyages pittoresques see Bruno 
Foucart, ed., Adrien Dauzats et Les Voyages pittoresques et romantiques dans l’ancienne France du 
baron Taylor (Paris: Fondation Taylor, 1997). Foucart has a brief discussion of the inclusion of the 
figures in Dauzats compositions for the Voyages in which he argues that these locals animate the 
landscape and monuments, see especially pp. 26-31. Dauzats traveled extensively in the Near East 
which has been studied by Ghislaine Plessier who has published a catalogue raisonné of his paintings, 
see Adrien Dauzats ou la tentation de l’Orient (Bordeaux: Musée des Beaux-Arts, 1990). Dauzats 
accompanied Baron Taylor to Egypt in 1830 and continued to travel extensively in North Africa and 
the Near East throughout his career.  
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This sequence of views visually enacts a journey from the old walls of 
Moissac, to the deep barrel vault of the south porch and finally to the galleries of the 
cloister. In the opening image, the viewer finds himself at the beginning of a path 
that follows the old walls before disappearing into the surrounding tree-lined 
landscape. [Fig 1] In the immediate foreground, a group of men have dismounted 
their horses, which carry barrels of wine, as a woman approaches holding a jug from 
the narrow path that leads to town. This view tactfully melds the “Anciens murs de 
Moissac” with the present through the insertion of local inhabitants engaged in 
routine chores. The walls themselves are also bursting with activity: pierced by 
windows and dotted with urns they are abutted by the modest homes of the local 
inhabitants.16  
The second image moves us through both space and time into the narthex of 
the abbey church: we are no longer in the present but have been transported to the 
Middle Ages. [Fig 2] Chapuy’s view from inside the narthex suggests the structure as 
it would have existed in the twelfth century by strategically obscuring damage and 
details of contemporary life that can otherwise be seen in the exterior view of the 
portal. [Fig 6] The placement of a noblewoman in medievalizing dress at an oblique 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 The text which follows the lithographs also selectively points out instances where modern structures 
have obscured or masked older ones, “Quelques portions des murs et des tours de ces fortifications 
ont échappé aux démolitions de 1793; elles subsistent encore, et nous en donnons un dessin. Percées 
de fenêtres et de portes, elles forment maintenant les façades des maisons situées sur l’une des 
promenades qui a remplacé les anciens fosses,” Voyages pittoresques, Languedoc, vol. 3 (Paris, 1833), 
p. 7. 
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angle reinforces this impression.17 If the first lithograph positioned the viewer firmly 
in a contemporary landscape through the narrative vignette of peasants, the second 
image carries us to the medieval past by including a “historic” character. The 
juxtaposition of this historicizing image with other images depicting contemporary 
peasant women reveals a distinct self-conscious movement between past and 
present. Through their serialized placement in the volume, the two images produce a 
paradox: while the peasants may live in the present, their existence is simultaneously 
a link to the medieval past. 
From the narthex we move directly into the cloister; it is afforded three 
separate views. [Figs 3-5] The first by Chapuy positions the viewer in the middle of 
the southeast cloister walk, further down the way, women and men are engaged in 
various activities. [Fig 3] One woman appears to have left her tub of washing on a 
giant wooden beam to tend to her child and converse with the second woman who 
stands with her son close-by. While the women are positioned at rest, the men are 
engaged in energetic activities: one is hunched over picking up hay while the other is 
captured mid-step carrying a large tray for threshing wheat.  
The second image of the cloister, also by Chapuy, is a view of the northwest 
corner of the cloister where two women are shown collecting water from the 
fountain. [Fig 4] A slab of stone rests on the north wall underneath a cracked column 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 It is significant that a medieval aristocrat is shown in this context because, as Albert Boime has 
shown, during the 1830s interpretations of the middle ages were linked to different political agendas. 
What Boime calls “left-wing medievalism” explored the popular and folkloric elements of the Middle 
Ages while “right-wing medievalism” emphasized the feudal, royal and courtly character of the time 
period. The royalist Arthur de Gobineau, adhered to the latter and used it as the basis of his theory of 
racial types which will be discussed in the next chapter (1853-55). 
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that appears as if it could snap at any moment. The penultimate image, by Dauzats, 
gives the viewer a panoramic impression of the cloister with a complete view of the 
north and east galleries. [Fig 5] This last view communicates the rhythmic alternation 
of single and double columns as well as the variety of carvings in the cloister. For the 
first time we see that the corner pier is adorned with shallow reliefs each of which 
encloses a single figure under a round arch. In order to impart some sense of scale 
(however, exaggerated) a present-day couple is shown strolling in the distance at the 
very end of the north gallery. 
The final image of this group, also by Dauzats, returns the viewer to the south 
porch which is shown from an oblique angle to reveal the recession of the deep 
barrel vault. [Fig 6] The relief sculpture is summarily rendered imparting a general 
sense of the iconography: an enthroned Christ framed by symbols of the evangelists 
dominates the tympanum. The rosettes of the lintel, which in reality are rhythmically 
addorsed and repeat with minimal interstitial space, have been separated more 
haphazardly to engender a sense of disarray that is further accentuated by the little 
wooden shutter dangling precariously in the left foreground. The edifice is crumbling 
and crevices between masonry are deepened into ragged chasms of shadow that 
creep across the architecture. This atmosphere of neglect is intensified through the 
intrusion of contemporary domestic structures which further interfere with the 
completeness of the Romanesque porch.  
Carefully positioned between the medieval carvings and a contemporary 
home, two women converse in the immediate right foreground. What at first appears 
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to be a nonchalant vignette of daily life implies a meaningful relationship between 
past and present upon closer examination: the two women mirror the gestures of the 
Virgin and St. Elizabeth from the relief carving behind them. In both the sculpture 
and the contemporary figures the women are turned toward one another and the 
intimacy of their interactions is expressed through gesture. The paratactic 
juxtaposition of the figures with the carving of the Visitation constructs a curious 
analogy between contemporary provincial women and a distant medieval past. 
Scholars such as Paul Léon has emphasized the evocation of an irretrievable 
past without appreciating the ethnographic treatment of provincials communicated 
through carefully detailed renderings of dress, activities, and overall moeurs.18 The 
images of peasants engaged in day-to-day life are more than a general harkening 
back to an idyllic medieval life. They deliberately and specifically engage the pre-
industrial present which Parisians stereotyped in representations of provincial life. 
This point is reinforced in Dauzat’s placement of an urbane man walking as he 
perhaps would in a Parisian boulevard, next to a fashionably attired woman as they 
pass one another under the crumbling barrel vault of the cloister walk of Moissac. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Paul Léon is a characteristic example of the prevalent interpretation of the Voyages, “le site 
n’intéresse que s’il est historique. L’arbre choisi sera celui d’où descendirent sur Jeanne d’Arc les 
inspirations des saints protecteurs de la patrie ou le chêne de Ploërmel, témoin du combat des Trente 
dont les racines furent trempées du sang pur de Beaumanoir,” in La Vie des monuments français (Paris, 
1951), p. 98-99. This historicizing interpretation is partially due to the way in which Taylor and 
Nodier’s text declares the purpose of the Voyages pittoresques, “Ce voyage n’est donc pas un voyage 
de découvertes; c’es un voyage d’impressions, s’il est permis de s’exprimer ainsi. Nous ne marchons 
pas sur la trace de l’histoire,” Voyages pittoresques, Normandie (Paris, 1822), p. 5. However, we 
should not rely on the images simply as mirrors of the text. Furthermore, this quotation from the first 
volume on Normandy written in 1822 has uncritically been brought to bear on all subsequent 
volumes of the Voyages, many of which trace the historical record of the site through images as well 
as the text. The volumes on Languedoc, for example, from the 1830s provide detailed historical 
transactions betweens counts and abbots.  
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[Fig 5] On the other hand, Chapuy’s image of the representation of the narthex porch 
of Moissac [Fig 2], has excised elements of contemporary existence by positioning 
the viewer at the threshold, eclipsing a view of the contemporary structures shown in 
the exterior view of the south porch. [Fig 6] The placement of a medievalizing 
noblewoman at the threshold reinforces this impression. Dressed in revealing 
medievalizing costume she piously holds a rosary while her contemplative gaze 
moves us beyond the frame of the image and stimulates a sense of longing in the 
viewer. Moissac is no longer a ruin but a functioning space for medieval aristocratic 
devotion.19 
The use of the Moissac cloister as a mise-en-scène against which the peasantry 
engages in humble chores further accentuated ways the monument had become 
irrelevant for the present. The inclusion of women in what would originally have 
been the highly privileged, gendered space of the medieval monk, reinforces the 
systematic de-sacralizaton of medieval monuments in the wake of the French 
Revolution. This point is continually reinforced in the accompanying text which 
describes the abbey as “ruiné et sans religieux.”20 Elsewhere in the same volume the 
complex faces a continual process of decline, “Nous serions les derniers voyageurs 
dans les ruines de l’ancienne France qui auront bientôt cesser d’exister et dont 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 The aristocraticization of the Middle Ages becomes important in the construction of an “Aryan” 
identity in the theories of Gobineau which Viollet-le-Duc transposes to his location of French ancestry 
in the Royal Portal of Chartres. 
 
20 Nodier et al, Voyages… Languedoc, Tome 2, Vol. 1, p. 7. 
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l’histoire et les mystères seront perdus pour la generation prochaîne.”21 At the same 
time, this desire to document and protect a rapidly vanishing patrimony, allowed 
French academics to rekindle interest in their own medieval heritage.22  
This attitude toward medieval monuments was espoused by Prosper Mérimée 
who in his first report as Inspecteur Général, Notes d’un voyage dans le midi de la 
France (1835), also criticized the haphazard disregard with which the “natives” 
treated these sites. The townsfolk of the important hilltop town of Vézelay, which 
was one of the starting points of the four main pilgrimage routes to Santiago de 
Compostela in the Middle Ages, have desacralized the narthex of the abbey church 
of La Madeleine, 
 
Ce vestibule ne parait pas être considéré par les habitants de 
Vézelay comme faisant partie de l’église. On garde son chapeau 
en y entrant; les polissons s’y rassemblent pour jouer; enfin l’on 
y fait bien des choses qu’on ne ferait même pas dans la rue. Il 
serait à désirer qu’on y mettre ordre, et qu’on le débarrassât des 
gravois et des immondices dont il est encombré.23 
 
Prior to this passage Mérimée explained the functional origin of the space as a 
remnant of the ancient church where catechumens were baptized but the inhabitants 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Taylor cited in Léon (1951), p. 98. 
 
22 English antiquarians’ effort to preserve and appreciate their medieval monuments was also a catalyst 
for French interests in documentation, as Bizzarro (1992) has noted. The output of medieval English 
scholarship in the early nineteenth century inculcated an appreciation of medieval architecture that 
the French did not have immediately after an intense period of Revolutionary destruction. It was in the 
wake of this quasi competition between England and France that the new terms “Romanesque” and 
“roman” were conceived.  
 
23 Prosper Mérimée, Notes d’un voyage dans le midi de la France (Paris, 1834), p. 33. 
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of Vézelay had lost sight of this significance.24 The narthex is treated as a 
continuation of the town square, a place of idleness and refuse, where locals did not 
feel the need to remove their hats as a token of homage, as they would                                                     
in a consecrated space. Mérimée dovetails this description to the destruction hewn 
by the “vandals,” implying that the townsfolk’s actions amount to a continuation of 
this “barbarism.”25  
Dauzats’ view [Fig 5] similarly accentuated the literally pedestrian stature of 
the Moissac cloister (recall, how the couples’ casual exchange transforms the cloister 
walk into an urban space). Yet making it a lived monument paradoxically telescopes 
the past into the present and becomes a critical strategy used to deracinate the site 
from its functional historical integrity. This vignette should remind us that these 
images were made by artists working in Paris from sketches and not always recorded 
on site. Frequently one artist would draw the architecture and/or landscape while a 
second would embellish the narrative with figures. It might have made sense for the 
figure-artist to position a couple walking down a contemporary street because 
Dauzats distorted the scale and expanse of the cloister walk to give it the breadth of a 
major thoroughfare. Baron Taylor only hired well-known Parisian artists including 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 “Lorsque la Madeleine a été construite, il n’y avait plus de païens à convertir dans les environs, et 
cependant ce portique intérieur a reçu le nom de Porche des catéchumènes qu’il a conserve jusqu’à 
ce jour,” ibid, p. 32. 
 
25 “Les trois portes qui s’ouvrent sur le nef, et qui correspondent à celles de la façade, sont ornées 
d’archivoltes merveilleusement travaillées, et des bas-reliefs d’un haut intérêt replissaient les tympans. 
Malheureusement les Vandales, qui ont dévasté l’église, ont particulièrement exercée leur fureur sur 
ces morceaux précieux, et ont rendu presque indéchiffrables les sujets qu’ils représentent. La figure 
humaine attire toujours l’attention des destructeurs; elle leur offre un but déterminée, noble, et c’est 
celui qu’ils choisissent de préférence,” ibid, p. 34. 
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Daguerre and Viollet-le-Duc, to make the drawings for the lithographs.26 For this 
reason, even though the provincial peasantry is highly detailed in attire and activity 
they are nevertheless based on types rather than direct observation.27 
The portrayal of peasants and provinces in the nineteenth century was filtered 
through an urban, Parisian attitude. In large measure this was due to the fact that 
France did not exist as a national entity with a cohesive common identity or even 
language, in the period during which the Voyages were published.28 The desire to 
forge a single patrie became linked to an official conception of “France” as a unified 
language that only really existed in élite educated Parisian circles. Throughout the 
rest of France hundreds of different dialects, referred to as patois, were spoken and 
would have been incomprehensible to travelers from region to region.29  
Despite this regional diversity, rural peasantry formed the periphery to 
centralized state identity; it was as a standardized ‘Other.’ Graham Robb has argued 
that the peasant population of modern Gaul was “described collectively as though 
they were proto-French beings, too remote and nebulous to feel the gravitational 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 See Pierre Péllissier, Prosper Mérimée (Paris: Tallandier, 2009), p. 24. 
 
27 Jean Adhémar, La France romantique: les lithographies de paysages du XIXe (Paris, 1997), p. 21. 
28 See Graham Robb, The Discovery of France: A Historical Geography (New York: Norton, 2007), 
especially the chapters, “The Tribes of France, I and II,” p. 19-36 as well as Stéphane Gerson’s 
analysis of the Paris-province dichotomy that was pervasive in the 19th century, see “Parisian 
Litterateurs, Provincial Journeys and the Construction of National Unity in Post-Revolutionary France,” 
Past and Present 151 (1996), p. 141-173. 
 
29 Even in the twentieth century patois was defined as a “primitive” and inferior vernacular form: “the 
patois is a local or rural language spoken by people belonging to a civilization inferior to those who 
speak the official or national language,” in J. Grillet, “The Patois Situation in France,” Anthropological 
Linguistics (1974), p. 197. 
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forces of civilization.”30 Any deviation from homogenized Parisian French distanced 
the inhabitants of the provinces from the collective make-up of a modern French 
identity. Indeed, in his report on the hazards of patois, “Rapport sur la nécessité et les 
moyens d’anéantir les patois et d’universaliser l’usage de la langue française,” Abbé 
Henri Grégoire argued for the eradication of patois in favor of an official, canonical 
French language that would be comprehensible and taught to all post-Revolutionary 
French citizens.31 Through these efforts to diminish difference, the government 
established a proto-colonial relationship between Parisian French and provincial 
patois.32 
Scholars have stressed that the conceptualization of “Romanesque” as a 
stylistic term was the work of nineteenth century philologists who framed the 
regional variations of the style as akin to the deviations of Romance languages-which 
emerged as dialects from Latin in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The botanist 
Charles de Gerville first coined the term roman about the same time as Thomas 
Gunn employed the term Romanesque in English. De Gerville characterized the 
relationship between ancient Roman and Romanesque monuments as a debasement 
that paralleled the decline from centralized Latin to local Romance languages: 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 Robb (2007), p. 17. 
 
31 The original was written in the 1790s but was republished in A. Gazier, “Lettres à Grégoire sur les 
patois de France,” Revue des langues romanes (Montpellier, 1874-79).  
 
32 By the mid-twentieth century, patois was spoken by older generations amongst themselves and 
official French was taught in all provincial schools. Grillet (1974) argues that in its eradication of 
patois northern France, that is Paris, established a colonial relationship to the provinces, “the rise of 
Northern France and its political dominion was fatal to the destiny of the prestigious Provencal idioms 
which were gradually discarded from official use but survived in rural communities despite the 
pressure of the new national language.” See also Michel de Certeau, Dominique Julia and Jacques 
Revel, Une politique de la langue: l’enquête de Grégoire (Paris, 2002). 
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Je vous ai quelquefois parlé de l’architecture romane. C’est un mot 
de ma façon qui me paraît heureusement inventé pour remplacer 
les mots insignifiants de saxonne et normande. Tout le monde 
convient que cette architecture lourde et grossière est l’opus 
romanum dénaturé ou successivement dégradé par nos rudes 
ancêtres. Alors aussi, de la langue latine, également estropiée, se 
faisait cette langue romane dont l’origine et la dégradation ont tant 
d’analogie avec l’origine et le progrès de l’architecture.33 
 
Romanesque art, “lourde et grossière” was pejoratively elided from its inception as a 
stylistic periodization to philology. The de-centralized nature of the style connected 
these pre-Gothic monuments to regional expressions that paralleled divisions of the 
newly created départements. In this way, Romanesque monuments were tied to 
regional identity. Furthermore, provincial identity was not separated from 
contemporary inhabitants of the respective region and so Romanesque monuments 
were leavened with the derogatory associations of backward “primitive” people who 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 Charles de Gerville in a personal letter written in 1818 reprinted in Ferdinand Gidon, “L’invention 
du terme ‘architecture romane’ par Gerville (1818) d’après quelques letters de Gerville à Le Prevost,” 
Bulletin de la Société des antiquaires de Normandie, XLII (1935), p. 268-88 also reprinted in Dynes 
“Art, Language, and Romanesque” Gesta 28 (1989), p. 3. The philologist Jules Quicherat would later 
extend this analogy to argue that the relationship between Roman and Romanesque was similar to the 
relationship between wine and vinegar, “something materially altered and different in essence,” in 
Linda Seidel’s formulation, see Songs of Glory: The Romanesque Façades of Aquitaine (Chicago, 
1981), p. 5. Seidel pointed out the philological origins of the term “romanesque” in “Foreground and 
Background,” ibid, p. 1-6. For the historiography of the term “Romanesque” see also Roberto Salvini, 
Medieval Sculpture (New York, 1969), p. 20-21; Walter Cahn, “The Artist as Outlaw and Apparatchik: 
Freedom and Constraint in the Interpretation of Medieval Art,” in Stephen K. Scher, ed., The 
Renaissance of the Twelfth Century (Providence, R.I, 1969), p. 10-14; Dynes, as above; Elizabeth 
Williams, “The Perception of Romanesque Art in the Romantic Period: Archaeological Attitudes in 
France in the 1820s and 1830s,” Modern Language Studies 21, no. 4 (1985) p. 303-321; Tina 
Bizzarro, Romanesque Architectural Criticism: a Prehistory, especially the last chapter “Gunn’s 
‘Romanesque,’ de Gerville’s ‘romane,’ and Their Critical Legacy,” (Cambridge, 1992), p. 132-149; 
and Robert Maxwell “Modern Origins of Romanesque Sculpture,” in A Companion to Medieval Art, 
Conrad Rudolph ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006), p. 334-356. Most recently Seidel has returned to 
investigate the origins of the term to ask what relationship between Roman and Romanesque 
monuments could have been in twelfth century Toulouse Languedoc in “Revisiting Romanesque, Re-
imagining roman[z],” Gesta 45 (2006), p. 109-123. 
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existed in an atemporal realm, as direct descendants of medieval superstitions and 
nebulous practices of “nos rudes ancêtres.”  
The people of the provinces were understood as an atavistic medieval 
presence in a modern world yet the monuments of that world were in need of rescue 
from the same people. While on the one hand, provincial peasants were presented as 
direct links to primitive medieval superstitions, on the other hand through the same 
ignorance they had become a destructive force for the future of medieval 
monuments. There is a contradiction here that belies the immanent tension at work 
in nineteenth century formulations of the ‘Other’ which enables a monument or 
work of art to be considered as separate from the makers of that monument. In order 
to inculcate a need for preservation, the disrepair of monuments was brought to 
attention through the inclusion of indigenous provincials in the Voyages. As we have 
seen, these figures function as glosses, or meta-commentary on the subject itself. 
They are oblivious to the hierarchies of space and inhabit historical monuments as it 
they were no different from a barn or a stable: they are merely convenient shelter. 
Through these narrative insertions, Romanesque monuments would also accrue the 
pejorative associations of the primitive peasants from whom they needed to be 
saved.  
 
II. PROSPER MERIMÉE: CENTER AND PERIPHERY 
Prosper Mérimée succeeded Ludovic Vitet to become the second Inspecteur 
Général of the Monuments Historiques in 1834 and went on to create the important 
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Commission des Monuments Historiques in 1837.34 Mérimée was among the first to 
push for an official census of medieval monuments in France and was a close friend 
of Baron Taylor, the force behind the Voyages and a member of the sous commission 
for the creation of the Monuments Historiques. Today Merimée is better known as 
the author of the short story “Carmen,” which Bizet used as the basis for the 
celebrated opera, but in his time he was a prolific writer of both fiction and history. 
His two interests came together after several tours of monuments in the provinces 
between 1834 and 1840 in the short story, “La Vénus d’Ille” (1837), which reveals 
Parisian attitudes toward inhabitants of the provinces that parallel the visual 
presentations of the same subjects in the Voyages and should be assessed as another 
textual companion to those images. 
In the story, a thinly disguised Mérimée, is a scholar from Paris, who has 
undertaken a journey to explore the ancient and medieval ruins of the region around 
Mount Canigou in the Pyrenees, a view of which is also included in the Languedoc 
volume of the Voyages. [Fig 9] He is traveling under the aegis of the local antiquary, 
Monsieur de Peyrehorade, characterized as a self-taught amateur who has exclusive 
historical knowledge of the region’s monuments. Those remains are soon eclipsed by 
M. Peyrehorade’s discovery of a bronze sculpture of Venus bearing two ancient 
inscriptions. The narrator struggles to curtail his amusement at the antiquarian’s 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 The most informative biographies of Mérimée are Pierre Trahard, La jeunesse de Prosper Mérimée 
(Paris: Champion, 1925), which focuses on his early literature before he became Inspecteur Général 
followed by Jean Autin, Prosper Mérimée: écrivain, archéologue, homme politique (Paris, 1983) which 
summarizes the three aspects of his career and most recently Pierre Pellissier, Prosper Mérimée (Paris: 
Tallandier, 2009). For an incisive account of Mérimée’s role as Inspecteur Général see Paul Léon, La 
vie des monuments français (Paris, 1951), p. 193-200. 
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implausible interpretations of the inscriptions while remaining, on the surface, 
deferential to his host, “M’étant fait une loi de ne jamais contredire à outrance les 
antiquaires entêtés, je baissai la tête d’un air convaincu en disant: ‘C’est un 
admirable morceau.’ ”35 While the antiquarian frenetically composes dubious 
etymological theories, our Parisian scholar takes the reader aside to elucidate a more 
measured, trained analysis of the sculpture: 
 
C’était bien une Vénus, et d’une merveilleuse beauté. Elle avait le 
haut de corps nu, comme les anciens représentaient d’ordinaire les 
grandes divinités; la main droite, levée à la hauteur du sein, était 
tournée, la paume en dedans, le pouce et les deux premiers doigts 
étendus, les deux autres légèrement ployés. L’autre main, 
rapprochée de la hanche, soutenait la drâperie qui couvrait la partie 
inférieure du corps. L’attitude de cette statue rappelait celle du 
Joueur de mourre qu’on désigne, je ne sais trop pourquoi, sous le 
nom de Germanicus. Peut-être avait-on voulu représenter la déese 
jouant au jeu de mourre. 
 
Quoique qu’il en soit, il est impossible de voir quelque chose de 
plus parfait que le corps de cette Vénus; rien de plus suave, de plus 
voluptueux que ses contours; rien de plus élégant et de plus noble 
que sa drâperie. Je m’attendais à quelque ouvrage du Bas-Empire; je 
voyais un chef-d’oeuvre du meilleur temps de la statuaire. Ce qui me 
frappait surtout, c’était l’exquise vérité des formes, en sorte qu’on 




35 Merimée, “La Vénus d’Ille,” (Paris: Éditions Garnière, 1967) p. 102 [all subsequent citations will be 
from this volume]. Mérimée consistently pokes fun at the local antiquarian whose character is based 
on Pierre Puigarri who had criticized the author’s Notes d’un voyage dans le Midi de la France (Paris 
1835) in Publicateur du département des Pyrénées-Oriental (January 1836), according to A.W. Raitt 
(1970) p. 146 footnote 21. For further analysis of the role of the narrator in “The Venus of Ille” see A.E. 
Pilkington, “Narrator and supernatural in Mérimée’s La Vénus d’Ille,” Nineteenth-Century French 
Studies, Fall-Winter (1975-6), p. 24-30 and L.M. Porter, “The subversion of the narrator in Mérimée’s 
La Vénus d’Ille,” Nineteenth-Century French Studies 10 (1982), p. 268-277. 
 
36 Mérimée (1967), p. 96-97. Mérimée’s travel report on the condition of St. Savin-sur-Gartemps 
written in 1840 expresses astonishment at the lack of training, essentially the naïveté of the local 
architect in charge of its restoration. Mérimée writes, “Il m’a demandé si St. Savin était une église 
gothique, et il m’a paru croire pieusement que le gothique et le roman étaient contemporains, 
quelque chose comme l’ordre ionique et l’ordre corinthien; que l’on bâtissait tantôt d’une manière 
tantôt de l’autre suivant le goût des personnes,” in quoted by A.W. Raitt, Prosper Mérimée (London: 
Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1970), p. 393. 
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Since this description is formed through thought rather than speech, the reader is 
elevated and made commensurate with the intellectual level of the narrator. 
Mérimée draws on Winckelmann’s summary of classical Greek sculpture, the 
“beautiful style,” defined by its “noble simplicity and quiet grandeur.”37 The 
author also invokes the Wincklemannian distinction between nature and the 
ideal by acknowledging that such forms are not to be found in nature itself. The 
learned reader would have been aware that this ekphrasis was composed in a 
scholarly mode, to contrast sharply with the naïve, emotional approach the locals 
bring to the sculpture: “ ‘Une grande femme noire plus qu’à moitié nue, 
révérence parler, monsieur, toute en cuivre, et M. Peyrehorade nous a dit que 
c’était une idole du temps des païens…du temps de Charlemagne, quoi!’”38 The 
two descriptions are intended to present two different modes of approach to art: 
the urban scholar who is able to give an objective formal analysis of the work of 
art in the Kantian tradition and the rural peasant who cannot engage with an 
object without drawing on subjective sources that result in either desire or 
dismissal. The title of the story, “La Vénus d’Ille” is opposed to the locals’ 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Winckelmann’s History of the Art of Antiquity (1764) approach to classical antiquity was widely 
influential in its authoritative advocacy of an aesthetic approach to the arts of antiquity which still 
grounded the object in the moment of its historical production. His descriptive language as well as 
theories of beauty, nature, and the ideal were deeply felt throughout the nineteenth-century. His 
cyclical model of stylistic development which was divided into stages that correspond to the human 
life span, birth, maturity, and decline would become the dominant mode of approaching historical 
time and would be the basis of Viollet-le-Duc’s Musée de Sculpture comparée, which will be 
discussed in Chapter 3. See Roland Recht, “Le moulage et la naissance de l’histoire de l’art,” in Jean-
Louis Cohen ed., Le musée du sculpture comparée: naissance de l’histoire de l’art moderne (Paris: 
Centre des Monuments Nationaux, 2001), p. 44-53. 
 
38 Mérimée (1967), p. 89. 
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characterization of the sculpture as “l’idole,”39 which implies an inability to see 
the sculpture through a detached aesthetic light, divorced from ritual or context.  
 At the same time, the academic exposition is tinged with some of the local 
superstitions that the narrator had previously recounted to the reader. In our first 
encounter, a brutish villager tells us that the sculpture has “l’air méchante” because 
the man who had helped excavate the sculpture had been injured in the process. 
Later the narrator’s cool objectivity is slowly dislodged through allusions to the fierce 
cunning he thinks is discernible in the sculpture’s face,  
Ici, au contraire, j’observais avec surprise l’intention marquée de 
l’artiste de rendre la malice arrivant jusqu’à la méchanceté. Tous 
les traits étaient contractés légèrement: les yeux un peu 
obliques, la bouche relevée des coins, les narines quelque peu 
gonflées. Dédain, ironie, cruauté, salissaient sur ce visage d’une 
incroyable beauté cependant. En vérité, plus on regardait cette 
admirable statue, et plus on éprouvait le sentiment pénible 
qu’une si merveilleuse beauté pût s’allier à l’absence de toute 
sensibilité.40 
 
While the narrator may be unconsciously drawn to indigenous superstitions, his 
analytical method consistently retains a tone in marked opposition to local accounts. 
This oscillation between belief and incredulity lifts the reader to a more objective 
place than the narrator because eschewing this complicity allows us to maintain 
disbelief.41 The rational and the irrational co-exist in the re-telling of events but the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39 The peasantry in Mérimée’s stories is frequently characterized as “primitive” as Bowman argued, 
“The provincial bourgeois of La Vénus d’Ille could not be called primitive, but the term does fit the 
peasants who sense how dangerous the statue is,” in Prosper Mérimée: Heroism, Pessimism, Irony 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1962), p. 147. 
 
40 Mérimée, Romans et Nouvelles vol.2 (Paris: Éditions Garnière, 1967), p. 97. 
 
41 Pilkington’s analysis of this story supports this reading, “a head-on collision between the rational 
and the supernatural is therefore avoided by the presence of a narrator whose limited perspective and 
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reader is always made aware which mode is being accessed even though the 
supernatural may creep into the mind of the narrator. The reader’s mediated yet 
separate existence in a world outside the ethnographic description of the locals in the 
story allows for a detached, civilizing presence to retain control and certainty of the 
known, objective world. Such paradoxical strategies are part of the general formation 
of primitivity, which is arises primarily as a foil to the civilized and does not tell us 
anything about the “primitive” itself.  
The contradictions of the alternating subjective and objective approaches to 
narrative development in “La Vénus d’Ille,” parallel Mérimée’s own changing career 
interests.42 The son of a painter, Mérimée was born in 1804 in Paris, and began his 
career as a writer of fiction. After the overthrow of Charles X in 1830, he developed a 
close friendship with the Empress Eugénie, and became an ambassador in the court 
of Louis-Philippe from 1830 until the Revolution of 1848. He remained closely allied 
with the government of Louis Napoleon until his death in Cannes in 1870. His 
position in the government played a significant role in his appointment as Inspecteur 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
restricted understanding are in part responsible for allowing the ‘supernatural’ dimension to arise…a 
reader more critical than the narrator can see how supernatural explanations of ordinary events might 
arise, as a result of the irrationality of men and their failure to be objective – a defect as evident in the 
simple Catalan guide as the learned archeologist.” p. 30. 
 
42 A.W. Raitt has noted that Merimée intellectual position is located in between the Romantic and the 
Empirical, “he is almost unique among his contemporaries in standing poised between the two sides 
of the Romantic enthusiasm for history: a pretext for picturesque excursions into far-off times and an 
earnest desire for a precise knowledge of the past,” in Raitt (1969), p. 240. At the same time, his 
version of history still retains a strong element of local color which has its origins in the topics and 
characters of his short stories, “But history as he conceived it fulfilled exactly the same need as fiction 
had done: the unslaked thirst for anecdotes. For Mérimée, historical writing consists of gripping linear 
narrative, demonstrating the variety of human eccentricity, satisfying a longing for exoticism and 
violence, and exploring the diversity of mores,” Ibid, p. 244. 
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Général; his shrewd personal relationships certainly helped him remain in his 
position for over twenty-five years, surviving two changes in government from Louis-
Philippe to Louis Napoleon.43  
In this new role, his interest in writing fiction waned as historical writing 
became the focus of his official reports (written as Notes d’un voyage between 1834-
1839). Historical accuracy, which privileges the precise detail of individual objects 
and monuments, is coupled with a desire to recreate the surrounding present of the 
monument in a contemporary landscape. Specificity ebbs as general impressions 
flow at different stages of the narrative in both the “La Vénus d’Ille,” as well as the 
Voyages pittoresques with which Merimée was intimately involved through his close 
friendship with its editor, Baron Taylor. The apparent contradiction between 
Merimée’s two careers as a fiction writer and a historian-archeologist, that is the shift 
from the Romantic mode to an “empirical” one, are at play in his short stories 
alongside the images and texts he produced in a historical mode.44 
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43 Mérimée’s biographer notes his involvement with politics throughout his career; see A.W. Raitt, 
Prosper Mérimée (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1970). François Bercé also chronicles Merimée’s role 
in government and its relationship to his attitude toward medieval monuments. She notes that his 
familiarity with the highest echelons of the monarchy played a significant role in his appointment as 
Inspecteur Général since he had had no formal training in archeology. See her “Introduction” in 
Françoise Bercé, La naissance des Monuments historiques: la correspondence de Prosper Mérimée 
avec Ludovic Vitet (1830-1848) (Paris: Éditions du C.T.H.S, 1998), p. 3-22. 
 
44 The contradictory element in Mérimée’s short stories and his official historical reports has been 
widely noted in scholarship. The most widely debated issue in the first wave of scholarship was 
Mérimée’s actual relationship to the occult: that is whether or not he believed in any of the mysteries, 
superstitions and legends that formed the basis of his literary output. Alan Rosenthal argued that the 
recreation of superstitions was more than a way to transcend the ennui of contemporary life in favor of 
a more personal explanation, that is “the literary expression of sentiments which obsessed Mérimée 
and which he tried to repress in his daily life….all Mérimée’s literature of the supernatural exercised a 
similar function,” in “Prosper Mérimée and the Supernatural: Diversion or Obsession?” Nineteenth 
Century French Studies (1972-3), p. 151. Whether or not Mérimée sympathized with superstition and 
the more “primitive” explanation of natural phenomena located in legends and the occult, it is clear 
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The relationship of the local inhabitants to the medieval monuments in the 
Voyages draws on the same principles: the viewer is in the position to see the 
monument in a manner that the figures cannot. Chapuy’s drawing of the Moissac 
cloister places two women in the foreground, one has filled her urn with water and 
looks out at the viewer while the second bends down to fill her vessel from a steady 
stream of water flowing from the side of the cloister wall. [Fig 4] The proportion of 
the cloister has been amplified, the arcade is more than double its actual size, and 
the superstructure of the cloister dwarfs the women through disparity of scale. Tonal 
gradations emphasize the shadows created by the deep cracks in the architecture 
while an overgrown tree punctuates the space under the arcade: the monument has 
been abandoned to the point where not only is it ensconced in nature but is 
presented as a natural resource. 
The water flowing from the base of the arcade accurately depicts a fountain in 
the north-west corner of the cloister: the exact location is confirmed by the view of 
the tower through the arcade which is visible only from this orientation. Charles-
Auguste Questel, who restored the cloister arcade in the 1840s, recorded the 
fountain in the northwest corner in his pre-restoration drawing before it was 
removed. [Fig 7] The drawing from 1845 has been reproduced by Françoise Bercé, 
and, like the lithographs in the Voyages also records two waterspouts.45 However, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
from his choice of subject matter both in his literary and archeological career that he was interested in 
the idea of the “primitive” as an intellectual mode that not only co-existed with a rational-civilized 
mode but one that reified its very existence.  
 
45 Les premiers travaux de la commission des monuments historiques, 1837-1848 (Paris: Picard, 1979), 
plates 16-17. During his restoration of the cloister, Questel had the fountain removed. 
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according to Questel’s drawing, the women should be inside the garden not kneeling 
in the garth: the lithograph has changed the orientation of the fountain to give the 
viewer a sense of the expanse of the architecture and to position the women in an 
unmediated foreground. 
With its inclusion of verifiable detail, the lithographs of the Voyages bring to 
mind the Romantic literary device of “local color;” a strategy that enumerates enough 
detail of a little known time or place to heighten the believability of the account for 
the reader. The veracity of local color then hinges on the paratactical juxtaposition it 
produces by aligning “truth” with “fiction” to achieve what Barthes termed “l’effet de 
réel” or the “reality effect.”46 Seemingly objective detail is employed to lend 
credence to what is otherwise a highly subjective interpretation of a site or situation, 
what Barthes characterized as “narrative luxury.”47  
In the introduction to his official reports, Mérimée declares that he will only 
include what he has actually seen in person, “Bien que je me suis imposé la loi de ne 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46 In his formulation of the “reality effect,” Barthes was examining the history-writing of Michelet as 
well as Flaubert’s fiction which he argues exploited otherwise unnecessary detail to authenticate the 
believability of the account, “there would always be a corner, a detail, an inflection of space or color 
to report; on the other hand, by positing the referential as real, by pretending to follow it in a 
submissive fashion, realistic description avoids being reduced to fantasmatic activity (a precaution 
which was supposed necessary to the ‘objectivity’ of the account),” from “The Reality Effect,”(1968) 
republished in The Rustle of Language (Berkeley, 1986), p. 145. 
 
47 Ibid, p. 141. For a discussion of the significance of “local colour” for the Romantics see J.W. 
Hovenkamp, Mérimée et la couleur locale (Paris, 1928), p. 33-56. Hovenkamp provides an extensive 
and useful analysis of the use of local colour in Mérimée’s short stories to conclude, “Il excelle surtout 
à saisir et reproduire avec exactitude le geste, l’acte ou le fait, tells qu’ils sont déterminés par la 
situation, les caractères des personnages et les moeurs du temps et du pays, et à donner ainsi dans un 
bref éclair l’illusion de la réalité,” p. 185. He goes on to argue that Mérimée’s extensive notes taken 
during his tours as the Inspecteur Général provided him with the raw material for the details of 
manners, local dialects and terrain he used in his short stories. For further discussion of local color in 
Mérimée see also Frank Paul Bowman, Prosper Mérimée: Heroism, Pessimism, and Irony (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1962), p. 102-118 and for its relationship to the “primitive,” p. 146-150. 
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parler que des choses que j’ai vues, il se peut que bien des erreurs de fait me soient 
échappées.”48 His is an archeological record, an objective report, yet it employs the 
tactics of the Voyages pittoresques and his short stories.49 The deployment of hyper 
specific detail to authenticate a more general impression has been extensively argued 
for Mérimée’s fiction but has not been considered with respect to his archeological 
reports, which frequently make use of such literary devices. Romantic historians in 
general strove to preserve the detail of the individual without losing sight of a 
universal narrative.  
The “picturesque” genre celebrated the ruin in nature and devoted as much 
attention to the organic terrain as it did to the monument. In the Voyages 
pittoresques, fissures in the ashlar are intensified by dark shadows and the jagged 
edges of nature meddle with architectonic unity just as the eighteenth-century 
theoretician of the “picturesque” William Gilpin had prescribed:  
Turn the lawn into a piece of broken ground: plant rugged oaks 
instead of flowering shrubs: break the edges of the walk: give it the 
rudeness of a road: mark it with wheel-tracks; and scatter around a 
few stones, and brushwood; in a word, instead of making the 
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48 Notes d’un voyage dans le midi de la France (1835), p. v. Bowman (1962) has pointed out that 
Mérimée, while deeply concerned with recording as much detail as possible for study, also 
emphasized the need for the author to only present to the reader the salient elements within a larger 
narrative, “Mérimée’s whole aesthetic of fiction was based on a consciously selective imitation of 
reality; his realism sought, not the accurate, detailed reproduction of life, but the careful arrangement 
of significant material in meaningful patterns. Significance was measured by the psychological impact 
of the detail,” p. 118.  
 
49 In Lional Gossman’s penetrating study of the relationship between Romantic fiction and history he 
argues that “The “realist” techniques of description, which Romantic historiography borrowed from 
the contemporary novel, were designed to make the reader feel that there was no barrier between him 
and the object, that what he beheld in his mind’s eye was not a conventional representation, but the 
object resurrected…that no signified intervened between signifier and referent,” in “History as 
Decipherment: Romantic Historiography and the Discovery of the Other,” New Literary History 18 
(1986), p. 27. 
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whole smooth, make it rough; and you make it also picturesque. 
All the other ingredients of beauty it already possessed.50  
Gilpin’s definition has evocative counterparts in Mérimée’s “official” 
description of Serrabone, which he deliberately refers to by its Catalan spelling, 
“Serrabona,” (by extension not French)51: 
Ma dernière excursion aux environs de Perpignan me conduisit au 
monastère de Serrabona, dans les montagnes, à deux lieues d’Ill. Le 
site est triste et sauvage. Les bâtiments qui dépendaient de 
l’ancienne abbaye s’élèvent à mi-côte sur une montagne aride au-
dessus d’une vallée profonde et étroite qui l’entoure de trois côtés. 
Sur quelque point la vue se porte, elle ne rencontre que des roches 
schisteuses d’une teinte sombre et verdâtre, parmi lesquelles 
arbustes rabougris croissent comme à regret. Les murs sont construits 
de gros morceaux de schiste, assemblés avec précision. L’appareil 
de l’église, et surtout l’apside, est remarquable par la taille de ces 
pierres que leur contexture feuilletée rendait très difficile à travailler. 
Aujourd’hui les bâtiments dépendais du monastère tombent en 
ruines, et l’église elle-même est en très mauvais état.52 
 
Mérimée goes on to describe the carvings of the church as “grossièrement 
sculptés,”53 thereby transferring the harshness and brutality of a craggy terrain to the 
style of the monument. In “La Vénus d’Ille,” the narrator has just come from 
Serrabone; the location for this evocative story of provincial superstition thus takes 
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50 William Gilpin, “On Picturesque Beauty” and “On Picturesque Travel” (1792), French published 
1799), in Harrison et al eds., Art in Theory 1648-1815  p. 858. Mérimée was partly of English descent, 
had spent significant amounts of time in England, and was familiar with English critics as his 
numerous biographers have pointed out. 
51 Mérimée’s decision to use the Spanish spelling is significant because of the hybridity of Perpignan-
Roussillon as a region: it straddles boundaries between Catalonia and Perpignan so while it may have 
belonged to France, it still retained an independent Catalan identity which Mérimée is likely 
referencing by choosing the Catalan rather than French spelling. This point is underscored by the fact 
that the text and inscriptions in the earlier Voyages pittoresques volume on Languedoc (Tome 2, Vol. 
2), consistently uses the French spelling, “Serrabone” [fig 10]. Mérimée uses the same spelling in the 
short story as the Catalan local who brings the narrator to M. Peyrehorade says, “j’ai deviné cela à 
vous voir tirer en portrait les saints de Serrabona,” p. 88. 
 
52 Notes d’un voyages, as above, p. 401-2. 
 
53 Ibid. 
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place in what Mérimée had elsewhere described as “triste” and “sauvage.” 
Mérimée’s writing established an indexical relationship between landscape and 
regional cultural production and also appears in the work of the celebrated historian 
of France, Jules Michelet, who frequently characterized regional culture in terms of 
the terrain in his multi-volume Histoire de la France.54 
 Merimée uses language as a provincializing device in the delineation of his 
hosts in the “Vénus d’Ille.” For example, late one night, two louts drunkenly shouting 
at the sculpture in Catalan awaken the narrator. In the re-telling, he emphasizes that 
this dialect has been translated for the reader,  
Ils s’arrêtèrent pour regarder la statue; un d’eux l’apostropha 
même à haute voix. Il parlait catalan; mais j’étais dans le 
Roussillon depuis assez longtemps pour pouvoir comprendre à 
peu près ce qu’il disait. ‘Te voilà donc, coquine!’ (Le terme catalan 
était plus énergique).55 
 
The crudity of the local dialect is repeatedly invoked to convey both the 
unsophisticated mores of the speakers and to continue to affirm the distant 
superiority of the narrator and by extension the reader to whom his account is 
addressed. 
Merimée’s description of the antiquarian’s son, Alphonse56, further 
demonstrates the incommensurability of the urban-rural dichotomy,  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54 Histoire de la France 3, p. 369-72. For a discussion of the relationship between natural history and 
history in the writing of Michelet see Lionel Gossman, “Michelet and Natural History: The Alibi of 
Nature,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 145 (2001), p. 283-333. 
 
55 Mérimée (1967), p. 95. 
 
56 Mérimée’s decision to name the son “Alphonse,” might not otherwise be significant if the story had 
not been set at the edge of Languedoc in Roussillon. This choice may be a reference to either of two 
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Il était ce soir-là habillé avec élégance, exactement d’après la 
gravure du dernier numéro du Journal des modes. Mais il me 
semblait gêné dans ses vêtements; il était roide comme un piquet 
dans son col de velours, et ne se tournait que tout d’une pièce. Ses 
mains grosses et hâlées, ses ongles courtes, contrastaient 
singulièrement avec son costume. C’étaiaient des mains de 
laboureur sortant des manches d’un dandy.57 
 
In the narrator’s view, Alphonse is a farm hand, no different than the man piling hay 
in the cloister of Moissac [Fig 3], except he has Parisian pretensions. Mérimée’s 
characterization also echoes the ethnographic description of the locals of Roussillon 
included in the text of the Voyages pittoresques, “semblables aux Catalans, les 
Roussillonois sont grandes, robustes intelligents, braves, fiers.”58 The sentiment of this 
description could be extended to the local antiquarian who has scholarly ambitions 
but is ultimately an amateur, as unreliable as the other townsfolk. The local 
antiquarian is myopic and superstitious and in the narrator’s view, this provinciality 
prevents him from participating in the “history” that he will craft, upon return to 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
rulers who were active in the region in the twelfth century. The first is Alphonse-Jourdain (1103-1148), 
count of Toulouse whose influence extended into Catalonia. Perhaps Mérimée’s intention is to evoke 
a relationship to the later Alfonso II (1157-1196), count of Barcelona and King of Aragon, who tried to 
unite both sides of the Pyrenees under the house of Barcelona. The text of the Voyages pittoresques for 
Roussillon devotes significant attention to this ruler and describes him as “ce prince, indulgent, 
humain, ami des arts et de la paix, ne se laissa point entraîner à ses instances,” (28) and later he is 
characterized as, “Alphonse fut l’ange protecteur du Roussillon,” Ibid.  
 
57 Mérimée (1967), p. 91. In the late 19th century, in his review of Merimée B.W. Wells also wrote of 
these tensions in “La Vénus d’Ille,”: “the weird slopes of the Pyrenees and the plain of Toulouse 
below, with its relics of an irrepressible paganism contrasting with the sordid materialism or the 
bourgeois comfort of its inhabitants; then the old goddess exhumed to be witness of the new feast, the 
insult to her divinity, her anger, her vengeance, and the strange veil of mystery that the author has 
thrown over the whole – give to the supernatural the illusion of reality,” (1898), p. 173. It is unclear 
what is “weird” about the slopes of Languedoc but the reviewer betrays an anxiety that struggles to 
separate the inhabitants of the contemporary provincial landscape with a pagan or primitive past. 
Mérimée is alluding to this tension when he describes the son as “a dandy in a ploughman’s clothes.” 
 
58 Voyages pittoresques: Languedoc, Tome 2. Vol. 2, p. 23. 
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Paris. It is up to the outsider – the narrator/reader – to bring rationality to the 
provinces, but only after he has left! 
 
CONCLUSION 
The Romantic construction of a historic ‘Other’ in the early nineteenth-
century was the defining tension in the writings of that generation. By the time 
Michelet was writing his Histoire de la France (as Mérimée was setting out as the 
Inspecteur Général), the Romantics’ reaction to Neo-Classicism had lead them to 
focus on an alternative point of historical origin for modern civilization.59 From the 
very beginning of its articulation/definition, the ‘Other’ had been cast as feminine or 
childish, as evidenced by the vignettes of predominantly peasant women included in 
the Voyages pittoresques, and therefore subjugated to the masculine narrator-
viewer.60 At the same time, the “Other” as it was framed in the 1830s was located in 
France’s medieval past, remnants of which could be found throughout the 
provinces.61  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
59 “In Romantic historiography, nature, the Orient, woman, the people, and the hidden past itself are 
almost always metaphors of each other and of the oppressed and repressed in general – figuration of 
the Other of reason and bourgeois order,” in Gossman (1986), p. 25. 
 
60 This would be a trope that would continue later in the century with Modernist engagements with 
“primitive art” from Africa, Oceania and the Americas as will be discussed in chapter 3. For a succinct 
outline of the issues at work in a definition of “primitive” for Modernist artists see Marianna 
Torgovnick, “ Defining the Primitive/Reimagining Modernity,” in Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects, 
Modern Lives (Chicago, 1990), p. 3-41. The issue of “Modernist Primitivism” will be treated 
extensively in the Conclusion. 
 
61 The “other” is first found in the provinces, than in the “east” and later Africa. See Christopher Miller, 
“Orientalism and Africa,” in Blank Darkness: Africanist Discourse in French (Chicago, 1985), p. 14-22; 
Linda Nochlin, “The Imaginary Orient,” in The Politics of Vision: Essays on Nineteenth-Century Art 
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The gendering of history and geography cogently summarized by Stendahl in 
his aphorism, “toute femme est d’ancien régime,”62 is also at work in Chapuy’s 
lithograph from the Voyages which shows two women drawing water from the 
cloister’s fountain: the first has placed her urn on top of her head and turns to face 
the viewer. [Fig 4] The positioning of gaze in this image activates the authority of 
possession: the girl who has bent over to fill her jug has her back to the viewer yet 
remains fully available. Throughout the Voyages the inhabitants of medieval ruins are 
frequently “nature, woman, and the people” passified and accessible to the viewer.63 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
and Society (New York: Westview, 1989), p. 33-59; and Frederick Bohrer, Orientalism and Visual 
Culture: Imagining Mesopotamia in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Cambridge, 2003).  
 
62 Stendahl in Gossman (2001), p. 305. 
 
63 Just as the collective past of humanity was located to the “primitive” inhabitants of Africa so 
France’s own primitive past could be located in the countryside, as is evident in Mérimée’s accounts 
of the provinces both in his short stories and official reports. As much as the Voyages record 
monuments, they simultaneously survey the “moeurs” of the regional people in a proto-ethnographic 
manner. Indeed, it was only after the publication of the Voyages stopped in 1878 that the regional 
diversity of France became part of the Museum of Ethnography which opened at the Trocadéro in 
1878, and which will be discussed in Chapter 3.  In 1884, the newly installed “Salle de France” 
displayed costumes and activities from Brittany and the Auvergne in lifesize dioramas complete with 
mannequins (themselves museologically innovative for the time). [Fig 53 A-B] Postcards were made of 
the regional “types” and sold in the shop at the MET [Figs 54 A-C] The French section was removed 
from the MET in the 1930s and formed the core of the collection of the Musée des Arts et Traditions 
Populaires under the leadership of Georges Henri Rivière. See Daniel Sherman,” ‘Peoples 
Ethnographic’: Objects, Museums, and the Colonial Inheritance of French Ethnology,” French 
Historical Studies 27 (2004), p. 669-703 and Shanny Peer, France on Display: Peasants, Provincials, 
and Folklore in the 1937 World’s Fairs (Albany: SUNY Press, 1998). The ethnographicization of 
Romanesque was due in part to this keen interest in regional rural types which were seen as 
unchanging and atemporal even though they had been observed and recorded by contemporary eyes. 
For example in a 1900 exhibition of objects from church treasuries from all around France, large 
potted trees were installed in the Romanesque galleries, to give the viewer a heightened sense of the 
provincial origins of the objects shown therein. [Fig 52] A certain amount of this parochializing vision 
was also at work in the important exhibition, La France romane: au temps des premiers Capétiens 
(987-1152) held at the Louvre from March 10-June 6, 2005. This was an unsual exhibition for the 
Louvre, perhaps the most paradigmatic of “high” art museums, because it presented the Romanesque 
period in terms of material culture, including quotidian tools, even a child’s leather shoe alongside the 
most celebrated sculptures and manuscript paintings. In their incisive review of this exhibition, 
Kathleen Nolan and Susan Leibacher Ward noted the lackluster pall that permeated the installation, 
“The exhibition provided some moments of the visceral punch triggered by the first face-to-face with 
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The dominance of Paris in shaping a national and later colonial identity had 
its intellectual underpinnings in France’s rediscovery of its medieval past after a long 
period of Revolutionary destruction. In this recovery of the Middle Ages, Gothic art, 
with its origins and salient monuments in the Ile-de-France, would become 
emblematic of Paris, while Romanesque would be pushed to the margins as its 
provincial predecessor. In 1838, when France did not yet exist as a homogeneous 
national unit, Michelet articulated Paris’ relationship to the rest of France, saying: 
“The centre knows itself and knows all the rest…The provinces see themselves in it; 
they love and admire themselves in a superior form.” While this center-periphery 
model has long been at the core of post-colonial critiques of France and her empire, 
it has not been evaluated as the pervasive paradigm for the manner in which France 
forged its relationship to its diverse provinces outside of Paris.64 With the center 
perceived as more advanced and superior, it represents the future of the provinces.  
Johannes Fabian’s incisive conceptualization of “allochronic time” introduces 
competing temporal frames for the authorial subject and its object by locating the 
latter in an earlier primitive state of the self.65 By denying coeval development, it 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
specatacular objects. But there are surprisingly few of these moments, given the outstanding caliber of 
the work exhibited,” in “Exhibition Review, ‘La France romane au temps des premiers Capétiens (987-
1152),’” Gesta 44 (2005), p. 149. 
64 The recognition of “centers” and “peripheries” as a strategy of dominance emerges from post-
colonial critiques of the ways in which European colonial powers asserted authority and control over 
the colonies. Carlo Ginzburg and Enrico Castelnuouvo, were the first to thresh out the implications of 
such power dynamics in the expression of styles during the Renaissance in Italy in an essay first 
published in 1981 but recently translated and re-printed as, “Symbolic Domination and Artistic 
Geography in Italian Art History,” translated by Maylis Curie, Art in Translation 1 (2009), p. 5-48. 
 
65 Johannes Fabian, Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes its Object (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1983). 
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serves as the operational tactic to demarcate alterity. This principle is at work in the 
lithographs and, as we shall see in the next chapter, photographs of the first half of 
the nineteenth-century in which Romanesque monuments are situated in the 
untouched landscapes of the provinces alongside “primitive” peasants. The argument 
presented here of a kind of “auto-primitivism” pre-cedes the conceptual foundation 
for the future museums of the Trocadéro and is introduced here as their intellectual 
pre-history.66  
 Michelet characterizes Paris as the omniscient center which exerts a 
patriarchal force over the provinces: in turn, the provincials are passified, complicit, 
and even eager to be subsumed by Paris. Like Alphonse, the rural provincial in a 
dandy’s clothes in Mérimée’s story, the provincials can marvel at the ideal to which 
they aspire but will never be able to achieve. As France expanded its empire in West 
Africa and Oceania in the late nineteenth-century, a similar ideology became the 





66 Built into the term “primitif” is the fundamental paradox of locating French identity in the 
nineteenth century: the provinces and peasantry are the direct links to “original” French ancestors yet 
they do not belong to the same present as the civilized citizens of Paris. The element of time is 
essential to the construction of the primitive/civilized dichotomy and it is woven into protean uses of 
the French word “primitif” revealed through the French synonyms for the word: “1. Sauvage -  brut, 
naturel 2. Archaïque 3. Grossier – naïf, primaire, simple 4. Originel.” Most telling of all are the 
antonyms which invoke the element both of development and time: “moderne,” “civilisé” and 
“evolué.”The contingent tension of the word “primitif” is the lynchpin for the parallel treatment of 
Romanesque and African art and will be further explored in the thought of Viollet-le-Duc, in a 
subsequent chapter. 
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We didn’t come to Africa to take Africa home with us, but to bring Europe 
there. 
 -Victor Hugo (1833)1 
 
The thick mists, the profound darkness that from time immemorial veiled the 
beginnings of civilizations different from our own, now lift and dissolve under 
the sun of science.   
-Count Joseph Arthur de Gobineau,  




CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter investigates two important photographic surveys undertaken 
simultaneously: Maxime Du Camp’s photographs of Egypt composed between 
1849 and 1851, the first calotypes of ancient Egyptian monuments, and Gustave Le 
Gray’s photographs taken in 1851 for the Mission Héliographique, also the first 
calotypes of Romanesque churches and abbeys. Both these “missions” were 
sponsored by the Second Republic (1848-1852) to record the art and architecture 
of unfamiliar monuments of France and Egypt. I argue that these images stimulated 
debates about the aesthetic merit of this art and architecture and were 
concomitantly used as evidence of the historical division of races being formulated 
in Paris. 
I will further argue that the conceptual center-periphery model established 
in the previous chapter by the lithographs of the Voyages pittoresques, was 
modified by the photographic “missions” of the 1850s, which had initially been 
proposed as part of a strategy to protect neglected sites from encroaching 
                                                   
1 Victor Hugo cited in Elisabeth Fechner, La Gloire de l’Algérie: Écrivains et photographes de 
Flaubert à Camus (Paris: Calmann Lévy, 2000), p. 46. 
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industrialization.  A pervasive ambiguity, whereby monuments were both prized 
and denigrated for their primitivity, continued to permutate in Maxime Du Camp’s 
photographs of Egypt and Gustave Le Gray’s photographs of medieval monuments. 
The dissemination of photographs of “exotic” locales abetted theories of race being 
formulated by Arthur de Gobineau in the late 1840s and early 1850s. The rhetoric 
that accompanied photography’s documentary transparency thwarted the cultural 
relativity characteristic of Romantic image-making, replacing it with an arbitrarily 
calibrated “scientific” scale that assigned each race a rigid role in the progress of 
civilization. 
Photographic reproduction, which became increasingly usable in the 1840s 
and 1850s, allowed the provinces as well as newly conquered territories in North 
Africa and Oceania (future colonies) to be transported to Paris in a vivid, 
immediate fashion, one that materialized into a method of collecting. These early 
photographs mark a radical new manner of archiving the past, one driven by the 
authority of unprecedented accuracy; as Allan Sekula reminds us, the discursive 
space of the photographic archive ensured the interchangeability of reality and 
reproduction.2 Guided by a desire to protect but also to possess distant objects and 
monuments, it laid the groundwork for the development of new museums in the 
second half of the nineteenth century.  
 
 
                                                   
2 Allan Sekula, “the capacity of the archive to reduce all possible sights to a single code of 
equivalences was grounded in the metrical accuracy of the camera,” in “The Body and the 
Archive,” October 39 (1986), p. 17. 
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I. DOCUMENTATION AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
The concept of patrimoine, which emerged from Revolutionary destruction, 
became intertwined with Napoleon’s conquests in North Africa.3 In 1856, before 
the concerted expansion “outre-mer”, Alexis de Tocqueville already recognized 
that the Revolutionary divisions and appropriations of the French provinces had 
been undertaken with a sense of entitled possession,  
I am astonished at the surprising ease with which the Constituent 
Assembly was able to destroy at a stroke all the former French 
provinces, several of which were more ancient than the monarchy 
and then to divide methodically the kingdom into eighty-three 
distinct districts as if it were dealing with the virgin soil of the New 
World.4 [my emphasis] 
 
De Tocqueville draws attention to the Imperial manner in which the synchronized 
destruction and collection of cultures distant both temporally and geographically 
began simultaneously for the provinces and North Africa.  
In the aftermath of the Revolution, an army of scholars, artists, engineers, 
and scientists, fervently recorded and collected ancient Egyptian monuments 
during Napoleon’s expedition to Egypt (1798-1801). The images made by his 
équipe were edited by Edmé François Jomard, and published as a multi-volume set 
of over 900 engravings, lithographs, drawings with explanatory text between 1809 
                                                   
3 André Chastel, Dominque Poulot and Françoise Choay have argued that the concept of 
“patrimoine” and preservation is a direct result of the destruction of the French Revolution. See J.-P. 
Babelon and André Chastel, La notion de patrimoine (Paris: Editions Liana Levi, 1994 orig. 1980); 
Françoise Choay, L’Allégorie du patrimoine (Paris: Seuil, 1999); Dominque Poulot, Une histoire du 
patrimoine en Occident XVIIIe-XXIe siècle (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2006); Françoise 
Choay, Le patrimoine en questions: anthologie pour un combat (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 2009).  
 
4 Alexis de Tocqueville, The Ancien Régime and the Revolution, translated by Gerald Bevan 
(London: Penguin, 2008), p. 83. Originally published in 1856. For the role of symbolism in the early  
years of the Revolution see also Lynn Hunt, “Symbolic Forms of Political Practice,” in Politics, 
Culture, and Class in the French Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), p. 52-
86. 
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and 1828. Several illustrations from the Description de L’Égypte depict French 
scientists measuring, uncovering, digging and documenting temples, tombs, and 
sculpture while natives lounge in hammocks confirming one contemporary 
scholar’s assertion that “we are the authors, the fathers of Egyptian civilization.” In 
its scope and approach, this colossal compendium established a model of record 
keeping and cataloguing for the “self-discovery” that was perpetrated by the 
Voyages pittoresques (1822).5  
Together, these early images and descriptions of far-off locals provided the 
raw material for judgments of race and material production by Parisian intellectuals 
in a manner that the historian of anthropology George Stocking has termed, “an 
epistolary ethnography.”6 The lithographs and drawings of the Description along 
with those of the Voyages were the most influential documentary sources available 
for the study of medieval and Egyptian monuments which circulated in disparate 
                                                   
5 The Revolutionary urge to conserve monuments would later become imbricated with the political 
circumstances of the Second Empire (1852-1870). In the course of the 1850s, Napoleon III sought to 
legitimate his rule by positioning his lineage as the logical fulfillment of the progress of French 
civilization, with its origins in the Middle Ages. The Voyages pittoresques were critical to the 
formulation of history leading up to the rule of Napoleon III not only because they were the first 
portable collections of patrimoine but also because they simultaneously classified the French people 
into distinct provincial types. The texts of these volumes began with a regional history followed by 
an ethnographic definition of the character and customs or “moeurs” (way of life) of the inhabitants. 
Both the Voyages and the Description were intended to be comprehensive accounts and featured a 
major ethnographic component that described the physiognomy, cultural traits and manners of the 
local inhabitants throughout history to the present. In his outline of the purposes of these volumes 
Jomard included “remarkable individuals within the different classes of inhabitants or from foreign 
races, and the clothes and arms which distinguished them,” Edmé François Jomard, “Historical 
Preface,” reprinted in Art in Theory 1648-1815, Charles Harrison et al eds. (London: Blackwell, 
2000), p. 1150. Napoelon’s expedition to Egypt and the Description have been examined in the 
recent catalogue edited by Jean-Marcel Humbert, Bonaparte et L’Égypte: feu et lumières (Paris: 
Institut de Monde Arabe, 2008). 
 
6 George Stocking, Objects and Others: Essays on Museums and Material Culture (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), p. 16. 
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intellectual circles from philologists and early “ethnologists” to archéologues and 
historians, until the invention of photography in 1837. 
As we saw in the previous chapter, Prosper Mérimée supervised a period of 
intense documentation of medieval monuments beginning with the foundation of 
the Commission des Monuments Historiques in 1837, the very year the “invention” 
of photography was announced by J.-L. Daguerre.7 The efforts of the historic 
Commission, together with the continuous publication of the Voyages8 (and most 
significantly for the popularization of the Middle Ages) the publication of Victor 
Hugo’s Notre Dame de Paris (1830) brought widespread popular and scholarly 
attention to medieval monuments, throughout France’s far-off provinces. Spurred 
by the awareness engendered by these important publications, a vast national 
campaign was mounted to restore churches and abbeys throughout the recently 
created départements (provinces).9 Restoration plans were drafted by the 
Commission des monuments historiques in the late 1830s and 1840s and executed 
                                                   
7 The early history of photography has received considerable scholarly attention in the past few 
decades. Scholars have challenged the decisive moment of “invention” by Daguerre in the light of 
archival documentation, which chronicles Nicéphore Nièpce’s earlier experiments to “fix” an image 
with light. The question of primacy is not relevant to the present argument because it is the moment 
that the invention is made available to a larger public that determines its value for documentary 
purposes. As Stephen Bann argues, “in the case of the daguerrotype, however, events conspired to 
create the myth of photography’s ‘invention’. This was given authority by the French state’s desire to 
have such an innovation unequivocally associated with their national genius, but it also testified 
from the start to the kind of definitive cultural and epistemological shift later to be acknowledged by 
Benjamin,” in Parallel Lines (Yale, 2001), p. 104. 
 
8 The Voyages pittoresques were published continuously from 1822-1878 though most volumes 
were produced in the 1820s and 1830s. After the invention of photography, subsequent volumes 
began to supplement lithographs with engravings of photographs. 
 
9 After the Revolution, Napoleon had sent out prefects to map and record the provinces that resulted 
in the creation of the departments controlled by the centralized government in Paris. See Graham 
Robb, The Discovery of France: A Historical Geography (New York, 2007). 
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by a combination of local antiquarians including Charles Questel at Moissac, while 
Parisian architects such as Viollet-le-Duc embarked on an entirely new rebuilding 
campaign at the dilapidated abbey of Vézelay in 1840.10 During these same years 
photography revolutionized visuality with technology that would have momentous 
consequences for the interpretation of these recently re-discovered monuments.  
Photography was harnessed to the nascent discipline of archaeology from 
the moment of its announcement as an invention. In his report to the French 
government regarding the future applications of the daguerreotype in 1839, 
François Arago predicted that photography would become a powerful tool for 
documentation, replacing drawing as the prevailing method of record-making. His 
proposition appealed to an emergent positivist culture continuously striving for 
objective record-making: 
 
While these pictures are exhibited to you, everyone will imagine 
the extraordinary advantages which could have been derived from 
so exact and rapid a means of reproduction during the expedition 
to Egypt; everybody will realize that had we had photography in 
1798 we could possess today faithful pictorial records of that which 
the learned world is forever deprived of by the greed of the Arabs 
and the vandalism of certain travelers.11 [emphasis mine] 
 
Arago’s emphasis on the reproductive faculty of the medium specifically referenced 
Napoleon’s expedition to Egypt: and had it been available a generation earlier it 
could have been used to transcribe hieroglyphic inscriptions quickly and more 
                                                   
10 For an analysis and detailed chronology of Viollet-le-Duc’s restorations at Vézelay see Kevin D. 
Murphy, Memory and Modernity: Viollet-le-Duc at Vézelay (University Park: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 2000). Kirk Ambrose has recently explored the political overtones of the sculptural 
restoration of the capitals at Vézelay, see “Viollet-le-Duc’s Judith at Vézelay: Romanesque Sculpture 
Restoration as (Nationalist) Art,” Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide 10 (2011). 
 
11 Arago, “Report” in Classic Essays on Photography, edited by Alan Trachtenberg (New Haven: 
Leete’s Island Books, 1980), p. 17. 
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accurately than the engravings of the Description. The medium’s capacity to 
unhinge the real from its permanent location made the monument mobile, a 
second feature continuously cited as photography’s principal advantage. Aware of 
the aspirations of the recently founded Commission des monuments historiques 
(1837), Arago proposed photography’s value for the restoration of medieval 
monuments: 
 
These designs will excel the works of the most accomplished 
painters, in fidelity of detail and true reproduction of the local 
atmosphere. Since the invention follows the laws of geometry, it 
will be possible to reestablish with the aid of a small number of 
given factors the exact size of the highest points of the most 
inaccessible structures. 
 
These reflections, which the zealous and famous scholars and 
artists attached to the army of the Orient cannot lightly dismiss 
without self-deception, must without doubt turn their thoughts to 
the work which is now being carried out in our country under the 
control of the Commission for Historic Monuments. A glance 
suffices to recognize the extraordinary role which the 
photographic process must play in this great national enterprise; it 
is evident at the same time that this new process offers economic 
advantages which, incidentally, seldom go hand in hand in the 
arts with the perfecting of production.12 
 
As articulated by Arago, photography’s claim to scientific accuracy posits what 
Susan Sontag characterized as a “value-free truth”13 here reinforced through 
insistence that the “invention follows the laws of geometry.”  
Even though the invention was introduced by Arago as a primarily 
documentary resource, photography’s artistic potential was apparent from the very 
                                                   
12 Ibid, p. 17-18. 
 
13 “A fake photograph (one which has been retouched or tampered with, or whose caption is false) 
falsifies reality. The history of photography could be recapitulated between two different 
imperatives: beautification, which comes from the fine arts, and truth-telling, which is measured not 
only by a notion of value-free truth, a legacy from the sciences, but a moralized ideal of truth-
telling,” in “The Heroism of Vision” from On Photography (New York: Penguin, 1977), p. 86. 
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beginning. Upon examination of a daguerreotype, the painter Paul Delaroche is 
said to have exclaimed, “Photography is born, painting is dead.”14 Though this may 
be an apocryphal anecdote, as Stephen Bann has argued, the commentary of artists 
such as Delacroix and Baudelaire reveal an incipient tension that arose from the 
suspension of photography in between “art” and “documentation.” Delacroix, 
writing in 1850, one year before the Mission Héliographique, emphasized the 
contingency of the new medium, 
one should not lose sight of the fact that the daguerrotype should 
be seen as a translator commissioned to initiate us further into the 
secrets of nature; because in spite of its astonishing reality in 
certain aspects, it is still only a reflection of the real; only a copy, 
in some ways false just because it is so exact. The monstrosities it 
shows are indeed deservedly shocking although they may literally 
be the deformations present in nature herself; but these 
imperfections which the machine reproduces faithfully, will not 
offend our eyes when we look at the model without this 




The artist points out the element of human mediation that is active in the new 
medium, serving as a translator of the physical world. Later in 1862, Baudelaire, 
reacting to photography’s evident creative potential, restricted its value to 
documentation for the sciences and as a mnemonic aide for travelers,  
                                                   
14 Delaroche in Bann, Parallel Lines (Yale, 2001), p. 91. Peter Galassi was among the first scholars to 
show that photography emerged from the contemporary concerns of painting, namely the landscape 
sketch as it was practiced in the 1820s and 1830s, “The landscape sketches…present a new and 
fundamentally modern pictorial syntax of immediate, synoptic presentations and discontinuous, 
unexpected forms. It is the syntax of an art devoted to the singular and contingent rather than the 
universal and stable. It is also the syntax of photography,” in Before Photography (New York: 
Museum of Modern Art, 1981), p. 25. Rosalind Krauss used this insight as a point of departure to 
argue that a photograph can function as “art” or “documentation” varying as one or the other 
according to the discourse which incites its production. See Rosalind Krauss, “Photography’s 
Discursive Spaces,” in The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths (Cambridge: 
MIT Press, 1985), p. 131-150. 
 
15 Delacroix cited in Christine M. Boyer “La Mission Héliographique: Architectural Photography, 
Collective Memory and the Patrimony of France, 1851,” in Picturing Place, Schwartz and Ryan, eds. 
(New York: I.B. Tauris, 2003), p. 41. 
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Photography must, therefore return to its true duty, which is that of 
handmaid of the arts and sciences, but their very humble 
handmaid, like painting and shorthand, which have neither 
created nor supplemented literature. Let photography quickly 
enrich the traveler’s album, and restore to his eyes the precision 
his memory may lack; let it adorn the library of the naturalist, 
magnify microscopic insects, even strengthen, with a few facts, the 
hypotheses of the astronomer; let it, in short, be the secretary and 
record-keeper of whomsoever needs absolute material accuracy 
for professional reasons.16 
 
By the 1860s when photography was first accepted at the Salon (alongside 
lithographs), it was apparent that the medium manipulated the real like other 
artistic practices and it was this intrusion into the realm of art that initially irked 
Baudelaire. Early photographers such as Le Gray and Du Camp were aware of this 
ambiguity and the imaginative possibilities of the new medium a decade earlier as 
they set out to the provinces and Egypt. 
 
II. GUSTAVE LE GRAY AT MOISSAC: “The page becomes stone”? 
By comparing the project of the Commission with the past glory of 
Napoleon’s expedition to Egypt, Arago aligned the restoration of the provincial 
medieval past with Imperial identity.17 While the potential role of photography as 
an aid to national restoration projects was detected early on, it would take more 
                                                   
16 Baudelaire continues echoing Arago’s initial assessment of photography as a documentary 
medium for preservation, “Let it save crumbling ruins from oblivion, books, engravings, and 
manuscripts, the prey of time, all those precious things, vowed to dissolution, which crave a place 
in the archives of our memories; in all these things, photography will deserve our thanks and 
applause. But if once it be allowed to impinge on the sphere of the intangible and the imaginary, on 
anything that has value solely because man adds something to it from his soul, then woe betide us!” 
in “The Modern Public and Photography,” (review of the Salon of 1869) in Trachtenberg ed., (1980), 
p. 88. 
 
17 On the political implications of Arago’s report see Albert Boime, Art in the Age of 
Counterrevolution, 1815-1848 (Chicago, 2004), p. 425. 
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than a decade for the Commission to assemble a group of photographers for this 
endeavor, largely for technical reasons. Historians of photography have noted that 
in its initial experimental stages, the daguerreotype was not particularly conducive 
to the documentation Arago heralded.18  
Daguerreotypes were crystalline positive images chemically fixed to a metal 
sheet; while razor sharp in their rendering of detail, these were expensive and 
impractical for recording the quantity of monuments required by the Commission.  
The equipment was cumbersome, and even in the most even light, exposures could 
take as long as thirty minutes. Mérimée disliked their icy precision as he wrote to 
his friend Albert Staufer,  “L’architecture vaut toujours mieux que le paysage, mais 
jusqu’à ce que vous avez trouvé le moyen de substituer de papier à vos plaques 
metalliques, vous aurez toujours une teinte froide qui ne me revient pas.”19 [FIG 
13] On the other hand, his protégé and good friend Viollet-le-Duc was 
immediately taken with the documentary promise of the daguerreotype to the point 
where Mérimée half-jokingly remarked, “Viollet no longer carries pencils.’’20  
                                                   
18 See Elizabeth Ann McCauley, “The Photographic Adventure of Maxime Du Camp,” in Dave 
Oliphant and Thomas Zigal eds., Perspectives on Photography (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1982), p. 19-52 and André Jammes and Eugenia Parry Janis, The Art of the French Calotype 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983). 
 
19 Prosper Mérimée, Correspondence générale, vol. 3, 1841-1843 (Paris: Le Divan, 1943), p. 440. 
 
20 Cited by Barry Bergdoll, “A Matter of Time: Architects and Photographers in Second Empire 
France,” in Malcolm Daniel ed., The Photographs of Édouard Baldus (New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 1994), p. 105. Viollet-le-Duc had espoused photography from the onset and 
extolled the invention in his entry on “Restoration” from his Dictionnaire published in 1862, where 
he argues that photography, “has the advantage of making possible an exact and irrefutable 
presentation of a building in any given state; it provides documentation that can continually be 
referred back to, even after the work of restoration has covered over some of the damage that came 
about as a building was falling into ruin. Photography has also motivated architects to be even more 
scrupulous in the respect they must accord to the smallest remaining fragment of an ancient 
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The organization posted a call for photographers to travel to the provinces to 
document historic monuments in 1850. The purpose of this “Mission 
Héliographique” was to “collect photographic sketches of a certain number of 
historical edifices,” according to the minutes of the meeting (procès-verbaux) of the 
Commission.21 With Mérimée’s Notes d’un voyage as their itineraries, the 
photographers Gustave le Gray and O. Mestral (Aquitaine and Languedoc), 
Edouard Baldus (Auvergne and Provence), Henri Le Secq (Ile-de France) and 
Hippolyte Bayard (Normandy) each set out to photograph Roman and medieval 
monuments during the summer and fall of 1851. 
Gustave Le Gray along with O. Mestral left Paris in July of 1851 to 
photograph the primarily Romanesque monastic architecture of Aquitaine and 
Languedoc. Starting in the Poitou they traveled through Aquitaine, arriving at 
Moissac in the late summer. Le Gray had pioneered the wax paper negative that 
allowed him to generate multiple prints from a single negative and also to re-touch 
the image by drawing with a pencil directly onto the paper negative. The 
                                                                                                                                                       
disposition; it has enabled them to come to a more exact appreciation of the structure of a building; 
and it has provided them with a permanent justification for the restoration work they carry out. It is 
impossible to make too great a use of photography in restoration; very often one discovers on a 
photographic proof some feature that went unnoticed on the building itself.” Viollet-le-Duc had 
daguerrotypes made of Notre Dame before he began his restoration in 1842. He was friends with 
the foremost critic of photography, Francis Wey, indicated by two letters written in 1869 preserved 
at the Médiathèque du patrimoine. Viollet was also in communication with another important 
photographer, Anuguste Salzmann, who published an album of photographs of Egyptian 
monuments a few years after Du Camp in 1856. In a letter from 1863, Salzmann discusses the 
restoration of Notre Dame, and Viollet had already argued for the importance of photography in this 
regard in his entry on “Restoration” in the Dictionnaire.  This entry along with the correspondence 
with Wey and Salzmann demonstrates that Viollet was significantly involved in the uses and 
theorization of photography.  
 
21 Cited in Sylvie Aubenas, Gustave Le Gray, 1820-1884 (Los Angeles: John Paul Getty Museum, 
2002), p. 61. 
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“mission’s” photographs were intended to be documentary yet Le Gray’s image is 
as much a re-imagination of the cloister as the earlier lithographs in the volumes of 
the Voyages. [FIG 34] Indeed, before he became a devoted photographer, Le Gray 
had trained as a painter in Delaroche’s studio.22 One is tempted to think that the 
photographer was making a case to legitimate the artistic potential of the new 
medium through the heretofore neglected monument. As Arago put it, photography 
merely shifted creative agency to nature, “making light itself become an artist.”23 
Le Gray employed a “landscape” lens with a small aperture that permitted a 
uniform and crisp rendering of detail throughout the composition. The grounding 
horizontal of the perpendicular arcade is as legible as the long orthogonal of the 
foreground arcade. It is a strongly graphic image with clear alternations between 
deep and light shadows, at times muffled by the viscosity of the wax paper 
negative. The placement of the lens at a slightly oblique angle emphasizes the 
regularity of the alternating single and double columns; this inscribes the space 
with an intrinsic order that is absent in the lithograph produced a decade or so 
earlier. There is a visual beat to the image, with each bay functioning as the regular 
click of a metronome, rhythmically guiding the eye through the cloister walk.  
                                                   
22 Several celebrated early photographers including Charles Nègre and Henri Le Secq had 
apprenticed with Delaroche along with Le Gray. It was only when Delaroche closed his studio in 
1843, which was increasingly concerned with reproduction of works of art through engraving and 
lithographs, that Le Gray turned his attention to photography. Stephen Bann has examined the 
complex relationship between painting and early photography in his chapter, “The Inventions of 
Photography,” in his Parallel Lines: Printmakers, Painters and Photographers in Nineteenth-Century 
France (Yale, 2001), p. 89-126, esp. p. 117-8. 
 
23 From Arago’s statement to the Académie des Sciences January 7, 1839 quoted in Bann (2001), p. 
107. 
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At the same time, rather than anchoring the architecture, this mute order 
appears to float ethereally above the pavement. The impression of levity is 
stimulated by the slender shadows produced by the columns, which become a kind 
of tracery regulating the measured cadence of light and shadow on the cloister 
walk. Le Gray emphasized the arcade shadows by drawing them in with pencil on 
the paper negative from which the calotype was made. As a “documentary” image 
commissioned to communicate architectural information, Le Gray’s image is not 
particularly useful. The viewer has little sense of scale, elevation, dimension or 
overall condition. This is a calculated omission in the print: examination of the 
original negative shows the beams of the wooden roof and greater detail of 
sculpted reliefs, which were blocked out to maintain the abstract economy of lights 
and darks. This manipulation blurs the line between “art” and “documentation,” 
allowing the image to function like a “sketch” (the term used by the Commission) 
with its attendant tendency to edit an edifice.24 As Delacroix pointed out, “The eye 
corrects, without our being conscious of it.”  
The soft glow of light through the arcades lead the critic Henri de Lacretelle 
to suggest that Le Gray composed the photograph by moonlight, 
He obtained a moonlight effect on the ruins of the silent and 
dreamlike cloister, so convincing that one expects to see the 
tombstones rise, and the caressing shrouds of the nuns turn white 
as in Robert le Diable. The arabesques roll up, the trefoils stand 
forth, the ogives let the moonlight pass through them, the stained 
glass window outlines its story with an accomplished 
transparency. M. Le Gray has a palette in photography; he varies 
                                                   
24 The notion of the photograph as a more efficient substitute for sketching or drawing is repeatedly 
invoked, especially in the early years of its history. Before photography, drawing was the only way 
of reproducing the real, and as Mérimée exaggeratedly noted, photography nearly replaced drawing 
for Viollet-le-Duc. 
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his tints carefully, clarity can go no further. The page becomes 
stone or marble.25 
 
The critic stirs an emotional response by anthropomorphizing the architecture as an 
active agent in the production of the image: the arcades “let the moonlight pass 
through them.” The indexicality26 of the medium could not be more clearly stated: 
“The page becomes stone or marble.” In this transubstantiation, the photograph 
becomes the monument,27 yet Lacretelle is careful to assign agency to the 
photographer who performs this alchemy with his “palette.”  
Lacratelle’s ekphrasis reveals persistent romanticized views of the Middle 
Ages. As a prominent critic of photography, he was aware that a crisp exposure 
with such clear articulation of shadow and light required ample illumination as 
when the sun is high at the peak of summer (the exposure was made in July of 
1851). The desire to infuse the image with emotion and longing through references 
to occult spirituality is a topos of romanticized vision. The lingering nostalgia 
                                                   
25 Henri de Lacretelle, La Lumière (February 28, 1852), p. 27 as translated in Sylvie Aubenas, 
Gustave Le Gray 1820-1884 (Los Angeles: John Paul Getty Museum, 2002), p. 354. 
 
26 The documentary certainty of the photograph has been tied to its status as an indexical sign, 
characterized by a causal relationship between signifier and signified or reproduction and reality. 
Rosalind Krauss was among the first to argue that this special transference of the real heightens the 
interchangeability of the thing itself with the photograph, “It is the order of the natural world that 
imprints itself on the photographic emulsion and subsequently on the photographic print. This 
quality of transfer or trace gives to the photograph its documentary status, its undeniable veracity. 
But at the same time this veracity is beyond the reach of those possible internal adjustments, which 
are the necessary property of language. The connective tissue binding the objects contained by the 
photograph is that of the world itself, rather than that of a cultural system,” in “Notes on the Index, 
Part 2,” in The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1985), p. 211-12. 
 
27 The critic cleverly moves from the photograph’s ability to faithfully reproduce the real, stretching 
that privilege to authenticate a nebulous vision of the ruin in terms of the occult. Photography’s 
“objective” vision of reality was repeatedly harnessed to language in a manner that extended the 
authority of objectivity to interpretation, transforming subjective responses into truths that appear as 
self-evident as the subject of the photograph itself.  
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brought to bear on the monument recalls Sontag’s contention that “photography is 
an elegiac art, a twilight art. Most subjects are, just by virtue of being 
photographed, touched with pathos.”28 The photograph preserves and heightens a 
sense of loss because of its inextricable connection to time, encouraging a viewer 
to seek “pathos” in the image. 
 More than Le Gray’s image, Lacretelle’s description conjures the dreamy 
renderings of Romanesque architecture from the 1820’s and 1830’s found 
throughout the Voyages pittoresques as well as contemporary paintings of the same 
subject matter. Shadows are pursued over light, accelerating the enveloping 
darkness, a trope employed by Lacretelle. The cloister had been restored in the 
1830s by Charles Questel who repaved the cloister walk and replaced bases and 
columns as can clearly be seen in Le Gray’s photograph when compared with the 
pre-restoration lithograph. Lacretelle’s characterization of the monument as “the 
ruins of the silent and dreamlike cloister” is curious since Le Gray’s photograph has 
conspicuously emphasized the recent, nearly classical integrity of the architecture. 
The discrepancies between Lacretelle’s description and Le Gray’s photograph 
demonstrate how problematic it was to reconcile this radical new technique of 
image making with the anachronic language of Romanticism.29 The synapse 
                                                   
28 Susan Sontag, On Photography (London: Penguin Books, 1977), p. 15. 
 
29 This examination of Du Camp’s and Le Gray’s photographs of Romanesque and Egyptian 
monuments shows that multiple and competing temporalities are at work in the images. Alexander 
Nagel and Christopher Wood have argued for an important distinction between the term 
“anachronistic” and “anachronic.” While the former adheres to linear models of time that follow in 
chronological succession, the latter allows for competing temporalities to operate in a single work, 
image, or even historical moment. In the Voyages the inclusion of the peasantry functions both as 
anachronistic as well as anachronic devices: that is to say that they are both the residual or 
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between text and image also reveals the slippage between “art” and 
“documentation” enacted in Le Gray’s photograph.  
Daguerre, who began his career as a painter of panoramas and stage sets, 
took medieval fragments as his subject in a painting from 1826 called “People 
Visiting a Romanesque Ruin.” [FIG 35] At first glance, a comparison of this 
painting with Le Gray’s image of the Moissac cloister reveals a radical conceptual 
change over nearly twenty years. The site’s deterioration is privileged over 
architectural accuracy where the orthogonal arcade serves as a frame for the harsh 
winter landscape. Daguerre emphasized its dilapidated condition by ensconcing 
the site in a natural terrain; snow nestles on the abaci of capitals further deepening 
the link between Romanesque architecture and a primitive natural landscape. The 
“Romantic” mode of the Voyages, for which Daguerre produced several 
lithographs, inflects Daguerre’s manipulation of light and shadow allowing him to 
impart the atmospheric conditions of a site.30 The two types of images had 
seemingly different goals: while the Voyages used the reproductive capability of 
lithography as a surrogate mode of travel to transmit the feeling of a site to an urban 
audience, the calotype as fashioned by Le Gray could serve as a surrogate for the 
monument.  
 
                                                                                                                                                       
anachronistic elements of a distant past but through their existence in the present function as 
anachronic links to that past. See Alexander Nagel and Christopher Wood, Anachronic Renaissance 
(New York: Zone Books, 2010). 
 
30 For a discussion of Daguerre’s lithographs for the Voyages see Albert Boime, “The 
Counterrevolutionary Origins of Photography and Modern Landscape Painting,” in Art in the Age of 
Counterrevolution, 1815-1848 (Chicago, 2004), p. 413-516 and especially p. 421-427. 
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III. MAXIME DU CAMP IN AND OUT OF EGYPT 
 
As Le Gray was setting out, Maxime Du Camp was returning to Paris with 
the negatives he had composed in Egypt, also fulfilling Arago’s desire for faithful 
pictorial records as enunciated in 1839. He had made the trip to North Africa and 
Palestine in the company of Gustave Flaubert.  
A man of independent means and an aspiring writer, Du Camp nurtured a 
keen interest in the Orient and had already published a record of his travels to 
Constantinople as Souvenirs et paysages d’Orient (1844-45); dedicated to his close 
friend and fellow writer, Flaubert. 31 Du Camp was in contact with Flaubert from 
Constantinople, discussing the possibility of travel to North Africa and on July 14, 
1844 he wrote,  
Si jamais tu fais le voyage d’orient, cher vieux, je le ferai avec toi, 
et alors tous deux, unis comme nous le sommes, voyant avec les 
mêmes yeux, nous isolant parfaitement au milieu de tous, nous 
pourrons faire d’admirables excursions.32  
 
Du Camp recounted the circumstances that lead to his “mission” to Egypt in 
his Souvenirs Litteraires published after Flaubert’s death in 1880. Frustrated by the 
limitations of draughtsmanship, Du Camp sought a more accurate and rapid way to 
replicate his experience,  
 
In my prior travels, I had noticed that I lost precious time in 
drawing the monuments or views that I wanted to remember; I 
drew slowly and in an incorrect manner; furthermore, the notes I 
took to describe an edifice or landscape seemed confused to me 
                                                   
31 Maxime du Camp, Souvenirs et paysages d’Orient (Paris: A. Bertrand, 1848).  
 
32 In Lettres inédites à Gustave Flaubert (Messina: Italy, 1978), p. 42. 
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when I reread them later, and I understood that I needed a 
precision instrument to bring back images that would allow me to 
make exact reconstructions…I wanted to be in a position to gather 
as many documents as possible. Therefore I entered into an 
apprenticeship with a photographer and started manipulating 
chemicals.33 
 
Though he does not mention him by name, Du Camp apprenticed with the 
renowned pioneer of early photography, Gustave Le Gray. The latter was 
experimenting with William Fox-Talbot’s calotype at the time, which resulted in 
the development of a wax paper negative at the end of the 1840s. This process, 
through which a positive print is developed from a negative meant that 
photographers could prepare lightweight paper negatives rather than transporting 
bulky, heavy metal plates which had to be prepared off-site. The paper negatives 
were significantly easier to carry, capable of producing a variety of images and 
effects and could be further manipulated through drawing and shading to alter the 
image after the original exposure.34 Indeed both Du Camp’s and Le Gray’s 
negatives indicate that they usually re-touched them before printing, as we have 
already seen in Le Gray’s negative of Moissac. Furthermore, unlike in the 
daguerreotype, which forced the photographer to fix a unique image on the spot, 
                                                   
33 Du Camp, Souvenirs litteraires, vol I, pp. 421-422 translated in McCauley (1983), p. 22. 
 
34 Du Camp’s “Mission” took place a decade after Arago’s call for the photographic documentation 
of monuments, however other artist-travelers had attempted to make daguerreotypes of the ruins as 
early as 1839. This included the well-known Orientalist artist Horace Vernet who took camera 
equipment with the aid of his student Frédéric Goupil-Fesquet to Egypt with limited results. See 
Derek Gregory, p. 198-199 on the use of the daguerrotype in Egypt. Even in the blazing sun of the 
Egyptian desert the early daguerrotype still required a minimum exposure of fifteen minutes with 
limited success. Furthermore, the intense heat of the North African desert damaged equipment and 
corrupted chemicals. Through his preparations for his own journey Du Camp would have been 
mindful of the restrictions of the cumbersome Daguerrian process and simultaneously aware of his 
friend Le Gray’s new method which is why he trained in his studio in the months leading up to his 
departure form Paris to Alexandria. Although he began his journey with the wax-paper negative he 
switched to a glass negative upon arrival in Cairo.  
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Le Gray’s paper negative could produce multiple positives from a single negative 
off-site at a later date.  
 Armed with this new technology, Du Camp proposed the photographic 
documentation of Egyptian monuments to the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles 
Lettres. Du Camp, buoyed by the Academy’s passionate support of his proposal, 
presented it to the Ministry of Public Instruction to secure government contacts and 
letters of introduction that would facilitate travel in Egypt, Syria and Palestine. 
Under the aegis of a government agency, Du Camp set about to find a role on this 
mission for his close friend Flaubert; the latter would eventually be sponsored by 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce to collect information pertaining to 
contemporary trade relevant to French economic interests in Egypt.35 
 Du Camp and Flaubert arrived in Alexandria on November 15, 1849 and 
returned to Paris in the spring of 1851. They traveled up the Nile with a crew of 
Egyptians, stopping at major sites for Du Camp to photograph “ruins” of temples 
and tombs. 36 He made a total of 216 negatives, which are now numbered and 
                                                   
35 However, as Du Camp makes clear in his account, this “mission” was honorific and would have 
to be self-funded, “I wanted us to enjoy every possible advantage while traveling and had asked the 
government to give us a mission that would recommend us to French diplomatic and commercial 
agents in the orient. Need I say that this mission was to be, and was, entirely unpaid? My request 
was granted. Flaubert – it is hard not to smile – was charged by the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Commerce with the task of collecting, in the various ports and caravan centers, any information he 
thought might interest Chambers of Commerce. I was given something better – a mission from the 
Ministry of Public Instruction, where I knew François Génin, who was at that time head of the 
division of sciences and letters,” from Souvenirs litteraires (Paris, 1880) translated and reprinted by 
Francis Steegmuller in Flaubert in Egypt (London: Penguin, 1972), p. 22-3. 
 
36 The official brief came from the Ministry of Public Instruction written on September 7, 1849, “In 
requesting instructions intended to guide him in the journey that he is to undertake, M. Maxime Du 
Camp told the Academy that he will be equipped with an apparatus (photographic) for the purpose 
of securing, along his way and with the aid of this marvelous means of reproduction, views of the 
monuments and copies of the inscriptions; Thanks to the aid of this modern traveling companion, 
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preserved at the Bibliothèque de l’Institut de France. Upon his return to Paris, Du 
Camp hired the pioneering photographic printers Blanquart –Evrard to produce 
salt-paper positives from his negatives. These were edited down to 125 plates, 
sumptuously bound in gilded leather and published in a run of 200 copies by Gide 
and Baudry in 1852. [FIGS 15-6] Not only were these the first photographs of Egypt 
but also the first photographs ever to be printed and circulated as a bound volume: 
all 200 copies were sold.37  
Du Camp’s volume replicated the sense of vicarious travel that had been 
established by the Voyages. [FIGS 1-6] The photographs were organized as a 
progression from sweeping views of the terrain to details of architecture and 
sculpture; these mimicked the physical movement from landscape to monument.  
[FIGS 17-22] Just as the viewer was guided from the outer town walls into the 
abbey church and cloister of Moissac in the Voyages, Du Camp’s sequencing leads 
us from a panoramic survey of the desolate desert landscape to imposing sculptural 
details of pharaohs.  
                                                                                                                                                       
efficient, rapid, and always scrupulously exact, the results of M. Du Camp’s journey may well be 
quite special in character and extremely important,” in Flaubert in Egypt (London, 1979), p. 23.  
 
37 As this was an expensive volume  (500 francs) the audience was limited. However, as Keri A. Berg 
has pointed out, Du Camp’s photographs were first sold in a serial format: “25 weekly installments, 
each containing five photographs, at a cost of 20 francs per issue or 500 francs for the entire 
volume. Despite the relatively high cost – 20 francs per installment compared to lithographic and 
engraved travel albums that sold for an average of 12 francs per issue – Du Camp’s album was 
considered a success in that the album’s publishers sold all of the estimated 200 copies printed…it 
is not the number of copies sold that is important but rather the fact that all of the copies printed 
were sold, the albums and their images thus moving immediately into circulation,” in “The 
Imperialist lens: Du Camp, Salzmann and early French Photography,” Early Popular Visual Culture 6 
(2008), p. 13. Furthermore individual prints were also available as separate prints for 5 francs per 
photograph and Berg argues, “this allowed a wide range of consumers, from the wealthy to the 
petite bourgeoisie, to purchase a single or several photographs, bypassing the album entirely,” Ibid.  
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The majority of Du Camp’s photographs are crisp renderings of the fissures, 
textures and reliefs of the building materials; the only exception is the nearly 
imperceptible inclusion of a lone curious figure. A dark, hooded man is seen most 
conspicuously perched on the head of Ramses II, his legs dangling from the 
pharoah’s crown. [FIGS 22-3] The same figure appears in two thirds of Du Camp’s 
photographs yet there is no mention of him in the accompanying text. His identity 
is revealed in a separate publication, “The Crew of the Cange,” written by Du 
Camp in Paris upon his return in 1851. In this description of his indigenous 
traveling companions, the figure is identified as a Nubian named Hadji Ismael, “Of 
all the sailors he was the one I liked best. He was very sweet-natured, with an ugly 
face, one-eyed, superb muscles. He posed perfectly: I always used him as a model, 
to establish the scale in my pictures.”38 Described primarily in terms of his physical 
appearance and function, Ismael served as a prop for Du Camp, a 
scientific/geometric yardstick by which the monuments could be measured. 
Until recently, scholars uncritically accepted Du Camp’s insistence that the 
semi-nude, at times hooded, dark-skinned figure who appears in more than two-
thirds of his printed photographs was merely included to calibrate scale. Elizabeth 
McCauley, in her pioneering article on Du Camp’s travels in Egypt, argued that he 
served other ends as well: 
 
Du Camp’s figures serve functions he did not consciously 
envision: they personalize the monuments, give them a temporal 
position, and allow the European viewer to glimpse people of the 
                                                   
38 Maxime du Camp, “The Crew of the Cange,” in Flaubert in Egypt (London, 1979), p. 224-225. 
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Middle East and marvel at the Nubian’s agility as he scrambles 
over craggy ruins of Karnak or Medinet-Habou.39 
 
In the light of the travel accounts, as well as the visual evidence of Du 
Camp’s photographs, it is difficult to imagine a nineteenth-century viewer merely 
“marveling” at an Arab or Nubian standing insouciantly or sitting semi-nude in the 
nooks and crannies of this ancient architecture. His full name Hadji-Ismael 
indicates that he was a Muslim who had made the pilgrimage (Hajj) to Mecca and 
would not ordinarily comport himself in a state of undress.  Du Camp’s 
choreographing of each aspect of Ismael, from pose to dress, repeatedly showing 
him semi-nude, secures racial difference: Du Camp’s inclusion of a lone 
Frenchman, immaculately outfitted in a crisp suit and pith helmet serves as a foil to 
Ismael. [FIG 27] Shown in profile in the immediate foreground, the European is 
absorbed in studying the reliefs and deflects attention, whereas Ismael is posed 
squarely and frontally leaving him open to the controlling gaze of the viewer. [FIGS 
19-26] 
In the original album Ismael is a disrupting presence often at the center of 
Du Camp’s compositions, which frequently employ pictorial strategies to lead the 
eye through an unmediated landscape. In the first view of the Temple of Denderah, 
the fresh banks of sand on either side of the path indicate that this archeological 
channel has been newly cleared. [FIG 26] A low illuminated wall in the center of 
the composition forms an oblique orthogonal which unexpectedly culminates in a 
                                                   
39 Elizabeth Anne McCauley, “The Photographic Adventure of Maxime Du Camp,” in Perspectives 
on Photography, edited by Dave Oliphant and Thomas Zigal (Austin: Humanities Research Center, 
1982), p. 43-4. 
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fragmentary plinth. Upon closer examination, we recognize Ismael mounted on the 
stone, hands on either side of his bare torso, staring out directly at the viewer. 
Which “temporal position” does this figure secure for the monument?  
 Julia Ballerini was the first to examine Du Camp’s repeated inclusion of 
Ismael as part of the larger discourse articulated by Edward Said in Orientalism.40 
She points to the temporal paradox at work in Du Camp’s images, “Ismael comes 
to embody the irreconcilable drives towards progression and regression, rupture 
and continuity, towards past and future, signification and its collapse…he marks a 
connection to and a rupture from a threatened past.”41 The insertion of Ismael is an 
extension of a mode of historical documentation that inscribed a paradoxical 
relationship between the monuments of the past, themselves under consideration 
as “primitive,” and their contemporary inhabitants, seen as embodiments of a pre-
industrial atavistic state, a strategy simultaneously at work in the lithographs of the 
French provinces.42 
                                                   
40 See Julia Ballerini, “Rewriting the Nubian Figure in the Photograph: Maxime Du Camp’s ‘cultural 
hypochondria,;” in Colonialist Photography: Imag(in)ing race and place, edited by Eleanor M. Hight 
and Gary D. Sampson (London: Routledge, 2002), p. 30-50); “The in visibility of Hadji-Ishmael: 
Maxime Du Camp’s 1850 photographs of Egypt,” in The Body Imaged, edited by Kathleen Adler 
and Marcia Pointon (Cambridge, 1993), p. 147-160; and The Stillness of Hajj Ishmael: Maxime Du 
Camp’s 1850 Photographic Encounters (New York: iUniverse, 2010). 
 
41 Ballerini (1993), p. 160. Recent work by Derek Gregory and Keri Berg has also re-examined the 
presence of this figure in focusing on the commodification of the Orient through photography and 
the development of tourism. See Derek Gregory, “Emperors of the Gaze: Photographic Practices and 
Productions of Space in Egypt, 1839-1914,” in Picturing Place: Photography and Geographical 
Imagination, edited by Joan M. Schwartz and James R. Ryan (London: I.B. Tauris, 2003), p. 195- 225 
and Keri A. Berg, “The Imperialist Lens: Du Camp, Salzmann and Early French Photography,” Early 
Popular Visual Culture 6 (2008), p. 1-18. 
 
42 Linda Nochlin has argued, “The picturesque is pursued throughout the nineteenth-century like a 
form of peculiarly elusive wild-life, requiring increasingly skillful tracking as the delicate prey – an 
endangered species – disappears farther and farther into the hinterlands, in France as in the Near 
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 In the text accompanying his images of Egypt, Du Camp employed a pre-
existing format that presented newly gathered information alongside passages from 
earlier works in an archival manner. His preface and accompanying text, written in 
a detached descriptive tone, punctuates lengthy passages taken from the 
publications of the renowned Egyptologist Jean-François Champollion (1790-1832), 
the first scholar to decipher hieroglyphs with the aid of the recently discovered 
Rosetta stone (1799). No mention is made of modern Egyptians; both text and 
image are vacated of contemporary activity beyond the roaming documentation of 
the narrator.  
The documentary authority of the photographs legitimated the collective 
objectivity of text and image. In contrast to the lithographs of rural France, in which 
the positioning of townsfolk and rural peasantry engaged in daily chores provided 
narrative intervention, Du Camp’s photographs are vacant views uninterrupted for 
the most part by contemporary activity. Abigail Solomon-Godeau has pointed out 
that the vast emptiness of the early photographic “missions” allowed a metropolitan 
viewer to enter these landscapes in a proprietary manner.43 Without the mediation 
                                                                                                                                                       
East. The same society that was engaged in wiping out local customs was also avid to preserve them 
in the form of records – verbal, in the way of travel accounts or archival materials; musical, in the 
recording of folk songs; linguistic, in the study of dialects or folk tales; or visual, as here,” in “The 
Imaginary Orient,” reprinted in The Politics of Vision: Essays on Nineteenth-Century Art and Society 
(New York: Westview Press, 1989), p. 50. 
 
43 Solomon-Godeau elides the sense of vacancy with the Imperialist agenda of the Second Empire  
of the 1850s, “Although it was the conditions of early photography that determined human absence, 
it is reasonable to assume that such photographic documentation showing so much of the world to 
be empty, was unconsciously assimilated to the justifications for an expanding empire,” in “A 
Photographer in Jerusalem, 1855: Auguste Salzmann and His Times,” October 18 (1981), p. 100. 
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of daily life and local “owners,” monuments could be presented as timeless 
witnesses to a lost civilization, available for acquisition.  
This pictorial strategy was also employed by architectural photographers of 
the Mission Héliographique to the French provinces. These photographers carved 
out spaces in front of medieval edifices, extracting details through cropping, first 
steps in the process of dislocation completed by the photograph. This can be seen 
in Henri Le Secq’s close-up view of a Romanesque portal from the south transept of 
Aulnay. [FIG 28] The redaction of contemporary time from these photographs 
presented the metropolitan viewer with an emptiness that legitimated his or her 
sense of possession of the depicted remnant, as Susan Stewart has argued, “the 
place of origin must remain unavailable for desire to be generated.”44 This 
decontextualization enabled monuments to function freely as metonymic markers 
that could signify an entire civilization, ready for repositioning in a collection.  
An examination of Du Camp and Flaubert’s personal accounts of their 
journey offers a different setting for the monuments they saw. They reveal how they 
spent the majority of their time intimately involved with contemporary Arab 
culture. As McCauley points out, “Looking at the prints, one would have no idea 
that these two Frenchmen spent their evenings in the arms of dancing girls, were 
plagued by fleas and venereal disease, and amused themselves by shooting birds, 
crocodiles and even dogs.”45  Indeed Flaubert’s journal entries and letters are filled 
                                                   
44 Susan Stewart, On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection 
(Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1993), p. 151. 
 
45 McCauley (1982), p. 26. 
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with vivid and often salacious details of harems, markets and hunting exotic game. 
While Du Camp omitted these details from his official album (1852), his novel, Le 
Nil  (1855) included several personal accounts and paid greater attention to the 
material culture and ethnography of contemporary Egypt.46  
 From these personal accounts we discover that the ancient sites were fully 
inhabited and teeming with contemporary activity. Arab peasants, known as 
Fellahin47, had long established towns and settlements along the banks of the Nile 
often near principal architectural sites including Luxor. Du Camp wrote,  
 
Je suis monté dans les pylons jusqu’à la plateforme qui les termine; 
de cette hauteur, l’oeil plonge sur tout l’ensemble du temple dont 
les dimensions extraordinaires se reconnaissent alors facilement. 
Ces masures de fellahs construites sur ses terrasses le cachent et le 
dévorent comme une lèpre. La place ne leur manque pas 
cependant, car près du rivage, la plaine s’aplatit d’une côté 
jusqu’au Nil, éloigné d’une demi-lieue; et de l’autre, jusqu’aux 
montagnes arabiques qui se profilent à l’horizon. Du sommet des 
pylônes, on voit la vie s’agiter dans les maisons que garantissent 
imparfaitement des fragments de paillassons. Les enfants nus se 
vautrent dans la poussière, pendant que leur mère s’occupe à des 
soins de ménage et que l’homme fume accroupi à l’ombre; dans 
un coin, des chiens jaunes et sales dormant la tête étendue sur 
leurs pattes, des poules picorent les mottes de fumier, et les 
pigeons volent à tire-d’aile vers ces sortes de tourelles, carrées, 
garnies de branches de broussailles qu’on leur bâtit dans chaque 
village d’Égypte, afin de pouvoir recueillir leur fierté et de la 
vendre comme engrais aux cultivateurs du Delta.48  
                                                   
46 Le Nil was initially published as a serial in Le Revue de Paris beginning in 1852 and only later as a 
complete novel (1853). 
 
47 The Napoleonic conquest of Egypt was guided by Voley’s, Voyage en Egypte et en Syrie (1787) in 
which he regards “fellah” as a distinct race.  
 
48 He continues, “Les teintes foncées des populations nubiennes s’effacent chaque jour; la peau des 
fellahs est bronze et non plus noire; les femmes se violent; les rochers de granit n’embarrassent plus 
les rivages du fleuve; la vallée du Nil s’élargit; la Nubie est déjà loin et nous sommes en Égypte,” 
Maxime Du Camp, Le Nil, second edition (Paris, 1860), p. 193-94, original published 1853. The 
charge of sloth against the indigenous population was particularly loaded in the wake of the 1848 
Revolution and in the larger intensification of the work ethic associated with the progress of an 
industrial economy, as William B. Cohen argues, “Europe was blessed because it was forced to toil 
for its subsistence. The work ethic had became so highly valued in the developing industrial society 
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Accretions of current life are characterized as impure, unnatural, unclean assaults 
on the integrity of a lustrous past. Arab inhabitation is elided to the behavior of 
domesticated animals as lazy and boorish tenants of temples. Du Camp describes a 
subsistence existence49 divorced from Ancient Egyptian civilization, “Les Égyptiens 
modernes, et les Turcs qui les gouvernent à coups de bâton, n’ont rien compris à 
toutes ces splendeurs…pour eux les temples où l’Égypte logeot son people de 
dieux ne sont plus que des carrières.”50  
This passage recalls the tropes of French provincial life constructed by the 
lithographs of the Voyages. Romanesque monuments were populated by women 
nursing children in cloisters while men tended to rural chores, oblivious to their 
surroundings. In the lithograph of the chapter house of Boscherville from the 
volume on Normandy (1822), pigeons nestle in the cavities of the stringcourse 
while a herd of cattle storms the interior, a vignette that was clearly added off site. 
[FIG 29] In preparation for their voyage to the “Orient,” Du Camp and Flaubert had 
spent several months in exotic Brittany and the northern provinces. There they 
                                                                                                                                                       
of the nineteenth century that those deprived of the ethic were condemned to inferiority. 
Environmentalists, attributing the Africans’ condition not to innate causes but to climate, thus agreed 
with racists on black inferiority,” in The French Encounter with Africans (Indiana, 1980), p. 211. 
 
49 In reality by 1830 after the Mamluk reconquest of Egypt in 1808 the country had quickly 
developed an industrial economy as Martin Bernal points out, “by the 1830s Egypt was second only 
to England in its modern industrial capacity.” However through increasing European commercial 
gains in the region, this thriving industrial economy had been forced to collapse, “During the 1830s 
Mohammad Ali’s state-centred autarky had been weakened by European commercial penetration; 
after the new settlement in 1839, the Egyptian economy was forced to go back in the direction of 
the traditional Turkish pattern. This reversal laid it open to the European manufactures which 
weakened and often destroyed Egyptian industry,” (1987), p. 246-7. 
 
50 Ibid, p. 41. Following the secularization of abbeys and ecclesiastic sites had been auctioned and 
frequently used as “quarries.” This was one of the events that led to the push for their preservation in 
the 1830s. Here Du Camp is implicitly establishing an analogy with France.  
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acclimatized themselves to “primitive” local customs and produced an 
ethnography of the region, Par les champs et par les grèves (1847).51 
 Yet Du Camp’s photographs wiped out the fellahin (the Arabic word for 
“peasants”) and any suggestion of their existence. Instead, they present newly 
discovered material made available for the delectation and contemplation of a 
distant French viewer. Du Camp’s images of Luxor show the remnants of 
colonnades appearing as abstract lines across a bright sky. [FIG 30] Through 
Flaubert’s journal entries we learn that in actuality Egyptians frequently built their 
homes around the sites of the ruins, particularly at Luxor: 
The village can be divided into two parts, separated by the two 
pylons: the modern part, to the left, contains nothing old, whereas 
on the right the houses are built among the capitals of columns: 
chickens and pigeons perch and nest in great [stone] lotus leaves; 
walls of bare brick or mud form the divisions between houses; 
dogs run barking along the walls. So stirs a mini-life amid the 
debris of a life that was far grander.52 
 
While Flaubert is more sympathetic in his account of the mingling of old 
and new, dead and living, than Du Camp, he nonetheless records a sense of 
disregard on the part of the locals. He merely finds it less reproachable than does 
his companion.  
                                                   
51 Describing the Breton countryside, Du Camp wrote, “The villages we passed are sad, somber, 
humid, miserable, and taciturn….Children in rags swarm the doorways and skinny goats kneel in 
front of a ditch of manure, kneading cow dung…There are no vines covering the houses, no flowers 
in the windows,” cited in Ballerini (2011), p. 29-30. She goes on to note the parallels between the 
provincial and the primitive for Flaubert and Du Camp, “The Bretons themselves provided a 
foretaste of the Oriental indigènes Du Camp and Flaubert were to encounter two years later. Their 
state of separatist internal exile was not dissimilar to that of the colonized abroad, a comparison 
reinforced by their poverty, technological backwardness, and lack of education,” (2010), p. 35. 
 
52 Flaubert in Egypt, p. 165. 
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Apart from the inclusion of Ismael, there is not a single image of 
contemporary life in Du Camp’s album, even though during the trip he produced a 
handful of negatives as documentation of material culture. These include costume 
studies and meticulously composed ethnographic still-lifes of hookahs, carpets and 
coffee pots [FIG 31], precursors to the displays of exotic artifacts that would be 
installed in the Musée d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro (1878), as we shall see in the 
next chapter. [FIG x] Even though patently “Orientalist” photographs of 
contemporary material culture were not included in the album, the positioning of 
Ismael underscores the centrality of these attitudes to Du Camp’s purportedly 
“scientific” compilation, which extended the Imperial posture established in 
Napoleon’s Description de L’Égypte. The view of Denderah from the earlier volume 
depicts a group of uniformed French soldiers and scholars intensely scrutinizing 
and recording hieroglyphs while a solitary Arab man holds a smoking pipe and idly 
gazes over his shoulder at the viewer. [FIG 32] The commemorative medal struck 
on the occasion of the publication of these volumes encapsulated this attitude by 
employing an explicit vocabulary of Imperial Roman forms: Ancient Egypt is 
personified as a semi-nude, supine odalisque uncovered by a firmly planted 
muscular soldier, symbolically positioning Napoleon as the new Alexander.53 [FIG 
14] 
                                                   
53 Gender was used to differentiate “primitive” vs. “civilized” throughout the nineteenth century. 
Charles Darwin confirmed this elision, “It is generally admitted that with woman the powers of 
intuition, of rapid perception, and perhaps of imitation, are more strongly marked than in man; but 
some, at least, of these faculties are characteristics of the lower races, and therefore of a past and 
lower state of civilization,” in The Origin of Species (1859). See also David Wengrow’s analysis of 
the medal in “Forgetting the Ancien Régime: Republican Values and the Study of the Ancient 
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As part of this discourse, Du Camp’s meticulous posing of the sailor Ismael 
has a more insidious aspect to it. [FIG 22] It communicates the indifference of 
indigenous inhabitants toward the richness of their ancient heritage. The camera, 
positioned just below eye-level to emphasize the steep monumentality of the 
architectural sculpture, dwarfs Ismael. The pharoah’s head, partially submerged in 
the desert sand, presents itself as an incompletely excavated archeological treasure, 
one that is in the process of being recovered. Du Camp’s images inculcated in the 
viewer a sense of discovery and revelation akin to that produced by the allegorical 
image on the Napoleonic medal. 
 
IV. RACE AND STYLE  
While Du Camp disdained contemporary Egyptians for their lack of 
appreciation of historical monuments, he did not accord this material unequivocal 
elevated value. Concern about the ethnic origins of its makers rendered regard 
toward the structures problematical. The question of the race of ancient Egyptians 
became perplexing to nineteenth-century theorists who pondered the color of the 
pharoahs and their relationship to contemporary Egyptians. Flaubert’s reminiscence 
of the Sphinx draws attention to the way race remained an innate concern during 
the discovery of these “new” sites and monuments,   
                                                                                                                                                       
Orient,” in David Jeffreys ed., Views of Ancient Egypt Since Napoleon Bonaparte: imperialism, 
colonialism and modern appropriations (London: UCL Press, 2003), p. 182-3. Indeed in the general 
introduction, Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Fourier stated, “Alexandre y fonda une ville opulente…Le propre 
de ce pays est d’appeler l’attention des princes illustres, qui règlent les destinées des nations,” Jean-
Baptiste-Joseph Fourier, Préface hisorique, Vol. I of Description de L’Égypte (Paris: Imprimerie 
royale, 1809-1828), p. 1. 
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We sit on the sand smoking our pipes and staring at it. Its eyes still 
seem full of life; the left side is stained white by bird-droppings 
(the tip of the Pyramid of Khephren has the same long white 
stains); it exactly faces the rising sun, its head is gray, ears very 
large and protruding like a negro’s, its neck is eroded; from the 
front it is seen in its entirety thanks to a great hollow dug in the 
sand; the fact that the nose is missing increases the flat, Negroid 
effect. Besides, it was certainly Ethiopian; the lips are thick.54 
 
His traveling companion, Du Camp, was also invested in the widening discourse 
surrounding the construction of race, as we have already seen in his dealings with 
Ismael.  
Du Camp had enlisted in the National Guard to defend Louis-Philippe 
against the popular uprising in Paris the year before he left for Egypt. The 
Revolution of 1848, which resulted in the deposition of Louis-Philippe, and the 
formation of the short-lived Second Republic headed by Napoleon III, more 
significantly for our purposes, led to the abolition of slavery in France’s overseas 
territories. The upheavals throughout Europe were sparked by the ever-widening 
economic inequality between laborers and the petite bourgeoisie. Urban and rural 
workers banded together to storm significant monuments including the Royal 
Palace in Paris, in what T.J. Clark has described as “a holy war, a battle for 
civilization.”55 This violent chaos contributed to the notion that contemporary 
society was in rapid decline, which further fueled the anxiety of racial theorists, 
consistently perturbed by the imminence of cultural collapse that they witnessed all 
around them. 
                                                   
54 Flaubert in Egypt, p. 55. 
 
55 T.J. Clark, The Absolute Bourgeois: Artists and Politics in France 1848-1851 (Princeton, 1982), p. 
13-14. 
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The Revolution of 1848, which Karl Marx famously argued was the 
necessary result of sustained class struggle, was also understood by contemporaries 
in terms of a racial struggle.56 The foundational myth of the French Republic was 
grounded in polygenist origins whereby the autochtonous Gallo-Romans, a race of 
common laborers and peasants, were conquered by the northern Franks, a race of 
aristocrats.57 Du Camp’s intervention against the workers just months before his trip 
to Egypt coupled with his life-long royalist allegiances should not be detached from 
his approach to Egyptian civilization and contemporary culture.58 
Furthermore, the abolition of slavery resulted in an important shift in the 
status of “native” populations; it polarized debates localized around the origins and 
future of the different races that were being formulated in the 1830s and1840s. The 
dispute positioned the monogenists, who argued for the unity of man, against the 
polygenists, who maintained that the substantial physical differences between races 
was evidence that they were distinct species. Already in wide circulation, this latter 
                                                   
56 In one of his earliest publications, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon (1852), Karl Marx 
had used the Revolution of 1848 to formulate his dialectic of class struggle being the driving force 
behind history. Flaubert also used this coup d’état as the backdrop for his novel, Education 
Sentimentale (1869). 
 
57 Indeed the historian François Guizot had argued that the French Revolution was the ultimate 
confrontation between these two races, as Blanckaert has noted, “Searching, in reaction, for the 
native traits of the French population, historians exalted liberty as a product of the inner genius of 
the old national stock. After 1820, Guizot interpreted the French Revolution as a revenge of the 
Gauls against the Franks,” in Claude Blanckaert, “On the Origins of French Ethnology,” in Bones, 
Bodies, Behaviour, ed. George Stocking (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1988), p. 20. See 
also Jean-Joup Amselle, “The Human Sciences, Natural Law, and the Approach to Difference,” in 
his Affirmative Exclusion: Cultural Pluralism and the Rule of Custom in France, trans. Jane Marie 
Todd (Cornell, 1996), p. 8-31. 
 
58 Ballerini argues, “It was the spectacle of what Du Camp understood as a degenerating society 
spinning out of control at his very doorstep that motivated his decision to join the National Guard in 
a wholehearted support for the military forces of order,” in The Stillness of Hajj Ishmael (New York, 
2010), p. 41. 
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theory gained new force with the foundation of the Societé ethnologique, in1839, 
whose influential founder William Edwards was a committed polygenist.59  
The separation of races became codified with the publication Essai sur 
l’inégalités des races humaines (1853-1855). In this volume, Joseph Arthur de 
Gobineau decisively constructed three “primitive” races primarily distinguishable 
by their skin color, which he argued qualified them as distinct species,   
These well-characterized races I find no more than three: the 
white, the black, and the yellow…I understand by whites, men 
who are also designated by the names Caucasian, Semitic or 
Japhetic race. I call the Hamites black; and the Altaic, Mongol, 
Finnish and Tartar branches yellow. These are the three pure and 
primitive elements of humanity.60 
 
Gobineau’s “white” or “Aryan” race was placed at the summit of the racial 
pyramid, 
All these races further depart from the white type, their features 
and limbs undergo distortion of form: defects of proportion, which 
as they are magnified eventually produce that extraordinary 
ugliness which is the ancient fate and unavoidable character of the 
majority of human branches.61 
 
                                                   
59 In fact, the Société Ethnologique was founded primarily to compile an ethnology of European 
races as Edwards argued in 1829, “We know the people on the other side of the world better than 
our own neighbors; the savages better than the people who were the first to be civilized…But it is 
undoubtedly as important to the sciences to acquire more detailed knowledge of the renowned  
countries and nations of the ancient continent, as it is to traverse the seas, explore the islands and 
study the tribes of the New World,” Edwards quoted in  C. Blanckaert, “On the Origins of French 
Ethnology, William Edwards and the Doctrine of Race,” in Bones, Bodies, Behaviour, ed. George 
Stocking (Madison, 1988), p. 41. 
 
60 Arthur de Gobineau, Essai sur l’ingalité des races humaines in Art in Theory, p. 338. This 
polygenist theory was also espoused by Paul Broca, the founder of the Society of Anthropology 
(1859) of which Viollet-le-Duc was a lifelong member. The architect has a correspondence with 
Broca preserved at the Médiathèque du patrimoine. 
 
61 Ibid. 
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Gobineau’s classification of races manufactured a scientific system 
seemingly grounded in the observation of nature but as Stuart Hall has argued, 
“race discourse produces the subject it supposedly describes.”62 Theoreticians, not 
least among them Gobineau, adapted biological models of classification, created 
by Linnaeus and modified by Darwin during the 1830s and 40s, as a tool to 
differentiate and rank the human races.63 Although Gobineau’s Essai is the most 
well-known articulation of nineteenth-century race theory, it is a compendium of 
earlier work of polygenists and biologists in circulation during the first half of the 
nineteenth century, as William B. Cohen has pointed out.64   
What is unique and crucial to Gobineau’s thesis is the repeated use of 
material production as evidence of the relative evolutionary stages of the different 
races. In his “dedication” to George V of Hanover, Gobineau argues the recent 
discoveries of non-European civilizations provide irrefutable verification of racial 
inequality: 
Further, the present age, I thought, offered peculiar facilities for 
such an inquiry. While its very restlessness urges on to a kind of 
historical chemistry, it also makes our labor easier. The thick mists, 
the profound darkness that from time immemorial veiled the 
                                                   
62 Hall (2003), p. 5. 
 
63 For an in-depth analysis of biological models and Gobineau see Annette Smith, Gobineau et 
L’histoire naturelle (Genève-Paris, Librairie Droz, 1984), especially p. 75-86. 
 
64 Cohen points out that, “The racial explanation for the rise and fall of civilizations did not have to 
wait for Count Gobineau in the mid-nineteenth century; as early as 1814, Peyroux de la 
Coudrenière stated that ancient Greece declined because it had become racially impure, mixing its 
blood with that of blacks,” and emphasizes Gobineau’s volume as a “synthesis” of previous 
theorists, “The mid-nineteenth century was an age of synthesis: if Karl Marx provided a synthesis in 
economics, and Darwin one in biology, Arthur de Gobineau…conveniently synthesized French 
thought on race….often depicted as a somewhat of a crank at odds with his times, Gobineau 
nonetheless faithfully reflected the ideas on race of his predecessors and contemporaries (1980), p. 
214 and 217. 
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beginnings of civilizations different from our own, now lift and 
dissolve under the sun of science...Egypt opens its subterranean 
tombs, and reveals the age of its pyramids. Assyria lays bare its 
palaces with their endless inscriptions, which had till yesterday 
been buried beneath their own ruins….In spite, however, of the 
fragmentary nature of their results, many of them are admirable for 
my present purpose, and far more fruitful than the most accurate 
chronological tables would be. I welcome, most of all, the 
revelation of manners and customs, of the very portraits and 
costumes of vanished peoples. We know the condition of their art. 
Their whole life, public and private, physical and moral, is 
unrolled before us, and it becomes possible to reconstruct, with 
the aid of the most authentic materials, that which constitutes the 
personality of races and mainly determines their value.65 
[emphasis mine] 
 
It is interesting that these newly rediscovered cultures easily submit to the European 
(“sun of science”) and become almost feminized in their compliance (“Egypt 
opens” and “Assyria lays bare”). Furthermore, these artifacts carry the signifying 
authority of “portraits.” 
Primary research conducted in Gobineau’s personal archive revealed an 
ardent interest in collections of artifacts produced by ancient civilizations that he 
used, as outlined above, to supplement his theory of racial origins.66 Indeed there is 
a residue of race in the mapping of “style” by none other than André Malraux, who 
notes that “nothing conveys more vividly and compellingly the notion of a destiny 
                                                   
65 Gobineau Essai (1853) in Michael D. Biddiss ed., Gobineau: Selected Political Writings (New 
York: Harper and Row, (New York, 1970), p. 38-9. 
 
66 Gobineau was also a diplomat, first employed by Alexis de Tocqueville as his official secretary in 
1849 and subsequently when the former was posted to Teheran and Athens. Research conducted in 
Gobineau’s personal archive at the BNU in Strasbourg has revealed an extensive correspondence 
with archaeologists working in Palestine and Iran. There are also several exchanges between 
Mérimée and Gobineau that specifically discuss the relationship between race and material culture 
which will be discussed in the next chapter. Gobineau also has a detailed correspondence with 
Viollet-le-Duc debating the relationship between architecture and ethnic origins which will also be 
discussed in Chapter 3.  
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shaping human ends than do the great styles, whose evolutions and transformations 
seem like long scars that Fate has left, in passing, on the face of the earth.”67  
“Style” then has an indexical relationship with its makers the same way a scar is the 
residual sign of a temporally distant act. Similarly, for Gobineau, material culture 
provided confirmation of racial typologies and served to illustrate the progress and 
regress of civilizational development. In the absence of the actual experience of 
newly discovered sites and peoples, armchair archeologists such as Gobineau were 
forced to rely first on lithographs then on photographs supplemented with word-of-
mouth accounts from explorers, travelers and missionaries. He was familiar with 
Du Camp’s acclaimed album (1852) that brought the latter instant celebrity and the 
Légion d’honneur in 1853. Du Camp’s long relationship with Gobineau is 
documented in an intimate letter he wrote to Gobineau recounting his “voyage en 
orient” in 1881, in which he refers to their earlier correspondence.68  
The imminence of further racial degeneration perceived to be caused by 
interbreeding between distinct races was intensified by the abolition of slavery in 
the colonies.69 “Degeneration” was characterized by the loss of purity of the 
original “primitive” races as laid out by Gobineau; it also defined the “decadence” 
of the modern age which had lost touch with its ancient roots through continuous 
                                                   
67 André Malraux, “The Museum Without Walls,” in the Voices of Silence (Princeton, 1978), p. 46. 
 
68 Gobineau Archive at the BnU Strasbourg MS.3.526 letter number 68. Maxime Du Camp to 
Gobineau 17 August 1881: there are no other surviving letters in the archives.  
 
69 See Claude Blanckaert, “Of Monstrous Métis? Hybridity, Fear of Miscegenation, and Patriotism 
from Buffon to Paul Broca,” in The Color of Liberty: Histories of Race in France (Duke University 
Press, 2003), p. 28-41. 
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mixing of populations. Gobineau, like other polygenists, was certain that the 
extensive physiological variety between races was irreconcilable with the notion of 
a common progenitor. Having identified three original pure races, he sought to first 
isolate the populations least corrupted by the mixtures of these races and proposed 
future separation to ensure the vitality of the Aryan race. Gobineau was convinced 
that racial interbreeding produced progeny that was infertile, and since fertility 
between organisms was the proof of the unity of species, infertility was further 
verification of races being the equivalent of distinct species.70 Within this 
tautological framework, miscegenation, caused the decline of all great civilizations 
including Greece and Rome. Miscegenation led to anemic societies, weakened 
through continuous consanguineous dilution. In this way, hybridity became 
emblematic of degeneration, an influential conception that continues to have 
repercussions for post-colonial relations in France, as Mona Ozouf and Jean-Loup 
Amselle have shown.71 
                                                   
70 This polygenist argument was debated well into the twentieth century throughout Europe and the 
United States, even after the publication of Darwin’s Origin of the Species and The Descent of Man. 
The minutes from the meeting of the Anthropological Society of London from 1864 begin by stating, 
“it is erroneous to assume that the fertility of hybrids furnishes a decisive proof of the unity of 
species; and that it is as yet premature to assert that the union of all varieties of the human race 
produces an offspring continuously fertile.” At the same time, the author of the minutes, Reverend 
Farrar could not abandon the narrative of the Bible and contradicted the above statement with, “We 
should still leave absolutely untouched the question of their origin from a single pair,” in Farrar, 
“On Hybridity,” Journal of the Anthropological Society of London 2 (1864), p. ccxxii. For an 
examination of polygenist thought in the later half of the 19th century see George Stocking,  “The 
Persistence of Polygenist Thought in Post-Darwinian Anthropology,” in Race, Culture, and Evolution 
(1968), p. 42-68. 
 
71 The notion of racial and cultural hybridity remains an important point of contention in post-
colonial discourse especially in the construction of Republican identity in France since the 
Revolution . See Mona Ozouf, L’homme régénéré: essays sur la Révoultion française (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1989) and Jean-Loup Amselle , see Ethnicisation de la France (Paris, 2011) and 
Affirmative Exclusion: Cultural Pluralism and the Role of Custom in France, trans. Jane Marie Todd 
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In the context of this discourse, the classification of certain periods of art as 
“decadent” accrued overtones of racial impurity. Du Camp frequently uses such 
language to describe Egyptian art. In his assessment of the sculptures of Denderah, 
“Il est évident au reste, pour un observateur un peu attentif, que ces sculptures sont 
d’une dégénérescence extrême; on sent à les voir qu’on s’est uniquement rattaché 
à la tradition, mais que les sens et la foi sont perdus.”72 Du Camp’s 
interchangeability of racial and stylistic judgments is evidence of Paul Gilroy’s 
observation that “just as humans can be conflated with culture, so material culture 
can acquire the racial status of humans.”73 The conflation of race and culture was 
critical to the nineteenth-century’s evaluation of different artistic periods; the 
reception of ancient Egyptian art should be examined within this context because 
Du Camp’s album furnished the raw materials (in reproduction) that were used to 
                                                                                                                                                       
(Cornell: Cornell University Press, 2003). Amselle locates the notion of plural racial origins or 
polygenism as the foundation myth of the French state continued by the liberal Republican notion 
of métissage, as he argues, “the soft racism of métissage, as it appears, for example on billboards 
advertising the United Colors of Benetton, might well be a subtle way of positing irreducible 
differences. To postulate a palette of colors, a human variegation, is simultaneously to make 
assimilation or integration problematic; and, as are now very aware, the melting pot or the 
republican crucible can turn out to be ineffective,” (1996), p. 6-7. 
 
72 Maxime Du Camp (1852), p. 18. Compare Du Camp’s description with Gobineau’s definition of 
“degeneration”: “The word degenerate, when applied to a people, means (as it ought to mean) that 
the people has no longer the same intrinsic value as it had before, because it has no longer the same 
blood in its veins, continual adulterations having gradually affected the quality of that blood. In 
other words, though the nation bears the name given by its founders, the name no longer connotes 
the same race; in fact, the man of a decadent time, the degenerate man properly so called, is a 
different being, from the racial point of view, from the heroes of the great ages,” from the Essai 
(1853) in Biddiss (1970), p. 59. [note for Chapter 3: Indeed Alexandre Lenoir, the founder of the 
original Musée des Monuments français had characterized medieval art as “barbarous” and 
subscribed to the conflation of barbarity with degeneracy, “The arts experience revolutions just like 
empire: they progress in stages from infancy to barbarism, and gradually return to the point at which 
they began,” Lenoir in McClellan (1994), p. 190. 
 
73 Paul Gilroy, Against Race: Imagining Political Culture Beyond the Color Line (Harvard, 2000), p. 
5. 
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support these arguments.74 Historians of anthropology have been sensitive to the 
elision of race and culture in the 19th century, yet the discourse of Art History has 
not come to terms with the repercussions of this conflation for periodization and 
aesthetic judgments still in circulation today. Awareness of the synchronic 
developments between the biological sciences and cultural production is especially 
crucial for those artworks, which were not necessarily considered as “art” upon 
their initial arrival in metropolitan centers.75 
                                                   
74 Champollion had recently deciphered hieroglyphs with the aid of the Rosetta stone and had 
published extensively before his untimely death in 1832. As the reigning authority on the emergent 
discipline of Egyptology, Champollion is quoted for pages at a time in the 1852 volume. Du Camp 
chooses to include lengthy passages by Champollion and the German Egyptologist Richard Lepsius 
(1810-1884) debating questions of racial intermingling as evidenced by the paintings discovered by 
Champollion at Beni Hasan. Du Camp first cites Champollion,“Ces captifs, grands et d’une 
physionomie toute particulière, a nez aquilin pour la plupart, étaient blancs comparativement aux 
Egyptiens, puisqu’on a peint leurs chairs en jaune-roux, pour imiter ce que nous appelons la couleur 
de chair...Les hommes et les femmes sont habillés d’étoffes très riches, peintes (surtout celles des 
femmes) comme les sont les tuniques des dames grecques sur les vases grecs du vieux style….Sont-
ce des Grecs? Je le crois fermement….Ce serait une chose bien curieuse que des Grecs du XI e 
siècle avant J.-C.; peints avec fidélité par des mains Egyptiens,” Champollion cited by Du Camp 
(1852), p. 15. Following Champollion, Du Camp also cites Lepsius’ interpretation of the same 
paintings, “dans ces tableaux nous trouvons souvent parmi les hommes au teint rouge ou brun foncé 
des races égyptiennes et méridionales, des gens de teint très-clair ayant pour la plupart un costume 
étranger, et généralement la barbe et les cheveux roux, avec les yeux bleus…C’est une famille 
d’émigrés Hyksos,” Lepsius cited by Du Camp, p. 16. The decision to include a lengthy debate on 
issues of racial intermingling and the introduction of the notion of an Aryan or Greek presence in 
Ancient Egypt (Hyksos were an Asiatic people said to have invaded Egypt), indicates that Du Camp 
was preoccupied with questions of race in his approach to the origins of Egyptian monuments. 
 
75 At the same time as Aryan theories began locating the “origins” of European races and art in the 
East, so Assyrian and Babylonian art was first being brought back from the Middle East to London 
and Paris beginning in 1847. Indeed the eastern origins of this art allowed it to be positioned as a 
semi-civilized art, as the archeologist Layard argued in 1845, “they are immeasurably superior to 
the stiff and ill-proportioned figures of the monuments of the Pharoahs. They discover a knowledge 
of the anatomy of the human frame, a remarkable perception of character, and wonderful spirit in 
the outlines and general execution. In fact, the great gulf which separates barbarian from civilized 
art has been surpassed,” Layard in Frederick Bohrer, “Inventing Assyria: Exoticism and Reception in 
Nineteenth-Century England and France,” in Grasping the World, eds. Donald Preziosi and Claire 
Farago (London: Ashgate, 2004), p. 205.  
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In his Souvenirs Litteraires, Du Camp explicitly promoted the Aryan theory 
of Greek origins, rejecting associations between the earlier Ancient Egyptians and 
the origins of Greek civilization through the division of the races,76  
One doesn’t modify, one can’t modify the generation of ideas, the 
way of being of a crossbred race of Africans and Semites whose 
instincts are naturally in opposition with those of the Aryan race. 
Races are not the same; what’s possible at one latitude isn’t 
possible at another, and the gift of speech does not bring equality 
of similarity of faculties.77 [emphasis mine] 
 
By the time Du Camp published this in 1880, Gobineau had already established 
that any impulse toward “civilization” in Egypt was the result of a foreign “white” 
presence: “La population égyptienne avait à combiner les éléments que voici: des 
noirs à cheveux plats, des nègres à tête laineuse, plus une immigration blanche, qui 
donnait la vie à tout ce mélange.”78  
As racial theory became increasingly reliant on the biological sciences, 
other nascent disciplines in turn used racial theory to their own ends. Beginning in 
                                                   
76 In his pioneering work, Black Athena, Martin Bernal isolates two competing models for the origins 
of European civilization: the first was the “Ancient Model” which held that Ancient Egyptians had 
brought their civilization to the “primitive” tribes of Greece. Beginning with Winckelmann and the 
beginnings of Neo-Classical aesthetics in the later eighteenth century there emerged a denial of 
Egyptian primacy that was linked to emergent theories of racial difference. It became intolerable for 
the founders of European civilization to have been an impure racial mixture of Egyptian Africans 
and Greeks. He concluded, “By the 1840s Egyptian language and culture were seen as products of 
categorically inferior and more backward race, inherently incapable of having made contributions 
to the great Aryan civilization and the noble languages of India, Greece and Rome,” in Black 
Athena: the Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization, Vol. I, The Fabrication of Ancient Greece 
1785-1985 (Rutgers University Press, 1987), p. 257. By 1880, the polygenist argument had been 
repeatedly contested and ultimately discarded by Darwin in The Descent of Man, ““Finally, we may 
conclude that when the principles of evolution are generally accepted, as they surely will be before 
long, the dispute between the monogenists and the polygenists will die a silent and unobserved 
death”, (1871), p. 910. 
 
77 Souvenirs Litteraires (1880), cited in McCauley, p. 30. 
 
78 Joseph Arthur de Gobineau, Essai sur l’ingalité des races humaines (Paris: Pierre Belfond, 1967), p. 
276. See also Christopher Miller’s discussion of Gobineau in Blank Darkness: Africanist Discourse in 
French (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985), p.87-92. 
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the 1840s, theorists argued that Greek civilization was the product of a synthesis 
between indigenous proto-Greeks and Indo-Aryans who had invaded the Ionian 
peninsula from the north. This admixture accounted for the linguistic parallels 
between Latin, Greek and Sanskrit. By tracing philological origins, advocates for 
the Aryan model could argue in scientific terms since language was perceived to 
transcend history as it persisted with minimal modifications into the present.  
 During this period, philology carried consequences for art, culture, as well 
as the formulation of distinct races. The most influential theorists were often 
philologists acutely aware of the racial implications of their ideas. Philology helped 
secure the Greeks to an “Indo-Aryan” race, which had autonomously generated 
advanced cultures while Egyptians, despite their historical precedence, were 
fossilized as alien outsiders and permanent children in the development of 
civilization (Gobineau termed them “embryo societies”). This eschewal of Egyptian 
origins for European art was promoted to preserve the racial purity and by 
extension superiority of continental people from those inhabiting equatorial lands.  
 Indeed the intense scrutiny of Ancient Egypt at this time was itself based in 
language: that is the decipherment of hieroglyphs and the recording of inscriptions. 
Du Camp’s main charge had been to produce “squeezes,” or casts of inscriptions 
obtained with wet paper. The photographs of the art and architecture were initially 
only of secondary value.79  
                                                   
79 The recording of inscriptions was emphasized by Arago earlier, “To copy the millions of 
hieroglyphics which cover even the exterior of the great monuments of Thebes, Memphis, Karnak, 
and others would require decades of time and legions of draughtsmen. By daguerreotype one 
person would suffice to accomplish this immense work successfully. Equip the Egyptian Institute 




In his Egyptian journals, Flaubert emphasized the importance of physical 
presence in the experience of the Sphinx, “No drawing that I have seen conveys a 
proper idea of it – best is an excellent photograph that Max [Du Camp] has taken.”80 
[FIG 33] The long exposure times of early photography intensified the indexicality 
of the medium: it was as if the subject of the photograph itself produced the physical 
image.81 Benjamin argued that a sense of the evanescent movement of passing time 
                                                                                                                                                       
with two or three of Daguerre’s apparatus, and before long on several of the large tablets of the 
celebrated work, which had its inception in the expedition to Egypt, innumerable hieroglyphics as 
they are in reality will replace those which now are invented or designed by approximation,” (1839) 
in Trachtenberg, p. 17. The recording of inscriptions was also privileged in the official “mission” for 
Du Camp, “M. Du Camp will do well to equip himself with the best possible devices for the 
securing of facsimiles of the inscriptions in their actual size,” reprinted in Steegmuller, Flaubert in 
Egypt, p. 23. 
 
80 Flaubert in a letter to Louis Bouilhet in Flaubert in Egypt, p. 50-51. The leading critic of 
photography of the period Francis Wey emphasized the unique ability of photography to highlight 
the peculiarities of medieval architecture as well, “Et tandis que la gravure, qui grandit les 
constructions grecques ou romaines, rapetisse celles du Moyen Âge, la photographie en soufflant 
partout l’air à profusion, en estompant les détails fourmillants, sans en noyer les contours, présente 
aux yeux charmés des monuments grands comme ceux de la nature, et plus encore parfois,” Francis 
Wey in La Lumière (5 Octobre 1851).  
 
81 Even though photographic equipment and exposure times had improved since the daguerrotype, 
exposures still required several minutes of immobility, as evidenced by Du Camp’s anecdote about 
Hadji Ishamel, “The great difficulty was to get Hajj-Ishmael to stand perfectly motionless while I 
performed my operations; and I finally succeeded by means of a somewhat baroque trick, which, 
dear Theophile, will give you an idea of the naïve gullability of these poor Arabs. I told him that the 
brass tube of the lens jutting from the camera was a cannon, which would vomit a hail of shot if he 
had the misfortune to move – a story which immobilized him completely, as can be seen from my 
photographs,” in Le Nil, p. 227-8. The “native’s” initial fear or anxiety to technology was cited by 
westerners as evidence of a regressive society; as Michael Taussig has argued, photography was 
immediately conflated with science especially as the camera was re-positioned to “document” 
natives as an integral goal of the colonial enterprise. Taussig shows that it was the Europeans who 
presented technologies of reproduction or, mimesis, as extensions of magic thereby superimposing a 
pre-conceived primitivist reception, like Du Camp, “Here every effort is made to represent 
mimiticizing technology as magical, and the question must be repeated – because the photographic 
mis en scène is surprisingly common in twentieth –century descriptions of ‘primitive’ peoples – as to 
why Westerners are so fascinated by Others’ fascination with this apparatus,” in Mimesis and 
Alterity: A Particular History of the Senses (New York: Routledge, 1993), p. 199. 
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is embedded in the photograph, “The procedure itself caused the subjects to live 
their way into, rather than out of, the moment; during the long duration of the 
exposure, they grew into the picture.”82 In Du Camp’s rendering of the Sphinx we 
are directly confronted by the monumental chimera: the foreground is attenuated, 
the rising shadows on either side of the sculpture mark an open unmediated path for 
the eye. [FIG 33] The elevated viewpoint brings the viewer face-to-face with the 
Sphinx in a manner that intimates the experience of the Burkian Sublime. In his 
account, Du Camp echoed this sensation of pleasure instigated by fear, “Gustave 
gives a loud cry, and I am pale, my legs trembling. I cannot remember ever having 
been moved so deeply.”83 The immediacy of Du Camp’s photograph is latent with 
possibilities of beguiling emotion; according to Flaubert, it had the potential to 
incite a phenomenological experience for an armchair viewer. 
Before the invention of photography it was difficult to transmit a synoptic 
sensory vision of place. Previous endeavors to record recently discovered sites and 
time periods were compilations of multiple views of a monument arranged to 
communicate a somatic experience, through alterations of scale and detail. The 
manipulation of negatives with the careful positioning of the camera enabled a 
single image to give a comprehensive and convincing impression of place to a 
viewer whose only experience of the site was through reproduction. Photography’s 
                                                   
82 Walter Benjamin, “Little History of Photography,” from The Work of Art in the Age of its Technical 
Reproducability and Other Writings on Media (Harvard, 2008), p. 280. 
 
83 Ibid, p. 50-51. 
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heterochronicity84, that is its distinctive ability to telescope past and present, was 
especially potent in the visual documentation of ruins. These shards of past epochs 
when captured in photographs, created a symbiotic link between medium and 
subject that Frederick Bohrer has recently termed “an effortlessly archaeological 
way of seeing.”85 At the same time despite the claims of transparency that Du 
Camp and the Mission Héligraphique propagated, both missions formed a new 
vision of the monuments they photographed. In the middle of the cloister walk, Le 
Gray deliberately included his camera equipment and hat to inscribe his presence 
as the guarantor of the space at a precise moment in time and to remind the viewer 
of the human hand that guided the mechanical process.86 [FIG 34] 
For a Parisian audience, Du Camp’s album functioned as the first collection 
of Egyptian Art. It presented viewers with a curated experience of the actual 
monuments,87 just as Daguerre had envisaged in 1837, “people will form 
collections, which will be the more precious because art cannot imitate their 
                                                   
84 The idea of competing temporalities in texts and images has been the subject of a recent essay by 
Keith Moxey, “Is Modernity Multiple?”  (2011).   
(http://www.columbia.edu/cu/arthistory/courses/Multiple-Modernities/moxey-essay.html) The term 
was also used by Siegfried Kracauer, History: the last things before the last (Princeton, 1994) and 
referenced by George Kubler, The Shape of Time: remarks on the history of things (Yale, 1962).  
 
85 Frederick Bohrer, Photography and Archaeology (London: Reaktion, 2011), p. 7. 
 
86 After the Mission Héliographique Le Gray began experimenting with nudes and landscapes, 
traditionally the subject matter of painting, to forge a language that would convincingly establish 
photography an art. 
 
87 The nature of vision was being reformulated in the decades leading up to the discovery of 
photography. Vision was understood to be multi-sensory in a manner that stressed the contingency 
of individual experience in the process of looking, what Jonathan Crary has termed “physiological 
vision,” see Crary, Techniques of the Observer (MIT, 1992). 
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accuracy.”88 Through its seemingly unmediated presentation of the real, 
photographs transported viewers to sites through reproductions, as John Ruskin 
argued, “it is very nearly the same thing as carrying off the palace itself.”89 In this 
hyper visual climate, Du Camp’s single volume, through a small sequence of 
views, convincingly conveyed a complete sense of place with unmatched 
authority.  
Photographic reproduction also intensified the detached contemplation of a 
work of art, “enabling”, as Benjamin argued,  “the original to meet the recipient 
halfway….the cathedral leaves its site to be received in the studio of an art lover.”90 
The dislocation of context through photographs permitted a comparative approach 
to the history of art and culture unprecedented before the 1850s. Addressing the 
court of Napoleon II in 1862 Viollet-le-Duc praised these missions,  
The discoveries of exploratory expeditions have thus been passed 
on to artists and scholars immediately. And to add to our good 
fortune, photography has placed in our hands the masterworks of 
all periods and all cultures, just as the great exhibitions of London 
and Paris have brought to light a vast quantity of art normally 
hidden in private collections…”91 
 
                                                   
88 Daguerre in Trachtenberg, p. 12. 
 
89 Ruskin from Venice October 7, 1845 quoted in Michael Harvey, “Ruskin and Photography,” 
Oxford Art Journal 7 (1984), p. 25. Ruskin also emphasized the role of photography in the formation 
of a historical record of monuments, “I would particularly desire to direct the attention of an 
amateur photographers to this task; earnestly requesting them to bear in mind that while a 
photograph of a landscape is merely an amusing toy, one of early architecture is a precious 
historical document,” Ruskin in Boime (2004), p. 425. 
 
90 Walter Benjamin, The Work of Art in the Age of its Technical Reproducability, translated by 
Edmund Jephcott et al. (Harvard, 2008), p. 21. 
 
91 Viollet-le-Duc in Solomon-Godeau (1981), p. 99. 
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These first photographs were new not only by virtue of the novelty of the 
medium but because many of the monuments they reproduced were virtually 
unknown. The compilation of these photographs began to function like “museums 
without walls” for the scholars and artists who had access to them, as Viollet-le-
Duc suggested. André Malraux recognized that the introduction of unknown time 
periods and cultures in the mid-nineteenth century fundamentally altered the 
prevailing space of the museum which had primarily been devoted to Greek 
antiquities, “For these styles, were not in conflict with this artist or that, or with any 
particular school, but with the museum as a whole.”92 Indeed it was the 
introduction of Egyptian and Romanesque art by way of photography that resulted 
in the reconceptualization of museums in Paris. These images of vacated 
monuments, excised from the linear progression of time, shifted and shuffled to suit 
emerging theories of style and race, culminated in the foundation of the Musée du 
Sculpture Comparée and the Musée d’Ethnographie, first proposed by Viollet-le-
Duc in the wake of these Missions Héliographique in 1855. Indeed in the first 
gallery of the Musée du Sculpture Comparée, a cast of the tympanum of Moissac is 
juxtaposed with a cast of an ancient Egyptian sculpture as can be seen in the 
photograph by Médéric Mieusement (1891), alongside “archaic” Greek sculpture. 
[FIG 36] 
                                                   
92 André Malraux, The Voices of Silence (Princeton, 1978), p. 107. Malraux also points out that 
Romanesque art was introduced through photography in Paris simultaneously with non-Western art 
that had recently been discovered, “ None of the arts, discovered in our times, however exotic, 
challenged the heritage of tradition so effectively as did this joint incursion of Romanesque, 
Mesopotamian and Egyptian sculpture,” Ibid.  
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The rhetoric of photography empowered a viewer to study the reproduction 
as if it were the actual monument through erasure of the human hand from the 
process of reproduction. The paradox of the photograph resided in its insistence as 
a witness to a slice of time while draining references to traces of time from the 
image. The photograph’s status as both past and present made the monument 
timeless, allowing it to be relocated both temporally and spatially. In this way, Du 
Camp and Le Gray’s curated images marked the first stage of a decontextualization 
that was to become the foundational premise of the future museums of the 
Trocadéro.  




The narrative historian always has the privilege of deciding that 
continuity cuts better into certain lengths than into others. He 
never is required to defend his cut, because history cuts 
anywhere with equal ease, and a good story can begin anywhere 
the teller chooses.1 
-George Kubler (1962) 
 
The anthropologist is thus not only the mourner of the cold 
world of the primitives, but its custodian as well. Lamenting 
among the shadows, struggling to distinguish the archaic from 
the pseudo-archaic, he sets out a heroic, diligent, and complex 
modern pessimism.2 
-Susan Sontag (1963) 
 
 
CHAPTER 3. INTRODUCTION  
 
In the previous chapter, I argued that photographic technologies helped 
define ethnic and racial alterity with unprecedented authority by virtue of their 
privileged relationship to the real world. Furthermore, the invention of photography 
began a process of dislocation and mobility, of people and monuments, which 
would become conceptually instrumental for the museums of the Trocadéro palace. 
In this chapter we will see how Romanesque monuments in particular were 
racialized through display alongside newly discovered non-western material in two 
museums founded by the architect and theorist, E.E. Viollet-le-Duc on the right 
bank of the Seine directly across from where the Eiffel Tower stands today.  
The Trocadéro palace, built for the World’s Fair of 1878, became the 
permanent home to two seminal museums after the original exhibition closed. 
Installed in the elliptical arms branching off from the central auditorium of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 George Kubler, The Shape of Time (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962), p. 2. 
 
2 Susan Sontag, “The Anthropologist as Hero,” in Against Interpretation and other essays (New York: 
Penguin, 2009), p. 81. 
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Trocadéro: these were known for years as the Musée de la Sculpture Comparée 
(MSC, 1878-1937) and the Musée d’ethnographie du Trocadéro (MET, 1878-1937) 
[FIGS 37-40] From 1878 until the late mid-1930s, casts of medieval art were 
exhibited with all types of material culture from the non-West; most prominently 
objects from Assyria, Egypt, Africa, India and Cambodia. By the 1930s, tastes had 
been shifted to a streamlined modernist aesthetic and the Trocadéro was 
universally reviled. The American critic Marshall Sprague noted, “Few tears will be 
shed over the disappearance of Paris’ two-horned pot-bellied zebra striped 
experiment in what was once considered to be Oriental architecture.”3  
The central structure was razed in 1937 for a new Universal Exposition 
making way for an esplanade that affords an uninterrupted view across the river of 
the Eiffel Tower and the Champ de Mars. The elliptical arms were preserved and 
re-constituted with cold rigidity as the Palais de Chaillot as it still stands today. It 
was at this time that the museums simultaneously changed their missions and their 
names;4 the MSC to the Musée des Monuments Français (MMF) and the MET to the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Marshall Sprague September 1, 1935 in the New York Herald. Archives of the MET at the Jardin 
des Plantes 2AM1B1c. Even in the nineteenth-century the building was mocked for its strange 
hybridity; one critic called it “une mouche sur le couvercle d’une soupière” and the writer Joris-Karl 
Huysmans dismissed it as ”ventre de femme hydropique couchée,” quoted by Pascal Ory, Le Palais 
de Chaillot (Paris : Actes Sud, 2006), p. 53. 
 
4 A newspaper clipping from 1936 stated, “En raison de la transformation du Trocadéro, le Musée 
d’Ethnographique est fermé. A sa place, s’ouvrira en 1937 le Musée de l’Homme. Devant 
l’étonnement du commissaire général, le professeur Rivet expliqua « Désormais, le Musée 
Ethnographique changera d’appellation. On le dénommera le « Musée de l’Homme », parce qu’il 
sera un historique technique et sociologique de l’homme primitif jusqu'à l’homme du moyen âge. » 
On montera les différentes découvertes qui ont amené l’homme à se civiliser. On exposera la 
découverte du feu et jusqu’à l’utilisation du gaz.—Et le musée de la Sculpture Comparée changera-
t-il également de nom ? demanda le commissaire général.—Parfaitement, répondit M. Rivet. Il 
s’appellera le « Musée des Monuments Français ». Ce sera, en quelque sorte, le premier musée 
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Musée de L’Homme (MH). Paul Deschamps, the director of the MMF eliminated all 
the non-western comparative sculpture and re-installed only the French 
monuments. From that moment on, most scholars of medieval art experienced the 
former MSC solely as a museum of French patrimony, a distant cry from the initial 
context of its foundation.5 Simultaneously, Paul Rivet, the director of the former 
MET, explicitly transformed this museum into a scientific institution committed to 
the ends of empire, an institutional echo of La Grande France and its 
accompanying “mission civilisatrice.”6  
 
This chapter will show that the circumstances of the museums’ foundation 
and the strategies of their display produced concomitant definitions of Romanesque 
and African art as ‘originary’ and ‘primitive.’ Beginning with a historical 
contextualization of the Trocadéro collections, I argue that these museums linked 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
folklorique que nous aurons en France, alors que la Belgique, la Suède, l’Allemagne ont assuré le 
développement de l’histoire de l’art populaire chez eux et que Berlin inaugurera mardi un musée 
magnifique du folklore allemand – disons, si vous le voulez bien, du folklore aryen,” A. de Gobart 
October 1, 1936 unidentified newspaper in Archives Nationale, F21 4727. 
 
5 On a visit to Europe in 1926, Meyer Schapiro noted the diverse comparative material present in 
what he referred to as the “Museum of Casts.” In a long letter to his wife Lillian, he noted, “in the 
same building are casts of the most important carvings from the earliest times & a large museum of 
Ethnology,” in Daniel Esterman ed., Meyer Schapiro Abroad: Letter to Lillian and Travel Notebooks 
(Los Angelees: Getty Research Institute, 2007), p. 31. 
 
6 On the interaction between the two museums in the 1930s see James Herbert, “Gods in the 
Machine” in Paris 1937: Worlds on Exhibition (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998), p. 41-67 and 
Shanny Peer, France on Display: Peasants, Provincials and Folklore in the 1937 Paris World’s Fair 
(Albany: SUNY Press, 1998) ; on Paul Rivet’s activities as the director, see Christine Laurière, Paul 
Rivet (1876-1958), Le savant et le politique, under the direction of Jean Jamin at the École des 
Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales. 
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medieval and non-western art to the late nineteenth-century dual discourse of 
national identity and colonialism. 
I will also locate the theoretical origins of these museums in the published 
and unpublished writings of their founder, Viollet-le-Duc. I will concentrate on the 
pervasive influence of theoreticians of race, particularly Arthur de Gobineau, 
which has hitherto been neglected in existing scholarship on the Trocadéro. 
Because of anachronistic distinctions made between art and artifact with the 
development of Art History as a scholarly discipline, the museums of the Trocadéro 
have not been subjected to synchronous study. As I have been arguing throughout 
this study, medieval art was prone to categorical slippages throughout the 
nineteenth-century and its parallel display with non-Western “artifacts” was the 
culmination of its conflicted status somewhere in between art and artifact. In the 
galleries of the Trocadéro, Romanesque sculpture functioned as a metonym for 
indigenous material culture, emblematic of France’s regional ethnographies akin to 
the manner in which all the other collected global artifacts served as extensions of 
the various races and developmental stages of civilization.  
 
I. Background: The 1855 Proposal and its Sources 
 
Casts of architectural sculpture and ornament had been an integral part of 
restorations that were carried out on French churches throughout the 1830s and 
1840s. Once these reproductions had fulfilled their role as mnemonic aids for 
architects and restorers, they quickly exhausted their purpose. With this in mind, 
Viollet proposed to Prosper Mérimée in 1848 that these monumental copies be 
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transported to Paris and displayed in a new museum. As Inspector General of the 
Historic Monuments Commission, Mérimée advocated Viollet’s proposal to the 
Minister of State arguing that these casts would be, 
 
avantageux pour les artistes et les antiquaires de formes […] une 
collection des chefs d’œuvre de l’art français, comme mal connus, 
dispersés dans toutes nos provinces, exposés d’ailleurs tous la 
plupart à des chances de destruction inévitables.7 
 
With the exception of the popular medievalism generated by Victor Hugo around 
Notre Dame in Paris, medieval sculptures were not available (“mal connus”) in the 
metropolis. The Romanticized renderings of the Voyage pittoresques provincialized 
the medieval past. In terms of style and composition, Romanesque and Gothic art 
were rejected by the Academie des Beaux-Arts, the most likely reason why 
Mérimée’s letter went unanswered. 
The interest engendered by the Mission Héliographique in 1851 in addition 
to the many ongoing projects of restoration stimulated Viollet-le-Duc to write 
another letter to the Minister proposing a museum of medieval casts. In an 
unpublished letter written on June 15, 1855, Viollet presented an argument for “le 
projet de former une collection de moulages depuis les monuments les plus 
remarquables du moyen âge.”8 Since these casts had already been made for various 
restoration projects, the architect argued that the expense would be minimal and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Prosper Mérimée in an unpublished letter to the Minister of State on November 24, 1848. Archives 
du Louvre 5HH9 (4).  
 
8 Ibid. For the use of plaster casts in the nineteenth-century see Édouard Papet ed., À fleur de peau: 
Le moulage sur nature au XIXe siècle (Paris: Réunion des Musées Nationaux, 2001). 
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the state would merely need to provide a room or two in an extant building to 
house the collection.  
As further enticement, Viollet noted that a museum in London had already 
sent out technicians to make casts of medieval sculpture for the first World’s Fair 
held at the Crystal Palace in 1851.9 Following this epoch-defining event, architects 
including Owen Jones, dispatched “mouleurs” to make casts of significant 
monuments all over Europe including three capitals from the cloister of Moissac in 
1862. The collections brought together for this spectacle were enlarged in 
subsequent years and given a permanent home at the South Kensington Museum. 
In the same letter, Viollet continues,  
 
ce musée contient, par exemple une grande partie de l’imagerie de 
la clotûre de Notre Dame de Paris….Ce musée anglais organisé 
sans bruit ne renferme pas seulement les échantillons de notre 
meilleurs sculptures, il contient aussi les modèles de parties 
d’édifices français de XIIe XIIIe et VIVe siècles…10 
 
While casts of sculptures had been made since antiquity, the technological 
advances of the machine age enabled life-size casts of entire monuments to be 
efficiently transported by rail back to the metropolis. Britain’s inclusion of these 
enormous casts in public exhibition was a simultaneous display of contemporary 
industry and past craftsmanship. It was the South Kensington museum that spurred 
the idea of governing these casts through the regulatory narrative of a museum. 
Viollet proposes,  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 See Paul Greenhalgh, Fair World: a history of World’s Fairs and expositions, from London to 
Shanghai, 1851-2010 (Winterbourne: Papadakis Press, 2011). 
 
10 Viollet-le-Duc to the Minister of State, 15 June 1855, (Archives du Louvre 5HH9/1) 




Aujourd’hui je crois devoir informer Votre Excellence que ces 
fragmen[t]s se sont augmentés d’une manière notable, qu’ils ont 
été pris dans une ordre méthodique, non plus pour les besoins des 
chantiers, mais pour suite de demandes toutes les jours plus 
importantes faites par nos confrères en France et surtout à 
l’étranger. 11 [my emphasis] 
 
More importantly comparison with the Crystal Palace positioned Viollet’s proposal 
in terms of the emergent nationalisms of World’s Fairs; thus this new museum 
would announce the achievements of French national genius for the world to see in 
Paris. Viollet was ahead of his time and his request, like Mérimée’s, was set aside 
once again.12  While a great variety of interest in the Middle Ages had been 
provoked/stimulated by the Parisian literati, curiosity was not accompanied by 
appreciation or even comprehension.  
  
The direct precedents for Mérimée and Viollet’s museum were however 
Alexandre Lenoir’s original Musée des Monuments Français (1795-1815) and 
Alexandre du Sommerard’s Musée de Cluny (founded 1843). [FIGS 41 and 42] 
Both museums were seminal spaces not just for the articulation of a concept of 
“medieval” art for the metropolis but in terms of the radical new approaches to 
display they pioneered after the destruction brought about by the Revolution. For 




12 The government had recently spent nearly 2 million francs on Viollet and Lassus’ restoration of 
Notre Dame (1844-1855) and was more interested in further restorations of Gothic cathedrals in the 
Ile-de-France rather than a museum of fragments in reproduction as cited in Camille (2009), p. 6. 
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with their strategies of display, in order to understand the arguments posited in the 
museums of the Trocadéro. 
Beginning in the late eighteenth century, material culture from all over the 
world moved from the intimacy of the princely Wunderkammer to categorized 
public display in newly created museums of natural history.13 At the time of the 
Revolution, all of the kings’ personal collections were converted into public 
property and subsequently put on display in newly created museums: the Jardin du 
Roi became the foundation of the Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle while the royal 
collection of fine art formed the core of the Musée du Louvre (both founded in 
1793).  
Until the Revolution, an object was preserved and displayed in a museum if 
it adhered to a naturalistic ideal which expressed agreed upon aesthetic values, it 
qualified either as “art;” as a “curiosity” or “wonder” brought back from the New 
World; or a specimen of the natural world. After the destruction of the Revolution 
however, a fourth category arose which allowed objects and monuments to exist as 
testament to a bygone time, as historic monuments whose value was defined 
through factors other than intrinsic aesthetic value. This extraordinary concept was 
innovatively articulated in a new museum that was part and parcel of the exigent 
events of the Revolution.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 For a succinct chronicle of this shift from princely cabinet to scientific museum see Florence 
Fearrington, Rooms of Wonder: from Wunderkammer to Museum, 1599-1899 (New York: Grolier 
Club, 2012). Stephen Bann has also urged museum studies to not itself become teleological through 
unpacking lineages of collections as predecessors to the nineteenth-century museum. See his 
“Return to Curiosity: Shifting Paradigms in Contemporary Museum Display,” in McClellan ed. 
(London, 2003), p. 117-30. 
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Since the history of museums in France is intertwined with the process of the 
erasure of history and its concomitant refashioning through new institutions, this 
iconoclasm was accompanied by an equally zealous desire to preserve the same 
monuments for their historical value at Lenoir’s Musée des Monuments français. 
Ironically the demolition of medieval monuments concurrently transformed 
fragments and ruins into a desired patrimony14 at Alexandre Lenoir’s Musée des 
Monuments Français which occupied the convent of the Petits Augustins across the 
Seine from the Louvre between 1795-1815.  
Fragments from various secularized churches were installed chronologically 
to show the progress of France from the “barbarity” of the Middle Ages to the 
current age of Enlightenment. At the MMF, teleological progression hinged on 
biological development: from the first attempts (“essais”), akin to a child learning to 
walk to the requisite period of decline. This was the first institution to construct a 
chronological display of the history of France through its monuments, as Francis 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 The closest term for “patrimoine” in English would be “heritage” though “patrimoine” has 
underpinnings in national identity that are difficult to convey in translation. As Poulot points out, 
“The historical, that is, scientific, value of monuments came to supersede their intended original 
significance, whether merely forgotten or challenged,” and furthermore, “heritage has always been 
envisaged as other, and cut off from the present for different reasons – memory, history, feeling,” 
“The Birth of Heritage: ‘le moment Guizot,’” Oxford Art Journal 11 (1988), p. 40 and 41. For other 
discussions of the history of “patrimoine’ see J.P. Babelon and André Chastel, La notion de 
patrimoine (Paris, 1980); Dominique Poulot, Une histoire du patrimoine en Occident XIIe-XXIe 
siècle (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2006); and Françoise Choay, “Monument et 
monument historique,” from Le patrimoine en questions: anthologie pour un combat  (Paris: 
Éditions du Seuil, 2009), p. III-VIII. It’s important to remember that destruction itself was an emblem 
of the Revolution as Linda Nochlin has elegantly argued, “The fragment, for the Revolution and its 
artists, rather than symbolizing nostalgia for the past, or, at least a pulverization of what were 
perceived to be its repressive traditions. Both outright vandalism and what one might think of as 
recycling of the vandalized fragments of the past for allegorical purposes functioned as 
Revolutionary strategies,” The Body in Pieces: The Fragment as a Metaphor for Modernity (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1994), p. 8. On this phenomenon see also Daniel Arasse, The Guillotine and 
the Terror (London: Penguin, 1989).  
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Haskell and others have pointed out.15 Through re-assembled tomb fragments 
Lenoir lead the viewer from the “decadence” of medieval art to the apogee of 
French civilization under François Ier. In Lenoir’s museum, medieval effigies along 
with fragments of portal sculpture became signifiers of the ancien régime as well as 
sign-posts in the march of civilization culminating with the Revolution. Their 
inclusion had little to do with aesthetic esteem; rather preservation was tethered to 
their chronological and symbolic standing. Furthermore, no distinctions were made 
between Romanesque and Gothic art; elements of both were installed 
undifferentiated and interchangeably in a dark chamber intended to signify the 
nadir of a barbaric period reflected in the dim twinkle of the painted starry vaults. 
[FIG 41]  
According to Lenoir, “though barbarous in taste and style” medieval art 
merited preservation as a symbol of the success of the Revolution which had 
overcome the “magic by which people terrified by superstition were kept in a 
perpetual state of submission.”16 This dislocation purged medieval art of its 
religious resonance and forced it to be considered in terms of its symbolic value; as 
Abbé Grégoire echoed elsewhere, “je voulais sauver les trophées de la 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 Haskell argued that Lenoir “was also evoking the very spirit of the nation’s identity and giving 
visible, tangible form to a past which had, for a short but terrible time, been on the verge of 
annihilation,” in History and its Images: Art and the Interpretation of the Past (Yale, 1993), p. 248. 
 
16 Lenoir quoted in Andrew McClellan, Inventing the Louvre: Art, Politics, and the Origins of the 
Modern Museum in Eighteenth-Century Paris (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), p. 159 
and 180. 
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superstition.”17 The first museum of French sculpture was not devoted to “art” but 
rather to history, as Dominique Poulot has shown.18  
Alexander Nagel has recently examined a series of letters written by 
Quatremère de Quincy in which the latter laments the influx of unmoored objects 
into Paris as a result of both Revolutionary destruction along with the more recent 
Napoleonic campaigns in Europe and North Africa.19 Quatremère compares the 
treatment of these spoils to the relic cults of the Middle Ages “more or less as in 
former times when every church wanted a piece of the true cross.”20 Scholars have 
long noted that reliquary ensembles were theoretically the first public collections 
and should be considered as the epistemological foundation for the modern culture 
of display. The material aspects of the gold and jewels that embellished the 
otherwise mundane detritus of the saint’s body offered a visualization of the 
transcendental splendor of that body reconstituted to stimulate the devotion of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 [my emphasis] in Poulot (2001), p. 59. Christopher Greene has also pointed out that the medieval 
objects in Lenoir’s museum were considered curiosities, concluding, “Perhaps this was due to the 
novelty of seeing in a museum works of art of a familiar type which had never before been 
presented as being of artistic value,” in “Alexandre Lenoir and the Musée des Monuments Français,” 
French Historical Studies 12 (1981), p. 221. Indeed in the eighteenth century, medieval art in 
general was even presented as evidence of the rituals of the ancient Druidic cults; see Robert 
Maxwell, “The Misadventures of a Style” Romanesque art and the Druids in eighteenth-century 
France,” Art History 26 (2003), p. 609-637. 
 
18 See Poulot, Musée, nation, patrimoine, 1789-1815 (Paris: Gallimard, 1997). Poulot argues that 
Lenoir’s period rooms were instrumental in creating nostalgia, a melancholic longing that fueled 
future generations of writers and artists culminating in the Voyages pittoresques. See also Stephen 
Bann, “Poetics of the museum: Lenoir and Du Sommerard,” in The Clothing of Clio (Cambridge, 
1984), p. 77-92. See also Andrew McClelland, “Alexander Lenoir and the Museum of French 
Monuments,” in Inventing the Louvre (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), p. 155-197 
and Dominique Poulot, “Alexandre Lenoir et les musées des monuments français,” in Les Lieux de 
mémoire, ed. Pierre Nora (Paris: 1986), p. 991-1096. 
 
19 Quatremère quoted and translated in Nagel (2012), p. 62. 
 
20 Ibid. 
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spectator. This elaborate conceptualization of the relic is itself a testament to the 
reframing of objects that have no autonomous value (or efficacy as the case may 
be) and are susceptible to slippages in signification. Recall, for example, Abbot 
Suger’s use of the term anagogy, whereby worldly splendor becomes a conduit 
“transferring that which is material to that which is immaterial…I can be 
transported from this inferior to that higher world in an anagogical manner.”21  
As generators and guardians of their collections, Lenoir and Suger were 
pragmatic apologists who routinely invoked the extrinsic import of the artifacts they 
accumulated to be in better alignment with the ethos of their era. Suger and Lenoir 
recognized how they could transform objects that violated the principles of their 
time by altering the frames of their reception. Indeed the foundation of the MMF 
was triggered by the destruction of the tombs at St. Denis, which had been the 
royal burial church since the tenure of Abbot Suger in the twelfth century. However 
in order to save them, Lenoir shrewdly argued that they were worth preserving not 
as individual celebrations of cardinals and kings but as “examples of the primitive 
and the decadent,”22 not unlike the way in which Suger diverted attention from 
precious materials and marveled instead at attributes that carried spiritual value, 
such as craftsmanship.23 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Abbot Suger, “De Adminstratione,” in Erwin Panofsky, Abbot Suger on the Abbey Church of St 
Denis and its Art Treasures (Princeton, 1946), p. 65.  
 
22 Lenoir in Haskell (1993), p, 242.  
 
23 Abbot Suger further argued, “so that certain people might be able to say: The workmanship 
surpassed the material…And because the diversity of the materials [such as] gold, gems and pearls 
is not easily understood by the mute perception of sight without a description, we have seen to it 
that this work, which is intelligible only to the literate, which shines with the radiance of delightful 
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Furthermore, Lenoir continuously recalibrated the value of medieval art in 
his guidebooks in order to conform to the shifting ideologies of the government. 
Because medieval art had no inherent value, its worth was calculated elsewhere 
and this ambiguity left its significance open-ended. It also allowed extrinsic 
narratives to be grafted onto these objects: from the instant they were dislodged 
from churches and treasuries they became commodities to be bought, sold, 
displayed and exchanged. In his examination of the Revolutionary origins of the 
modern museum, Nagel also reminds us “to make art portable is to introduce it into 
an economy of speculation.”24  
Commerce was then as it is now, the cause and condition [arbiter?] of 
collections, both public and private.25 Decontextualization fed a network of 
commercial and institutional exchange that led to the formation of other collections 
of medieval art after Lenoir’s museum closed in 1815. The antiquarian Alexandre 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
allegories, be set down in writing,” in Panofsky (1946), p. 63. Suger’s elaborate justification of 
expense and figurative imagery is also a reaction to the charges leveled against Cluniac excesses by 
the reforming Cistercian order. In this same period, Bernard of Clairvaux, the head of the austere 
Cistercian order, wrote to William of St. Thierry in 1125 objecting to the uses of imagery in Cluniac 
monasteries, “…in the cloisters, before the eyes of the brothers while they read – what is that 
ridiculous monstrosity doing there, an amazing kind of deformed beauty and yet a beautiful 
deformity….If one is not ashamed of the absurdity, why is one not at least troubled at the expense?” 
Translated and cited by Conrad Rudolph, “Bernard of Clairvaux’s Apologia as a Description of 
Cluny, and the Controversy over Monastic Art,” Gesta 27 (1988), p. 127. 
 
24 Alexander Nagel, Medieval/Modern (London: Thames & Hudson, 2012), p. 62. 
 
25 On the commercialization of medieval art see Elizabeth Emery and Laura Morowitz, “From the 
Living room to the museum and back again: the collection and display of medieval art in the fin de 
siècle,” Journal of the History of Collecting 6 (2004), p. 285-309. The authors understand 
Sommerard’s collection as a transitional collection more concerned with creating an aura of the 
Middle Ages than an expression of national identity, “This display functioned as a transitional space 
between the private collector’s ‘castle’ and the medieval museums established under the Third 
Republic. Surrounded by hand-crafted works, viewers lost themselves in the hushed sanctity of the 
rooms,” p. 289. 
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du Sommerard amassed the most comprehensive collection of medieval artifacts 
from the Restoration until his death in 1842. In his groundbreaking examination of 
Lenoir and Sommerard’s museums, Stephen Bann positioned Sommerard’s museum 
as the direct successor as well as dialectical counterpart to Lenoir’s MMF.26 Where 
Lenoir’s museum was innovative in its teleological approach to French history 
through objects, Sommerard’s pioneered the concept of a “period room” in its 
synchronic display of all manner of artifacts in order to engender a textured 
atmosphere of a bygone era.27 [FIG 42] In their discussion of nineteenth-century 
medievalism and collecting, Elizabeth Emery and Laura Morowitz have 
characterized Sommerard’s approach to his collection as “fetishistic,” to 
underscore the pecuniary aspects of a private versus a public collection.28 At the 
same time Sommerard’s collection was nearly proto-anthropological in his 
approach to history as it included the mundane, from utensils to armor, alongside 
the exceptional examples of technical craft and aesthetic achievement. Medieval 
objects once again shifted significance as they were absorbed into the domain of 
the anthropological. 
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26 Stephen Bann, “Poetics of the museum: Lenoir and Du Sommerard,” in The Clothing of Clio: A 
study of the representation of history in nineteenth-century Britain and France (Cambridge 
University Press, 1984), p. 77-92. Bann envisages the two: Lenoir in terms of metonymy and 
Sommerard in terms of synechdoche, “Whilst the part-whole relation in metonymy is reductive and 
mechanistic, that involved in the synechdoche is both integrative and organic,” p. 85. 
 
27 Bann quotes a visitor to Sommerard’s museum from 1824, ““Furnishings, hangings, stained glass, 
dishes, armour, utensils and jewelry – all has been miraculously recovered and preserved; you walk 
in the midst of a vanished civilization; you are as if enveloped by the good old chivalric times, and 
the cordial hospitality of the master rounds off the illusion,” in Bann p. 82. 
 
28 Elizabeth Emery and Laura Morowitz, “From the Living room to the museum and back again: the 
collection and display of medieval art in the fin de siècle,” Journal of the History of Collecting 6 
(2004), p. 285-309 
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In 1843, the French state bought Sommerard’s collection; it has been 
housed in the fifteenth-century palace of the abbots of Cluny at the intersection of 
the Boulevards St Germain and St. Michel ever since. This comprehensive 
collection, devoted to objects without categorical homes, was unlike any other 
institution of its time. Its approach had more in common with the ethnographic 
enterprises of the mid-nineteenth century than any museum of Beaux-Arts. My 
research in the archives of the Musée de Cluny revealed that Sommerard had 
acquired around a dozen African, Oceanic and Native American objects which he 
may have displayed alongside medieval artifacts. [FIGS 43A,B] A gilded wooden 
palanquin presented as a gift by the King of Siam during the Universal Exposition of 
186729 was donated to the Cluny museum when the fair closed since it was the 
closest extant institution to a museum of ethnography because it collected material 
culture rather than fine art.  
In 1911 the Musée de Cluny donated twenty objects initially acquired by 
Sommerard to the newly founded Musée d’éthnographie du Trocadéro. This 
donation was comprised of the following objects: 
petit bouclier indien à bossettes; cinq casse-têtes [oceanic]; série 
de flèches d’origine africaine; 2 javelots, carquois, bouclier 
[oceanic shield], casque à cimier, pagaie d’origine africaine, 2 
arcs, bouclier chinois à pointes de fer, tambour de basques à 
clochettes et manche, sabre.30   
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29 For the parallel display of medieval and non-western materials at the 1867 Fair see Bonnie Efros, 
“Selling Archeology and Anthropology: Early Medieval Artifacts at the Expositions Universelles and 
the Wiener Weltausstellung 1867-1908,” Early Medieval Europe 16 (2008), p. 23-48. 
 
30 The donation was acknowledged in a letter to the director of the Cluny museum by the second 
director of the MET, René Verneau. Uncatalogued letter in the Cluny museum archive. Other non-
western objects were given to the newly established Musé des arts d’Afrique et Océanie in Paris in 
1944 including “deux objets en ivoire de style Afro-Portugais; une cullière et une fourchette.” All 




For many including Sommerard, the Cluny museum created a narrative framework 
for objects that collectively expressed pre-modern industry; it soon also became a 
repository of the curious and the exotic.31 Even before the elision of the exotic and 
the autochtonous occurred in the galleries of the Trocadéro, medieval art had been 
shown in an ethnographic framework at the Cluny museum and in a nationalistic 
one at Lenoir’s Musée des Monuments Français.32 Together these museums were 
the intellectual foundation for those of the Trocadéro where France’s medieval past 
and colonial present would be positioned in a mutually affirming dialogue.  
 
II. Mérimée, Viollet and Gobineau: from Cultural Relativism to Scientific Racism 
 
The twenty-year period from 1855, the date of Mérimée and Viollet’s first 
proposal for a museum of casts, until the actual implementation of that museum at 
the Trocadéro in 1878, witnessed the apex of debates centered around race and 
material culture in France. Both Mérimée and Viollet began a lengthy 
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documents were uncatalogued and unpublished, I am grateful to Xavier Dectot for bringing these 
documents to my attention. In his Rapport for the foundation of the MET, Viollet pointed out the fact 
that objects that were then be considered to be the domain of “ethnography” were in 1878, 
dispersed amongst the various museums of Paris, “Sans parler du grand nombre d’objets qui sont 
disperses dans nos collections d’art, d’archéologie, d’histoire naturelle et dans nos bibliothèques 
publiques, les magasins de l’État contiennent quantité de documents propres à composer un musée 
ethnographique,” in Hamy (1895), p. 295-6. 
 
31 One artist who might have encountered the medieval with the “exotic” at the Cluny museum was 
Charles Meryon. He made sketches of Oceanic carvings around the same years as he was working 
on his etching, Le Stryge, which depicts one of Viollet-le-Duc’s gargoyles on the balustrade of Notre 
Dame in Paris. See Michael Camille’s discussion of Meryon and ethnography in The Gargoyles of 
Notre Dame (Chicago, 2009), p. 201-214. 
 
32 Note that Lenoir’s Musée des Monuments Français closed in 1815 but was an important 
intellectual foundation for Viollet-le-Duc’s Musée de Sculpture Comparée (MSC). Under the 
leadership of its new director, Paul Deschamps who was also a medievalist, the MSC changed its 
name to the Musée des Monuments Français in 1937.  
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correspondence with Joseph Arthur de Gobineau during this period and these 
interchanges show how the theorist inflected their approaches to both non-Western 
and European material production. The letters also reveal how quickly cultural 
relativism, representative of a general attitude during the 1820s and 1830s and 
encapsulated at the Musée de Cluny, quickly gave way to racial hierarchies 
following the publication of Gobineau’s Essai sur l’inégalité des races humaines 
(1853-55). 
During the 1840s and 1850s, debates about the origins of humanity and the 
interrelation between a race or nation’s material production and its relative rank on 
the ladder of civilization were complicated by archeological discoveries in France’s 
future colonies. Gobineau’s Essai offered the most comprehensive consideration of 
these issues and innovatively integrated new cultures into his rationalization of the 
division and attendant inequity of the races. Even though Gobineau’s conclusions 
were not unanimously upheld by the scientific circles of his day, they nevertheless 
provided a pervasive paradigm with which to approach the material culture of 
lands newly discovered by Europeans. Precisely because Gobineau used art as 
evidence of the disparate races, his theories became inescapable for the arts. 
 
Mérimée, in addition to being the Inspector General of Historic Monuments, 
shaped many of the artistic arguments of his time as member of the court of Louis 
Philippe (1830-1848), as demonstrated in Chapter 1. From 1855 until his death in 
1870, he maintained an intimate and intricate correspondence with Gobineau 
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centered on the relationship between physical anthropology (race), the art of the 
“New World,” and philology. Gobineau, a diplomatic envoy for the monarchy, 
was stationed all over the world during the period of this chiefly unpublished 
correspondence which is now preserved in his personal archive in Strasbourg. 
Their correspondence begins after the publication of the Essai, which 
Mérimée notes he has read. In the first letter written to Gobineau in 1855, Mérimée 
takes issue with the polygenism advocated in Gobineau’s Essai through the 
example of cross-racial procreation.33 Where Gobineau held that the mixture of 
races would lead to certain degeneration in the course of several generations, 
Mérimée suggests that mixed race children are stronger than “pure” races (although 
they are “ugly”). Merimée goes on to acknowledge that while the races outlined by 
Gobineau are no doubt distinct in physical traits, this external variety should not be 
taken as substantiation of the races as distinct species. Mérimée gives an eccentric 
account of a colony of different colored cats that retire to the woods, as evidence of 
the unity of humanity as a species: 
 
Connaissez vous ce fait très curieux. Un chat noir et une chatte 
blanche dégoutés la civilisation vont d’établir dans le bois et y 
travaillent à la propagation de leurs espèces. Après deux ou trois 
générations il n’y a plus que des chats a races noires et grises, 
semblable de tout point aux chats sauvages.34 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 Prosper Mérimée to Arthur de Gobineau on November 20, 1855. Archive of Bibliothèque 
National Universtaire, Strasbourg  MS.3.526/134 – Lettres addressées à Gobineau. 
 
34 He continues, “M. Duvau de Lamalle prétend qu’il en est de même pour toutes les animaux, et 
que la nature tend  [….] à reproduire ses types primitifs. Je vous garantir l’observation relative aux 
chats, mais non le ? Il serait curieux d’observer les trappers et les gens des montagnes rocheuses qui 
vivant toujours en plein air ne mangent pas de pain et ne boivent pas de Whisky. J’ai entendu dire 
qu’ils sont très robustes et très intelligents. A mon avis une des grands ? de la ? moderne de l’espèce 
européenne c’est notre éducation,” Prosper Mérimée to Arthur de Gobineau on November 20, 1855. 




Mérimée’s monogenist approach further enabled him to champion a relativist 
position characteristic of the capacious generosity that the Romantics brought to 
those styles that were maligned and excluded from the western canon. Mérimée, 
was a relativist in the tradition of Herder who had argued against the application of 
universal values to all time periods and cultures. Mérimée’s evaluation took 
cultural relativism rather than racial identity as the point of departure.  
In the same letter, Mérimée takes issue with Gobineau’s rejection of Pre-
Columbian sculpture as inferior. He argues that style is contingent on the “nature of 
materials;” thus Egyptian art retains the rigidity in pose and gesture of the hard 
stone, whether porphyry or granite.35 By extension, the supple contours and soft 
naturalism of Classical Greek sculpture is partially indebted to the comparative 
“give” of porous limestone and marble. France is no different in Mérimée’s 
estimation since the inherent structure of the terrain and the raw materials available 
therein will determine the quality of monuments. Here Mérimée supplanted 
Winckelmann’s correlation between political freedom and artistic freedom with a 
more autochtonous condition, one that he understands as an objective condition of 
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Archive of Bibliothèque National Universtaire, Strasbourg  MS.3.526/134 – Lettres addressées à 
Gobineau. 
 
35 Mérimée to Gobineau, “Permettez moi cependant de vous contester conclusions que vous tirez 
du style des sculpteurs mexicaines…dans les créations architecturales des besoins et au de la nature 
de matériaux. La nature des matériaux a toujours exercé le plus grande influence sur l’art d’un 
peuple, si je crois que le granit, les grès et le porphyre n’ont pas peu contribué à rendre la sculpture 
et architecture stationnaire en Egypte, tandis que la pierre calcaire et le marbre ont puisse??[ …] 
contribué à son développement en Grèce,” Ibid.  
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production/ a priori in nature.36 When it comes to Pre-Columbian architectural 
sculpture, Mérimée alters the course of the argument to take into account an 
indigenous function, which had not been a factor for French or Greek sculpture,  
 
Je crois en outre que chez les Américaines l’art de la sculpture 
monumentale avait un but utile, et c’est peut être par la tendance 
éxagéré à l’utilité que leurs bas-reliefs ne sont pas meilleurs. Il faut 
les considéra, à mon avis comme une sorte d’écriture beaucoup 
plus que comme des représentations de la nature. Le besoin de se 
faire comprendre a conduit à adopter des formes conventionnelles 
qui ont du arrêter les artistes dans leur épais d’une imitation plus 
charte? de la nature.37[my emphasis] 
 
Mérimée is committed to understanding Pre-Columbian monuments in their 
material context, arguing that the symbiosis of form and function dictates the 
expressive forms of these architectural reliefs that depart from nature in order to 
achieve an end grounded in ritual. Ritual and use-value have become tropes of the 
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36 “Nous observons en France quelque chose de semblable, et en considérant une carte géologique 
on peut être dire a priori que dans telle nature de terrain on trouvera des beaux monuments,” Ibid. 
Mérimée’s evocation of “geology” in this framework was also an innovative integration of science in 
the evaluation of material production. The age of the earth, measured in stratas of rock formation 
was a new science developed in the mid-nineteenth century as Martin Rudwick argued in his 
pioneering work, Scenes from Deep Time: Early Pictorial Representations of the Prehistoric World 
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1992). Merimée’s use of the new science again shows that 
Merimée and his circle were absolutely au courant in developments scientific fields. 
  
37 Prosper Mérimée to Arthur de Gobineau on November 20, 1855. Archive of Bibliothèque 
National Universtaire, Strasbourg  MS.3.526/134 – Lettres addressées à Gobineau. Mérimée 
continued an intimate correspondence with Gobineau from 1855 until his death in 1870. Unlike 
Viollet-le-Duc, Mérimée did not espouse Gobineau’s polygenist theories of racial inequality. In the 
same letter, he refutes this separation of races through various examples, “Pour vos prédictions 
primitives, […] à part je crois que l’abaissement de l’intelligence actuel, qui semble vous donner 
guère de cause, un moment tient pas tous au mélange des races qu’à la discrétion donnée à 
l’éducation en Europe. A néanmoins les mélanges de vues qu’au point de vue purement physique, 
ne peut on pas dire qu’en générale les métis sont suppression à leur auteurs. Je sais que si Lord 
Byron avait fait un enfant à une hottentote, cet enfant aurait été probablement […] laid – mais les 
mulâtres sont souvent, puisque toujours même, plus forts, plus agiles, plus adroits que le blanc et 
la ? qui les ont produits. Longue le sang noir n’outre que […] une faible partie dans la composition 
d’un homme, il a autant d’ ? qu’un européen et ordinairement il est plus fort est plus beau. Un 
certain nombre d’individuels d’une espèce bien choisie suffisant à relever toute une race. Vous ce 
vérifiez la preuve en visitant les villes où il y a des ? en garnison,” Ibid. 
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“archaic” or “primitive;” terms that are often used interchangeably with reference 
to pre-modern and non-western styles. Departures from verisimilitude express an 
external hold on the hand of the artist that results in distortions that express 
function. Their rigid adherence to the properties of the medium and the 
architectural frame becomes a mirror to the rigidity of the society.38 Romanesque 
sculpture was also perceived to be restricted in its form and content by the 
pervasive supremacy of doctrine in medieval monasticism; its use value was seen 
as purely religious and its conditions of production in this restricted climate were 
presented by Mérimée’s contemporaries, such as Viollet-le-Duc, as constraining 
factors. At the same time it’s important to note how Mérimée innovatively locates 
form in the nature of the materials rather than adhering to the prevailing theory, 
which correlated style with climate and race, compelling pre-Columbian sculptures 
thereby to become metonymic markers of lesser races. 
The correlations between style, environment and politics had most famously 
been formulated by Johann Joachim Winckelmann in History of the Art of Antiquity 
(1764).39  In this seminal text, which was immediately translated into French and 
became deeply influential for Viollet-le-Duc, Winckelmann presented a singular 
explanation for the unsurpassed physical ‘beauty’ of sculpture from the classical 
period in Greece. Surrounded by young men striving to “sculpt” their bodies 
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38 In Viollet-le-Duc’s thought, as we shall see in this chapter, Gothic is presented as a secular style, 
devoid of worship, and becomes a pure signifier of the freedom of the artist liberated from the 
constraints of monasticism.  
 
39 For the reception and acclaim of Winckelmann’s publication in the eighteenth-century see Alex 
Potts, Flesh and the Ideal: Winckelmann and the Origins of Art History (New Have: Yale University 
Press, 1994), p. 11-22. 
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through physical activity, Greek sculptors recreated the ideals they found all 
around them. 
In addition to establishing a pervasive biological model of stylistic 
development where styles “evolve” from childhood to maturity and inevitable 
decline, Winckelmann also proposed an influential theory of imitation that had 
lasting consequences for the merger of race with material production in the 
nineteenth century.40 
 The parallels that Winckelmann drew between a society’s climate, culture 
and aesthetics amounted to the first anthropological theory of art in which 
differences between races (and therefore style) were attributed to changes in terrain 
and consequently climate.41 According to Winckelmann, the Greeks had produced 
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40 Daniela Bohde argues, “Winckelmann’s point of departure is as physiognomic as it is mimetic: 
the body mirrors the soul,” “Notes from the Field: Mimesis,” Art Bulletin XCV (2013) p. 195. Jacques 
Rancière argues that Winckelmann was the first to define our modern understanding of “style” to 
denote a phenomenon that extends beyond the object and its maker, “no longer as the skill of those 
who made paintings, statues or poems, but as the sensible milieu of the coexistence of their works,” 
in Aisthesis: Scenes from the Aesthetic Regime of Art  (New York: Verso, 2013), p. 12. 
 
41 The History of the Art of Antiquity begins with the art of Egyptians Phoenecians and Persians, 
followed by the Etruscans and later the Greek and ends with Roman art. Each of these chapters 
commences with a summary of the climate of the region which Winckelmann argues is the 
fundamental determining factor in the ability of a people to progress to the beautiful style, as he says, 
“by the influence of climate we mean the effects that the diverse situation of the country, the variety 
of seasons, and the different forms of nutrition inevitably produce on the form of the body, 
particularly on the physiognomy, and ways of thinking of a people,” Winckelmann in Binder, p. 83. 
Throughout his analyses of distinct styles he uses the art works themselves as ethnographic 
specimens to deduce the cultural mores, clothing, religious practices and day-to-day life of the 
people who produced the art. The recognition of race in the art of antiquity was both extended and 
amended throughout the nineteenth-century and is taken up by Alois Riegl, “If modern Greeks in 
fact descend from the ancient Hellenes and exhibit the physical features of that race – and most 
evidence favors this assumption – then one must admit that, with only rare exceptions, the ideal 
physical type represented in Greek art does not correspond to reality at all. This suggests that the 
Greeks before Alexander endowed human figures in their art with different, “more beautiful” 
proportions than those they observed as normative among themselves. A similar partial 
emancipation from “national” proportions can also be noticed in the Egyptians’ Ramses statues, 
though these did retain such typical features of the Egyptian race as the prominent pursed lips,” in 
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the most “beautiful style” because their artists had the most “beautiful” specimens as 
their models,  
among no other people was beauty so highly esteemed as by them. 
For this reason, nothing was concealed that could enhance it, and 
the artists beheld beauty face-to-face every day.42 
 
This deceptively casual observation in fact established a causal link between race 
and aesthetics that accounted for changes in style according to region and ethnic 
group. This argument was extended to all known ancient civilizations. Indeed, 
Winckelmann’s treatment of Ancient Greece is preceded by a lengthy analysis of 
Egyptian art, 
How can one find even a hint of beauty in their figures, when all 
or almost all of the originals on which they were based had the 
form of the African? That is they had, like them, pouting lips, 
receding and small chins, sunken and flattened profiles. And not 
only like the African but also like the Ethiopian, they often had 
flattened noses and a dark cast of skin…Thus all of the figures 
painted on the mummies had dark brown faces.43 
 
“Beauty” became the purview of the Greeks, and Egyptians, handicapped by their 
inferior race, were unable to progress beyond a preliminary stylistic phase. The 
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Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, translated by Jacqueline Jung (New York: Zone Books, 2004), 
p. 143 (originally published 1897-1898). 
 
42 Johann Joachim Winckelmann, History of the Art of Antiquity, translated by Harry Francis 
Mallgrave (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2006), p. 187 (all subsequent quotations will be from 
this edition).  
 
43 Winckelmann in Bernal (1987), p. 244. For a discussion of race and Winckelmann see David 
Bindman, “The Climate of Ideal Art: Winckelmann,” from Ape to Apollo: Aesthetics and the Idea of 
Race in the 18th Century (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002), p. 79-150. As Bindman points out, 
“the ideal of human aesthetic perfection, that man had the power in the right political and social 
conditions to achieve and represent ideal physical form, was a potent one in the later eighteenth 
century, and was to remain so throughout the nineteenth and earlier part of the twentieth century,” 
p. 81. Physiognomy and Lavater: Johann Caspar Lavater, Physiognomishche Fragmente, sur 
Beförderung der Menschenkenntis und Menschenliebe (1775-1778) translated into French (1781-
1803). Four monumental volumes with 800 engravings, Bindman, “Lavatar’s theory is essentially 
semiotic; the inward life is to be revealed by signs legible on the face, making up a kind of natural 
language,” p. 94. 
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persistence of types based on inherited models rather than living beings constituted 
evidence of a lack of innovation that confined Egyptian art to a perpetually stagnant 
“primitive” or “archaic” stage.44 The synthesis of race and style resulted in the 
formation of a “beautiful style” which came to fruition in Periclean Athens and 
became the foundation of European civilization. 
Winckelmann’s conflation of beauty with morality attained scientific 
certitude with the publication of Johann Caspar Lavatar’s treatise on “physiognomy” 
between 1775-1778. This study claimed that each facial feature, from the spacing of 
the eyes to the angle of the nose were natural signs which revealed the inner moral 
disposition of an individual. For Lavatar, as for Winckelmann, the ideal 
configuration could be found in the head of the Apollo Belvedere. According to 
Lavatar, among the most accurate gauges of physical and therefore moral superiority, 
was the “facial angle” determined by the degree to which the forehead emerged in 
line with the projection of the nose to form a 90-degree angle with the facial plane. 
Lavatar’s diagram of physiognomic types, ranked according to the facial angle, 
positioned a drawing of Apollo as this ideal; subsequently classical Greek figural 
form became equated with the Caucasian or Aryan race. In the nineteenth-century, 
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44 In his analysis of the failings of Egyptian art, Winckelmann elucidates several faults that in the 
later 19th century also become tropes of other “primitive” arts. The most important is the element of 
stasis in the duplication of a model rather than seeking inspiration in nature as he argues, “This 
immobility of the arms is the result not of a lack of skill on the part of the artist but of an accepted 
convention set by the statues they imitated, as if they all worked from one and the same model,” p. 
132. Furthermore this art never converges with science or anatomy and adheres to superstitions of 
religion which retarded development, “artists were not allowed to deviate from the ancient style; 
their laws restricted the mind to mere imitations of their forefathers and forbade all innovations,” p. 
130. Finally the lowly status of artisan in these hegemonic societies which suppressed the individual 
to the society as a whole further stymies progress. Viollet-le-Duc extended this argument to the 
“monastic” art of the Romanesque period contrasting it to the secular urban art of Gothic 
architecture.  
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Franz Josef Gall developed Lavatar’s theories with the aid of his new science of 
phrenology,45 which now incorporated the measurements of skulls to calibrate 
character. Around 1820, Gall created a cast of the head of Apollo to be used as the 
model from which deviations from the ideal would be measured. This cast, formerly 
in the collection of the Musée de L’Homme, removed the sculpture’s hair and 
helmet, presenting the god with a shaved head to expose the smooth contours of the 
perfect human skull; the label read, “Moulage de la tête de l’Apollon du Belvédère 
dont la chevelure a été supprimée, pour montrer le volume et la forme générale du 
crâne.”46 [FIGS 45 A,B] 
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45 Phrenology was also being developed in the 1840s and 50s and new science relied heavily on 
Winckelmann’s description of the Apollo Belvedere as Allan Sekula has shown, “emerges from the 
appropriation of pre-revolutionary Enlightenment anthropology of the classicist idealism of 
Winckelmann. Based in part on the art-historical evidence of noble Grecian foreheads, this racist 
geometrical fiction defined a descending hierarchy of head types with presumably upright 
Caucasian brows approaching this lost ideal more closely than did the presumably apelike brows of 
Africans,” (1986), p. 22. Winckelmann’s model of cyclical and biological development of style as 
well as his championing of classical Greek art as the pinnacle of achievement was also the guiding 
principle for Viollet-le-Duc’s Musée du Sculpture Comparée. See Roland Recht, Françoise Bercé 
and Jean Nayrolles. 
 
46 Philippe Sorel has shown that various masterpieces of classical Greek art were taken as nature’s 
ideals to be used comparatively with living contemporary examples, “Si les phrénologues 
scientifiques prétendaient apporter aux artistes des matériaux pour une meilleure représentation de 
l’homme, ils eurent recours aux oeuvres d’art aux artistes pour leurs propres récherches…..Fautes de 
trouver parmi leurs contemporains suffisamment de cas représentatives et sans doute aussi pour 
légitimiez leurs thèses par des exemples pris dans l’Antiquité, ou célèbres – ce qui les rendait 
incontestables - , ils utilisaient des têtes de divinités et des portrait antiques,” in “La phrenology et le 
moulage,” Édouard Papet ed., À fleur de peau: Le moulage sur nature au XIXe siècle (Paris: Réunion 
des Musées Nationaux, 2001), p. 100. Whereas during the eighteenth century, Egypt had been 
privileged as the childhood of European civilization, through the gradual acceptance of hierarchies 
of race espoused by the new sciences of physiognomy and phrenology, Egypt was supplanted by the 
“Aryan” model which positioned Ancient Greeks as the primordial progenitors of civilization. The 
introduction of race into an evaluation of culture and history would continue to condition the 
reception of all material culture in the nineteenth-century and become a fundamental basis for art 
historical enquiry. See Martin Bernal, Black Athena: The Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization, 
vol. I, The Fabrication of Ancient Greece 1785-1985 (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 
1987). 
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Winckelmann’s model gained scientific authority through Gobineau’s Essai 
which supplant the vagaries of environment with the observable certainties of race. 
Since the organic inescapability of sculpture’s three-dimensionality implicated the 
viewer’s body, this corporeal confrontation allowed the medium’s mode of address 
to be conducted in the present tense. After the initial letter discussed above, 
Mérimée’s correspondence with Gobineau became increasingly preoccupied with 
the proto-Morellian observation of the body such that the slippage between real 
bodies and sculpture becomes increasingly prevalent. In a letter from 1859, 
Mérimée considers the physical traits of certain indigenous populations,  
 
Vous m’étonnez trouvant le type mongol dans vos sauvages. Je 
croyais que le nez […] minces des aborigènes américains les 
distinguaient toujours des Calmoucks. Est-il vrai que les Indiens 
aient les oreilles plantées plus haut que les Européens [ ?]47 
  
Mérimée attempts to answer the question by reading race into Greek sculpture, 
 
Dans les belles proportions grecques, le bout inférieure de l’oreille 
atteint une ligne horizontale [….] J’ai vu des définisse qui mataient 
le bas des oreilles près que à la hauteur des yeux. Nous 
remarquerons que les Grecs lorsqu’ils ont voulu donner un 
caractère vertical à leurs figures des barbares, ont épuisante ainsi 
les oreilles attachés très haut.48  
 
Gobineau’s contemporary subjects (“vos sauvages”) are outside of time: the 
representations made during Alexander’s first encounters with the “barbarians” of 
the East, such as the placement of the ears relative to the eyes, confirms the 
biological stasis of this race in the present.  
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Mérimée introduced Viollet to Gobineau at a critical point in the architect’s 
intellectual formation while he was writing his most influential works, the 
Dictionnaire Raisonné de l’architecture (1853-66) and preparing public lectures to 
the Académie des Beaux-Arts published as Entretiens sur l’architecture (1863-4). 
Research into the Viollet’s personal archive at the Médiathèque du Patrimoine 
uncovered two unpublished letters written by Gobineau to Viollet in 1861and 
1862. In these letters, which are filled with architectural sketches ranging from 
roughly hewn rock walls to a Doric temple [FIG 46B], Gobineau posits the 
correlations between various building materials and the Aryan migrations, the basis 
of Viollet’s assessment of architectural principles in the Entretiens. [FIGS 46 A-C] 
In these lectures Viollet concludes that innovation and rational thought are 
linked to purity of race, “The results of recent studies in Germany, England, and 
France, have clearly exhibited the special aptitudes of the three great races of man 
for intellectual production.”49 In a neglected footnote Viollet specifically cites 
Gobineau’s Essai (1855) as his source for racial theory which he argues should be 
integral to the study of history, “The study of the question investigated in this 
remarkable work cannot be too strongly urged on architects who interest 
themselves in the history of the arts.”50 The letters from Gobineau leading up to the 
Entretiens emphasize Viollet’s commitment to the integration of this racial matrix to 
history. 
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49 Lecture VII, p. 340. 
 
50 Ibid. 
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Through his correspondence with Gobineau in the 1860s Viollet became 
increasingly convinced of the critical contribution of Aryan migrations to the 
development of civilization in Europe. In his letters, Gobineau pursued the 
arguments he first proposed to Mérimée a decade earlier, proposing that advances 
and regressions in building are contingent on the mingling of ethnic identities 
throughout history. Viollet adopted this argument in two of his final publications, 
L’Histoire d’habitation humaine (1875) and L’Art russe (1878), in which he 
articulated the idea of a “racial signature.” In Habitation, ethnicities are linked to 
building materials such as wood or stone and forms become itinerant with the 
racial migrations of their makers. Each chapter dedicated to the dwellings of 
particular races is punctuated with a drawing of a physiognomic type: the races 
perceived to be less than civilized are shown in ethnographic profiles with sealed 
lips while the Aryan is eloquently positioned with lips parted in a three-quarter 
view, about to speak.51 [FIGS 47 A-C] Viollet was significantly more receptive to 
Gobineau’s arguments than other intellectuals of his time. Indeed, in the sphere of 
“science” or biology, Gobineau did not garner notable recognition in France in his 
lifetime, as historians of anthropology have noted.52 Rather it was in other fields, 
such as aesthetics, architecture, and style (namely the nascent discipline of Art 
History) that his conjectures were adopted with little amendment. 
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51On this publication see Martin Bressani (1989); Dominique Jarrassé (2001); Camille (2009)  
 
52 See George W. Stocking, Jr., “The Persistence of Polygenist Thought in Post-Darwinian 
Anthropology,” in Race, Culture, and Evolution (Chicago, 1968), p. 42-68 and Claude Blanckaert, 
“Of Monstrous Métis? Hybridity, Fear of Miscegenation, and Patriotism from Buffon to Broca,” in 
Peabody and Stovall eds., The Color of Liberty (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), p. 42-72. 
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III. Racializing Romanesque in the writings of Viollet-le-Duc 
Viollet-le-Duc was a prolific author who published continuously from the 
1850s until his death in 1879. His most significant work is the Dictionnaire 
raisonné de l’architecture (1853-55), a foundational text for the assessment of style, 
structure and aesthetics in the arts and the fullest statement of his doctrine of 
“structural rationalism.” Since Viollet’s primary profession was architecture, 
scholarship has overwhelmingly focused on his contributions to architectural 
history and restoration in the nineteenth-century.53 His meticulous drawings of 
architectural profiles and elevations along with the intricate restorations of many 
medieval buildings, most notably the cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, led 
generations of scholars to position Viollet primarily as progenitor of Formalism.54  
Only recently have scholars evaluated the impact of ethnology, anthropology and 
the burgeoning natural sciences on Viollet’s oeuvre.55 Comparatively little attention 
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53 See Barry Bergdoll’s “Introduction” to the Foundations of Architecture: Selections from the 
Dictionnaire raisonné (New York: George Brazilier, 1990, p. 1-30; John Summerson, “Viollet-le-
Duc and the Rational Point of View,” in Heavenly Mansions (New York: W.W. Norton, 1946), p. 
135-158; M.F. Hearn, The Architectural Theory of Viollet-le-Duc (MIT Press, 1990); Robin 
Middleton, “The Rationalist Interpretation of Classicism of Léonce Raynaud and Violet-le-Duc,” A.A. 
Files 11 (Spring 1986), p. 29-38; Jean-Michel Leniaud, Viollet-le-Duc ou les délires du système 
(Paris: Mengés, 1994). 
 
54 For example Anne-Marie Sankovitch has argued that it is only in the nineteenth century that 
buildings are separated into structure and ornament, leading to arbitrary considerations of style 
separated from structure in “Structure/Ornament and the Modern Figuration of Architecture,” The 
Art Bulletin 80 (1998), p. 686-717. 
 
55 Michael Camille has provided a sustained consideration of the natural sciences on the restoration 
of Notre Dame in, The Gargoyles of Notre Dame (Chicago, 2009).  See also Dominique Jarassé, 
“Trois gouttes d’art nègre. Gobinisme et métissage en histoire de l’art,” in Thierry Defrêne and 
Anne-Christine Taylor eds. Cannibalismes Disciplinaires (Paris: Musée du Quai Branly, 2010), p. 
133-148 and Lauren O’Connell, “A Rational, National Architecture: Viollet-le-Duc’s Modest 
Proposal for Russia,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 54 (1993), p. 436-52for the 
intersection of race and “rationality” in Viollet-le-Duc. See also Martin Bressani, “Notes on Viollet-
le-Duc’s Philosophy of History: Dialectics and Technology,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 
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has been given to Viollet’s final publications, which most overtly adopt racial 
theories and the methods of the natural sciences.  Rarely have these late 
publications been considered in tandem with the earlier more scholarly 
publications because they are didactic children’s books, written as dialogues with 
straightforward graphic illustrations: the first is Histoire d’un Dessinateur (1874), 
followed by Histoire d’un mobilier (1874) and finally Histoire d’Habitation 
Humaine (1875). In these three books, Viollet plainly integrates the tools of 
physical anthropology, namely the measurements of the facial angle as evidence of 
Gobineau’s racial system. Recent scholarship on Viollet has largely limited 
consideration of his use racial typology to these last publications, yet Gobineau’s 
racial classification was also a guiding matrix for Viollet’s earliest and most 
celebrated publications, namely the entries on “Restoration,” “Sculpture,” and 
“Style” in the Dictionnaire. 
In what follows I will examine Viollet’s discussions of Romanesque art 
throughout his oeuvre, in order to unpack what should be recognized as one of the 
first systematic applications of ethnography and racial discourse to art history.56 The 
seminal articles from the Dictionnaire on “Architecture,” “Restoration,” “Sculpture,” 
and “Style,” when read in tandem with the Entretiens, produce a distinctly racial 
placement of Romanesque art within the development of global material culture.  
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Historians 48 (1989), p. 327-335 and more recently, Charles L. Davis, “Viollet-le-Duc and the Body: 
the metaphorical integrations of race and style in structural rationalism,” Architectural Research 
Quarterly 14 (2010), p. 341-348. 
 
56 On the ”ethnicization” of Art History in the mid-nineteenth century see Dominique Jarassé, 
“Mythes raciaux et quête de scientificité dans la construction de l’art en France 1840-1870,” Revue 
de l’art 146 (2004), p. 61-72. 
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The article on “Style” elucidates the salient principles that shaped Viollet’s 
arguments regarding Romanesque sculpture. Through these texts I will show that 
Viollet-le-Duc’s characterization of Romanesque art and architecture was tied to 
the concept of race at the heart of “le génie français,” the motivating pulse in his 
model of history. Viollet’s formulation of a theory of stylistic development, 
particularly with regard to the Romanesque period, was intertwined with 
approaches and theories borrowed from ethnography and racial thought from his 
earliest publication in the Dictionnaire to its fullest expression of a racialized 
Romanesque at the Musée de Sculpture Comparée.  
Current disciplinary divisions did not exist for Mérimée, Viollet and their 
contemporaries. Instead Viollet’s method draws freely from the classificatory 
methods of natural history, the diagnostic tools of physiology, the data collecting of 
archeology, as well as the observations of ethnography. Indeed in his final and least 
known work L’art russe (1878), Viollet explicitly states, “Les études historiques, 
ethnographiques, anthropologiques ne sont point une chimère.”57 For Viollet, “art” 
was intertwined with the disposition of national character, which in this period had 
become tantamount to race. At the same time, notions of “race” were as contingent 
and self-selective as formulations of national character, and one could serve the 
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57 Viollet-le-Duc, L’Art russe (Paris, 1878), p. 259; quote used with regard to race in Camille (2009). 
Lauren O’Connell shows that in his last published work, Viollet employed ethnography as a 
diagnostic tool to determine what Russia’s autochtonous architecture, the equivalent of their 
“Gothic” should be concluding that the most original period is to be found in the period preceding 
Peter the Great. O’Connell notes, “To plot the proper course for future Russian art, he had first to 
define the Russian national genius. This history portion of the book, thus, necessarily consisted of a 
complicated discourse on the ethnographic composition of the Russian population. An accurate and 
detailed ethnographic profile would yield, unequivocally, the most ‘pure and original’ artistic 
sources,” (1993), p. 442. 
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ends of the other in this period of nascent identity formation. A major component 
of Viollet’s project was to secure the origins of the French nation to an 
autochtonous, not coincidentally Aryan race that produced a “pure” and “original” 
visual expression of that identity in the cathedrals of the Ile-de-France.  
In these entries from the Dictionnaire, Viollet’s approach is highly reflexive 
and sensitive to the uniqueness of the post-Revolutionary industrial age.  
In his oft-cited article on “Restoration” Viollet begins by acknowledging the 
unprecedented self-consciousness of his own time, which valued the past for its 
own sake, an attitude encapsulated in the newly coined idea of “restoration,” 
 
Notre temps, et notre temps seulement depuis le commencement 
des siècles historiques, a pris en face du passé une attitude inusitée. 
Il a voulu l’analyser, le comparer, le classer et former sa véritable 
histoire, en suivant pas à pas la marche, les progrès, les 
transformations de l’humanité.58 [my emphasis] 
 
Viollet brings to light the self-referential separation of the present from the past that 
allows art and architecture to be dislocated materially and considered in terms of 
contemporary historic relevance.59 By stripping ecclesiastic architecture and 
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58 “Restauration,” in Dictionnaire vol. 8, p. 15. 
 
59 In his seminal essay, “Der moderne denkmal-kultus” (1903), Alois Riegl defined the distinction 
between a “monument” and a “historic monument.” According to Riegl, a “monument” is a 
universal concept pertaining to an object or site which occupies an agreed upon use-value for the 
community that commissioned and produced it. It is therefore historically contingent and ceases to 
have value when divorced from its original context. On the other hand, a “historic monument” is a 
peculiarly modern designation which locates its meaning in terms of the anachronistic requirements 
of the present whereby initial use-value is supplanted by historic or aesthetic value. The core 
distinction between a “monument” and a “historic monument” is anchored to intentionality: “in the 
case of the intentional monument, its commemorative value has been determined by the makers, 
while we have defined the value of the unintentional ones,” in “The Modern Cult of Monuments: Its 
Character and Its Origin,” translated by Kurt W. Forster and Diane Ghirado, Oppositions 25 
(1982),p. 23. A “historic monument” could only be invented in the climate of loss engendered by a 
culture that no longer accorded currency to its contextual significance. The iconoclasm of the 
French Revolution divorced medieval monuments from their religious function and made them into 
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sculpture of its cult-value, medieval art could be examined first in terms of its 
historic, and later, aesthetic worth. This atmosphere of decontextualization created 
the conditions that allowed the concept of “patrimoine” to be institutionalized in 
the galleries of nineteenth-century museums, as Viollet recognized in his entry on 
“Restoration.”  
Viollet further asserts that the new fields of geology, botany, ethnology and 
anthropology are important analogues to the study of art and history. The historical 
record, whether in the form of fossils or architecture, must be considered together, 
 
Tous ces travaux s’enchaînent et se prêtent un concours mutuel. Si 
l’Européen en est arrivée à cette phase de l’esprit humain, que tout 
en marchant à pas redoublées vers les destinées à venir, et peut-
être parce qu’il marche vite, il sente le besoin de recueillir tour 
son passé, comme on recueille une nombreuse bibliothèque pour 
préparer des labeurs futurs, est-il raisonnable de l’accuser de se 
laisser entraîner par un caprice, une fantaisie éphémère?60 
 
In his subsequent article on “Style” Viollet synthesized the methods of 
anthropology, physiognomy, biology, philology to categorize and evaluate the 
aesthetic achievements of “the entire human past.”61  
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symbols of the ancien régime, as they did at Lenoir’s museum. As Dario Gamboni has argued, 
“attacks generally represent a break in the intended communication or a departure from the normal 
attitude shown towards them,” The Destruction of Art: Iconoclasm and Vandalism Since the French 
Revolution (London: Reaktion, 1997), p. 11. 
60 “Restauration,” in Dictionnaire, vol. 8, p. 16. 
 
61 These ideas became the basis of his lectures at the École des Beaux-Arts, published as Entretiens 
in 1863. For further consideration of the role of the natural sciences in Viollet’s writings see Laurent 
Baridon, L’imaginaire scientifique de Violet-le-Duc (Paris: Harmattan, 1996) and Laurent Baridon 
and Martial Guérdon, Corps et arts: Physiognomies et physiologies dans les arts visuels (Paris: 
Harmattan, 1999). Michael Camille’s recent study on the restoration of Notre-Dame by Viollet-le-
Duc is among the first sustained consideration of the role of race and biology in the work of Viollet-
le-Duc, ultimately arguing that the Viollet’s 19th century gargoyles were chimerical projections of 
these new sciences. See his chapter “Monsters of Race: The Gargoyles of Science,” in The 




In his entry on “Style” Viollet characterized the architect, restorer, and 
historian as a physician capable of diagnosing the organic state of a structure 
through observation of outward symptoms of stress and disease. Style, then, 
becomes the living pulse of an object, “Le style est, pour l’œuvre d’art, ce que le 
sang est pour le corps humain.”62 This physiological metaphor, whereby forms 
reveal an internal state, is the overarching framework for Viollet’s approach to 
medieval art.  
Outward form is a visualization of internal/invisible morality. Viollet draws 
on the physiognomic arguments of Lavater who chronicled the inner workings of 
every specimen of the animal world. By the mid-nineteenth century, Lavater’s 
treatise had been translated into French and published as L’Art de connaître les 
hommes par la physiognomie (1835). It gained widespread acceptance, and was 
used as an analytical tool to identify the hidden motivations across class, race and 
gender. This was the first publication that separated humanity into types by 
identifying the differing facial features and had a pervasive influence across 
disciplines. Humanity is examined across race and class to reveal the direct 
relationship between facial features and moral character. As Viollet wrote, “Dans 
les traits du visage, comme dans les formes et les mouvements du corps, on 
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Gargoyles of Notre Dame: Medievalism and the Monsters of Modernity (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2009),p. 115-155.  
 
62 “Style” in Dictionnaire vol. 8, p. 480.  
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retrouve l’individu moral.”63 Persuaded by Lavater’s treatise, Viollet systematically 
applied physiognomic principles as the basis of his conception of style, whereby 
physical bodily features become visual extensions of moral dispositions, resulting 
in a symbiotic union between form and content. In Viollet’s words, “Il s’attache 
donc à étudier les reflets de l’âme sur les traits du visage, dans les gestes, dans la 
façon de porter des vêtements, de les draper.”64 Michael Camille has characterized 
physiognomy as the “connoisseurship of the body”65 and argued that Viollet’s re-
constructed gargoyles on the balustrade of Notre Dame were informed by such 
considerations. However it was not only the nineteenth century reimaginings that 
were subjected to physiognomic treatment: Viollet also applied these principles to 
his examination of the original twelfth century sculpture.   
The racial underpinnings of style—tied for Violet to nation and character66—
further shaped his article on “Sculpture” in the Dictionnaire, which presented 
Romanesque art as the racialized other to native Gothic art of the later twelfth 
century. The article on “Sculpture” seeks to confirm Gobineau’s theories of Aryan 
superiority by conjoining stylistic changes with racial migrations. In Viollet’s 
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63 “Sculpture,” in Dictionnaire, vol.8, p. 168. 
 
64 “Sculpture,” p. 13. 
 
65 Camille (2009), p. 115. 
 
66 Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann has carefully laid out the Enlightenment origins in the writings of Kant, 
Hume, and Winckelmann of the equivalencies between “nation” “people” and “race” in their 
evaluation of  “taste” and “style.” He argues, “Kant’s aesthetics were intertwined with his 
anthropology, which while an older discourse was newly defined as a separate subject or ‘science 
(Wissenschaft) in the eighteenth century….The Volk is treated synonymously with Nation, and 
derived especially as seen in his account of the English, from its origins in the Stamm or tribe,” in 
“National Stereotypes, Prejudice, and Aesthetic Judgments in the Historiography of Art ,” Art History, 
Aesthetics, Visual Studies, Keith Moxey and Michael Ann Holly eds. (Williamstown: Sterling and 
Francine Clark Art Institute, 2002), p. 77. 
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philosophy of style there are two foundational approaches with the ability to alter 
aesthetic expression: hieratic or naturalistic. From the onset, Viollet presents this 
synthetic bifurcation as a self-evident truth: 
 
Pourquoi certaines civilisations ont-elles produit des arts fixés, 
pour ainsi dire, dans un hiératisme étroit? Pourquoi d’autres ont-
elles fait intervenir dans les productions d’art la raison humaine, 
les passions mobiles, les sentiments, la philosophie, le besoin de la 
recherché du mieux?67  
 
For Viollet, changes in style are commensurate with the separation of races, 
 
Nous croyons l’entrevoir dans les aptitudes propres à certaines 
races. Remarquons d’abord que toute explosion d’art – et la 
sculpture est ici en première ligne  ne se produit dans l’histoire 
qu’au contact de deux races différentes. Il semble que l’art ne soit 
jamais que le résultat d’une sorte de fermentation intellectuelle de 
natures pourvues d’aptitudes divers. Examinons donc d’abord sous 
quelles influences se développent les arts.68 
 
In this passage he espouses Gobineau’s notion that each race is distinct and has its 
own characteristics and abilities; Viollet adapts this argument as a rationalization 
for the developments of distinct styles throughout history. Gobineau characterized 
the residents of peripheral regions of France in the same terms used for non-whites 
or “espèces melaniennes”:  
 
Et encore si nos populations rurales n’étaient que grossières et 
ignorantes, on pourrait se préoccuper médiocrement de cette 
séparation, et se consoler par l’espoir vulgaire de les conquérir peu 
à peu de les fonder dans les multitudes déjà éclairées. Mais il en est 
de ces masses absolument comme de certains sauvages: au premier 
abord, on les juge réfléchissantes et à demi brutes, parce que 
l’extérieure est humble et effacé: puis à mesure qu’on pénètre, si 
peu que ce soit, au sein de leur vie particulière, on s’aperçoit 
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67 “Sculpture” in Dictionnaire, v.8, p. 99. 
 
68 Ibid. 
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qu’elles n’obéissent pas, dans leur isolement volontaire, à un 
sentiment d’impuissance.69 [my emphasis] 
 
Gobineau’s description of the people of the provinces, itself akin to statements 
made by travelers to “primitive” cultures, is the same language employed by Viollet 
for Romanesque art. De-centralized and lacking a readily identifiable development 
and autochthonous origin, this sculpture could never become emblematic of 
French national identity. In his entry on “Architecture” Viollet argued, “Il manquait 
à l’architecture romane un centre, une unité d’influence pour qu’elle pût devenir 
l’art d’une nation.”70 In fact it was not that Romanesque (“roman/ane”) lacked a 
center as such, but more that its center was considered to be further in time and 
space, in Ancient Rome (“romain”). The term “roman/ane” encapsulates its 
perceived mimetic tie to the art of the Roman empire whereby it is a slavish 
follower of a foreign tradition.71 In the way that Romanesque replicates forms 
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69 Gobineau, Essai sur l’Inégalité des Races humaines, reprinted in Jean Boissel, ed., Gobineau 
polémiste. Les races et la république (Utrecht: Jean-Jacques Pauvert, 1967), p. 106. 
 
70 Viollet-le-Duc, “Architecture,” in Dictionnaire, v. 1, p. 139-140. The French term roman/ane, 
which was first used to describe the architecture of the late 11th and early 12th centuries, had 
connotations that the English term “Romanesque” did not carry. Linda Seidel locates the origins of 
the French term in the nascent discipline of philology concluding that, “The word the French chose 
allied architecture with the formation of Romance languages because of similarities between the 
emergence of Old French from a mixture of atrophied, indigenous tongues and the appearance of 
churches that employed a degraded form of opus romanum,” in “Rethinking ‘Romanesque:’ Re-
engaging Roman[z],” Gesta 45 (2006), p. 111. 
 
71 In a recent Art Bulletin’s “Notes from the Field: Mimesis,” Helen C. Evans has argued that mimesis 
when considered in terms of center-periphery relationships is a stifling criticism implying a lack of 
innovation, “traditional identification of mimesis as representing culture emanating from a center, 
the capital Constantinople, and being copied, often poorly, in the provinces and by neighboring 
peoples,” Art Bulletin XCV/2 (2013), p. 198. This critique of mimesis, what Alex Potts has called the 
“antimimetic turn” in the same issue is leveled against many styles perceived to be static, adhering 
to tradition rather than aspiring towards verisimilitude. Potts continues, “The antimimetic turn, 
which became particularly acute in the late nineteenth century, operated in part by instituting a 
dichotomy between the world-reflecting and the world-creating capacities of art, with mimesis 
being associated with passive reflection,” Ibid, p. 210. Thus imitation of inherited forms is also a 
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without agency of its own, “tradition” is the dialectical opposite of innovation of 
the Gothic, which Viollet refers to as “the secular school,”  
The secular school may be regarded as a kind of reaction of 
modern ideas against tradition, - a vigorous effort towards 
civilization such as the modern mind conceived it, namely, 
incessant progress.72 
 
For Viollet, Romanesque monuments were degraded shells of antique forms devoid 
of a life force. This art of the provinces had been colonized and enslaved by the 
Romans73 and remained a monotonous imitation of its former masters: 
 
A people formerly civilized, but which for several centuries finds 
itself oppressed by barbarian conquerors, oppressed by feudalism 
secular or clerical, and to which the light can penetrate only 
through the mantle of the monk, which nevertheless in a few years 
succeeds in developing a complete art whose principles are 
logically deduced, - -an art in which all is new from the structure 
to the form….74 
 
In this formulation Romanesque art is conceived as a hollow imitation of provincial 
Gallo-Roman ruins and emblematic of the decline of the late Roman Empire. This 
had been the dominant theory since the Revolution, as we have already seen in 
Lenoir’s Musée des Monuments Français. Each subsequent effort to document this 
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kind of mimesis if the term is limited to copying as a gesture or a performance rather where 
‘tradition’ supplants ‘nature’ as the model. 
 
72 Viollet-le-Duc, Lectures on Architecture, Volume I, translated by Benjamin Bucknall (New York: 
Dover Publications, 1987), p. 303. The original French edition of these lectures, Entretiens sur 
l’architecture was completed and published in 1872. All citations from the Entretiens are from the 
Bucknall translation.  
 
73 Indeed this notion of Romanesque as an art in perpetual decline was part of the discourse from 
the very inception of the term. Charles de Gerville who coined the term in 1818 wrote, “Everyone 
agrees that this heavy and vulgar architecture is the opus romanorum deformed and successively 
degraded by our primitive ancestors,” in Nichols (1982), p. 35. 
 
74 Viollet-le-Duc, Lectures, Vol I., p. 273.  
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art, from the Voyages to the Missions Héliographiques had entwined these 
provincial monuments with regional identities that were atavistic reminders of a 
pre-industrial past, and consequently resistant to the powerful standardized 
projection of an emergent French identity.  
For Gobineau and Viollet, non-Aryan races were interchangeable regardless 
of the specific attributes which differentiated them from one another in terms of 
physical appearance. The two theorists employ “jaune” “noir” and “sémite” 
transitively along with the more encompassing term “espèce melanienne.” Seeped 
in cyclical biological models of birth, maturity, and decline, they both sought to 
segregate periods of primitivity and decadence from epochs of maturity that were 
predictably associated with racial purity and sustained through Aryan dominance. 
Consider Gobineau’s assessment of the black contribution to artistic development: 
 
Certainement l’élément noir est indispensable pour développer le 
génie artistique dans une race, parce que nous avons vu quelle 
profusion de feu, de flammes, d’étincelles, d’entraînement, 
d’irréflexion réside dans son essence, et combine l’imagination, ce 
reflet de la sensualité, et toutes les appétitions vers la matière le 
rendent propre à subir les impressions que produisent les arts, 
dans un degré d’intensité tout à fait inconnu aux autres familles 
humaines. C’est mon point de départ, et s’il n’y avait rien à ajouter, 
certainement le nègre apparaîtrait comme le poète lyrique, le 
musicien, le sculpteur par excellence.75 
 
Instinct is the core of artistic innocence: the “black artist” is steeped in sensuality, 
perhaps even close to nature, full of imagination yet restrained by the properties of 
his materials. These qualities, which are themselves contingent on the existence of 
these populations outside of time, are paradoxically perceived to be threatened by 
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75 Gobineau, Essai sur l’Inégalité des Races humaines reprinted in Jean Boissel, ed., Gobineau 
polémiste. Les races et la république (Utrecht: Jean-Jacques Pauvert, 1967), p. 114. 
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the imminent interference of modern technology. While Gobineau praised these 
atemporal, child-like traits of the black artist, he maintained that these attributes 
were not accompanied by intellectual acuity, 
Mais tout n’est pas dit, et ce qui reste modifie considérablement 
la face de la question. Oui, encore, le nègre est la créature 
humaine la plus énergiquement saisie par l’émotion artistique, 
mais à cette condition indispensable que son intelligence en aura 
pénétré le sens et compris la portée.76 
 
This assessment had a notable impact on Viollet-le-Duc’s formation of stylistic 
development in general, 
 
L’art, en cela, procède comme la nature elle-même, le style chez 
elle étant le corollaire du principe. Il est tout simple chez les 
civilisations primitives, tout ce qui émane de l’homme ait le style : 
religion, coutumes, mœurs, arts, vêtements, s’imprègnent de cette 
saveur empruntée aux observations les plus naïves et les plus 
directes.77[emphasis mine] 
 
“Direct observation,” “imagination” “sensuality” are all elements that tie primitive 
societies to base materiality. The whimsical carvings burgeoning on the capitals 
and facades of Romanesque architecture were said to be a parallel to a primitive 
condition according to Viollet, “Feelings, passions, vices, virtues, tastes, and wants 
are more plainly expressed among men in a primitive condition than among those 
who live in the midst of a highly advanced civilization.”78 It also renders them 
incapable of exercising abstract thought at the core of generating philosophical 




77 Viollet-le-Duc, “Style,” in Dictionnaire, vol. 8, p. 490-91. “Primitive” for Viollet included Indian 
and Egyptian art.  
 
78 Lectures, p. 31. 
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Greece and had its natural continuation in Gothic France. One might ask what 
happened in the twelve centuries that separated these apogees?  
  
Many nineteenth century intellectuals considered the time in between the 
decline of classical Greece and the advent of the French Renaissance to be a 
protracted period of decadence and decline. For Gobineau, Gaul and North Africa, 
former colonies of the Roman Empire, were soft satellite states of mixed races 
subject to despotic regimes. He referred to these intervening centuries of Roman 
dominance as “l’oubli de la race,”79 as a period of absence, a void.   
Viollet-le-Duc took this argument as a point of departure for his assessment 
of what we call the “Romanesque” period which he alternatively saw as both a 
time of decline as well as the “primitive” origins of Gothic art. The theorist’s 
preoccupation with periodization gives us a false sense of security in judging where 
one style ends and another begins; indeed his own characterizations of the style are 
not consistent. Because a period of decline necessarily overlaps with the beginning 
of a different period, discussions of styles that occupy this slippery transitional time 
frame are themselves murky and contradictory.80 Its powerful appropriation of 
Gallo-Roman remains, was the cause of its dismissal as a derivative style under the 
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79 In a section titled “Décadence romaine,” Gobineau continues, “Avec l’oubli de la race, avec 
l’extinction des maisons illustres dont les exemples guidaient jadis les multitudes, avec le 
syncrétisme des théologies, sont venus en foule, non pas les grands vices personnels, partage de 
tous les temps, mais cet universel relâchement de la morale ordinaire…sont là des malheurs bien 
autrement avilissants pour les sociétés,” p. 133. 
 
80 For Violet-le-Duc, the entire twelfth-century is “une époque de preparation,” in “Sculpture,” 
Dictionnaire, vol. 8, p. 133-134. 
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tutelage of a theocracy controlled by superstitious monks and clerics.81 It would 
take secular centralized power to emerge from this period of darkness and savagery 
into the diaphanous light filled space of the Gothic cathedral.82  
Later in the article on “Sculpture” in the Dictionnaire, Viollet positions 
Romanesque as an autochtonous art form, “le roman était aborigène, c’est-à-dire 
né sur le sol français, comme poussent des champignons après la pluie.”83 
Romanesque remains an ephemeral excrescence, a side effect of an external event, 
as Viollet continues, “Notre roman nous appartient sans nul doute, mais partout il a 
un père étranger.”84 The hybridity of Romanesque art discredits it as a national style 
since Viollet has conceived of it as an illegitimate heir. Furthermore, according to 
Viollet, the origins of the nation had to be pure and unadulterated by exterior 
influences.85 It would have to wait until the advent of Gothic, a new style in which, 
he theorizes,  
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81 “L’art de la statuaire appartient aux laïques; il s’émancipe avec ces nouvelles écoles affranchies, 
vers la fin du XIIe siècle, de la tutelle monastique,” in “Sculpture,” Dictionnaire, vol. 8, p.  134. 
82 Viollet writes, “L’art dû à l’école laïque fut alors une sorte d’initiation à des vérités qui étaient à 
peine soupçonnées, un retour vers un état primitif, pour ainsi dire, au milieu du croulement et du 
désordre de traditions confuses, une semence nouvelle jetée au sein d’une terre encombrée de 
produits de toutes sortes, mutilés, pourrissant les uns sur les autres. La jeune plante, à peine 
entrevue d’abord, mais cultivée avec persistance, s’éleva bientôt au-dessus de toutes les autres, eut 
son allure, son port, ses fleurs et ses fruits. Elle étouffa pour longtemps les tristes débris qui gisaient 
sous son ombre,” in “Style” in Dictionnaire, vol. 8, p. 491. 
 




85 The historiography of Romanesque sculpture acknowledges how the nineteenth century 
characterized it as a protracted period of “barbarity” and “crudeness” without considering the 
motivations for this characterization. In his important introduction to Emile Mâle’s Religious Art in 
France; The Twelfth Century which was first published in 1922, Harry Bober points out that by the 
late nineteenth century, French scholars had defined the Gothic cathedral as the point of origin for 
medieval art, “As for the rest of the Middle Ages, the earlier periods then seemed to present 
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The ornaments are designed solely from the local flora, for the 
architects wish everything to be of home production, and borrow 
nothing either from a foreign art or from the past; they are 
moreover adapted to their place, always apparent and easy to 
understand.86 [my emphasis] 
 
This quest for originality and purity was aided by ethnography with its 
accompanying arguments about the racial origins of the nation. Romanesque’s 
stylistic hybridity was read biologically, as a sign that revealed the intermixture of 
‘foreign’ and ‘indigenous’ populations.87  
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complexities and such imperfect vacillations and gropings that no single previous century could be 
taken as truly medieval art arrived; all was Christian art, it is true, but otherwise without any 
compellingly distinctly medieval character when compared with the thirteenth,” p. vi. Bober also 
points out that the recuperation of Romanesque sculpture as “art” worthy of aesthetic consideration 
began with its appropriation by modernists, “Only after the painters of the abstract movements in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries – the post-impressionists, fauvists, cubists and 
expressionists – finally shattered the tyrannical esthetic of naturalism, did critics and historians begin 
to discover their freedom to admire the autonomous formal virtues of Romanesque sculpture,” p. ix. 
See Wayne R. Dynes, “Medievalism and Le Corbusier,”Gesta 45 (2006), p. 89-94. Indeed the more 
recent historiography of Romanesque sculpture intertwines its reception to the advent of Modernism, 
see especially Jean Nayrolles, L’invention de l’art romane à l’époque moderne (Rennes, 2005), 
Robert Maxwell, “Modern Origins of Romanesque Sculpture,” in a Companion to Medieval Art, 
Conrad Rudolph ed. (London: Blackwell, 2006), p. 334-356; and Madeline Caviness, “The Politics 
of Taste: An Historiography of ‘Romanesque’ Art in the Twentieth Century,” in Colum Hourihane ed. 
Romanesque Art and Thought in the Twelfth Century (Princeton: Index of Christian Art, 2008), p. 
57-81. Finally, Alexander Nagel has emphasized medievalism as a crucial undercurrent of 
Modernity in Medieval Modern: Art out of Time (London: Thames and Hudson, 2012), see 
especially his, “The History of Museum is the History of Modern Art,” p. 58-68. 
 
86 Viollet-le-Duc, Lectures, p. 269. 
 
87 The categorization of Romanesque as “foreign” has been explored by Wayne R. Dynes, “Art, 
Language, and Romanesque,” Gesta 28 (1989), p. 3-10. For an update on the etymology of the term, 
see Linda Seidel, “Rethinking ‘Romanesque;’ Re-engaging Roman[z],” Gesta 45 (2006), p. 109-123. 
It is also important to note that in the Entretiens, Viollet-le-Duc vigorously eschews the term “Gothic” 
in favour of the more descriptive “secular school” of the second half of the twelfth century. In 
opposition to Romanesque, Gothic architecture is rational, innovative and indigenous because it is 
conceived by the introduction of an Aryan element, “However, these peoples of the North who we 
have been taught at college to call barbarians – to say nothing of their having performed a 
meritorious act, in the eyes of humanity, by coming to introduce young and vivacious elements 
where death was reigning – were destined, by this very contribution of a purer blood, to restore to 
the arts a distinctive character. If the Teutons, the Lombards, the Franks, the Burgundians, and the 
Goths were not artists when they came down upon Gaul, Italy, and Spain, it is not less certain that 
they introduced a very active ferment of art into the stagnant mud of the Roman Empire. They 
introduced an energetic infusion of Aryan element into the incurably corrupt and inert medley 




IV. Museology and the Trocadéro 
 
I have traced the ways in which Romanesque art was brought into the 
purview of the “primitive” and the “foreign” in Viollet’s most influential 
publications, namely the Dictionnaire and the Entretiens. These earlier works, 
published during the 1850s and 1860s are the intellectual premise upon which the 
treatises for the Trocadéro museums rested.  
Indeed his Dictionnaire should be considered as a theoretical prelude to the 
museum since it marked the first step of decontextualization in the service of 
portable arguments; hence the same monuments, deconstructed into component 
parts furnish evidence for multiple entries. Museums have long been recognized as 
a series of absences, of fragmented wholes and subverted parts. In her noted poem 
“Museum,” Wislawa Szymborska recognizes the objects displayed therein as bereft 
of purpose and only able to derive meaning from each other, as a series. In 
summation she probes, “here are swords – where is the ire?”88 A large part of 
Viollet’s project was to obfuscate these absences by investing these ciphers with 
the authority of their makers, even though the “crown has outlasted the head.”89 
Strategies of display, in themselves a kind of visual rhetoricism, prevent the viewer 
from registering absence. Pedestals supplant bodies to impart the illusion of 
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which Rome had formed from the vital principles of the West and South of Europe,” Lectures, p. 
340-1. 
 
88 Wislawa Szymborska, “Museum,” in View with a Grain of Sand, translated by Stanislaw 
Baranczak and Calre Cavanagh (London: Harcourt Brace, 1995), p. 11. 
 
89 Ibid. 
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autonomy. Linda Nochlin has argued that the fragment is both a condition and 
emblem of modernity; reintegration into a series or a collection makes the part self-
sufficient in a new context.90 Viollet was a master of the rhetoric of re-appropriation.  
Viollet’s last texts were three “Rapports” written between 1878 and 1879, 
two for the Musée de la Sculpture Comparée (MSC) and one for the Musée 
d’éthnographie du Trocadéro (MET); the former were the roadmaps for the 
realization of the museum of casts he and Mérimée had first proposed in 1848. 
These remarkable outlines for the Trocadéro museums have not been translated or 
published and have consequently been largely ignored in scholarship on the 
architect; neither have they been analyzed in tandem with one another. The few 
scholars who have worked on the MSC position the two tracts for this museum as 
direct extensions of the article on “Sculpture” from the Dictionnaire, without 
considering the ethnographic and racial undercurrents of that entry. Furthermore, 
in between the entry on “Sculpture” and the Rapports for the MSC and MET, Viollet 
was intimately involved in the ever-changing developments in the new disciplines 
of ethnography and anthropology. Still his exhaustive engagement and espousal of 
racial typologies as outlined in the previous section remain at the margins of 
scholarship. I argue that the publications of the 1870s, inasmuch as they are 
didactic distillations of the discursive intricacies of the Dictionnaire, underscored 
the summary presentation of casts and ethnographic materials at the Trocadéro. 
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90 Linda Nochlin, The Body in Pieces: The Fragment as a Metaphor of Modernity (London: Thames 
and Hudson, 1994). 
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Viollet’s two Rapports for the MSC and MET are ground breaking 
museological documents which, for the first time, explicitly consider the museum 
not just as a random repository of accumulated artifacts but as a highly charged 
space with the power to shape the reception of their objects. Scholars have not 
been sensitive to the dialogic foundation of the two museums primarily because the 
MET Rapport is known only to a few historians of anthropology.91 Historians of 
non-western art have been sensitive to the role of anthropology in the reception of 
their respective disciplines because most of those objects entered western discourse 
as the purview of anthropology or ethnography.92 On the other hand, historians of 
medieval art have not recognized the status of medieval monuments as artifacts in 
the nineteenth century. They have consequently neglected this important document 
in the existing scholarship on the MSC, and have overlooked the conflation of race 
and material culture at the Trocadéro. 
Rather than reexamine the arguments posited by the displays at the MSC 
and MET, scholars tend to accept their validity. In the only existing consideration of 
the two museums, Fabrice Grognet situates the MSC as the counterpart to the MET 
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91 The first and most comprehensive examination of the nineteenth-century foundation of the MET is 
Nélia Dias, Le Musée d’ethnographie du Trocadéro, 1878-1908: anthropologie et museology en 
France (Paris: Presses du CNRS, 1991). Elizabeth Williams notes Viollet’s involvement at the 
Trocadéro in “Art and Artifact at the Trocadéro: Ars Americana and the Primitivist Revolution, in 
Stocking ed. Objects and Others (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), p. 154. James 
Herbert also mentions Viollet-le-Duc in his examination of the reorganization of the two museums 
in 1937, see his Paris 1937: Worlds on Exhibition (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998). 
 
92 See Robert Goldwater, “Art History and Anthropology: Some Comparisons of Methodology,” in 
Primitivism in Modern Art (New York: Random House, 1986 org. 1973), p. 302-314; Jean-Louis 
Paudrat, “From Africa” in Rubin ed. ‘Primitivism’ in 20th century art (New York: Museum of Modern 
Art, 1984), p. 125-178. Susan Vogel, “Introduction,” in Art/Artifact (New York: Center for African 
Art, 1988), p. 1-17 and James Clifford, “On Collecting Art and Culture,” in the Predicament of 
Culture (Harvard, 1988), p. 215-252. 
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because of the “illustrious” position occupied by medieval art in the nineteenth 
century.93 On the one side of the museum he proposes was art, and the other 
artifact, a distinction that was not in fact made until the early years of the twentieth-
century. Grognet also does not distinguish between the handling of Romanesque 
and Gothic art, a paramount periodization that leads to the former’s treatment as 
“primitive” and the latter’s presentation as patrimony, as I have argued. The chief 
reason for the foundation of the MSC, as Viollet recounted at length, was so that 
medieval art could become known and valued in Paris. He ended Rapport II for the 
MSC by reiterating, “Nous sommes à peu près les seuls en Europe qui ne 
connaissions pas la sculpture française.”   
The original Trocadéro palace was designed in an “Orientalizing” style by 
the architect Gabriel Davioud. It did not specifically reference any pre-existent 
structure but rather quoted liberally from Islamic, Byzantine and medieval 
buildings in terms of its structure, ornament and materials. A central conical dome 
framed by two square towers was similar in arrangement to the pencil thin minarets 
that flank the central domes of Ottoman mosques. The entire complex was faced 
with alternating striations of burnt red brick and creamy marble brought to Paris 
from Jura in eastern France. Davioud commissioned specifically archaizing “minor” 
arts for the ornamentation of the Trocadéro: the lintels of the pavilions that 
punctuate each of the elliptical arms were decorated with abstract mosaics and the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
93 See Grognet’s dissertation, Le concept de musée: la patrimonialisation de la culture des “autres” 
d’une rive à l’autre, du Trocadéro à Branly  (Paris: EHESS, 2009). 
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central structure was filled with contemporary stained glass.94 The resuscitation of 
these minor arts was itself a statement about the industry of France. At the same 
time stained glass referenced France’s medieval past while the mosaics aligned that 
past with Orientalizing forms, a complex amalgamation of details signifying these 
alternating alterities.  
Writing in the official publication of the Universal Exposition, Gabriel 
Laffaille announced, “L’architecture contemporaine a trouvé son Parthénon.” The 
site of the Trocadéro palace, the Chaillot Hill recalled the Acropolis. It was the 
second highest point in Paris after the butte de Montmartre95from which viewers 
could experience a birds-eye-view of the entire city.  In 1878, the Parisian skyline 
was dominated by the towers of the Trocadéro, the glittering dome of the Invalides 
and the newly restored twin towers of Notre Dame. The name given to the building 
came from the Battle of Trocadéro which took place in Spain in 1823 and resulted 
in the Bourbon Restoration. By referencing a military triumph that was quickly 
associated with French Imperial authority, the Trocadéro, through site and grandeur 
announced France’s ongoing Imperial ambition. The French seemed to understand 
that this hybrid monolith plucked bits and pieces of architecture and sculpture from 
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94 For a full reconstruction of the architecture of the Trocadéro palace see Pascal Ory, Le Palais de 
Chaillot (Paris : Actes Sud, 2006). Ory notes that though Davioud had become familiar with 
Ottoman and North African architecture he did not quote it precisely,  “l’impression générale n’est 
pas à la rigueur ; elle est à la fantaisie. La connotation la plus fréquente est orientale. L’exposition 
universelle précédente avait permis aux européens de mieux connaître l’architecture ottomane…en 
même temps que la présence française, directe en Algérie, indirecte en Egypte et en Tunisie, 
familiarisait peu à peu les artistes avec cet orientalisme-là,” p. 37. 
 
95 The Basilica of the Sacre-Coeur was also underway at this time.  It was commissioned as a tribute 
to those who perished during the Franco-Prussian war in 1871 and was part of a general effort to 
restore national pride in this period. The architect Paul Abadie, based his design for the church on 
multi-domed Romanesque churches found in Aquitaine and the Poitou. 
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all over the world and brought them together in a form that encapsulated how 
France’s national identity was contingent on its constitutive appropriation of 
colonial material culture.  
After the World’s Fair of 1878, several proposals were drafted for the future 
use of the huge Palais de Trocadéro. Eventually it was decided that two museums 
would occupy the two wings, the Musée d’éthnographie du Trocadéro (MET) and 
the Musée de la Sculpture Comparée (MSC). The aged Viollet-le-Duc was the 
driving force behind both museums and participated in the debates around their 
creation following the closing of the Exposition in the fall of 1878. 
Once the MSC and MET were approved by the Ministry of Public Instruction 
(division of Fine Arts) a series of “séances” were held to discuss the installation of 
both museums. The minutes of these meetings are preserved in the Archives 
Nationales and they reveal that Viollet-le-Duc was also founding member of the 
committee that organized the collections of the MET, an important fact that has not 
been adequately examined with regard to the simultaneous foundation of the MSC.  
Viollet wrote two proposals for what he called the “Musée du Sculpture 
Comparée appurtenant aux divers centres d’Art et aux diverses époques.” The first 
“Rapport” [henceforth Rapport I] was penned after the Universal Exposition closed 
in 1878. It began with a lengthy account of the previous failed pleas to the 
government along with a strong reproach of the public’s continued unfamiliarity 
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with medieval art.96 Rapport I is also a mission statement that distills the arguments 
made in the Dictionnaire entry “Sculpture” into a guiding narrative for the new 
museum. The second Rapport [henceforth Rapport II], written a few months later, is 
a taut curatorial map that lists objects by gallery alongside complete installation 
diagrams. The MSC must be understood not only in relation to the earlier essay but 
more importantly with reference to the unpublished documentation that reveals 
Viollet’s concomitant involvement with the MET.  
 
  Viollet advocated for the foundation of a Museum of Ethnography in Paris 
at the same time as he submitted Rapport I for the MSC.  
 
Depuis longtemps le monde savant, en Europe, s’étonnait, non 
sans motifs, de ne point trouver à Paris un musée ethnographique, 
tandis que la plupart des capitales et certaines villes de second 
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96 “Il y a vingt quatre ans que par une lettre en date du 30 Juin 1855 adressé à Mr le Ministre d’Etat, 
chargé du Département des Beaux-Arts nous proposions à l’administration de fournir gratuitement 
des moulages de statuaire et de sculpture d’ornemente faits sur les plus beaux monuments français 
du douzième au seizième siècle. Alors l’Angleterre avait obtenu de faire exécuter ces moulages 
pour ses écoles & ses collections et les architectes attachés à la Commission des monuments 
historiques avaient stipulé que ces autorisations ne seraient accordeés qu’à la condition de laisser 
un double de chaque estampage à nos Agences. Il ne fut fait aucune réponse officielle à cette offre 
de la Commission ; or ces estampages en double réservés sur quelques chantiers se perdirent ou 
furent détruite faute emplacement pour les recevoir ; c’est ainsi qu’on a laissé disparaître 
l’admirable collection des moulages que nous possédions dans les ateliers de Notre Dame de Paris. 
L’Administration s’était contenté de faire savoir à la Commission que les musées ne disposaient pas 
de locaux propres à recevoir ces collections. L’Angleterre avait consacré à ce travail une somme 
d’environ 4000 Livres sterling; or la partie de cette somme qui devait profiter à notre enseignement 
fut perdue pour elle comme pour nous, grâce à l’indifférence de l’Administration des Beaux-Arts, et 
il fait le dire aussi, à l’opposition des Musées et l’Académie de Beaux-Arts, opposition dont nous 
n’avons par ici à rechercher les motifs, mais qui fut assez puissante pour réduire à néant les 
propositions de la Commission des Monuments historiques. Cependant des collections de cette 
nature étaient établies au South Kensington et au Cristal Palace, et les artistes français pouvaient 
passer la Manche pour aller étudier les exemples de notre sculpture française classé dans ces 
collections. Toutefois, la classification des sculptures déposée au Cristal palace ou au South 
Kensington est loin d’être complète et méthodique &, si nous parvenons enfin à réunir les 
documents de cet ordre propres à l’étude, il faudra procéder suivant une critique plus sévère » 
Viollet-le-Duc, Rapport 1 1878, Archives du Louvre. See Appendix I. 
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ordre offraient à l’étude, des collections de cette nature, ayant une 
importance considérable.97 
 
Despite the fact that Viollet wrote his “Rapport” for the MSC within weeks of his 
Rapport for the MET, these museological statements have not been considered as 
being in dialogue with one another.  
Reading the MET and MSC Rapports together shows that Viollet recognized 
the dislocation of display as an entirely new context that conditioned the value of 
the object. Simply by virtue of its inclusion in the Louvre, an object is appreciated 
as a “chef-d’oeuvre,” even in the absence of a governing framework, “dans le 
classement de ces marbres ou de ces tableaux, n’intervenaient ni la méthode 
critique, ni la connaissance historique.”98 He further demonstrates how the 
museum is a discursive space that engenders its narratives through classification; in 
so doing, objects that had previously been “curiosities” acquire other meanings.99 
This is a remarkably prescient appreciation of how the museum fashions its objects, 
a point that has long been recognized for museums of ethnography but is seldom 
applied with equal rigor to “art” museums.100 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
97 Viollet-le-Duc “Rapport (lu dans la séance du 30 octobre 1878) fait au nom de la sous-
commission de l’appropriation d’un local pour le Musée ethnographique, à la commission de 
Muséum ethnographique, instituée par arête ministériel en date du 19 octobre 1878,” reprinted in 
E.T. Hamy, Les origines du Musée d’ethnographie: histoire et documents (Paris, 1890), p. 295. 
98 Ibid, p. 296. 
 
99 “L’idée du classement méthodique des objets composant un musée est une idée toute moderne, 
qui se rattache à une série de connaissances très récentes, car il n’y a guère longtemps que les 
musées étaient considérés comme des locaux ouverts à quelques dilettanti; aux curieux ou même 
aux oisifs,” Ibid.  
 
100 See especially Susan Vogel ed., Art/artifact (New York: Center for African Art, 1988) and Barbara 
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, Destination Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998).  
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According to Viollet, even at the Louvre, “toute comparaison est superflue.” 
He further questions the idea of a universal aesthetic and mocks the notion of 
disinterested evaluation (“d’une qualité intrinsèque”). Instead he argues in favor of 
the contingency of display in the formation of aesthetic judgments, “des objets 
réunis dans un musée, il n’en est pas ainsi; leur valeur est relative; ce sont des 
éléments d’un ensemble.”101 For Viollet, the conception of innate value is a fallacy; 
objects can properly be comprehended only through comparison, 
Tel objet qui, par lui-même, ne présente qu’un intérêt médiocre 
soit comme conception, soit comme exécution et qui n’offre à 
l’esprit aucun repère utile, prend une valeur considérable s’il est 
classé de telle sorte qu’on puisse connaître le milieu dans lequel il 
s’est produit, ce qui l’a précédé, ce qui l’a suivi ; alors, il devient 
un jalon du travail humain et ainsi l’occasion d’un enseignement 
éminemment fructueux. 
 
Or, il est évident qu’un musée ethnographique se composés en 
très grande partie de ces objets dont l’intérêt est purement relatif, 
qui n’acquièrent de valeur que par la comparaison, et c’est à cela 
qu’il convient d’attribuer chez nous, jusqu’à présent, l’oubli dans 
lequel ces sortes de collections ont été laissées.102[my emphasis] 
 
This comparative approach to classificatory exhibition was simultaneously 
conceived for the layouts of the MSC and MET. When seen in isolation, without 
context or explanation, unfamiliar objects such as Romanesque sculpture or 
ethnographic artifacts, might be an affront to the viewer’s taste,  
 
On n’a considéré ces collections que comme des 
amoncellements d’objets étrangers, parfois grotesques, rarement 
pourvus de beauté, sortes de produits du hasard ou d’une 
fantaisie barbare. Et cependant, lorsque, l’hiver dernier, les 
apports des Missions scientifiques ont été exposés au palais des 
Champs Élysées suivant une apparence de classement, on a pu 
voir combien le public se prenait de goût sérieux pour les études 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
101 Viollet-le-Duc in Hamy (1891), p. 297. 
 
102 Ibid. 
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ethnographiques et comme il allait au devant des quelques 
explications qui pouvaient lui être donnés.103 
 
In this passage it becomes clear that Viollet was acutely aware of the power of 
display in the manipulation of visuality, a strategy that allows museums to 
manufacture meaning. 
In Viollet’s diagram for the first gallery, Egyptian (I), Assyrian (II), Cypriot and 
Archaic “éginétique” (III) sculptures are placed continuously against the length of a 
rectangular room. [FIGS 48 A,B] They face fragmented casts of Romanesque 
monuments including jamb sculptures from the narthex portal at La Madeleine at 
Vézelay, the tympanum from the south porch of St. Pierre in Moissac, pier reliefs 
from the cloister of St. Trophîme in Arles, statue column figures from Corbeil and 
the western frontispiece of Chartres along with several other capitals and details 
from the Poitou, Saintonge and Aquitaine.104 Since Viollet died before the museum 
was installed the casts were ultimately positioned in a manner that did not meet his 
specifications.  
The earliest extant depiction of the MSC is a colored drawing made by 
Raphael Boutillé in 1886. [FIG 49] The little-known artist’s rendering of the MSC 
gives us key insights to the kinetic experience of the late nineteenth century viewer. 
Boutillé positions us just in front of the entrance to the first gallery, Viollet’s 
“Époque Hiératique,” such that we have a long extended view into the galleries 




104 See Appendix II, Viollet-le-Duc Rapport II (1877). 
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is mounted directly onto the wall, supported by a ledge. Statue column figures from 
the west façade of Chartres cathedral are squeezed between Moissac and what 
appears to be the tympanum and high lintel from the north porch of Cahors, 
similarly placed flush along a wooden ledge. In front of these Romanesque works 
Assyrian and Egyptian sculptures are mounted on freestanding wooden pedestals at 
eye level.  On the opposite wall, a similar arrangement ensues with smaller portals 
from the Auvergne and Aquitaine juxtaposed with three pediment sculptures from 
the sixth century B.C.E. Temple of Aegina.  
The drawing also shows a cast of a freestanding sculpture of an Egyptian 
priest in between the tympana of Moissac and Cahors; Viollet had characterized 
these carvings as representing “la barbarie sénile.” The tympanum depicting Christ 
from the north porch of Cahors is curiously paired with an imposing cast of an 
Egyptian bull (the original was discovered in Memphis and is now in the Louvre). 
Casts of a kneeling archer, a standing soldier and a dying warrior from the Temple 
of Aegina line the facing wall in front of voussoirs from Saintes, and the central 
portal from Clermont Ferrand. A few indistinct capitals from Aquitaine were also 
displayed although Viollet was particularly dismissive of art from this region,  
En Poitou, la statuaire était également tombé dans la plus 
grossière barbarie, et l’ornementations, lourde, était un mélange 
de traditions gallo-romains et d’influences byzantines fournies 
par les étoffes et les ustensiles d’Orient.105 
 
These specimens of hieratic art from distant places and periods were 
presided over by the tympanum from the central portal of Vézelay, the first 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
105 “Sculpture,” p. 117. 
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monument Viollet had restored in the 1840s.106 His investigations into race and 
ethnicity at the time he was fashioning the plan for the Trocadéro installations 
likely influenced the choice of this portal as the exemplary monument for the MSC. 
The tympanum shows the Mission to the Apostles, in which the non-Christian 
inhabitants of the far reaches of the world are shown as small, deformed figures, 
awaiting conversion.107 The significance of this carving, with its “ethnographic” 
subject matter in the outer voussoirs and lintel, takes on a special charge when we 
recognize that the comparative non-western materials in this gallery simultaneously 
function as agents of race as well as style.  
In Rapport I for the MSC, written in 1878, the same time as the above 
passages for the MET, Viollet also implemented a cyclical biological framework 
closely related to Winckelmann’s periodization of Greek art into phases of birth, 
maturity and decline.108 These correspond to Viollet’s three stylistic modes: 
“hiératique,” (infancy) “imitation de la nature” (maturity) and a protracted period of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
106 Kevin Murphy, Memory and Modernity: Viollet-le-Duc at Vézelay (Penn State Press 2000). 
 
107 The iconography of the narthex portal of Vézelay was first definitively identified as the Mission of 
the Apostles by Emile Mâle in 1906. Research into the archives of the MSC revealed a request for a 
carte d’étude signed by Emile Mâle dating from 1902. It is worth noting that most of the nineteenth 
century literature regarding the narthex portal of Vézelay is chiefly concerned with evaluations of 
style rather than iconography. Nevertheless, there would have been little doubt as to the primacy of 
the presiding Christ figure surrounded by his Apostles in the liminal space that marked the transition 
from Romanesque/archaic art to Gothic. It is the only Romanesque monument that is re-installed as 
a functioning doorway through which the museum visitor passed to experience the Gothic galleries. 
  
108 See Françoise Bercé, ‘Le Musée de Sculpture Comparée de Viollet-le-Duc à Enlart,” in Léon 
Pressouyre ed., Le musée des monuments français (Paris: Nicolas Chaudun, 2007), p. 54-89.Roland 
Recht, “Le moulage et la naissance de l’histoire de l’art,” in Le Musée de Sculpture Comparée: 
Naissance de l’histoire de l’art moderne (Paris: Centre des monuments nationaux, 2001), p. 44-53. 
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“decadence.”109 For Viollet the term “hieratic” carried protean meanings which the 
architect had elaborated at length in the Dictionnaire. “Hieratic” and “archaic,” 
used interchangeably, signify the most primitive expression of style. In “Sculpture” 
Viollet had already argued that the hieratic style is characteristic of the darker, 
“oriental” races: 
Il y a la sculpture hiératique et la sculpture, qui, prégnant pour 
point de départ l’imitation de la nature, tend à se perfectionner 
dans cette voie, et sans s’arrêter un jour, après être montée à 
l’apogée, descend peu à peu vers le réalisme pour arriver à la 
décadence. Les people orientaux, l’Inde, L’Asie Mineure, l’Égypte 
même, n’ont pratiqué la sculpture qu’au point de vue de la 
conservation de certains types consacrés.110 
 
The rigidity associated with the idea of a  “type” becomes emblematic of the 
parallel immobility of nations that are imprisoned in hierarchies dominated by faith 
and power. The self-contained architectonic forms of Egyptian and Assyrian 
sculpture become metaphors for a society in stasis,  
 
L’art hiératique est stérile. Ses produits pâlissent chaque jour, à 
partir du point de départ, pour se perdre peu à peu dans le métier 
vulgaire, d’où les civilisations postérieures ne peuvent rien tirer.111 
 
The choice of “sterility” introduces biological associations: it is the basis for the 
polygenist argument of racial division, which maintains that since the offspring of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
109 This plan was guided by Winckelmann’s division of Greek art into an early, high, and decadent 
phase of decline, and positioned Romanesque sculptures as the equivalent of archaic sculptures 
while Gothic carvings merited comparison with the achievement of Periclean Athens. Thus the 
layout of the MSC reified a Hegelian meta-narrative: casts of Archaic Greek and Egyptian sculptures, 
perceived to have been carved by anonymous craftsmen, accompanied the monumental 
Romanesque tympana of Moissac and Vézelay, while casts of classical sculptures by individual 
artists were positioned to aesthetically elevate Gothic sculpture. Through reproduction and 
fragmentation, the limitations of geographical specificity and historical time were transcended to 
create the perpetual present of the museum. 
110 “Sculpture,” in Dictionnaire, p. 98. 
 
111 Ibid. 
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racial interbreeding is sterile, the races qualify as separate species. Viollet had also 
claimed that the medium of sculpture is uniquely reliant on the intermingling of 
races: “la sculpture est ici en première ligne - ne se produit dans l’histoire qu’au 
contact de deux races différentes.”112 This is a direct adaptation of the central tenet 
of Gobineau’s Essai which maintains that from time to time, races need to be re-
vivified through racial intermingling, a notion that contradicts the first condition 
that precludes the interbreeding of races. Though convoluted and contradictory, 
this theory was the point of departure for Viollet’s intellectual project for the MSC 
which ties the concept “hieratic” to non-white races: 
 
La troisième, la race noire, est ardente, violente, ne reconnaissant 
d’autre puissance que la force matérielle, superstitieuse, guide par 
ses besoins physiques ou son imagination mobile et déréglée. 
Aucune de ces trois races principales, bien distinctes, n’a pu faire 
éclore un art. Les races blanches pures ne savent se prêter à ce 
qu’ils exigent de soins matériels, d’études et de travaux; les races 
jaunes ne peuvent les élever qu’à la hauteur d’en métier. Quant au 
noir, dépourvu de ce régulateur qui n’abandonne jamais l’esprit 
du blanc, incapable de fixité dans ses idées, il laisse son 
imagination s’égarer jusqu’à concevoir et à enfanter des monstres 
en toute chose. Il est adroit, subtil, ingénieux, mais trop fantasque 
pour être artiste, comme nous l’entendons depuis l’antiquité; car il 
n’est pas d’art sans lois, sans principes. Le noir d’admet I’ 
intervention de la loi que dans l’ordre physique; pour lui, la loi, 
c’est la force matérielle, mais son intelligence n’en admet pas dans 
le domaine des choses de l’esprit. Or, si blanc et le noir (ce 
dernier en proportion minime) se trouvent réunis, l’art se 
développe rapidement et dans le sens du progrès incessant. Dans 
le mélange de l’élément blanc et jaune, l’art éclot aussi, mais 
penche vers hiératisme.”113 [emphasis mine] 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
112 Ibid, p. 99. 
 
113 Ibid, p. 100. 
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The fundamental characteristic of hieratic art, the distortion of form to adhere to an 
abstract governing structure, becomes a metaphor for primitive people responding 
to the forces of nature.  
Sterility accompanied by protracted waning was said to be characteristic of  
hieratic art, and these associations underscored the layout of the MSC. In Viollet’s 
words Egyptian, Assyrian and Romanesque art are the first “essais,” akin to the first 
babblings of a child, gestures striving toward representation but falling into the 
realm of imitation. Since every culture produced examples of a hieratic style, this 
ubiquity validates anachronistic comparisons across time and space such that the 
entirety of Egyptian art could be compared to the “Archaic” period of Greek 
sculpture: 
Donc des moulages empruntés à des sculptures Egyptiennes de 
l’époque sincèrement archaïque, c’est-à-dire comprise entre les 
sixième et dix-huitième dynasties ou à des sculptures grecques 
éginétiques & à des œuvres de la statuaire française du douzième 
siècle mises en regard avec méthode monteraient comment ces 
trois expressions de l’Art, si éloignées, qu’elles soient entre elles, 
par le temps & les conditions sociales, procèdent d’un même 
principe et produisent des résultats à peu près identiques.114 
 
Viollet adopted Winckelmann’s anthropological approach to sculpture which 
registers style as a consequence of climate and social structure. The separation in 
time and space is immaterial to the equivalence of expression from Egypt to 
“archaic” Greece and finally Romanesque France. Yet, only two cultures have 
demonstrated the ability to evolve from hieratic forms: Greece and France. The 
non-western cultures, perceived to be of a lesser race as Viollet argued in 
“Sculpture” do not progress to a classical phase,  
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114 Viollet-le-Duc, “Rapport I,” p. 4. Archives du Louvre  




Chez les peuples qui ont atteint un haut degré de civilisation, l’art 
de la sculpture se divise en 3 périodes : 
 
Imitation de la nature suivant une interprétation plus ou moins 
délicate & intelligente. Epoque archaïque pendant laquelle on 
prétend fixer les types. Epoque d’émancipation et de recherche 
du vrai pour le détail et perfectionnement de moyens 
d’observations & d’exécution. 
 
Tous peuples ne replissent pas la totalité de ce programme. Les 
uns parcourent les 3 phases de ce développement de l’art, autres 
n’accomplissent que les deux premières et ne dépassent pas la 
période hiératique. Tels ont été la plupart des peuples orientaux, 
les Egyptiens de l’antiquité et les Byzantins.115  
 
Egyptian and the more recently discovered Assyrian sculpture have no internal 
periodization and are suspended in centuries of stasis that never experienced 
“emancipation” from tradition or “types.” In primitive, non-Aryan or what Viollet 
and Gobineau both refer to as “Melanian”116societies style never advanced beyond 
hieratic expression. Viollet’s primary example is Ancient Egypt where the same 
style persisted over centuries without change. While Viollet allowed for instances 
of aesthetic achievement, in the final assessment, Egyptian art is as inert as a block 
of stone, “Cet art, si beau qu’il soit, est immédiatement formulé comme un dogme; 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
115 Ibid, p. 3. 
 
116 This deliberately vague term creates a general term to describe dark-skinned people and is 
coined by Gobineau: “La variété est la plus humble et gît au bas de l’échelle. Le caractère 
d’animalité empreint dans son basin lui impose sa destine, dès l’instant de la conception,” Essai 
(Paris, 1967), p. 205-6. Viollet adopts this term in “Sculpture,” ”la philologie a démontré de la 
manière la plus évidente que les races dites sémitiques ne sont pas des Aryans, qu’elles 
appartiennent à un autre groupe; elles se rapprochent encore moins des jaunes ou des races 
mélaniennes, mais cependant elles tiennent par un point à ces dernières par la vivacité et la 
mobilité de leur imagination. Pas plus que le blanc ou le noir, le Sémite seul n’est artiste, ou, s’il 
devient par le contact d’un apport relativement faible du blanc, c’est dans le sens hiératique absolu,” 
Ibid, p. 100. 
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on ne peut rien en retrancher, rien y ajouter: c’est un bloc de porphyre.”117 The 
insistence on colored stone, in this assessment also accrues racial undertones in 
this context: following Gobineau the unadulterated pristine white flesh of Greek 
marbles expressed a racial as well as aesthetic ideal, as Barbara Johnson has 
eloquently argued.118 
 
Viollet begins Rapport II through a justification of this unusual comparative 
approach: 
Nous avons dit qu’il y avait intérêt à montrer les analogies qui 
existent entre des oeuvres de sculpture dues à l’antiquité, 
notamment des époques dites hiératique et celles appartenant à la 
période Archaïque de moyen-âge. Une salle serait consacrée à 
faire ressortir ces rapports.119 
 
At this point it is important consider the implications of the “analogy” as an 
organizational device since it is the fulcrum of Viollet’s rhetoric of display. In her 
examination of this topic, Visual Analogy, Barbra Stafford posits that, “analogy is 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
117 Ibid, p. 99. Viollet-le-Duc’s assessment of Egyptian sculpture has a precedent in Gobineau who 
sees Hindu-Buddhist sculpture as stiff and lifeless, “Des monuments immenses, des montagnes de 
pierre, seront sculptés au prix d’efforts et de peines qui épouvante l’imagination. Des constructions 
gigantesques couvriront la terre: dans quel but? Celui d’honorer les dieux, et on ne fera rien pour 
l’homme, à moins que ne ce soient des tombes,” in. Boissel ed. (1966), p. 100. 
 
118 Johnson argues with reference to the classical body in nineteenth century poetry, “Whiteness 
may be loved as a refusal to submit, but the fantasy of conquest looms all the more large. This 
resistance is enough to equate statues with chastity rather than with death. One cannot help seeing 
in this a connection to the nineteenth-century concern with racial purity, as empires stretched 
around the globe. It was in the mid-1850s that Joseph-Arthur de Gobineau’s Essai sur l’inégalité des 
races humaines appeared, and set the terms of racist discourse for many years. Non-white women 
were seen as sensual and lascivious, while white women represented chastity and untouchableness, 
whether or not this difference had any basis in fact,” in Persons and Things (Harvard, 2008), p. 119. 
 
119 “Sculpture,” in Dictionnaire, vol. 8, p. 117. 
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the vision of ordered relationships as similarity-in-difference.”120 An analogy relies 
on the extraction of constitutive elements from ensembles to produce a false 
equivalence. Stafford argues, 
Denial and accommodation, retreat and advance, absence and 
presence – just like the teasing interplay of the flirt’s alternating 
tactics – mark the capriccio dynamics of analogy’s jumps from 
antithesis to synthesis and then back again.121 
 
Through the process of analogy Romanesque enters the discursive space of 
Egyptian and Assyrian art, and participates in their formulation of racial identity. 
This aesthetics of adjacency confirms Deleuze’s key insight that since there is no 
such thing as “pure difference,” “otherness” is always necessarily self-referential.122 
At the same time, since the first gallery claimed equivalences between 
Romanesque and the arts of lesser races, the following galleries had to repudiate 
links between the origins of “le génie française” and foreign forms by displaying 
Gothic sculpture with celebrated examples of classical Greek art. It was imperative 
for the subsequent galleries to communicate racial difference as an antithesis to the 
correspondences claimed in the first gallery. The whitewashed surfaces of gleaming 
Greek bodies in their prime were positioned as the progenitors of style and race 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
120 Barbara Marie Stafford, Visual Analogy: Consciousness as the Art of Connecting (MIT, 1999), p. 9. 
 
121 Ibid, p. 2. 
 
122 Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1968/1994). Here I also draw on James Clifford’s contention that we define ourselves through 
the display of “otherness.” See “On Collecting Art and Culture,” in The Predicament of Culture: 
twentieth-Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Cambridge: Harvard, 1988), p. 215-252. Susan 
M. Pearce, extends this argument and understands the bifurcation of “self” and “other” as 
foundational for European culture, “although the need to make cultural distinction between ‘them’ 
and ‘us’ is common to all humans, in the European tradition it takes on a particular tone, and is, 
indeed, fundamental to the system, of structuring dichotomies which make the system what it is,” in 
On Collecting: An Investigation into Collecting in the European Tradition (London: Routledge, 1995), 
p. 309. 
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and found their extensions in Gothic kings and queens from Reims, Amiens, and 
Chartres (even though both Greek and Gothic sculpture, ironically, would 
originally have been brightly painted). Gobineau had traced the pinnacle of moral, 
physical and racial purity to Classical Greece. Extension of this ideal to the Gothic 
ancestors of the French race was a powerful claim, which served as a mirror to the 
ideal Parisian male viewer; it is also the epistemological foundation for the visual 
rhetoric of Leni Riefenstahl’s film of the 1936 Berlin Olympics, where Greek statues 
are transubstantiated into contemporary German athletes.123 The classical ideal 
morphs into the racial ideal; they become one and the same.  
In Rapport II Viollet also lists the sculptures to be displayed together. The 
first gallery brought together Egyptian, Assyrian, Archaic Greek and French 
Romanesque sculpture from the late eleventh to the mid-twelfth centuries, under 
the rubric “Époques hiératiques.”124 The “État des commandes” for the MSC, 
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123 See Barbara Johnson (2008), p. 120. Nearly 10 minutes long, Riefenstahl’s prologue to Olympia 
(1938) is a lush fetishization of the white male body, first through the glistening flesh of Greek 
sculptures which morph in to contemporary German athletes. In one of the closing shots, the 
camera circumambulates Myron’s Discus thrower, itself a ritual gesture, before it is transformed into 
a contemporary German athlete who releases the discus. The most controversial and thought 
provoking analysis of fascist aesthetics remains Susan Sontag’s “Fascinating Fascism,” in Under the 
Sign of Saturn (New York, 1981). On the construction of the Aryan body see Daniel Wildmann, 
Begehrte Körper: Konstruktion und Inszenierung des “arischen” Männerkörpers im “Dritten Reich” 
(Würzberg: Køonighausen&Neumann, 1998) and Copper C. Graham, Leni Riefenstahl and Olympia 
(London: Scarecrow, 2001) and Michael Mackenzie, “From Athens to Berlin: The 1936 Olympics 
and Leni Riefenstahl’s Olympia,” Critical Inquiry 29 (2003), p. 302-36. Mackenzie locates 
Riefenstahl’s aesthetic gestures which elide modern Germany with Ancient Greece to the racial 
ideology of 19th century France, “The neoclassicism of the Olympic trappings that would play such 
an important role in the domestication of the Olympic Games for fascist ideology in Berlin in 1936 
began in Paris in 1894 as a thin veneer of classical pedantry over a very modern cultural practice,” 
p. 315.  
 
124  “1._Quelques Exemples du Musée Egyptien au Louvre parmi ceux qui appartiennent aux 
époques les plus ancienne. 
Deux ou trois exemples du musée de Boulacq (Caire-Mariette) 
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indicates that three requests for casts of Egyptian art were made in 1879: “Osiris 
assis,” “Buste d’horus,” and “Tête du Roi Ethiopien.”125 The decision to include a 
bust of an Ethiopian king along with deities from the Egyptian pantheon tied 
Egyptian art to racial debates centered explicitly on sub-Saharan (black) Africa. In 
one of Viollet’s final publications, Histoire d’un dessinateur (1879), the profile of a 
woman, excerpted from an Egyptian wall painting, is matched to the profile of a 
lioness through the similarity of the facial angle underscoring the base nature of 
that race.126 [FIG 50B] 
Viollet was not alone in his desire to conflate ancient Egypt with black 
Africa. During the Universal Exposition of 1878, Egyptian art had been displayed 
alongside arbitrary examples of material culture recently collected in sub-Saharan 
Africa. [FIG 50C] The guide to the exhibition noted that all objects originating from 
Egypt were divided according to temporal distinctions, 
  
A intérieur, il se compose de deux parties distinctes. La première 
est consacrée aux produits et aux monuments de l’Égypte 
moderne ; la seconde, qui est la plus importante, contient les 
magnifiques collections d’antiquités, trésors de l’art dont l’Egypte 
est si riche.127  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2._Quelques surmoulage du Musée Assyrien du Louvre et du Musée Assyrien du Louvre et du 
British Muséum à désigner. 
3.-Quelques unes des têtes trouvée en l’île de Chypre, musée du Louvre. Moulage d’une métope du 
temple de Sélimante (Musée de Palerme). Le quadrige et l’Hercule Malampige dont nous possédons 
les moulages, mais qui sont les moins caractéristiques) Têtes de statues du Temple d’Egine (Musée 
de Munich) Moulages de quelques terres cuites archaique que nous possédons (Musée du Louvre 
Campana),” Viollet-le-Duc, Deuxième Rapport, Archives du Louvre 5HH1/2,  “Musée de Sculpture 
Comparée – Etat des Commandes” (1879). 
 
126 See also Camille (2009), p. 120. 
 
127 The guide continues into the present to highlight the contemporary commodification of the 
region made possible with the building of the Suez canal, “C’est donc avec un sentiment de 
délivrance qu’après avoir contemplé à loisir ces représentations de scènes familières on arrive dans 




This artificial cleavage ensured that the bazaars, tea houses and harems of 
contemporary Egypt were presented as discontinuous and incompatible with the 
“treasures” of the Pharaohs. At the same time, sculptures from pharoanic Egypt 
were installed as corollaries of contemporary sub-Saharan, or black Africa, 
represented through objects collected by missionaries and explorers, 
Les murs de cette galerie sont tendus de peaux de lions et d’autres 
grands fauves africains et ornés de trophées d’armes, d’instruments 
de musique et autres d‘une fabrication ancienne et grossière, mais 
très-curieuse. On y voit une carte immense où sont représentés les 
principales explorations de l’Afrique ; des lignes tracées en 
couleurs différentes indiquent la route suivie par les divers 
voyageurs, et tout près sont accrochés les portraits de Cameron, de 
Livingstone et de Stanley. Deux autres tableaux donnent une idée 
peu encourageante des mœurs féroces des races nègres de 
l’intérieur de l’Afrique et de la variété ingénieuse qu’ils savent 
apporter dans l’exercice de leurs cruautés.128  
 
Sphinxes and obelisks, trophies from the Napoleonic era, are tethered to exotic 
animal pelts and armor, contemporary booty brought back by the explorers Stanley 
and Livingstone, in a manner that sheds further light upon Viollet’s juxtaposition of 
the lioness with a drawing of an Egyptian queen. The perceived crudity of these 
musical instruments and weapons made it inconceivable to contemporary 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
le section de ce pavillon où tout parle en des termes s’éloquents des progrès de la civilisation en 
Egypte, comme dans la salle consacrée à l’histoire et a la géographie du canal de Suez.”  The canal 
is set against  “un grand panorama” of the surrounding region and the entire pavilion is fittingly 
punctuated by a “bazaar” in which visitors can buy smoking pipes, textiles and other tokens of 
exotica as souvenirs of their visit, “A ce palais qui renferme, comme on le voit, une exposition d’un 
intérêt peu commun, est annexé un bazar où l’on vend des tapis et des étoffes d’une grande richesse, 
et aussi des babouches brodées ou pailletées, des narghilés et des chiboucks, enfin le contingent 
abondant, pappillotant et varié des inévitables bibelots qui font la gloire et la fortune des bazars 
africains et orientaux, surtout de ceux du Trocadéro,” in PH. Cantemarche, “Le Pavillon Égyptien au 
Trocadéro,” L’Exposition de Paris Journal Hebdomadaire no. 28 (1878), p. 219. In their pioneering 
study of ethnography at the World’s Fairs, Zeynep Celik and Leila Kinney point out that, “these 
scenarios of a reductive presentation of different cultures generated easily apprehended symbolic 
imagery. In such an environment the stereotype acquires authenticity,” in “Ethnography and 
Exhibitionism at the Expositions Universelles,” Assemblages 19 (1990), p. 35. 
 
128 Ibid. 
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observers that they could have been made in the present: their execution excluded 
consideration in the present tense, even though they had been collected by 
travelers commemorated in photographs and portraits. At the same time, Egyptian 
art was linked to “des races nègres” in its display at the MET and through the 
inclusion of the “Ethiopian king” in the galleries of the MSC.129 This display strategy 
added a temporal component to the rupture between the races since the darker 
specimens were persistently pushed into the past, validating the notion of racial 
progress attributed to white or Aryan races.  
  
It is unclear why requests for Assyrian sculpture were sent to the British 
Museum, since the Louvre already had several examples from Paul Émile Botta’s 
excavations which would have been easier to cast. Mérimée’s numerous visits to 
the British Museum in the 1850s and 1860s may have influenced Viollet’s decision 
to use the examples from London instead of the Louvre. The former had written in 
1856 to Gobineau referencing “un nouvel envoi de Ninive” that he had recently 
seen in London,  
 
Il y a des bas reliefs d’un style tout différent des premiers et qui 
montre une autre époque de l’art. J’ai [...] aussi des figures 
monstrueuses d’un caractère tout nouveau. Bronze, statues 
inhumant de tout espèce ont été découverts en même temps.130 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
129 This connection between Egypt and black Africa in a pejorative sense was also proposed by 
Gobineau in the Essai, “Next come the Egyptians. To them are drawn the Ethiopians, the Nubians, 
and some small peoples who live west of the Ammon oasis. A colony of Aryans from India 
established itself in the upper Nile valley and created this society,” in Art in Theory, p. 339. 
 
130 Mérimée to Gobineau, Paris, 7 Septembre 1856 BnU MS.3526.135 
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Beginning in 1845, the monuments of Nimrud and Nineveh in modern Iraq were 
simultaneously excavated by Botta and Austen Henry Layard. These freshly 
unearthed carvings were first displayed at the Louvre in 1847 and subsequently at 
the British Museum in 1851. The over life-size reliefs entered the central 
institutions of empire, the Louvre and British Museum, as curiosities and as 
fragmentary revelations of an otherwise irretrievable past.  
Though fascinated by this new material, contemporary observers struggled 
to reconcile these hybrid forms with existing aesthetic canons, which favored 
naturalism and the hyper-real tableaux by Academic artists such as Henri Regnault 
Jean-Léon Gérôme.131 Certain museums severed the heads of Assyrian kings from 
their winged equine bodies and displayed them as freestanding busts to better 
conform to norms of freestanding sculpture, as Irene Winter has shown.132 At the 
MSC, the kings and queens from the west Portal of Chartres cathedral were also 
detached from their architectural frames, cut off at the waist, and mounted as 
freestanding statuary on pedestals. [FIG 51A] While these Chartrain heads 
seemingly conveyed elements of portraiture, Viollet found the bodies to be 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
131 See Frederick Bohrer, Orientalism and Visual Culture: imagining Mesopotamia in nineteenth-
century Europe (Cambridge, 2003); Mario Liverani, Zainab Bahrani and Marc Van de Mieroop, 
Myth and Politics in Ancient Near Eastern Historiography (London: Equinox, 2004).  At a CAA Panel 
on Darwin in New York 2013, Jean Evans showed how race was mapped onto recently excavated 
Sumerian sculptures.    
 
132 “Indeed, attempts were often made to civilize the barbarian Assyrian works through surgical 
interventions that made ‘art’ out of the reliefs by cutting semi-human figures down to what would 
correspond to good Western portrait bust forms,” see Irene J. Winter, “Defining ‘Aesthetics’ for Non-
Western Studies: The Case of Ancient Mesopotamia,” in Holly and Moxey eds., Art History, 
Aesthetics, Visual Studies (Williamstown: Sterling and Francine Clark Institute, 2002), p. 10. 
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archaizing in their rigidity, “comme des momies dans leurs bandelettes.”133 
Extricating the bodies from their embrasures paradoxically enlivened this sculpture 
and visualized Viollet’s argument that these Gothic figures were the true ancestors 
of the French nation,  
 
C’est là, nous semble, un vrai type du vieux Gaulois. La face est 
grande relativement au crâne, l’œil peut facilement devenir 
moqueur, cette bouche dédaigne et raille…l’artiste ou les artistes 
qui les ont sculptés ont copié autour d’eux et ne se sont pas 
astreints à reproduire un type uniforme.134  
 
  Notions of “race” were as contingent and self-selective as formulations of 
national character, and one could easily serve the ends of the other in this period of 
nascent identity formation.135 A major component of Viollet’s project was to secure 
the origins of the French nation to an autochtonous, not coincidentally Aryan race, 
which created a “pure” and “original” visual expression of that identity in the 
cathedrals of the Ile-de-France. Following Gobineau, Viollet allowed for just two 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




135 On the twin emergence of museums and the construction of national identity see Benedict 
Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: 
Verso, 1993); Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: history, theory, politics (London: Routledge, 
1995); Carol Duncan, Civilizing Rituals: inside public art museums (London: Routledge, 1995);  
For the formation of racial identity through strategies of display see Nélia Dias’ important early 
history of the MET, Le musée d’ethnographie du Trocadéro (1878-1908): Anthropologie et 
muséologie en France (Paris: Éditions du Centre de la Recherche Scientifique, 1991); Barbara 
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, Destination Culture: Tourism, Museums, and Heritage (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1998), p. 17-78; Fabrice Grognet, “Ethnology: A Science on Display,” Museum 
International 53 (2001), p. 51-6; and Alice Conklin, “Skulls on Display: The Science of Race in 
Paris’s Musée de l’Homme,” in Daniel Sherman ed., Museums and Difference (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2007), p. 124-154.On the strategy of conflating style with national identity 
see Keith Moxey,“Art History’s Hegelian Unconscious: Naturalism as Nationalism in the Study of 
Early Netherlandish Painting,” in The Practice of Persuasion: Paradox and Power in Art History 
(Cornell, 2001), pp. 8-41. 
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periods of apotheosis for civilization: the first was Athens under Pericles and the 
second was Paris under the cathedrals. The second gallery, which Viollet entitled 
“Etude de la nature. Abandon de l’hiératisme,” [FIG 48 B] was furnished with 
examples of Gothic carvings juxtaposed with figures by Praxiteles and Phidias. 
These periods break free from generalities of types and privilege individuality, 
“C’est à la limite de ce premier développement qu’apparaît chez les Grecs comme 
chez nous le portrait (la reproduction de l’individualité humaine).”136 This pursuit 
of the particular reveals the new-found “freedom” of artists liberated from the 
tutelage of “superstition” and tradition. Viollet’s visual rhetoric not only invents the 
condition of consumption for contemporary viewers but also the circumstances of 
the art’s production to satisfy the ideals of the present in the Gothic past. 
Boutillé’s drawing demonstrates the role of performative movement in the 
articulation of arguments in a museum environment.137 [FIG 49] His arrangement of 
the visitors in this gallery enacts the inescapable corporeality of the experience of 
sculpture. The figure in the right foreground stands in deep contemplation, 
umbrella tucked under arm, his face obscured by shadow. He is examining the 
angular cast of a dying warrior, head barely aloft in the moments before the final 
collapse.  
The observer is shown in a similarly closed, introverted gesture, with head 
tilted downward to echo the inward movement of the fallen figure. Behind him, on 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
136 Rapport II (1879), Appendix II 
 
137 Tony Bennett has written at length about what he has termed the “performative environment” of 
the public art museum. See especially the section “The Reordering of Things,” in The Birth of the 
Museum: history, theory, politics (London: Routledge, 1995), p. 33-47. 
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the other side of the room, a second man stands motionless in a position that 
replicates the erect attention of the armed soldier behind him; they both face the 
same direction. With his arms barely perceptible behind his back, the observer 
glances upwards seemingly to meet the gaze of Christ; the diagonal of his wide-
brimmed hat echoes the diagonal of the soldier’s helmet. What at first glance 
appear to be figures on a casual visit upon closer examination reveal the peculiarly 
haptic engagement that is prompted through the experience of sculpture.  At the 
same time, the relationship that is established through posture and proportion 
between the Greek and contemporary French men is parallel to the arguments 
encapsulated in the subsequent galleries, whereby the Aryan races articulate a 
universal ideal against which all other styles are measured.  
 
The superstructure of the museum space functions as an additional framing 
device that heightens the arguments put forth in the galleries. The vast openwork 
iron ribs support a crystalline glass roof; this iron and glass arcade, recalls the new 
railway stations, those streamlined monuments to the machine age. [FIG 49] In his 
famous article, “Paris: Capital of the Nineteenth-Century,” Walter Benjamin, 
isolated these arcades as emblematic of the metropolis, microcosms of the city that 
facilitated the curious wanderings of the modern urban citizen. He noted that these 
materials, iron and glass were reserved for those structures that served “transitory 
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purposes.”138 Indeed the liminal connotations of this architecture were recognized 
in their own time: in the Entretiens Viollet asks what a stranger might make of the 
new railway stations, 
If he visited our railway-stations and most of our large 
establishments of public utility, would he not fancy us a nomadic 
people, erecting our buildings in a slight and temporary fashion, 
with a view some day to their transport elsewhere?139 
 
Museums, as Carol Duncan has shown, are the most liminal of spaces: they impose 
their narratives in hallowed galleries on easily impressionable urban pilgrims 
removed from the mundane hustle and bustle of daily life and facilitate their 
transformation into citizens.140 Part of that transformation was through the 
performance of progress that the viewer enacted and experienced by moving 
through galleries. The level of civilization perceived to inhere in the objects on 
display parallels the viewer’s own simultaneous experience as he or she is 
increasingly enlightened moving from room-to-room.   
 
Conclusion: Mimesis, Sculpture and Race 
 
 Already in the eighteenth century, natural history collections were not 
limited to the physical remains of plants, animals and humans but also included 
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138 Walter Benjamin, “Paris: Capital of the Nineteenth Century,” in The Writer of Modern Life 
(Harvard, 2006), p. 31. 
 
139 Viollet-le-Duc, Lectures on Architecture. Volume I, trans., Benjamin Bucknall (New York: Dover, 
1987), p. 15. 
 
140 See Carol Duncan, Civilizing Rituals: inside public art museums (London: Routledge, 1995). The 
idea of a liminal state of consciousness in which a person is in the act of becoming and thus acutely 
aware of his/her surroundings is adapted by Duncan from the Belgian folklorist Arnold van 
Gennep’s Rites of Passage (Chicago, 1960). 
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portraits and sculpture that served as substitutes for actual people. The painter 
Charles Wilson Peale formed one of the largest and most celebrated of these 
collections in Philadelphia in 1792. In the outline for the museum, Peale argued 
that in the absence of human remains, portraits and sculpture could serve in their 
stead.141 Alexandre Lenoir took this a step further: in his original Musée des 
Monuments Français, Lenoir claimed to have used the actual skulls of historic 
figures to reconstruct their busts which he displayed alongside sculptural fragments 
from the corresponding era. In an astonishing letter first brought to light by Stephen 
Bann, Lenoir notes that he provided the sculptor, De Seine, with the “genuine” 
skull of Héloise, “which he modeled after the bones of the head of that interesting 
woman which I supplied him with.”142 This substitution of representation for reality 
for Peale and reality for representation for Lenoir reveals how works of art and 
artifacts occupied several different categories and could be mined for evidence of 
emergent theories in both the natural sciences as well as aesthetic evaluations. 
Indeed, as we have seen with the case of Egyptian sculpture in the previous chapter, 
race and aesthetics were part and parcel of the same project of narrativizing 
humanity into a teleological progression governed by a biological framework.  
Indeed, Viollet-le-Duc was particularly interested in the new tools of 
anthropometry, which used measurements of skulls to delimit the race and 
consequent intelligence of the “specimens” at hand. Indeed, during an early séance 
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141 Charles Wilson Peale, “My Design in Forming this Museum,” (1792) in Museum Origins, Hugh H. 
Genoways and Mary Anne Andrei eds. (Left Coast Press, 2008), p. 24-5. 
 
142 Lenoir in Bann, p. 85. 
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for the MET in 1878, the meeting minutes report that Viollet argued for displaying 
skulls alongside artifacts: 
 
M. Viollet-le-Duc demande à propos de même passage si 
l’anthropologie ne serait pour ? représentés au Musée 
d’ethnographie. Il fait observer que, à coté du type d’une race, ou 
plutôt d’une série d’hommes aux aptitudes, homogènes, à côté des  
productions multiples de leur industrie [il serait loqique que le 
crâne de ? produisent trouvait du place]143 
 
Craniometry was a tool of physical anthropology which Viollet argued should be a 
component of an ethnographic museum. He contends that the skulls of the different 
ethnic groups should be shown alongside their material culture in order to equate 
the relative skill of their “industry” to their position in the hierarchy of race.144 
  
In the second half of the nineteenth century, sculpture and ethnography 
became parallel projects in the quest to represent the absent body through mimesis; 
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143 Archives Nationales F17 3846. 
 
144 From its founding 1859, Viollet was a lifelong member of the Society of Anthropology through 
which he became attuned to the differences in method between anthropology and ethnography. 
The racial arguments pursued by these two disciplines created two camps of monogenists, who 
believed in the biological unity of all humanity, and polygenists, who maintained that the different 
races constituted separate species. The former allied themselves with the Society of Ethnology and 
the latter with the Society of Anthropology. The nascent discipline of anthropology was a study 
rooted in biology and constructed racial identity through physical traits whereas ethnography, an 
older discipline, devoted itself to gleaning the customs and manners of distinct ethnic groups 
through an examination of their material culture.  Put another way, anthropology concerned itself 
with the connoisseurship of living subjects, whereas ethnography sought to reconstitute these absent 
bodies through their material culture. The famous doctor Paul Broca, the founder of the Society of 
Anthropology, pioneered the study of the human brain. He also espoused the new techniques of 
craniometry as evidence of racial inequalities, a notion rejected by the Society of Ethnography. 
Through his friendship with Broca, Viollet sided with the polygenist camp. See Nélia Dias, “The 
Visibility of Difference: Nineteenth-Century French anthropological collections,” in Sharon 
Macdonald ed., The Politics of Display: Museums, Science, Culture (New York: Routledge, 1998), p. 
36-52 and Martin Staum “Nature and Nurture in French Ethnography and Anthropology, 1859-
1914,” Journal of the History of Ideas 65 (2004), p. 475-95.!
!
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the former achieved this through emulation and the latter through visual 
documentation. Confronted by the irretrievable loss of past times and peoples, 
theorists saw the world saturated with signs of past life, confirmations of racial 
origins and their subsequent permutations. In an age dominated by an obsessive 
need to categorize all of the natural world (including humans) sculpture was 
enlisted in the service of ‘historical ethnography.’ Beginning in the 1840s, material 
culture from the world over had been displayed at the Musée de Cluny, the 
Muséum d’histoire naturelle at the Jardin des Plantes, and the Louvre. The Musée 
du Sculpture comparée and the Musée d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro were 
members of a distinguished line of museums that incited intense debates about the 
place of the various ethnic groups in the Great Chain of being. Oscillating in the 
fluid migration between art and artifact, this categorical uncertainty allowed these 
‘specimens’ to function as evidence of racial theories.  
I have argued that the project of history in the nineteenth century was one of 
recuperation. The period’s melancholic yearning to complete the incompleteness 
of history was mitigated by mimesis, as Stephen Bann has persuasively shown.145  
Writers, theorists and historians struggled to coagulate the past into a textured, 
coherent whole through mimetic re-presentation. As Louis Marin has argued, “the 
dissimilar similarities that characterize it [mimesis], its greater or lesser degree of 
resemblance, put to work the ’re-‘ of representation, between duplication and 
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145 See Stephen Bann, The Clothing of Clio: a study of representation of history in nineteenth-century 
Britain and France (Cambridge, 1984). 
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substitution.”146 Mimesis operates in the synapse between absence and presence, 
drawing on the particular qualities of each in order to erase one through the other.  
In this way mimetic representation serves as a placeholder for reality. 
Sculpture, considered to be the closest approximation of an actual body in space, 
achieves its authority through mimesis. The corporeal here and now of sculpture 
substantiates the mimetic scheme such that duplication transitively takes on the 
weight of substitution. For this reason sculpture from Assyria, Egypt, Africa and the 
Middle Ages was used to authenticate the originary narratives and racial claims 
constructed by Viollet-le-Duc and Gobineau. For Viollet-le-Duc, sculpture 
provided ‘scientific’ biological information and granted access to the slippery 
lacunae of history. As he says, “they are still the living expression of the manners of 
the time”147 [my emphasis]. Artworks from distant places and times entered this 
discursive space as active agents of their deceased makers, empowered as they 
were through their mimetic force to communicate the capacious synchronicity of a 
distant time, place, and race.148  
At the same time since the models for the original carvings no longer existed, 
the casts were really simulacra in Baudrillard’s sense of “substituting the signs of 
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146 Louis Marin, “Mimesis and Description,” in On Representation, trans. Catherine Porter (Stanford, 
2001), p. 255. 
 
147 Viollet-le-Duc, Lectures, p. 30. 
 
148 Barbara Johnson, Persons and Things (Harvard, 2008).  Alfred Gell, Art and Agency: An 
Anthropological Theory (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998). See also Enid Schildkrout and Curtis A. 
Keim, “Objects and Agendas: re-collecting the Congo,” in The Scramble for Art in Central Africa 
(Cambridge, 1998), p. 1-36.  
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the real for the real.”149 In this economy of duplication and substitution, the 
sculptures in question were considered first as physical agents of past peoples or 
mirrors reflecting lost civilizations, before they were evaluated aesthetically, as 
forms without function.  
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149 Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, trans. Sheila Faria Glaser (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1994), p. 2. Baudrillard’s continues, “It is nevertheless the map that precedes the 
territory – the precession of simulacra – that engenders the territory…” Ibid.  
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“the evolution of culture is synonymous with the removal of 
ornamentation” 
    
-Adolf Loos, Ornament and Crime (1908) 
 
CHAPTER 4. INTRODUCTION 
In the last chapter I outlined how the museums of the Trocadéro accelerated access 
to objects from far-flung places in one structure. Emile Soldi, an artist and disciple 
of Viollet-le-Duc, wrote the first comprehensive consideration of medieval and 
nonwestern art displayed therein, Les arts méconnus du Trocadéro (1881). This 
important volume was the only study ever to examine the disparate contents of the 
Trocadéro, and he dedicated it to Victor Hugo on the occasion of his seventieth 
birthday. Hugo, of course, had been the most vocal advocate for preserving 
medieval art in France since the publication of Notre Dame de Paris in 1831. 
Soldi’s dedication was a gesture of continuation: to remind the public of the 
ongoing value of medieval art, the merits of which he selectively extended to the 
other neglected arts of the Trocadéro. Even though Soldi’s analysis was not at all 
consequential in academic circles, his treatment of the Trocadéro as a 
compendium of aesthetic misunderstandings was a decisive conflation.  
The coexistence of artifacts from all over the world in a commanding 
building, especially one that was intended to encourage comparative vision, 
attracted artists eager for new ideas from the moment they opened to the public. In 
this chapter I will show how the painter Gustave Moreau mined these museums for 
motifs used inventively in his last canvases. I argue that in his appropriation of 
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medieval sculpture alongside decorative motifs from Indian and Oceanic objects 
revealed how Romanesque had become emblematic of a kind of native exoticism, 
a point that was intricately parsed out in the scholarly writings of Viollet-le-Duc 
and others around the same time.  
Prior to their display in the Trocadéro, these artifacts had only circulated in 
two dimensions, and in the literature, commended only for the inventiveness of 
their abstract, two-dimensional patterns. Conditioned through this way of looking, 
the first artists, including Moreau, were not at all interested in the masterful 
handling of mass and void, the peculiarities of sculpture and the challenge of the 
third dimension, and instead flattened them into two-dimensional patterns.1 
In this section I present the Trocadéro as the premier site for the many 
creative understandings put into play by modernist artists in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century. For Modernist Primitivism, the MET is the epicenter of first 
interactions and revelations beginning with Picasso when it was actually the MSC 
that was the initial purpose of the artist’s visit. This is a significant omission in the 
literature because the tropes of primitive that were projected onto Romanesque 
sculpture at the MSC conditioned vision, proposed similarities and repeated themes 
that could easily be picked up at the MET. As Hal Foster and others have noted, the 
creation of a category of the “primitive” was contingent on the museumification of 
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1 Robert Goldwater made this observation with regard to Paul Gauguin’s integration of Marquesan 
ivories and wood carving into his canvases, noting artists’ interest in the ornamental in opposition to 
any real understanding of form articulated as much through absence, shadow and void, as it is 
through modeling. See Goldwater (1938), p. 278-80. 
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its objects; for this reason any discussion of Primitivism begins with the 
multifaceted displays of the Trocadéro.2 In this final chapter, I examine the impact 
of these newly created spaces on the artists who visited them as sources of new 
inspiration for their art. Here I will present a little known encounter between 
Gustave Moreau, ethnography, and Romanesque art, which occurred decades 
before Gauguin and Picasso experienced their more well-publicized epiphanies in 
the Trocadéro. 
 
I. SALOMÉ IN THE 19TH CENTURY  
Gustave Moreau was an exceptionally erudite artist, who fervently studied 
the art and architecture of newly discovered regions and time periods through 
reproductions and fragments housed in Parisian libraries and museums, including 
the Trocadéro museums. As a nineteenth-century history painter, Moreau has been 
dismissed by art historians as an anathema, mired in irrelevant and antiquated 
debates on the future of history painting, oblivious to the radical artistic innovations 
which grappled with the real issue of the day: modernity. Yet his contemporary 
Joris-Karl Huysmans thought of Moreau’s historical fantasies as “toute moderne,” in 
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2 The well charted trajectory of “tribal” art from “curiosity” during the voyages of discovery to 
“trophy” with colonization to “evidence” of evolutionary and ethnographic discourses and finally to 
“art” through Modernists’ appropriation, adheres to a self-affirming western teleology. As Foster 
writes, “Primitivism, then, not only absorbs the potential disruption of the tribal objects into Western 
forms, ideas, and commodities, it is also symptomatically manages the ideological nightmare of a 
great art inspired by spoils,” in “The ‘Primitive’ Unconscious of Modern Art,” October 34 (1985), p. 
61. 
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their reproach of the present through the forms of the past.3 Compared to avant-
garde artists such as Manet and Monet who are celebrated for progression toward 
abstraction in their examinations of everyday subject matter, Moreau’s hyper-real 
histories are out of sync with the Modernist narrative yet in his time he could not 
have been more au courant.  
 
Moreau’s art engaged race and aesthetics, two of the most hotly debated 
issues of the late nineteenth-century. Far from idiosyncratic curiosity, his seemingly 
strange and contradictory combination of medieval and ethnographic material 
reveals their interdependent reception as it was prominently articulated in the 
galleries of the newly built Trocadéro palace. As we shall see in this chapter, the 
interchangeability of Romanesque with what was then considered “savage” or 
“primitive” forms was a powerful strategy of othering in his most famous works. 
Between 1874-76, Moreau executed a series of paintings, sketches and 
watercolors of Salomé, the niece-stepdaughter of Herod, who spurred by her 
mother Herodias, requested the head of John the Baptist in exchange for a dance. 
[FIGS 55-8] In Scripture, Salomé serves as her mother’s pawn and is not even 
named. Later in the first century, Flavius Josephus identifies her as Salome and his 
re-telling functions as a gloss on the moral lessons of the New Testament narrative.  
Josephus’ account helped transform the previously innocent girl into a parable 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 The modern artist’s ability to dislodge forms from their monuments to create a new style was 
considered to be a defining feature of modern painting. Gautier found Regnault’s Salomé to be the 
ultimate expression of modernity, as he wrote, “What strikes one in this painting is its essential 
modernity, that it does not reproduce exactly things,” Gautier in Burroughs (1916), p. 166. 
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warning of the dangers of carnal temptation. She appears as such in medieval art, 
particularly on a celebrated Romanesque capital from the cloister precinct of St. 
Etienne in Toulouse that shows Herod and Salomé bound by gaze and gesture in 
mutual contemplation.4  
In the nineteenth-century, the Salomé story received renewed attention 
beginning with the publication of Heinrich Heine’s Atta Troll (1842) which recast 
her as a nubile, chilling temptress and colored later representations by Flaubert, 
Moreau, Huysmans, Oscar Wilde and Aubrey Beardesley. The last quarter of the 
nineteenth-century witnessed the intensification of interest in the persona of 
Salomé extricated from scripture, as Flaubert wrote, “The story of Herodias, as I 
understand it, has no relation to religion.”5  
Flaubert was also deeply interested in North Africa and the Middle East and 
had recently spent a long period of time traveling in Egypt with the photographer 
Maxime du Camp, as we have seen in Chapter 2. Flaubert’s journals from this trip 
detail exploits with dancing girls in the harems of Cairo, and these encounters 
affected his portrayal of Salammbô, published in 1862. Scholars have noted that 
Moreau was profoundly influenced by the writer’s characterization of the queen of 
Carthage and had her in mind as a model for his Salome. In turn, Flaubert saw 
Salome before Herod and L’apparition at the Salon of 1876 and had Moreau’s 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 On this capital along with and detailed analysis of the scriptural and later textual sources see Linda 
Seidel, “Salome and the Canons,” Women’s Studies 11 v.1-2 (1984), p. 29-66. Moreau may have 
been familiar with this sculpture: not only had it been prominently displayed by Alexander du Mège 
at the Musée des Petits-Augustins in Toulouse since the 1830s, it was also reproduced in the 
Voyages pittoresques. However the cast did not enter the MSC until 1923. 
5 Flaubert quoted in Metlzer, p. 16-7. 
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versions in mind when he wrote Herodias in 1877. In order to create a sense of 
“local color” for Biblical and mythological time periods, Flaubert and Moreau both 
turned to the contemporary Orient, which, as we shall see, had become 
representative of the decadence of historic civilizations. Timeless exoticism and 
sexual displacement were the primary strategies of nineteenth-century Orientalism 
encapsulated in the period’s treatment of Salomé. 
 
II. SALOMÉ AND RACE: HENRI REGNAULT  
It was Henri Regnault’s sensationalinzing portrait of Salomé (1870) that first 
captured the double-edged thrill of dangerous desire emblematic of the “Orient.” 
[FIG 59] Regnault depicts Salomé as a prostitute and a kind of wild woman. The 
accumulation of furnishings selected to invoke the savagery of Africa and the 
“Orient,” communicate her ineluctable ferocity. Perched on an exquisite intarsia 
box nestled on a leopard pelt, Salomé languorously rests her hand on her hip. The 
lush fur is itself a covering for a sumptuous Ottoman carpet that spills its dense pile 
and luminous colors into our space. This layering of luxurious textiles and skins 
conveys the insatiable desire for excess that is associated with the decadence of the 
Orient where the lesser races, saturated in wealth and at the mercy of carnal wants, 
have become apathetic to luxury.  
In Regnault’s picture, race is referenced through Salomé’s body as well as 
her surroundings. While her legs and chest are pale and rosy, her complexion is 
dark and this tint is accentuated by the shock of coarse black hair that frames her 
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face. As Sander Gilman has shown, in the nineteenth-century, the myth of Salomé 
became intertwined with discourses on race since the rhetoric [articulation] of 
difference deployed gender and race interchangeably [footnote]. Subordinate 
(darker) races and women were deemed equally inferior, and this confluence of 
race and gender was brought together in the persona of Salomé.6 
Initially Regnault had intended this painting to be a “Study of an African 
Woman,” and only later enlarged the bottom half of the canvas to transform her 
into Salomé.7 Contemporary commentary either referenced race directly or through 
common tropes of animality reserved for colored races; none more so than the 
artist himself who was pleased to have communicated, “a caressing ferociousness 
in the foundation of her nature and she is, as you have perceived, a sort of tame 
black panther, but always savage and cruel.”8 Her bestial character is reinforced by 
the dead leopard at her feet, which also alludes to the other “hunted” individual 
who is not pictured but everywhere invoked: John the Baptist. The critic and poet 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Gilman argues, “It is clear that neither the qualities ascribed to ‘sexuality’ nor those ascribed to 
‘race’ are primary in the construction of these images. Rather, qualities from each constructed 
category re-enforce those ascribed to the Other. Central to the arbitrary but powerful differentiation 
between the stereotype of the Jewish man and that of the Jewish woman is the different meaning of 
male and female sexuality at the fin de siècle. And yet, these very qualities ascribed to sexuality are 
analogous to those ascribed to ‘race’ ” (195). Gilman locates the confluence of gender and racial 
stereotypes in the body of Salomé, the ultimate Jewish femme fatale, and concludes, “The image of 
the ‘dark woman, while echoing the Western trope of the ‘blackness’ of the Jews, is at one and the 
same time sign of the femme fatale,” in “Salome, Syphilis, Sarah Bernhardt and the ‘Modern 
Jewess,’” The German Quarterly 66 (1993), p. 202. Gilman also points out that Sarah Bernhardt, 
herself Jewish, was the first actress to play the title role of Oscar Wilde’s Salomé, which was 
originally written in French (1891). 
7 This was noted by Bryson Burroughs when the painting was acquired by the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art in 1916, see “Regnault’s Salomé,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin 11 (1916), p. 
163-6. The suture of added canvas is clearly visible in the painting.  
 
8 Regnault quoted in Burroughs (1916), p. 164. 
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Théophile Gautier was also puzzled by the figure’s racial ambiguity, “the artist has 
given her a physiognomy of a strange character which does not resemble the 
Hebraic type and still less the Grecian regularity,”9 which is understandable since 
she had historically been perceived to be of Jewish origin.10 Gautier nevertheless 
took his cue from the image and proceeded to describe her in feral terms,  
In this abundant hair there is something wild, barbarous, bestial, 
that contrasts with the delicate and almost infantile features, 
colored under their amber pallor with a faint pinkish glow. The 
mouth has the vague smile, somewhat out of breath, of the dancer 
after her exertion. The eyes, cruelly and tranquilly voluptuous, 
look out and seem to await the sign of consent. Salomé holds on 
her knees a great platter of repoussé copper, on which is a 
Kandjar, a great knife with ivory handle and a scabbard of red 
velvet with bands of silver. This platter in which the bead will fall 
is for her like the tambourine of the mountebank after the 
performance, and the Oriental indifference to human life has 
never been better painted than in this girl whose hand plays with 
the handle of the Kandjar while the other rests on her hip.11 
 
Gautier brings together the frequently rehearsed topoi that signified the decadence 
of contemporary “savages” and reinforces the widespread belief that the 
contemporary Orient persisted in an atavistic state as an extension of the decline 
described in the New Testament. This strategy of mining Africa along with lands 
under Muslim control to construct an atmosphere of decadence and decline was so 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Gautier translated and quoted in Burroughs, p. 166. 
 
10 Meltzer and Gilman have both theorized Salomé’s Jewish origin. Meltzer argues, “Salome is a 
Maccabean princess. Like many other figures in the New Testament, she symbolizes both the old 
Judaic tradition and the Roman Empire. She is also heathen whose laws and power the New 
Testament at once affirms (initially) and rejects (ultimately),” in Salome and the Dance of Writing 
(Chicago, 1987), p. 35-6. 
 
11 Ibid. Lucy Hooper echoed Gautier’s language, “she is without thought, like an animal full of 
savage grace, that knows not that it is at once charming and terrible. There is no expression in that 
head, save something wild in the glance, something lascivious in the smile,” in “Henri Regnault,” 
The Art Journal 1 (1875), p 378. 
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prevalent that it prompted the architectural theorist Gottfried Semper to mockingly 
ask, “What would Michelangelo be if he would have turned his patriarchs and 
prophets into Bedouin sheikhs, his sibyls into modern Jewesses from Damascus or 
fishing women from Nettuno!”12  
 While Regnault’s image is seeped in what some scholars have termed 
“ethnographic naturalism,”13 Moreau’s conceptualization is not as straightforward. 
Even though Salomé’s body is consistently in the foreground, Moreau develops 
narrative through the introduction of architecture and additional players. At first 
glance, Salomé’s alabaster flesh seems to preclude the element of race, but as we 
shall see, color is not the only mark of the racialized body and remains crucial for 





12 Semper continued, “Much is wrong with the latest trend in historical painting, but the greatest 
error of all is the objectionable quest for costume accuracy in historical presentations while barking 
up the wrong tree. Since the disastrous French conquest of Algeria it has become fashionable to 
portray Old Testament subjects in the costumes of Bedouins, to make out Abraham as an Abdhel 
Kader with a burnoose and flowing head shawl, Rebecca as a Kabylian water-bearer, and so on. Yet 
all the wide-pleated, freely flapping costumes that now are prevalent in the Orient, for instance the 
picturesque costumes of Kabylian women, as well as the abas and burnooses of the Bedouins, even 
the toga-like wraps of the Ashanti were certainly introduced later and are a recollection of Greco-
Italian civilizations that first found wide acceptance in Asia and Africa after the time of Alexander 
and through the Romans,” in The Four Elements of Architecture (Cambridge, 1989), p. 244. 
 
13 Peter Cooke uses a similar phrase to summarily dismiss Regnault’s rendering, as he argues, 
“Reganult’s Salome of 1870 which casts the biblical dancer as a sort of Moroccan gypsy, 
nonchalantly holding the platter and the derisory sword that are to be used for the beheading of St. 
John the Baptist. Moreau’s Salome can be seen as a riposte to Regnault’s frivolous application of 
ethnographic Orientalism to a closely related subject, one that Moreau has reclaimed for idealist 
history painting,” in “Gustave Moreau’s Salomé: The Poetics and Politics of History Painting,” 
Burlington Magazine (August 2007), p. 530. 
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II. MOREAU AND HUYSMANS  
Of Moreau’s Salomé series, only two compositions were finished, the oil 
painting, Salomé Dancing Before Herod, now in the Hammer Museum [FIG 58], 
and the watercolor, L’Apparition, at the Louvre [FIG 55]. Presented as pendants, 
they were greeted with acclaim and consternation at the Salon of 1876 where 
critics described them as “strange,” “weird,” and even “unnatural.”14 The pairs’ 
continuing notoriety is due in large measure to Huysmans controversial novel, À 
Rebours (1884), where his protagonist, the eccentric recluse Des Esseintes, 
acquired and admired them in fanciful detail.  
The painting depicts Salomé in profile, frozen mid-performance on tip-toe 
before a transfixed Herod, who is cloaked in shadow in the distant background. 
Moreau’s deft manipulation of impasto conveys the sumptuous tactility of the 
jewels, stones and metals; nuggets of pigment sparkle in three-dimensions 
heightening the gilded splendor of the ruler’s palace. Huysmans imagines the 
chamber suffused by eddies of heavy incense:  
Autour de cette statue, immobile, figée dans une pose hiératique de 
dieu hindou, des parfums brûlaient, dégorgeant des nuées de 
vapeurs que trouaient, de même que des yeux phosphorés des 
bêtes, les feux des pierres enchâsées dans les parois du trône; puis 
la vapeur montait, se déroulait sous les arcades où la fumée bleu se 




14 Writing for the inaugural issue of the Art Journal, the American critic Lucy Hooper wrote, “There 
is a strange and weird charm about the ‘Salome’ of Gustave Moreau, melodramatic and unnatural 
though it be,” The Salon of 1876 II,” The Art Journal 2 (1876), p. 283. 
 
15 J.-K. Huysmans, À Rebours (Paris: Flammarion, 2004 org. 1884), p. 90. All subsequent quotations 
will be from this edition. 
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Moreau’s stagnant scene is enlivened through the introduction of somatic sensation 
as Salomé, head bowed, enters “dans l’odeur perverse des parfums, dans 
l’atmosphère surchauffée de cette église.”16 The combination of material luxury 
with dizzying aromas serves as a metaphor for the erotic desire incited by the 
young dancer. By the late nineteenth-century, intoxicating perfume implied 
unfettered carnal fulfillment and once again evocative of/associated with Oriental 
opulence.17 Huysmans’ emphasis on bodily sensations accentuates the mysterious 
and primal sexuality of the narrative. 
Moreau was adamant in stripping the morally degenerate Herod of all 
grandeur, as he noted, “chercher un moyen quelconque à enlever à cette figure 
toute apparence de majesté et de dignitée, bien qu’elle doive être impassible. 
Momie orientale. Exténuée et sommeillante. Aspect sacerdotal, hiératique, idole. Le 
tétrarque, chef politique et religieux.” 18 “Mummy,” “Idol,” “Hieratic” are loaded 
terms employed pejoratively to “pagan” material culture and mistakenly extended 
to monotheistic Islam along with Egypt and Assyria. [and as we have seen in the 
work of Viollet-le-Duc also applied to Romanesque sculpture] Additionally, 
“heady” aromas, “wild” animality and the conspicuous display of precious stones 
and metals had become part of Orientalist iconography consigned to the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Ibid, p. 90. 
 
17 Perfumes and spices had, of course, been associated with the East since Biblical times, as 
evidenced by the Magi’s gifts of frankincense and myrrh. However what had been prized as the 
wealth of the East had taken on negative associations throughout the nineteenth-century, as Edward 
Said first pointed out in Orientalism. The squandering of wealth for vanity was a trope of othering 
and most spectacularly rendered by Delacroix in the Death of Sardanapulus (1827).  
 
18 Moreau, écrits, p. 97. 
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delineation of contemporary Muslim rulers in North Africa, Turkey and Persia, 
perceived to be descendants of the defeated monarchs of the Old Testament.19 
Moreau’s integration of motifs from Islamic architecture, including a mihrab 
adapted from the Al-Hambra palace in Granada,  [FIGS 60-1] anachronistically 
linked the murderous and lascivious tetrarch with later Muslim ruler. 
 
III. SALOMÉ TATTOOED  
In L’apparition, Moreau shifted emphasis from the dance to its intended 
consequence: the decapitation of the Baptist. Huysmans found this watercolor to 
be a more primal vision, “Ici, elle était vraiment fille; elle obéissait à son 
tempérament de femme ardente et cruelle ; elle vivait, plus raffinée et plus sauvage, 
plus exécrable et plus exquise.”20 In the painting Salomé is fully clothed in layers of 
gauzy muslin embellished with jewels. In the watercolor these robes are replaced 
by a thin tracery of necklaces and belts that precariously embrace her breasts and 
hips.  
The simultaneity of dress and undress rouse titillation underscored by 
Huysmans paradoxical phrase, “plus raffinée et plus sauvage.” This phrase also 
reveals a more ingrained duality inherent in nineteenth-century stances on female 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 Frederick Bohrer has traced the link between “ancient” and “contemporary” decadence in the 
reception of Assyrian art in the nineteenth century and he concluded, “first and most obvious 
binarism involved in the constructed image of Assyria, in which Western achievement is contrasted 
with Eastern ruin, and taken as an index of the morality of the former versus the immorality of the 
latter….The Western image of Assyria in the early nineteenth century thus subsumed present to past, 
consistently invoking ancient events supposed to have led to the reputedly wasted state of the region 
during the nineteenth century,” Bohrer, “Inventing Assyria,” in Farago and Preziosi eds., Grasping 
the World (London: Ashgate, 2004), p. 194. 
20 Ibid, p. 94-5. 
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sexuality that perceived women as innocent and dangerous, virgin and harlot, Eve 
and Mary. Such binaries were also applied to categories of race, which envisioned 
lesser races to be innocent in their childlike state yet threatening as potential agents 
of degeneration for superior races through miscegenation. Her contradictory status 
as both pawn and agent made Salomé the ideal character to parse sexual fantasies 
of otherness while simultaneously engendering and mitigating attraction. Thus the 
danger of female sexuality at the core of the New Testament story is appropriated 
to express paradoxical views of racial inferiority. By inscribing Salomé in terms of 
this inferiority, the author-viewer could establish a secure position of authority from 
which to explore the intricacies of female sexuality and racial alterity.  
The complex duality of Salomé’s racialized and sexualized body hinges on 
the disembodied image, of draining life from the figure such that desire and 
distance coalesce, as it does in the contradictory language used to describe her 
throughout. With eyes closed and head tilted in chiseled profile, her blazingly 
white skin, hard as stone, resembles a statue more than a living body. Even though 
the figure in the Hammer canvas eschews our engagement by turning away in 
profile, she is clothed and actively engaged in the dance. In another version 
provocatively titled “Tattooed Salomé,” the nude body is turned entirely toward the 
viewer, while her head is fixed in crisp profile. [FIG 56] The figure is positioned in 
an exaggerated contrapposto that references one of the most canonical specimens 
of classical sculpture, the Apollo Belvedere. The deliberate parallel established first 
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through pose and then augmented by lifeless flesh is picked up in Huysmans 
description:  
Dans l’insensible et impitoyable statue, dans l’innocente et 
dangereuse idole, l’érotisme, la terreur de l’être humain s’étaient 
fait jour; le grand lotus avait disparu, la déese s’était évanouie; un 
effroyable cauchemar étranglait maintenant l’histrionne, extasiée 
par le tournoiement de la danse, la courtisane, pétrifiée, 
hypnotisée par l’épouvante.21 [my emphasis] 
 
Huysmans’ embalmed her through deadening language while Moreau petrified the 
flesh through a pose.22 
In “Salomé Tattooed,” Moreau accentuated what would have been 
considered the “savage” aspects of the dancer’s body.23 This striking version owes 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Ibid, p. 94. Huysmans continues this necrophiliac fantasy, “Peut-être aussi qu’en armant son 
énigmatique déesse du lotus vénéré, le peintre avait songé à la danseuse, à la femme mortelle, au 
Vase souillée, cause de tous les péchés et tous les crimes; peut-être s’était-il souvenue des rites de la 
vielle Égypte, des ceremonies sépulcrales de l’embaument, alors que les chimistes et les prêtres 
étendent le cadaver de la morte sur un banc de jaspe, lui tirent avec des aiguilles courbes la cervelle 
par les fosses du nez, les entrailles par l’incision pratiquée dans son flanc gauche, puis avant de lui 
dorer les ongles et les dents, avant de l’enduire de bitumes et d’essences, lui insèrent, dans les 
parties sexuelles, pour les purifier, les chastes petals de la divine fleur”, p. 93. Francoise Meltzer has 
described as a textual “autopsy,” see her Salomé and the Dance of Writing (Chicago, 1987), p. 24. 
 
22 Huysmans animates the jewels and chains which become insects and vines crawling over interred 
decaying flesh,  “La face recueillie, solennelle, presque auguste, elle commence la lubrique danse 
qui doit réveiller les sens assoupis du vieil Hérode; ses seins ondulent et, au frottement de ses 
colliers qui tourbillonnent, leurs bouts se dressent; sur la moiteur de sa peau les diamants, attachés, 
scintillent; ses bracelets, ses ceintures, ses bagues, crachent des étincelles; sur sa robe triomphale, 
couturée de perles, ramagée d’argent, lamée d’or, la cuirasse des orfèvreries dont chaque maille est 
une pierre, entre en combustion, croise des serpenteaux de feu, grouille sur la chair mate, sur la 
peau rose thé, ainsi que des insectes splendides au élytres éblouissants, marbrés de carmin, 
ponctués de jaune aurore, diaprés de bleu d’acier, tigrés de vert paon, » Ibid, p. 90. 
 
23 In an intriguing aside, Bohrer suggests that Moreau’s surface ornamentation, might have been 
inspired by the cuneiform scripts superimposed on Assyrian relief sculpture which had been on 
display at the Louvre since 1847, “Moreau’s penchant for covering his canvases with sgraffito-like 
ornamentation is visually comparable to the dense ornamentation and use of cuneiform texts in 
Assyrian artifacts,” in “Inventing Assyria,” in Farago and Preziosi eds., Grasping the World (Ashgate, 
2004), p. 214. Aside from comparisons with ornaments and architecture, tattooing was also 
considered by some to be a primary attempt at writing, a precursor to hieroglyphs, as Frances 
Connelly has pointed out, “The European bias toward imagery that seemed to speak was expressed 
not only though their interest in hieroglyphics but also through their attention to tattooing and 
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its name to the network of motifs grafted on the surface with Indian ink, which 
stands out prominently against the figure’s supple white skin. The dark linear 
ornament sharply contrasts with her pale flesh, which, incised like a second skin, 
clings to the surface of the canvas. Moreau described Salomé’s attire as akin to a 
“reliquary,” a highly embellished micro-architectural container that shelters sacred 
flesh from decay, “dans ma Salomé, je voulais rendre une figure de sibylle et 
d’enchanteresse religieuse avec un caractère de mystère. J’ai alors conçu le 
costume qui est comme une châsse.”24 Like the jeweled cage that imparts luster to 
the otherwise mundane decay of organic matter, Salomé’s ornament reinforces the 
unadulterated sensual lure of the body ultimately responsible for the Baptist’s grisly 
fate. The reliquary analogy further reaffirms the conflicted role of the female body, 
which oscillates between the eroticism engendered by bare flesh and the inertia of 
death.  
In the light of the tattooed body, it is puzzling why Moreau quoted the pose 
of the Apollo Belvedere for a female figure except perhaps he intended to invoke 
racial discourse through the conflated bodies. Beginning in the eighteenth-century, 
artists referenced the Apollo Belvedere’s heroic stance to complicate portrayals of 
newly “discovered” races, especially in the wake of Captain Cook’s travels to 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
totemic imagery,” in The Sleep of Reason: Primitivism in Modern European Art and Aesthetics 1725-
1907 (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995), p. 39. Connelly also shows that 
during the Enlightenment parallels were to be found in medieval culture; for example Shaftesbury 
described such abstract mark-making in the following terms, “Enigmatical, preposterous, 
disproportional, gouty and lame forms….Egyptian hieroglyphics. Magical, mystical, monkish and 
Gothic emblems,” in Connelly, p. 45. 
 
24 Moreau in Cooke ed., p. 99. 
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Polynesia.25 In the second half of the nineteenth-century, following Gobineau’s 
distillation of the visual characteristics of races, the Apollo Belvedere signified the 
Aryan ideal.26 One of the key indicators of racial superiority was the facial angle, 
which was determined by measuring the relative protrusion of the nose in relation 
to the forehead. The “Aryan angle” was measured at ninety-degrees, with minimal 
projection of the nose or forehead. In each version of Salomé, Moreau consistently 
positions her head in a sharp profile at ninety-degrees such that one can draw a 
straight line connecting the forehead to the nose. Moreau’s manipulation of the 
Apollo Belvedere might also be considered as an attempt to subvert the 
Enlightenment conflation of ethics and aesthetics that insisted on the 
interchangeability/equanimity of truth and beauty. By placing Salomé in the pose of 
Apollo, the artist introduces, in Meltzer’s words, “beauty without morality,” which 
for Moreau and Huysmans was the core tension in the Salomé story.27 
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25 In his portrait of a young Polynesian man who was brought back as a kind of “anthropological 
trophy,” Joshua Reynolds painted him in the position of the Apollo Belvedere. Robert Rosenblum 
has argued, “Reynolds here re-creates Omai in the guise of that Hellenistic marble most revered in 
the late eighteenth century, the Apollo Belvedere. Reflecting the new idea that that man in an 
unspoiled primitive society, whether western or exotic, would be both physically and morally finer 
than man in the late stages of what many thinkers considered to be the terminal decadence of the 
mid-eighteenth century, Reynolds shows Omai almost literally as a noble savage. The marks of his 
exoticism are clear – the palm trees in the landscape setting, the tattoo marks, the pointed 
fingernails, the native turban and robes – but so too is the ease with which he assumes the posture 
of the Greek statue that then marked the ideal summit of a long – lost classical beauty,” in Robert 
Rosenblum and H.W. Jansen eds., Nineteenth Century Art (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1984), p. 
14. 
 
26 See Athena Leoussi, Nationalism and Classicism: The Classical Body as National Symbol in 
Nineteenth-Century England and France (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998) and David Bindman, 
From Ape to Apollo: Aesthetics and the Idea of Race in the Eighteenth Century (London: Reaktion, 
2002).   
 
27 Meltzer argues, “Here she becomes the Salomé of Des Esseintes: beauty without morality. She has 
lost all of her political and historical meaning, symbolizing rather the pure ideal of great beauty 
without scruples, without restraint, with cruel indifference,” Ibid, p. 16. 
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Moreau described Salomé, by now the quintessential femme fatale, as 
having an “animal nature,”28 a conventional metaphor reserved for wanton women 
along with the “primitive” inhabitants of the colonies. Whereas Regnault marked 
his Salomé as racially inferior through physiognomy, Moreau intensifies the 
atmosphere of alterity while stimulating desire for that very difference though the 
act of tattooing. It is a cumulative effect produced by marked yet unmediated flesh 
glowing in a dark, sumptuous chamber. This diaphanous web of black Indian ink is 
the unmistakable mark of an exotic body. From the moment of contact, “savages” 
of the Americas, Africa and Polynesia were delineated as naked and tattooed.29 The 
surface manipulation of flesh to accentuate bodily contours was the primary trope 
of registering difference in the representation of non-Western bodies. Moreau was 
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28 Moreau wrote, “Cette femme ennuyé, fantasque, à nature animale, se donnant le plaisir, très peu 
vif pour elle, de voir son ennemi à terre, tant elle est dégoûté de toute satisfaction de ses désirs,” in 
Peter Cooke ed., Écrits sur l’art par Gustave Moreau. Volume I, sur ses oeuvres et sur lui-même 
(Paris: A. Frontfroide, 2002), p. 101. In his many versions of Salomé Moreau communicates the 
girl’s innocence as well as her culpability, as Huysmans understood her to be a whore and a virgin, 
“cette Salomé, surhumaine et étrange qu’il avait rêvée. Elle n’était plus seulement la baladine qui 
arrache à un vieillard par une torsion corrompue de ses reins, un cri de désir et de rut ; qui rompt 
l’énergie, fond la volonté d’un roi, par des remous de seins, des secousses de ventre, des frissons de 
cuisse ; elle devenait, en quelque sorte, la déité symbolique de l’indéstructible Luxure, la déesse de 
l’immortelle Hystérie, la Beauté maudite, élue  entres toutes par la catalepsie qui lui raidit les chairs 
et lui durcit les muscles ; la Bête monstrueuse, indifférente, irresponsable, insensible, empoisonnant, 
de même que l’Hélène antique, tout ce qui l’approche, tout ce qui la voit, tout ce qu’elle touche. 
Ainsi comprise, elle appartenait aux théogonies de l’Extrême-Orient ; elle ne relevait plus des 
traditions bibliques, ne pouvait même plus être assimilée à la vivante image de Babylone, à la 
royale Prostituée de l’Apocalypse, accoutrée, comme elle ; car celle-là n’était pas jetée par une 
puissance fatidique ; par une force suprême, dans les attirantes abjections de la débauche, » Ibid, p. 
92. Pierre-Louis Mathieu also points to this double edged femininity, “Thus, Salomé, whose profile 
remains extremely pure, can nevertheless be seen as the Great Whore of the Apocalypse,” in 
Gustave Moreau (Flammarion, 1994), p. 125. 
29 Enid Schildkrout has noted the role of tattooing as a strategy of racial demarcation, “As images of 
people from Europe’s colonies made their way into popular culture, representations of tattooing 
among the European underclass became conflated with the exotic bodies of Africans, Asians, and 
Native Americans….Tattooing and scarification, conflated with race, had been themes in 
descriptions of exotic peoples since the “age of exploration.” Body art thus worked its way into 
Western thought as a major trope in identifying both non-Western peoples and the subaltern exotic 
within the West,” in “Inscribing the Body,” Annual Review of Anthropology 33 (2004), p. 327.   
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familiar with these proto-ethnographic representations through the many volumes 
of Le Magasin Pittoresque, which he owned and used as a source for decorative 
motifs.30 Even Huysmans praised Moreau for his meticulous ethnographic research 
of other cultures,  
Remontant aux sources ethnographiques, aux origines des 
mythologies dont il comparait et démêlait les sanglantes énigmes; 
réunissant, fondant en une seule les légendes issues de l’Extrême- 
Orient et métamorphosées par les croyances des autres peuples, 
il justifiait  ainsi ses fusions architectoniques, ses amalgames 
luxueux et inattendus d’étoffes, ses hiératiques et sinistres 
allégories aiguisées par les inquiètes perspicuités d’un nervosisme 
toute moderne; et il restant à jamais douloureux, hanté par les 
symboles des perversités et des amours surhumaines, des stupres 
divins consommés sans abandons et sans espoirs.31 
 
Moreau studied the material culture of far-off lands in Parisian collections and at 
the 1867 Universal Exhibition. The artist also had an extensive collection of 
photographs of Africa and Polynesia, including a carte-de-visite of a Bantu woman 
from South Africa, as Geneviève Lacambre’s recent inventory has revealed.32 
Alongside images of architectural details from the Alhambra and Great Mosque of 
Cordoba, [FIGS 60-1] Moreau assembled dozens of images of North African 
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30 As Pierre-Louis Mathieu has noted, “This explains a very curious variant known as the Tattooed 
Salome, in which the dancer’s nude body has been covered by the artist with India ink designs 
traced from issues of Le Magasin Pittoresque, of which he owned a complete set and which he used 
as a source of decorative motifs. The artist preserved this ‘sketch’ in its original form, adding to its 
architectonic portions fantastic sculptures borrowed from oriental art, this time in gouache and 
white,” Gustave Moreau (New York: Flammarion, 1994), p. 125. Geneviève Lacambre’s inventory 
of Moreau’s possessions reveals that Moreau collected photographs and postcards of ethnographic 
types and he even had the carte-de-visite of a Bantu woman from South Africa, see Lacambre, 
Gustave Moreau: Between Epic and Dream (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), p. 15 and 
Cynthia Burlingham, A Strange Magic: Gustave Moreau’s Salome (Los Angeles: Hammer Museum, 
2012), p. 34-38. 
 
31 Ibid, p. 95. 
 
32 Geneviève Lacambre, “Gustave Moreau and Exoticism,” in Geneviève Lacambre ed., Gustave 
Moreau: Between Epic and Dream (Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago, 1999), p. 15.  
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women in various states of dress and undress. His adaptions of Salomé were 
inspired by these anonymous women, at times nude, but always covered in 
ornament from head to toe. [FIGS 62-3] 
By the mid-nineteenth century, ethnographers and scholars had begun to 
take note of the startling innovation in patterns of mark-making involved in the 
process of tattooing. Moreau was well-versed in recent theoretical studies on the 
decorative arts and owned Owen Jones’ seminal Grammar of Ornament, published 
in 1856. Future curator at the recently founded South Kensington Museum (now 
the Victoria and Albert Museum), Jones begins his compendium with the 
“Ornament of Savage Tribes,” where he assesses the facial tattoos of the Maori:  
Man’s earliest ambition is to create. To this feeling must be 
ascribed the tattooing of the human face and body, resorted to by 
the savage to increase the expression by which he seeks to strike 
terror on his enemies or rivals, or to create what appears to him a 
new beauty.33  
 
As a demonstration of self-awareness, tattooing acknowledges skin as the primal 
boundary between man and nature.34 Therefore, adornment of the body is 
conceived as a precursor to the embellishment of architecture. Jones characterizes 
tattooing as the origin of all ornament, and a necessary first step to architectural 
decoration, as he continues,  
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33 Owen Jones, The Grammar of Ornament (London, 1854), p. 31. For more on Moreau’s literary 
sources see Joseph Mathieu, “La bibliothèque de Gustave Moreau,” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 6th ser., 
91 (April 1978), p. 155-62 and Cynthia Burlingham ed., A Strange Magic: Gustave Moreau’s Salomé 
(Los Angeles: Hammer Museum, 2012), p. 34-38. 
34 The idea of the skin as a threshold was put forth in Alfred Gell’s seminal analysis of tattooing in 
Polynesia, Wrapping in Images (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993). For a historiography of tattooing 
see also Enid Schildkrout, “Inscribing the Body,” Annual Review of Anthropology 33 (2004), p. 319-
344. 
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As we advance higher, from the decoration of the rude tent of 
wigwam to the sublime works of Phidias and Praxiteles, the same 
feeling is everywhere apparent: the highest ambition is still to 
create, to stamp on this earth the impress of an individual mind.35 
 
Considered as a primary form of ornament, tattooing was understood as the origin 
of humanity’s aesthetic impulse and lingering evidence of mankind’s primordial 
separation from nature.36  In his lecture, “The Formal Principles of Ornament,” 
(1856), Semper proposed that “it would not be too great a paradox to ascribe the 
origins of certain traditional surface ornaments to the art of tattooing.”37 Viollet-le-
Duc also maintained that “it is this artistic sentiment inherent in man which leads 
him to ornament his dwellings….whether he has been born in a savage or a 
civilized condition.”38 As Matthew Rampley has shown, throughout the nineteenth 
century, theorists used the proliferation of ornament of newly discovered regions, 
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35 Ibid, p. 31-32. 
 
36 For example Semper argued, “In addition, carvings and polychromy, which again follow the 
principle of tattooing, articulate the main elements of the house, such as doorposts, and provide 
more richly or sparsely distributed inner and outer adornment as the situation demands. The 
sculpture is itself occasionally a product of the textile arts,” in Style in the Technical and tectonic 
Arts; or Practical Aesthetics (Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute, 2004, orig. 1860), p. 255. Anne 
Anlin Chen has recently argued that the metaphor of an architectural skin or envelope so prevalent 
in Modernist discourse dates back to Semper and the racialized association between tattooing, 
which marks the skin as a conspicuous protective barrier and the first architecture which was also 
incited by the need for shelter, in ““Skin, Tattoos, and Susceptibility,” Representations 108 (2009), 
p. 98-119. 
 
37 Semper in Isabelle Frank, ed.,The Theory of Decorative Art (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2000), p. 93. 
 
38 E.E. Viollet-le-Duc, Lectures on Architecture, Volume I, trans. Benjamin Bucknell (New York: 
Dover, 1987), p. 28. 
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chiefly bodily in the case of Polynesia and Africa, as evidence of their primitive 
state.39  
By the late nineteenth-century tattooing was synonymous with degeneracy, 
as Allan Sekula has noted, “tattooing was a particular mark of atavism, since 
criminals shared the practice with presumably less evolved tribal peoples.”40 The 
conflation of criminals with “primitive” cultures was an extension of theories of 
degeneracy we have already encountered in Chapter 2 and reached its most 
succinct conflation in Adolf Loos famous dictum: “What is natural in the Papuan or 
child is a sign of degeneracy in a modern adult. I made the following discovery, 
which I passed on to the world: the evolution of culture is synonymous with the 
removal of ornamentation from objects of everyday use.” 41 Alois Riegl’s term 
“horror vacuii” distills the discourse that envisaged the proliferation of ornament in 
non-European cultures as a Darwinian ‘adaptation’ of the fundamental tactic that 
primeval man had to assert control over nature.42 
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39 Matthew Rampley, “The Ethnographic Sublime,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics 47 (2005), p. 
251-262. 
 
40 Allan Sekula, “The Body and the Archive,” October 29 (1986), p. 40. 
 
41 Adolf Loos, Ornament and Crime (1909), p. 167. 
 
42 For Riegl, “Decorative purpose. Filling a void; horror vacuii; tattooed islanders. No practical 
purpose for tattooing; does not serve any of the five senses…The decorative function therefore 
corresponds to some need of our inner senses. This brings us closer to the purpose of art, which 
must likewise correspond to an intrinsic human need,” in Historical Grammar of the Visual Arts, 
Jacqueline E. Jung, trans. (New York: Zone, 2004, orig. 1897-98), p. 297. The theory of a “horror 
vacuii” is extrapolated from Riegl’s conceptual basis was that “The human hand fashions from 
lifeless matter according to the same formal principles as nature does. All human art production 
(Kunstschaffen) is therefore at hear nothing other than a contest (Wettschaffen) with nature He 
argues that tattooing is one of man’s first experiments in this battle, “observation of surviving 
primitive races suggests that decorative purpose as most ancient and elemental – for example, in the 
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IV. ARCHITECTURAL SKIN: MOREAU, HUYSMANS AND ROMANESQUE 
Moreau inherited a library of books from his father, an architect and 
professor at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.43 Through his father and his own teaching at 
the Ecole, the scholarly painter was intimately involved with the architectural 
discourses of his day. The artist was certainly familiar with the theoretical 
associations made between bodily and architectural ornament through Jones’ 
volume. In Salomé Tattooed, Moreau visually equates bodily and lapidary 
ornament by articulating them in the same layer of tracery.44 He derived this skein 
of ornament from his vast library of “exotic” travelogues from Assyria to India and 
from Cairo to Cordoba. Moreau was a student of ethnology: he traced hundreds of 
motifs from Buddhist and Assyrian relief sculpture along with Indian and Ottoman 
miniatures, reproduced in the popular journal, Le Magasin Pittoresque.45  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
form of tattooing  - no people presently on earth is completely oblivious to practical and conceptual 
functions,” Ibid, p.111. 
 
43 Moreau inherited his father’s extensive library and must have had intimate knowledge of issues of 
the origins of style and architecture that were at the forefront of debates at the Académie des Beaux-
Arts. Pierre-Louis Mathieu has pointed out: “Architecte, le père de l’artiste, Louis Moreau(1790-
1862), était un home très cultivé, admirateur des Encyclopédistes, auteur, en 1831, d’un opuscule 
sur l’enseignement des Beaux-Arts en France, dans lequel il dénonçait l’ignorance générale des 
artistes, et préconisait la réforme de la scolarité afin de donner une solide instruction aux futurs 
peintres. Il se chargea en partie de l’éducation de son fils dont il encouragea la vocation artistique,” 
in “La Bibliothèque de Gustave Moreau,” Gazette des beaux-arts 91 (1978), p. 155. 
 
44 Brad Bucknell sees this parallel between architecture and the body in Huysmans as well and 
understands it as a way of further objectifying the dancer’s body, “By describing the dancer and the 
ornamentation that she wears as being animated, Des Esseintes levels the differences between the 
two, making both simultaneously into object and non-object,” in “On ‘Seeing’ Salomé,” ELH 60 
(1993), p. 512. 
 
45 See Pierre Louis Mathieu, Gustave Moreau (New York: Flammarion, 1995), p. 125. 
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Moreau kept Salomé Tatooed (1874) and an unfinished oil sketch of 
L’Apparition (which may have been intended as an alternative pendant to Salomé 
Dancing before Herod), in his studio and continuously reworked the overdrawing 
until the year before his death in 1899. [FIG 57] The main figures in the sketch are 
summarily rendered and Salomé is left unclothed. In both these versions Moreau 
concentrated on the ornamental details of the architecture and costume, instead of 
gesture and narrative, which interested him more in the two versions shown at the 
Salon of 1876. 
While Moreau was revising his Salomé’s in the 1870s and 80s, France had 
long been involved in trade and occupation of certain parts of Africa and the 
Middle East.  Moreau’s cacophonous mosaic of architectural sources, amalgamated 
from monuments widely separated geographically and temporally, attest to the 
availability of “foreign” material culture in Paris’ burgeoning museum collections. 
This scintillating sanctuary enraptured Huysmans’ hero Des Esseintes, who spent 
long hours identifying individual styles, 
Un trône se dressait, pareil au maître-autel d’une cathédrale, sous 
innombrables voûtes jaillissant de colonnes trapues ainsi que des 
piliers romans, émaillées de briques polychromes, serties de 
mosaïques, incrustées de lapis et de sardoines, dans un palais 
semblable à une basilique d’une architecture tout à la fois 
musulmane et byzantine.46 
 
The assortment of architectural styles from Islamic to Byzantine to Romanesque 
becomes incongruous only when the viewer attempts to isolate sources: within the 
composition, through bilateral symmetry and consistency of light, each element 
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46 Ibid, p. 89-90. 
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augments the overall atmosphere of a timeless exoticism, excised from the present 
and forever in the past. 
The interchangeability of forms considered to be exotic or foreign, by virtue 
of their temporal or geographic distance/distance in time or place, is curious 
considering the value accorded to archeological accuracy in Academic painting in 
this period, as evidenced by the work of Jean-Léon Gérôme. As we saw in the 
previous chapter, the mid-century invention of photography allowed detailed 
images of monuments from all around France and the world to be readily available 
in Paris. We also know that Moreau had a sizable collection of postcards of 
monuments as well as ethnographic “types.” [FIGS 62-3] At the same time, 
scholars from Said to Nochlin and Bohrer have shown that this new knowledge did 
not stimulate/was not accompanied by a desire for accuracy in the representation 
of styles and periods considered to be exotic, primitive and generally, foreign. 
Indeed, the photographs themselves were not objective reproductions and 
inscribed their subjects in terms of aesthetic judgments frequently tied to race. The 
proliferation of images of distant monuments and people were manipulated to 
prove claims of decadence and barbarity already in circulation. Moreau’s approach 
to these widely differing “exotic” cultures was conditioned by the context of the 
encounters in disparate spaces, the bound volume of lithographs, the pavilions at 
the World’s Fairs, or museums of Natural History and the Louvre, were all 
accompanied by arguments that informed Moreau’s approach.  
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More curious than the other “exotic” elements is the integration of 
Romanesque architectural sculpture into this otherized space, inhabited by people 
whom Moreau characterized as, “the gilded, indolent race, the voluptuous race, 
the race of dreams.”47 In the same way that he altered the surface of the skin in 
“Tattooed Salomé,” Moreau also reworked an oil sketch based on L’apparition from 
1874-1876. In 1897 he added a remarkably detailed layer of Romanesque 
sculpture, grafted with white gouache on the surface of the oil sketch akin to the 
use of Indian ink in the Tattooed Salomé.  
In the later sketch, Christ surrounded by the symbols of the evangelists, is 
extracted from the tympanum of Moissac and placed directly opposite the severed 
head of the Baptist. This tetramorph is based on the vision of St. John from 
Revelation [get citation], the final theophany (recall Huysmans “theophany”) that 
precedes the Last Judgment. Like Huysmans, scholars accept the inclusion of 
fragments of twelfth-century French monastic sculpture as an integral part of this 
exoticizing scaffolding without question.48 But why is this fragment from Moissac 
hovering above Salomé?49  
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47 Moreau in Lacambre (1999), p. 18. 
48 Marie-Laure de Contenson was the first to identify the specific sources for the artist’s 
medievalizing architecture in this oil sketch: “At left he decorated the shaft of a single column with 
superimposed capitals from cathedrals in Brive, Angoulême, Moissac, and La Charité-sur-Loire. 
Beside Herod he added the tetramorph Christ from a tympanum at Moissac and, above it, two dog-
headed roundels inspired by a knocker in Le Puy, the cathedral from which he also appropriated the 
capitals for the smooth columns in the center and on the right. He reinforced the contours of the 
idol, situated in a niche modeled after the richly carved archivolts at Avallon, and flanked it with 
two ornamental columns topped by lions from a tomb in Sens.” However, Contenson does not offer 
an explanation of why Moreau chose Romanesque over Gothic to accentuate his exotic narrative. 
She concludes, “The artists late additions of medieval motifs to The Apparition thus transform it into 
a paen to the Middle Ages, a collage of sorts that reveals his admiration for both the monumental 
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 Moreau was not alone in the conflation of specifically Romanesque 
ornament with “savage” or “primitive” embellishment. In 1898, precisely at the 
same time that Moreau was reworking Romanesque ornament into this Salomé 
study, Huysmans was writing La cathédrale, after his own recent conversion to 
Catholicism. In the novel, Huysmans uses the cathedral of Chartres to calibrate the 
conversion of his protagonist, Durtal. The newly installed bishop of Chartres, Abbé 
Gévresin serves as Durtal’s interlocutor and it is through their meetings at the 
cathedral that a dialectical relationship is established between the Romanesque 
and Gothic sections of the structure so the limitations of the twelfth century are 
corrected by additions and innovations of the thirteenth century. Abbé Gévresin 
seeks the virtues of each style, ultimately conceding a hieratic grandeur to the 
Romanesque statue-column figures of the Royal Portal. On the other hand, Durtal, 
while outwardly agreeing with the Abbé develops an inner monologue in conflict 
with the earlier forms. As the novel progresses it becomes clear that this tension 
parallels Durtal’s own struggle with conversion where Romanesque becomes an 
extension of his pre-conversion self, as he says,  
Et elle est encore, de même que les autres cathédrales gothiques, le 
recueil le plus complet, le plus certain qui soit du symbolisme, car, 
en somme, les allégories que nous croyons déchiffrer dans les 
églises romanes sont souvent apprêtées et douteuses – et cela se 
conçoit. Le roman est un converti, un païen fait moine. Il n’est pas 
né catholique, ainsi de que le style ogival; il ne l’est devenue que 
par le baptême que lui conféra l’Église. Le christianisme, l’à 
découvert dans la basilique romaine et il l’a utilisé, en l’arrangeant; 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
architecture and the decorative arts of the period,” in Lacambre ed., Gustave Moreau: Between Epic 
and Dream (1999), p. 28. 
49 Moreau’s inclusion of the Vision of St. John is also typological since John the Baptist foretold the 
coming of Christ. At the same time, the explosion of decorative details throughout the sketch 
indicates that quotations from Romanesque sculpture are not merely iconographic. 
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son origine est donc païenne et dès lors ce n’est qu’en grandissant 
qu’il a pu apprendre la langue et exprimer la forme de nos 
emblèmes.50 
 
Later in the same chapter Durtal’s aversion to Romanesque leads him to a 
comparison with primitive ornament, or tattooing:  
A la condition pourtant, se dit Durtal, qu’il ne soit pas semblable à 
celui de Notre-Dame à Poitiers, dont l’intérieur est bariolé de 
teintes puériles et de tons farouches, car alors, au lieu d’une 
impression de regret ou de calme, ils suscite la pensée de 
l’allégresse enfantine d’un vieux sauvage tombé en enfance et qui 
rit parce qu’on a ravivé ses tatouages et qu’on lui a recrépi, avec 
des couleurs crues, le derme.51  
 
This passage rehearses the stereotypes of indigenous people of L’Afrique Noire and 
Oceania as France expanded its colonial empire during the 1880s and 1890s. 
Durtal aligns Romanesque atavistically with pagan savages. Huysmans 
characterizes Romanesque as a “childish” stylistic [historic] equivalent insomuch 
as it is a recent convert, new to civilization. Africans and Polynesians represented 
the childhood of cultural development whereas Europeans, having surpassed 
maturity, faced decline accelerated by the industrial age, one of the central 
preoccupations of modernity. Perhaps this is why Huysmans thought of Moreau’s 
historical fantasies as “toute moderne,” in their reproach of the present through the 
forms of the past.52 
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50 Huysmans, La Cathédrale (Paris, 1898), p. 133. 
 
51 Ibid p. 134. 
 
52 The modern artist’s ability to dislodge forms from their monuments to create a new style was 
considered to be a defining feature of modern painting. Gautier found Regnault’s Salomé to be the 
ultimate expression of modernity, as he wrote, “What strikes one in this painting is its essential 
modernity, that it does not reproduce exactly things,” Gautier in Burroughs, p. 166. 
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V. CONCLUSION: SOURCES  
It is paramount to consider where Moreau could have encountered 
Romanesque sculpture in Paris since there is no record of his ever having traveled 
to Moissac or other Romanesque medieval monuments. As we have already seen in 
Chapter 1, he may have studied Moissac and other Romanesque monuments 
through the lithographs of the Voyages pittoresques, available in the many libraries 
that the learned artist frequented. Alternatively, the popular Magasin Pittoresque, of 
which Moreau had a complete and up-to-date set, also included reproductions 
taken from the Voyages of medieval monuments.  Moreau also owned Willemins 
Monuments Français (1839) from which he drew details of medieval costumes and 
decorative arts, yet, Moissac and Le Puy, which are clearly referenced in the later 
sketch are not included in those volumes. But there is an even more compelling 
and direct source that had recently opened in the capital. 
Marie-Laure de Contenson, a curator at the Musée Moreau in Paris, has 
shown that Moreau traced Romanesque sculpture from a recently published book 
of photographs of the casts of the Musée de Sculpture Comparée taken by Médéric 
Mieusement in 1891, which Moreau acquired in 1897.53 [FIG 36] This museum 
opened at the Exposition Universelle at Trocadéro in 1878 where Moreau showed 
Salomé before Herod alongside L’Apparition in the Beaux-Arts pavilion. The 
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53 Marie-Laure de Contenson, “The Middle Ages as reinvented by Gustave Moreau,” in Geneviève 
Lacambre, ed. Gustave Moreau: Between Epic and Dream (Princeton, 1999), p. 27. 
!
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Trocadéro and its museums, most significantly the Musée de Sculpture Comparée 
and the Musée d’Ethnographie are the key to understanding why Moreau 
appropriated Romanesque sculpture as a frame for the “othering” that is 
encapsulated by the Salomé narrative. Thus far, scholars have not delved into the 
reasons behind Moreau’s medieval appropriations beyond concluding that they 
attest to the artist’s appreciation of medieval art. Such conclusions are the source of 
the persistent misunderstanding that equates interest/curiosity with admiration. As 
scholars of African and other so-called “primitive” art have pointed out for 
decades, conspicuous consumption does not lead to appreciation or even 
understanding. Moreau’s attraction to Romanesque sculpture reveals the 
concurrent misconceptions about this art that were prominently reified in the 
galleries of the Trocadéro.  
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Art is thus its own model at least as much as it 
is a demonstration (in both the literal and the 
figurative senses) of ideas first elaborated 
elsewhere.1 
  
-Robert Goldwater (1973) 
 
 
I. CREATIVE MISUNDERSTANDING AT THE TROCADÉRO  
 
In the landmark exhibition, “ ‘Primitivism’ in 20th Century Art: Affinity of the 
Tribal and the Modern,” held at the Museum of Modern Art in 1984, the curator 
William Rubin argued that modern artists’ conception of the “primitive” was 
essential to any understanding of art of that century. The exhibition generated more 
questions than it claimed to resolve and was sharply criticized for the paternalistic 
attitude with which it treated “tribal” art from Africa, Oceania and the Americas.2 
One of the principal issues that has not received adequate scholarly attention was 
the exhibition’s failure to isolate the parameters of what constituted the “primitive” 
for artists at the beginning of the 20th century. Rubin’s re-telling of Picasso’s first 
encounter with “primitive” art at the Musée d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro reveals 
the fluidity of the term “primitive”: 
                                                   
1 Robert Goldwater, “Art History and Anthropology: Some Comparisons of Methodology (1973),” in 
Primitivism in Modern Art (Harvard, 1986), p. 302. 
 
2 See especially Simon Gikandi, “Picasso, Africa and the Schemata of Difference,” 
Modernism/modernity 10  (2003), p. 455-480.  See also Arthur Danto, “Defective Affinities: 
‘Primitivism’ in 20th Century Art,” and James Clifford, “Histories of the Tribal and the Modern,” in 
Howard Morphy and Morgan Perkins, eds., The Anthropology of Art (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 
2006), p. 147-166. Patricia Leighten is one of the lone scholars who argued that Picasso was 
sympathetic to the suffering of Africans during the brutal policies of the early colonial period. See 
“The White Peril and L’Art nègre: Picasso, Primitivism, and Anticolonialism,” Art Bulletin 72 (1990), 
p. 609-630. For a consideration of Picasso’s politics with regard to Romanesque art see Madeline 
Caviness, “The Politics of Taste: An Historiography of ‘Romanesque’ Art in the Twentieth Century,” 
in Romanesque: Art and Thought in the Twelfth Century, Colum Hourihane ed. (Princeton, 2008), 
p. 57-81. 
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Picasso had gone that day to look at the plaster casts of 
Romanesque sculpture in the Musée de Sculpture Comparée, 
which occupied one wing of the Palais du Trocadéro. He had 
been there before, and the fact that he was drawn back to an art 
considered “primitive” in those years is probably symptomatic – 
another case of Picasso’s famous “prescience,” here exercised in 
regard to the kinds of solutions his instinct told him were needed 
to resolve his dissatisfaction with the Desmoiselles. He had, 
however, never before visited the Musée d’Ethnographie, which 
occupied the other wing of the Trocadéro, and as he described it, 
his entering the wing was virtually serendipitous. In retrospect, 
however, it seems a logical continuation of the search that had 
taken him to the Musée de Sculpture Comparée.3 
 
Rubin uncritically presents a seamless progression from plaster casts of 
Romanesque sculpture to wooden carvings from West Africa and Oceania. This 
erasure of the jarring incommensurability of these two temporally and spatially 
disparate traditions has been one of the major concerns of this study: how and why 
did medieval and African art come to be linked under the term “primitive”4 in the 
first quarter of the twentieth century? And as late as 1984, how could Rubin re-
present Picasso’s move from medieval to African art as a “logical continuation”? 
These are the questions that led me to the topic of this dissertation, and these are 
the questions that my research has parsed out. To conclude, I will summarize some 
of the tropes of the “primitive” that were generated in the nineteenth century for 
                                                   
3 William Rubin, “Picasso,” in “Primitivism” in 20th Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and Modern, 
William Rubin ed. (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1984), p. 254. Rubin claims that in his 
conversations with Picasso, the artist recounted the same details he had given to André Malraux 
which he published in La tête d’obsidienne (1937), p. 17-19. 
 
4 Throughout the nineteenth century, the term “primitif” primarily connoted a temporal state, one 
that preceded all others and the point of origin for all subsequent development. It was understood to 
be the oldest point of departure and it retains this temporal distinction today. At the same time the 
term, towards the end of the nineteenth century acquired negative connotations which also implied 
that anything deemed “primitive” was not only older, but also inferior. On this point see Andrée 
Hayum, “The 1902 exhibition, Les Primitifs flamands: scholarly fallout and art historical reflections,” 
Journal of Art Historiography 11 (2014), p. 13. The 2011 Larousse adds this connotation as an 
integral meaning of the term “primitif” as  “qui a les caractères de simplicité ou de rudesse qu’on 
atrribue aux hommes dits primitifs.”  
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Romanesque art and extended to African art in the twentieth century. As we have 
already seen, these collective misconceptions originated with France’s rediscovery 
of itself alongside its colonization of Africa in the nineteenth century.  
 
II. TROPES OF “PRIMITIVE” ART  
 
Inferiority of Sculpture. In the ranking of the various arts, at least since the 
Renaissance, sculpture has been judged to be inferior to painting. In his influential 
paragone, the comparative consideration of the relative merits of the arts, Leonardo 
argued that unlike painting, “Sculpture is not a science but a very mechanical art, 
because it causes its executant sweat and bodily fatigue.”5 As a result the sculptor is 
essentially a laborer, covered in the residue of his efforts, and unable to deploy the 
intellectual distance required to achieve a complete “design,” as painting does. 
Sculpture is too reliant on the work of nature, light and shadow, to define its 
subject and so it remains a kind of mirroring rather than invention. The medium’s 
privileged proximity to nature is of course the aspect that promotes a more visceral 
reaction from the viewer. We experience sculpture through our own bodies, as we 
walk around it, and encounter light and shade even as we absorb/notice their 
effects on the carving before us. Sculpture invites touch and facilitates a suspension 
between the real and represented, the dangers of which commentators since 
                                                   
5 Leonardo da Vinci, On Painting, edited by Martin Kemp (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1989), p. 38. Leonardo continues, “The painter’s position is quite contrary to this (speaking of 
painters and sculptors of the highest ability), because the painter sits before his work at the greatest 
of ease, well dressed and applying delicate colors with his light brush, and he may dress himself in 
whatever cloths he pleases. His residence is clean and adorned with delightful pictures, and he 
often enjoys the accompaniment of music or the company of authors of various fine works that can 
be heard with great pleasure without the crashing of hammers and other confused noises,” Ibid.   
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antiquity have acknowledged and mythologized. The Golden Calf was not a 
painting.   
 Leonardo’s assessment had far reaching consequences; indeed, at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, sculpture occupied the lowest tier in the 
estimation of the Academy of Fine Arts in Paris. At the Salon of 1846, Baudelaire 
famously commented on the subordination of sculpture to painting, 
 
The origin of sculpture is lost in the darkness of time: it is therefore 
the art of Caribs….We find that all peoples carve fetishes very 
skillfully long before they take up the art of painting, which is an 
art of profound reasoning and one whose enjoyment demands a 
particular initiation.6 
 
Baudelaire conflates all sculpture with what, to his mind, represented the 
fundamental creative impulse of “primitive” people. This prejudice against 
sculpture has deep-seated implications for the reception of the arts I have discussed 
in this dissertation. Is it any wonder, then, in order for medieval and African 
sculpture to be valued aesthetically, we first had to have it translated to painting? 
  
                                                   
6 Quoted in Frances S. Connelly, The Sleep of Reason: Primitivism in Modern European Art and 
Aesthetics, 1725-1907 (Penn State, 1995), p. 29. Connelly also points out how Baudelaire sees 
contemporary provincials as akin to undeveloped people, “Baudelaire extended this observation to 
European peasants claiming that they could not appreciate painting because they lived in a world 
devoid of higher thought, ‘Sculpture compares much more closely to nature, and that is why our 
peasants, who are delighted by the sight of a particularly well-turned piece of wood or stone, will 
remain insensible to the sight of the most beautiful painting,’” Ibid. See also Philip Ward-Jackson, 
“Reinvesting the Idol: J.-K. Huysmans and Sculpture,” The Burlington Magazine 138 (1996), p. 801. 
Ward-Jackson also shows that Baudelaire was not alone in his dismissal of sculpture as a “primitive” 
medium, as Huysmans’ statements on the inferiority of sculpture show that this assessment 
continued into the twentieth century. The anonymity of medieval carvers, or imagiers, was another 
indication of unquestioned piety and devotion, which was at odds with secular individualism prized 
by modern art of the time. See also Laura Morowitz, “Anti-Semitism, Medievalism, and the Art of 
the Fin-de-Siècle,” Oxford Art Journal 20 (1997), p. 35-49. Morowitz notes that the alterity of 
Romanesque, as opposed to naturalized Gothic, was reinforced through its association with Judaism 
in Huysmans’s writings. He associated it with “the God of Adonai rather than Christ,” footnote 43, 
p. 46. 
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Sculptures comprised most of the “primitive” art that Picasso studied 
immediately before completing the canonical Desmoiselles (1907). Before going to 
the Trocadéro, Picasso spent the summer of 1906 in the Catalonian village of 
Gosól, where he was impressed by the medieval sculpture he found there.7 The 
reduction of facial features into repeated geometries of the 12th century Gosól 
Madonna [FIG 64] is clearly visible in the studies of women Picasso painted during 
his sojourn. [FIG 65] Picasso’s translations of medieval sculpture, and later African 
masks, into two dimensions also divested them of their ritual (=religious) content 
such that they could be regarded primarily in terms of their formal characteristics. 
Secularization, one of the sacred pillars of Western Modernity, has its own 
mythology. 
 
Religion vs Secularism. The distortions of form that characterize 
Romanesque sculptures were viewed as symptomatic of the irrationality of their 
makers in nineteenth-century discourse. At the same time, the incipient naturalism 
of Gothic, typified by the near life-size statue column figures of Chartres cathedral, 
was understood as grounded in the period’s attention to the human body, which 
signaled the emergence of individual, rational thought. 
                                                   
7 John Richardson notes that the influence of Romanesque art on Picasso during this period has at 
times been confused with the older Iberian sculptures with which he was so impressed in Paris, 
prior to repainting his portrait of Gertrude Stein, “After his return from Gosól Picasso continued to 
borrow from Romanesque as well as Iberian Sculpture, but the influence of the former is sometimes 
mistaken for the latter,” A Life of Picasso: The Prodigy, 1881-1906 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1991) p. 452. See also Jodi Falgàs, “Picasso in Gosól: Savoring the Secrets of the Mysterious Land,” 
in Barcelona and Modernity, William H. Robinson et al eds. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2007), p. 236-49. 
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According to Viollet-le-Duc, French artisans first gave form to their ancient 
Gallic ancestors in the statue-column figures of Chartres,  
 
Ce front plat; ces arcades sourcilières relevées, ces yeux à fleur de 
tête; ces longues joues; ce nez largement accuse à la base et un 
peu tombant, droit sur son profil; cette bouche large, ferme, 
éloignée du nez; ce bas du visage carré, ces oreilles plates et 
développées, ces longs cheveux ondés, n’ont rien du Germain, 
rien du Romain, rien du Franc. C’est là, ce nous semble, un vrai 
type du vieux Gaulois. La face est grande relativement au crâne, 
l’oïl peut facilement devenir moqueur, cette bouche dédaigne et 
raille. Il y a dans cet ensemble un mélange de fermeté, de 
grandeur et de finesse, voire d’un peu de légèreté et de vanité dans 
ces sourcils relevés, mais aussi l’intelligence et le sang-froid au 
moment du péril. Les masques d’autres statues de ce portail ont 
tous un caractère individuel; l’artiste ou les artistes qui les ont 
sculptés ont copié autour d’eux et ne se sont pas astreints à 
reproduire un type uniforme [emphasis added].8 
 
Much more than stylistic development is at stake in the “breakthrough” of Gothic 
naturalism. The physiognomic individuality of the figures’ facial features becomes 
evidence of a particular race: they are self-portraits of the Gallic ancestors of the 
French Republic! Viollet-le-Duc included in the Dictionnaire an illustration of the 
head of one of the statue columns. [FIG 66] It is the only one among the jamb 
figures without the cap of a prophet or the crown of a king in the entire western 
frontispiece of Chartres cathedral. Through the selective removal of royal and 
religious iconography  (just the head is illustrated in the Dictionnaire), Viollet-le-
Duc could cast this sculpture as a secular ancestor for contemporary Republican 
France and as the point of origin of true French art.9  
                                                   
8 Viollet-le-Duc, “Sculpture,” in Dictionnaire (1854), p. 118-119. 
 
9 The American historian Henry Adams further perpetuated this claim, “these statues are the 
Eginetan marbles of French art; from them all modern French sculpture dates, or ought to date” 
Mont St Michel and Chartres (1913), p. 87.  
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The frontispiece of Viollet-le-Duc’s Dictionnaire (1854) is a powerful 
portrayal of the Gothic architect as a lay individual rooted in science. [FIG 67] The 
mason stands in an active pose with his legs apart, brow furrowed in tight 
concentration, taking a step forward while confidently pointing to the equilateral 
triangle he has drawn. He instructs the frail, tonsured monk who stands at his side 
representing both Romanesque art and the religious sphere. Viollet-le-Duc 
theorizes,  
Cette évolution de l’art français coïncide avec un fait historique 
important: le développement de l’esprit communal, l’affaissement 
de l’état monastique et l’aurore de l’unité politique se manifestant 
sous une influence prépondérante prise par le pouvoir royal. L’art 
de statuaire appartient aux laïques; il s’émancipe avec ces 
nouvelles écoles affranchies, vers la fin du XII siècle, de la tutelle 
monastique.10 
 
In the light of the architect’s writings, the monk encapsulates the Romanesque 
period bound to “la tutelle monastique,” steeped in religious texts, whereas the 
architect becomes an incarnation of the science of Gothic architecture which 
belongs to the secular sphere. The attenuated pier that rises behind the architect 
further underscores his primacy, as if to emphasize that the integrity of the structure 
is reliant on the geometric principles he is shown outlining in the foreground.  
This dichotomy between Romanesque presented as an irrational expression 
of collective religious identity, and Gothic, defined as a rational creation of secular 
individuals articulates the opposition between the “primitive” and the “civilized.” 
From the Enlightenment onward the “primitive” state of mankind has been linked 
                                                   
10 Ibid, p. 134. 
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to superstition and religion, while the advancement of science with its concomitant 
disavowal of religion, is understood as leading to civilization.11 
A desire to re-inscribe the work of art into the sphere of belief and ritual 
becomes a major driving force behind Modernist appropriations of “primitive” arts. 
In his much discussed account of his first visit to the Musée d’Ethnographie du 
Trocadéro to André Malraux, Picasso made this case for his understanding of 
African art, “Mais tous les fétiches, ils servaient à la même chose. Ils étaient des 
armes. Pour aider les gens à ne plus être les sujets des esprits, à devenir 
indépendants. Des outils. Si nous donnons une forme aux esprits, nous devenons 
indépendants.” [my emphasis].12  
                                                   
11 According to David Pan, Nietszche in the Birth of Tragedy (1872) first advocated the “primitive” 
as a living alternative to the “civilized” in modern society. See David Pan, Primitive Renaissance: 
Rethinking German Expressionism (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2001), p. 34. Nietszche’s 
Dionysian and Apollonian modes are presented as equally valid aesthetic alternatives for a society’s 
approach to the natural world. For him, the Dionysian corresponds to the “primitive” or mimetic 
approach while the Apollonian is characteristic of the more advanced, creative scientific attitude. 
According to Pan, “To the extent that scientific culture exhibits ideals, it must also be permeated by 
myth and thus coexist with primitive culture….Nietzsche thus distinguishes within every culture two 
separate and opposed aesthetic modes of relating to nature, each with its own consequences for 
human activity and destiny. He refers to these two modes as the Dionysian and the Apollonian. 
While the Dionysian maintains an intuitive, mimetic attitude to nature, the Apollonian attempts to 
replace nature with an aesthetic illusion,” Ibid, p. 49. The Nietzschean introduction of the 
“primitive” as a matter of will in the present tense contributed (enabled) to a reformulation of the 
concept. In this positive reconstruction, the “primitive” acquired the ability to access authentic 
origins through a recognition of primitive/civilized as coeval approaches to the natural world. 
 
12 Picasso in Malraux, La Tête d’obsidienne (Paris: Gallimard, 1974), p. 18. It should also be noted 
that the museum labels at the MET that would accompany the objects that Picasso was looking at 
were labeled “fétiche.” Frobenius argues that any African object when accompanied by the label 
“fetish” would command a higher price, “It is quite a simple matter, the ticket is right, and when an 
object bears the title of fetish, then it can be sold for a higher price to the museum,” (1909), p. 189. 
It is clear that the ethnographers in charge of museums were aware that African religion was not 
fetishistic, yet, museums still continued to label them that way. See also William Pietz, “The 
Problem of the Fetish, I,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics 9 (1985), p. 5-17 and “The Problem of 
the Fetish II: The Origin of the Fetish,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics 13 (1987), p. 23-45. 
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This conversation from 1937, long after after his first encounter with African 
art thirty years before, rehearses the misconception of African religion as fetishistic 
at the expense of the formal power of African sculpture because of a need to imbue 
the work of art with an autonomous power of its own. This is precisely how Picasso 
distinguishes himself from Braque’s conception of African art, “That’s also what 
separated me from Braque. He loved the Negro pieces, but as I’ve said because 
they were good sculptures. He wasn’t ever afraid of them….He doesn’t understand 
these things at all: he isn’t superstitious!”13  
Picasso’s “affinity” for African sculpture, to borrow Rubin’s term, depended 
on their imagined function as idols for a fetishistic religion. This was a theory that 
persisted for decades even though ethnographic accounts from the first decade of 
the twentieth century, refuted these claims. Around the same time as Picasso was 
first engaging with African sculpture, a critic as informed as Carl Einstein espoused 
the fetish-theory as the basis of African religion in Negerplastik (1915), the first 
examination of the aesthetics of African sculpture: 
The art of the Negro is determined above all by religion. As with 
many an ancient people, the sculptures are worshipped. The 
                                                   
13 Ibid. There has been intense debate about whether Picasso approached African art for its formal 
properties or for a greater sense of authenticity in terms of its magico-religious power. Of course 
Desmoiselles and other works from his “negro period” eschew the separation of form and content 
and primacy should not be given to one over the other. Ernst Gombrich argued that we should be 
able to take Picasso’s account at face value as a testament to what he thought he was doing when 
he first encountered African art, “they appeared to embody a mysterious menace or magic power 
which made all traditional works seem irrelevant. In short, I am inclined to accept Picasso’s word 
that he did not incorporate African masks in his composition ‘because of the forms.’ His assertion, 
or something like it, was no doubt aimed at the critics and historians, who wished to derive the 
movement of Cubism from African art,” in The Preference for the Primitive (London: Phaidon, 
2002), p. 217-218. The grand narrative of Modernism hinges on the sequential formal innovations 
so much is at stake if the key rupture that enables this narrative, abstraction, is derived from a 
nonwestern source. On this point especially see Hal Foster, “The “Primitive” Unconscious of 
Modern Art,” October 34 (1985), p. 45-70.  
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maker creates his work as the deity or guardian, ie., from the 
beginning he maintains a distance from the work, which  either is 
or contains the god. The sculptor’s labor is a form of remote 
adoration and the work is therefore a priori autonomous, more 
powerful than its maker…The work’s transcendence is 
presupposed and conditioned by its religious nature. [my                                                       
emphasis]14 
 
Einstein would have been aware through the works of contemporary 
ethnographers, such as Leo Frobenius (whom he cites) that African religions were 
not fetishistic, yet, he insisted on propagating this popular misconception.15 
Einstein’s reasons are not far removed from Picasso’s attraction to the power of the 
“idol” or “fetish”; both artist and critic reacted against Academic art practice which 
had drained autonomy from the work of art by making it a hollow echo of nature.16 
Even a critic as well-versed as Carl Einstein repeated the fallacy of fetishism in 
Negerplastik, the first aesthetic examination of African sculpture. This claim was 
                                                   
14 Carl Einstein, “Negro Art,” translated by Charles Haxthausen, October 107 (2004), p. 129 
(originally published in1915 as Negerplastik). Sebastian Zeidler has argued that Einstein insists on 
the “use-value” theory for African art because having a spiritual purpose activates an expressive 
desire that enables innovation, “religious sculpture simply lends the task of all sculpture a special 
urgency: to produce an object that generates its significance entirely from within itself, without 
reference to an iconographic content or the major premise of a syllogistic inferential vision,” 
“Introduction,” October 107 (2004), p. 123-4. 
 
15 Even as early as 1909, Frobenius had recognized that “fetishism” was a deliberate European 
misconception of African religion, “all the artificially built up systems of idolatry and fetishism are 
not, forsooth, religions in the eyes of the natives, but have been made so by Europeans,” in The 
Childhood of Man: A Popular Account of the Lives, Customs and Thoughts of the Primitive Races, 
trans. A.H. Keane (London: Seeley and Company, 1909), p. 181. Frobenius continues on to argue 
that Europeans have transposed their own medieval past of witchcraft onto African religion, “For our 
medieval populations believed firmly in witches and sorcerers. It must be confessed that this feature 
of the Middle Ages brands them with the stamp of spiritual decadence. We must, therefore, say that 
those who established fetishism on the West Coast of Africa by describing the ceremonies 
connected with ancestor-cult from their own inner consciousness, from their own standpoint, did 
really nothing else than saddle the negroes for all time with what they should themselves have been 
ashamed of,” p. 182. 
 
16 Einstein is reacting against Adolph Hildebrand’s relief sculpture which he argues violates the 
fundamental principle of sculpture, its three dimensionality, by clinging to a pictorial, two 
dimensional narrative mode. See Sebastian Zeidler, “Totality against a Subject: Carl Einstein’s 
‘Negerplastik,’” October 107 (2004), p. 14-46. 
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not simply a repetition of a theory of fetishism but rather an ideological decision on 
the part of both Picasso and Einstein.17 
 
Childhood. Cyclical time, based in a biological model where culture and 
style proceed through birth, maturity and decline was the prevailing matrix which 
was brought to bear on all known civilizations in the nineteenth century. As new 
cultures and places were discovered, they were neatly shelved with past periods in 
Western history: the metonyomy of the cycle of life and the cycle of history 
allowed certain time periods and people to be compared to children, who are in a 
rudimentary stage of cognition, and being innocent of the particularities of time 
and place, represent an atemporal state that is easily extended to those perceived to 
be in an earlier state of civilization. Thus the art of children, liberated from didactic 
conditioning, was seen as a living past, consistently accessible and eminently 
comparable to the “primitive” art recently rediscovered.  
After his conversion to Catholicism, the art critic and novelist Joris-Karl 
Huysmans18 became increasingly interested in medieval art and wrote a novel set 
                                                   
17 On this point see Zoë Strother, “Looking for Africa in Carl Einstein’s Negerplastik,” African Arts 46 
(2013), p. 8-21. 
 
18 Huysmans was a contentious writer with interest in the occult as it relates to the Middle Ages in 
the wake of interest around Notre-Dame engendered by Victor Hugo and Viollet-le-Duc. Although 
most famous for À Rebours, his most controversial novel was La-Bàs which describes Satanic 
practices in Paris while simultaneously charting the exploits of the fifteenth-century child-murderer, 
Gilles de Rais. Published as a serial in Écho de Paris, it was wildly successful. However, when it was 
published as a novel it was banned from railway kiosks; only later in 1897 through censure 
Huysmans acquired notoriety and fame to the point where publications would fight over the rights 
to its sequel La Cathédrale. Huysmans was fiercely anti-Semitic, frequently conflating Romanesque 
with Judaism see Morowitz, “Anti-Semitism, Medievalism, and the Art of the Fin-de-Siècle,” Oxford 
Art Journal 30 (1997), p. 35-49. For an analysis of fin-de-siècle Medievalism see Dominique Iogna-
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in the town of Chartres. Huysmans has long passages making a distinction between 
Romanesque and Gothic art, the former being “pagan” and the latter a pure 
expression of the faith.19 A dialectical relationship is established between the 
Romanesque and Gothic sections of the structure such that the aesthetic failures of 
the twelfth century are corrected by additions and innovations of the thirteenth 
century. The protagonist’s aversion to Romanesque forms reaches an intensity that 
leads to an innovative and revealing critique (as we saw in Chapter 4), 
 
….the interior is gaudy with childish coloring and raw tones; for 
there, instead of expressing regret and tranquility, it rouses a 
suggestion of the childish glee of an old savage in his second 
childhood, who laughs when his tattoo marks are renewed, and 
his skin rough-cast with crude ochres.20  
 
This passage, written in 1892, during the great expansion of the colonial 
powers in Africa, rehearses the stereotypes assigned to the indigenous people of 
L’Afrique Noire and Oceania. Huysmans aligns Romanesque atavistically with 
pagan savages in need of the civilizing presence of Gothic, and by extension of 
France. Africa represented the infancy of man and Huysmans sees Romanesque as 
a “childish” kind of stylistic [historic] equivalent. In this way the characteristics 
particular to the art of children were attributed to art produced by indigenous 
‘savages,’ as Huysmans states above. The conflation of children’s art with 
                                                                                                                                                       
Prat, “L’écrivain antimoderne en quête d’une nouvelle cléricature: autour de Huysmans, Proust et 
Barrès,” in Modernisme, modernité et les Décades de Pontigny, F. Chaubet, ed. (Paris, 2010).  
 
19 “the Romanesque is a convert, pagan turned monk. It was not born Catholic as the pointed arch 
was; it only became so by baptism conferred by the Church," in Huysmans, La Cathédrale (Paris, 
1898), p. 128. 
 
20 Ibid p. 129. 
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nonwestern art was the logical extension of the idea of an undeveloped culture, as 
Paul Klee wrote in 1912, “One can still find the primal origins of art most easily in 
ethnographic collections or at home in the nursery.”21 
At the turn of the twentieth century, the association with the art of children 
was extended to all “early” stages of stylistic development. Writing in the guide to 
the MSC in 1911, the museum’s director Camille Enlart, characterized Romanesque 
art in the same terms, “practically never does it imitate nature faithfully or directly; 
the artists of those days were like children who prefer to copy drawings, rather than 
draw from the objects themselves.”22 For Enlart and his contemporaries, mimesis 
remained the goal of the plastic and pictorial arts. The comparisons with children’s 
art, when intended pejoratively, were understood as failed attempts at 
representation, akin to the way children make sounds before they form complete 
words.  
  
Archaism and Memory. For the first half of the twentieth century the terms 
“primitive” and “archaic” were used interchangeably to describe most art that did 
not originate in Classical Greece or the Renaissance. The art of Archaic Greece, 
Egypt, Romanesque, Africa and Oceania were consistently compared. Archaic 
                                                   
21 Paul Klee quoted by Werner Hofmann, “The Art of Unlearning,” in Discovering Child Art, ed. 
Jonathan Fineberg (Princeton, 1998), p. 12. The paradigm of genius tied to the unlearned eye was of 
course expressed much earlier in the writings of Rousseau who had applied this notion to the newly 
‘discovered’ people of Polynesia following Captain Cook’s Voyages at the end of the eighteenth 
century. Baudelaire would later put it more succinctly when he defined genius as “childhood 
recovered at will.”  
 
22 Camille Enlart (1911) in Mathews (1978), p. xix. Enlart, the director of the MSC until his death in 
1927 separated Romanesque art, which was understood to be a hybrid “barbaric” style from Gothic 
which he dubbed “l’art français,” in his multi-volume Manual d’archéologie francais (Paris, 1919).  
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Greek art, characterized by the planar hieratic stylization of freestanding kouroi, 
was perceived to have deanimated the body. One of the first aesthetic appraisals of 
the pre-Classical period was Emmanuel Löwy’s Die Naturwidergabe in der älteren 
grieschischen Kunst (1900),23 which became influential in the first third of the 
century. Löwy was the first to compare the stylized pre-classical or “primitive” 
carvings to the art of children who proceed from a composite “memory picture” 
which he explained as:  
 
the result of the visual impressions which we have received from 
numerous examples of the same object, there remains fixed in our 
minds a memory picture – which is none other than the Platonic 
idea of the object, namely a typical picture, clear of everything 
individual or accidental.24 
 
Löwy theorizes that in recollection, our minds summarize details into streamlined 
signifiers of form, which accounts for the stylization of the body in Archaic art. The 
analogy to the art of children became a readily perceivable way to understand 
African art, in which commentators observed the same strategies of representation. 
Of course this analogy had overtly pejorative associations since it amounted to 
seeing African artists as living fossils of mankind’s childhood. In one of the first 
aesthetic considerations of African art, “The Art of the Bushmen” (1910), Roger Fry 
links African art to children’s drawings: 
 
In a child's drawing we find a number of forms which have 
scarcely any reference to actual appearances, but which directly 
symbolize the most significant concepts of the thing being 
represented....the child does, of course, know that the figure thus 
                                                   
23 Löwy (Leipzig, 1900), translated as The Rendering of Nature in Early Greek Art (London, 1907). 
 
24 Löwy (1907), p. 10. 
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drawn is not like a man, but it  is a kind of hieroglyphic script for a 
man, and satisfies his desire for expression. Precisely the same 
phenomenon occurs in primitive art; the symbols for concepts 
gradually take on more and more of the likeness to appearances, 
but the mode of approach remains even in comparatively 
advanced periods the same. The artist does not seek to transfer a 
visual sensation to paper, but to express a mental image which is 
coloured by his conceptual habits.25 
 
The characteristics of “primitive” art transcend both time and space transforming 
the term into an ontological category. “Primitive” art then originates in a 
simultaneously universal yet individual memory thus sharing visual characteristics 
across space and time.26 Pre-Classical Greece, Romanesque France and the 
“primordial” state of contemporary Africa coalesce in the perennial present that is 
embodied in the art of children. In a later essay on “Negro Sculpture at the Chelsea 
Book Club” published in 1920, Fry proceeds, albeit somewhat grudgingly, to extol 
African sculpture by arguing that it surpasses all “primitive” western art,  
 
I have to admit that some of these things are great sculpture - 
greater, I think, than anything we produced even in the Middle 
Ages. They have indeed complete plastic freedom; that is to say, 
these African artists really conceive form in three dimensions. 
Now this is rare in sculpture. All archaic European sculpture - 
Greek, and Romanesque, for instance - approaches plasticity from 
the point of view of bas-relief.27 
 
Fry perceptively recognizes the distinctive ability of African sculpture to engage 
                                                   
25 Roger Fry, “The Art of the Bushmen (1910),” in Jack Flam ed., Primitivism and Twentieth-Century 
Art: a documentary history (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), p. 41. Fry also compares 
African art to Archaic Greek art, also citing Löwy as in footnote 22.  
 
26 George Kubler, an art historian of Pre-Columbian art at Yale, with whom Schapiro had a 
correspondence between 1944-1972, advocated this approach in the Shape of Time (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1962). Since all cultures pass through the same cycle of birth, maturity and 
decline, the art historian should compare cultures at the same point in the cycle so that they can be 
judged on their own terms.  
 
27 Roger Fry, “Negro Sculpture at the Chelsea Book Club (1920),” in Flam ed. (2003), p. 145-6. 
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mass on equal footing with void in three dimensions whereas “Archaic” western 
sculpture clings to a planar background revealing its origins in a two-dimensional 
pictorial conception of figure-ground relations. His comparison equates African art 
with Archaic Greek and Romanesque sculpture.  
III. MEYER SCHAPIRO AND “PRIMITIVE” ART 
In his pioneering study, Primitivism in Modern Art (1938), Robert Goldwater 
revealed how modernist artists not only appropriated the forms of “primitive” arts 
but also the label “primitive “ itself, since “the word “primitive” has been not 
merely a description but a term of praise.”28 Goldwater demonstrated the degree to 
which the artists sought to maintain the tropes as aspirational attributes to their own 
art making through their accounts of their critical encounters with these arts. The 
sculptor Henri Gaudier-Brzeska wrote around 1916,  
The modern sculptor is a man who works with instinct as his 
inspiring force….His work is emotional. That this sculpture has no 
                                                   
28 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art (Harvard, 1938), p. 273. Goldwater would become 
the first director of The Museum of Primitive Art, which opened in New York in 1954. Schapiro 
maintained a correspondence with Goldwater between 1934 and 1965, while the latter was 
working on his dissertation on Primitivism. I am in the process of examining this correspondence 
and the influence the two scholars might have had on one another throughout their careers. 
Goldwater’s familiarity with Schapiro’s work on Romanesque sculpture is clear in a much later 
publication in which he argues that the nascent field of African art should look to the field of 
Romanesque art since it too was not considered in terms of its aesthetics, “The parallel is especially 
striking if one examines the historiography of medieval art ….the Middle Ages offer a propitious 
comparison for the treatment of primitive art on several counts: medieval, and especially 
Romanesque and pre-Romanesque art is a comparatively recent field of investigation; the 
overwhelming preponderance of the art was ‘functionally determined,’ being either religious or 
ceremonial in use and intention; and most of the representational works of art, whether painting or 
sculpture, like most works of primitive art, offer varying degrees of non-naturalistic which by our 
traditional standards are at the very least more ‘expressive’ or ‘imaginative’ than ‘beautiful.’ Here, as 
in the primitive arts, it was the apparently purely technical causes of an evolving or declining 
naturalism that were first investigated, largely in terms of the development or loss of skills alone, 
with the assumption (stated or assumed) that where skills were adequate naturalism would ensue, 
since it was the normal artistic goal,” “Art History and Anthropology: Some Comparisons of 
Methodology (1973),” as republished in the expanded edition of Primitivism in Modern Art 
(Harvard: Belknap Press, 1986), p. 304-5. 
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relation to classic Greek, but that it is continuing the tradition of 
the barbaric people of the earth (for whom we have sympathy and 
admiration), I hope to have made clear.”29 [my emphasis] 
 
As the primary and primal expression of lesser races (recall Baudelaire’s “un art de 
caraïbes”), sculpture was considered to be an anti-intellectual system of 
communication, yet it was prized as such by artists in the first quarter of the 
twentieth century.  
As other “primitive” arts accrued value through modernist appropriation so 
Romanesque art was also elevated through these artists’ engagements, though it still 
remained ignored by the wider public. But the intimacy of these associations 
further distanced Romanesque from France’s national identity; its rehabilitation as a 
national art form in the 1920s and 1930s required disassociating it from 
nonwestern arts. As Romanesque became increasingly affiliated with the other 
primitive arts, the latter’s accompanying tropes were reactivated, with the result 
that Romanesque became increasingly less “French.” Debates about the origins of 
Romanesque had started right after the revolution but national claims to its 
innovations gained new force in the twentieth century.30 In the aftermath of the 
                                                   
29 Quoted in Goldwater (1938), p. 240. Writing later in 1941, the sculptor Henry Moore explicitly 
aligned Romanesque with primitive expression, “It eventually became clear to me that the realistic 
idea of physical beauty in art which sprang from the fifth-century Greece, was only a digression 
from the main world tradition of sculpture, whilst our own equally European Romanesque and Early 
Gothic are in the main line,” in Goldwater (1938), p. 243. 
 
30 The idea of a “first” Romanesque was put forth by the Catalan scholar, Puig y Cadafalch in 1911, 
as outlined by Robert Maxwell, “Modern Origins of Romanesque Sculpture,” in A Companion to 
Medieval Art, Conrad Rudolph ed. (London: Blackwell, 2006), p. 334-356. The debates continued 
well into the 1920s between Emile Mâle and Arthur Kingsley Porter, as Linda Seidel has shown in 
her introduction to Meyer Schapiro, Romanesque Architectural Sculpture: The Charles Eliot Norton 
Lectures (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2006), p. xi-xlix.  
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destruction of WWI31 an intense debate fueled by resurgent nationalism erupted: it 
was centered around the “first” Romanesque and prompted fresh appropriation of 
this early sculpture, not as something foreign, but as an integral component of 
European heritage. In order to assume a place in this privileged narrative, a 
rigorous intellectual scaffolding was created for Romanesque art which 
simultaneously severed it from the associations it had accrued as “savage” for the 
previous generation. This became the project of Emile Mâle, one of the most 
influential scholars of medieval art.  
 
Mâle first demonstrated the textual sources of Gothic sculpture,32 before 
turning his attention to Romanesque work in a volume that dislodged the latter’s 
“primitive” status by giving it pictorial, and by extension, intellectual origins in 
manuscript paintings. The derivation of Romanesque sculpture from a pictorial 
                                                   
31 The situation during WWI during which many medieval monuments were destroyed was akin to 
the fate of the same sites after the French revolution except that in the earlier period they were 
systematically demolished by the French themselves.  Whereas after the Revolution, Gothic art 
became tied to the origins of French nation, after WWI, Romanesque became the debated point of 
origin for national identities. In the 1920s American scholars, most prominently Arthur Kingsley 
Porter, entered into intense debates over the primacy of France in originating the distinctive 
Romanesque style at the end of the eleventh century. Porter’s ten volume Romanesque Sculpture of 
the Pilgrimage Roads was published in 1923, one year after the appearance of Mâle’s tome on the 
same material. The arguments continued well into the 1930s, especially between Porter and Paul 
Deschamps, the director of the MSC. See especially, A. Kingsley Porter, “Spain or Toulouse? and 
Other Questions,” The Art Bulletin 7 (1924), p. 2-25. 
 
32 Emile Mâle, L’art religieux du XIIIe siècle en France. Etude sur l’iconographie du moyen âge et sur 
ses sources d’inspiration (Paris: Armand Colin, 1898). The first English translation of this book, The 
Gothic Image: Religious Art in France of the Thirteenth Century (New York: Harper&Row, 1958) 
became the textbook for studying Gothic art and had a wide ranging impact. The rigid iconographic 
method expounded by Mâle which positioned the image and text in a one-to-one relationship 
elicited a backlash in the 1980s.  The fruits of post-structural examinations of the multiplicities of 
signification in language and image and their interrelationships were no longer tenable. See 
especially Michael Camille, The Gothic Idol: Ideology and Image-Making in Medieval Art 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), which the author positions as a direct refutation of 
Mâle.  
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tradition allowed it to participate in the prevalent logocentric vision of art history, 
even as this theory subjugated sculpture to painting. Mâle noted in the preface to 
the volume, “From its very beginnings, medieval art shows that it was fashioned by 
thought. The exercise of thought on art is the subject of this, as of my preceding 
volumes.”33 Although Mâle had done some work on Romanesque in the 1890s, he 
had not pursued them, probably because the prevailing attitudes to these earlier 
forms had tainted them with associations of primitivity.34 Indeed as I have argued 
throughout this study, the alterity of Romanesque was the prevailing frame for its 
reception throughout the nineteenth century. This consensus was neatly 
summarized by none other than the sculptor Auguste Rodin, who during his travels 
to the provinces in the 1870s wrote that Romanesque sculpture was, “violentes et 
fortes, rudes et sauvages.”35 
 
As French scholars increasingly adopted and extended Mâle’s arguments 
through the 1920s, Romanesque became normalized and was subsumed into the 
collective national identity of France in the 1930s.36 It was this impulse to 
                                                   
33 Mâle, “Preface,” (1922), p. xxxi. 
 
34 In his preface, Mâle writes, “In the usual order of things, I should have begun my history of 
medieval art with this volume. But when I started on these studies thirty years ago, with all the 
enthusiasm of youth, it fortunately did not occur to me to write it. I was drawn instinctively to the 
thirteenth century, where all is order and light. Had I wanted to back further in time, venturing into 
the obscurity of origins, I would have surely lost my way,” in Religious Art in France: the Twelfth 
Century, Marthiel Mathews (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978), p. xix.  
 
35 Auguste Rodin, Les cathédrales de France (Paris: Armand Colin, 1921), p. 79. 
 
36 Mâle concludes the preface by claiming the distinctively French origins of Romanesque, “In the 
twelfth, as in the thirteenth century, France was the great initiator,” Ibid, p. xxxi. Mâle’s theories, 
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naturalize the previously “foreign” “barbarous” and “primitive” Romanesque that 
led Paul Deschamps, the director of the MSC, to remove all the casts of nonwestern 
art from its galleries and to rename it the Musée des Monuments Français, in 
1937.37 [FIGS 68-9] 
Well into the twentieth century, the Romanesque period was still considered 
to be transitional and valuable only so far as it laid the groundwork for Gothic 
naturalism. In Viollet-le-Duc’s estimation, “le XIIe siècle est une époque de 
préparation.”38 Even its most sensitive apologists, could not evaluate it on its own 
merits. For example, in 1938 Henri Focillon, with characteristically vivid prose, 
characterized Romanesque in the following terms, 
The very profusion and variety of these incessantly 
metamorphosed beings betray the impatience of their struggle to 
break out from the labyrinth of abstract style and to achieve life. It 
seems, not the created world, but the dream of God on the eve of 
the Creation, a terrible first-draft of his plan. It is the encyclopedia 
                                                                                                                                                       
which erroneously insisted on the autonomous French origin of Romanesque sculpture is now well 
recognized in the historiography of Romanesque art. On this point see especially Janis Mann, 
“Romantic Idenitity, Nationalism, and the Understanding of the Advent of Romanesque Art in 
Christian Spain,” Gesta 36 (1997), p. 156-64. On the intertwining of medieval heritage with French 
national identity see Janet Marquardt, From Martyr to Monument: The Abbey of Cluny as Cultural 
Patrimony (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2007). 
 
37 Paul Deschamps (1885-1974) was a prolific scholar of Romanesque art and a very active director 
of the MSC. He expanded the collection of casts significantly, adding galleries to include copies of 
Romanesque paintings from around France. His activities exceeded the parameters of my 
dissertation but it should be noted that the MMF was one of the few museums that not only 
remained open but continued to receive funding from Vichy during WWII. Deschamps’ archive has 
recently been opened and Emmanuelle Polack, an archivist at the Cité du Patrimoine has been 
researching the political implications of Deschamps’ allegiances during WWII for the museum. 
 
38 Viollet-le-Duc, “Sculpture,” in Dictionnaire (1854), p. 133-34. Sentiments echoed by Auguste 
Rodin, “Le Roman est toujours plus ou moins la cave, la crypte lourde. L’art y est prisonnier, sans 
air. C’est la chrysalide du Gothique,” in Les Cathédrales de France (Paris: Armand Colin, 1921 orig. 
1877), p. 78. 
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of the imagination, preceding the encyclopedia of reality.39 
[emphasis added] 
 
While Mâle had subjugated Romanesque sculpture to scripture and manuscript 
painting, his successor Focillon, made it subservient to the architectural frame (the 
well-known “loi du cadre”). His analyses were never quite true to the peculiarities 
of carving, and they consistently imposed schemata derived from other media to 
denigrate its medium-specific achievements.  
  
 On the other hand, American scholars, removed from the territorial claims of 
European nationalism40, continued to pursue the idea of Romanesque as 
“primitive,” as a resistive style that was radical, autonomous, and socially engaged. 
Meyer Schapiro was the first to critically embrace the term “primitive” positively in 
his doctoral research and publications on the sculptures of the abbey of Moissac. 
Schapiro, would take up the aesthetics of archaism in the introduction to his 
seminal dissertation on the Romanesque sculpture of Moissac, the first serious 
consideration of Romanesque formal innovation as an interdependent element in 
the creation of content.41 Like Fry, who he cited as an influence on his thought, 
Schapiro references Löwy’s notion of the “memory picture” to explain what he 
                                                   
39 Henri Focillon, Art of the West: Romanesque Art, edited and translated by Jean Bony (London: 
Phaidon, 1963), p. 7 (original French edition published 1938). 
 
40 Linda Seidel also notes, “Porter and Schapiro, foreigners with less at stake, were staunch critics of 
European claims concerning the chronology of medieval art, challenging what often seemed to 
them to be proprietary commentary on local carvings,” “Introduction,” (2006) p. xiii.  
 
41 This was the first dissertation submitted to the newly established Department of Art History at 
Columbia University in 1929. 
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argues is the “hieroglyphic”42 character of the cloister carvings,  
 
I am employing the term 'archaic,' not simply with the literal sense 
of ancient, primitive, or historically initial or antecedent, but as a 
designation of a formal character in early arts, which has been 
well described by Emmanuel Löwy. In his study of early Greek art 
he observed a generalized rendering of distinct parts, the 
parallelism of relief planes, the subordination of modeling to 
descriptive contours, and other traits which he found also in 
primitive styles, and explained as characteristics of memory 
imagery. Although the psychological explanation is not satisfactory 
and the definition of the features overlooks their positive aesthetic 
qualities, the description is valuable for the interpretation of 
medieval as well as classical art.43 
 
Schapiro elucidates the protean nature of the term “primitive” which at once 
connotes antecedence and prevalence, and is used to diminish as well as elevate. It 
is a mode that precedes a more developed style but it is also originary and 
innovative because it is the first of its kind: the beginning of a style. Schapiro also 
expands Löwy’s concept of the memory image arguing that if Romanesque 
sculptors repeat earlier motifs, it is a deliberate strategy: representation, image-
making, refers more often to other representations than the natural world.44 Age 
                                                   
42 Schapiro is re-appropriating the same terms that were used to dismiss Romanesque art in the 19th 
century. Recall Viollet-le-Duc’s use of the term as “hieroglyphic” which, as I have argued in chapter 
2, associated it with sterility and lack of innovation. Schapiro’s employment of the same term 
emerges from a sensitivity to semiotics, the rigorous study of the structure of language, and 
appreciated the tenuous, fragile, and arbitrary relationship between signifier and signified, which he 
would continue to explore throughout his writings. See especially the posthumous collection, 
Words, Script and Pictures: Semiotics of Visual Language (New York: George Braziller, 1996). 
 
43 Meyer Schapiro, “The Romanesque Sculpture of Moissac I (1931),” in Romanesque Art: Selected 
Papers (1980) p. 133. See also Linda Seidel, “‘Shalom Yehudin!’ Meyer Schapiro’s Early Years in Art 
History,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 27 (1997), p. 559-94. Seidel argues that 
Schapiro “snatched Romanesque from the marginalization to which it was being unwittingly 
relegated by its scholarly spokesmen through a combination of narrow-mindedness and intellectual 
naïveté,” p. 561. 
 
44 Schapiro continues, “The archaic characters may be purely conventional formulas (repeating a 
traditional archaic style), without an immediate origin in the peculiarities of memory or a 
conceptual reconstruction of a visual whole. In a similar way, they may be aesthetically or morally 
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and anteriority are also sources of authority that can be transmitted to new images 
through selective quotation, as Schapiro contends,  
Archaic characters are not historical in a chronological sense, 
except where there is a unilinear development toward more 
natural forms. The archaic work is conditioned not only by the 
process of reconstructing part by part the whole of the natural 
object in imagination, but also by a preexisting artistic 
representation of it, with fixed characters that are more or less 
archaic and by the expressive effects required of the specific 
profane or religious content.45 [my emphasis] 
 
As an artist, Schapiro credited modern artists with the unique ability to 
appreciate Romanesque sculpture, since their vision had been liberated from the 
stupor of Academic pictorial conventions.46 In the recently published Norton 
lectures, initially delivered in 1967, Schapiro relates a meaningful anecdote, “one 
should remember too that the impressionists admired Romanesque works and that 
                                                                                                                                                       
valued aspects of an early style, consciously imitated by a later artist. In such archaistic works the 
retrospective character is betrayed by the unconscious and inconsistent participation of the later 
(often impressionistic) style within the simpler forms. We must observe also the frequent recurrence, 
not survival, of archaism whenever the untrained or culturally provincial reproduce nature or 
complex arts or fashion new symbols…” in “The Romanesque Sculpture of Moissac I,” p. 133. 
Schapiro references Löwy’s memory image again in “Style,” expanding on the Moissac piece to 
understand the “archaic” or “primitive” principles as a stylistic type, a choice rather than a stage in 
cyclical development, “Limited by an evolutionary view and a naturalistic value norm, Löwy 




46 On this point it is important to distinguish Schapiro’s formalism, based in the dialectical tradition 
of Alois Riegl and the Frankfurt School, from the kind of anachronistic formalism employed by 
Henri Focillon and his pupil Jurgis Baltrusaitis. The latter published the first formal consideration of 
Romanesque sculpture in the same year as Schapiro’s article on Moissac and Schapiro was quick to 
distance his work from Baltrusaitis in review published in 1932, “On Geometrical Schematism in 
Romanesque Art,” in which he argued that schemata imposed on content destroys both formal 
innovation as it drains meaning from iconography, “To make Romanesque a modern art, or an art in 
modern terms, he has reduced content to a passive role, and has identified form with geometrical 
schematisms and with architecture – an abstract art,” p. 283. See also Walter Cahn, “Schapiro and 
Focillon,” Gesta 41(2002), p. 129-136 and Linda Seidel, “Formalism,” in A Companion to Medieval 
Art, Conrad Rudolph, ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006), p. 106-127. It is also important to note that 
Schapiro only published the first half of his dissertation on Moissac which was chiefly concerned 
with developing a formal language for the cloister capitals; the unpublished second part of the 
dissertation is dedicated to the historical context of the abbey.  
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Renoir told his son that Cézanne was the greatest French artist since the 
Romanesque sculptors. He adored those works at Vézelay, and in Burgundy, where 
he lived on a village farm belonging to the parents of his wife.”47 Schapiro reminds 
his audience that at the turn of the century modern artists were among the first to 
value the expressive, non-naturalistic representations found first in Romanesque 
and later in non-Western art. Schapiro, an artist, before he became an art historian, 
was the first scholar to separate moral judgments from aesthetic consideration in 
his truly revolutionary essays on Romanesque sculpture. They amount to a 
systematic rejection of the generation of Viollet-le-Duc and Emile Mâle, which was 
so absorbed in recuperating medieval art in the service of agendas totally foreign to 
their creators.  
Whereas French scholars were busy excising the alterity of Romanesque art 
following Mâle, Schapiro approached the style through the lens of both 
anthropology and modern art; in other words, as a tool for understanding the self-
regulated internal logic of Romanesque formal innovations. In his re-appropriation 
of the term “primitive” Schapiro was gradually building up to the arguments 
presented in “The Aesthetic Attitude in Romanesque Art,” (1947). The primary aim 
of this article was to retrieve this art from charges of anonymity, lack of 
                                                   
47 Meyer Schapiro, Romanesque Architectural Sculpture: The Charles Eliot Norton Lectures, edited 
with an introduction by Linda Seidel (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), p. 35. 
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intentionality and suppressed individuality in a society regulated through fear and 
superstition.48  
In this article, Schapiro began by refuting the premise that the relationship 
between the work of art and society had been radically altered, even rejected, in 
the modern period. He also dismisses the notion that art had ever been alienated 
from social concerns of its users and makers and utilizes a remarkable variety of 
medieval literature to make this point. The similarity between Modern and 
Romanesque art, for Schapiro, lies in the collective misunderstanding of both 
because they are approached through negative definitions, which erroneously 
conflate moral judgment of social and religious systems with aesthetic intention.49 
                                                   
48 On the interdependence of modern art and Romanesque in Schapiro’s work see Michael Camille, 
“ ‘How New York Stole the Idea of Romanesque Art’: Medieval, Modern and Postmodern in Meyer 
Schapiro,” Oxford Art Journal 17 (1994), p. 65-75. It is also important to bear in mind that this 
paper, the first consideration of the self-generated aesthetics of Romanesque sculptors was 
published for Ananda Coomaraswamy’s Festschrift. Coomaraswamy (with whom Schapiro 
maintained a correspondence from 1932-1946) a scholar of mixed Indian and German heritage was 
a pioneer in introducing western audiences to the aesthetic qualities of Indian art, which he did by 
comparing it with European medieval art. He argued that because medieval Europe and India (still 
atemporal) were both “traditional” societies, in which the production of art was an integral part of 
devotion, or life, the aesthetics of these arts were determined by convention and the requirements of 
religious didactics, filtered through the unquestioning piety of anonymous craftsmen, “the purpose 
of the imagier was neither self-expression nor the realization of beauty. He did not choose his own 
problems, but like the Gothic sculptor obeyed a hieratic Canon….not [a] …philosopher or aesthete, 
but ….a pious artisan,” as quoted by Partha Mitter, Much Maligned Monsters: A History of European 
Reactions to Indian Art (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977) p. 279. 
 
49 “Lacking sympathy for modern art, these critics can hardly be expected to serve as guides to its 
qualities and aims. One could easily show that contemporary art, though unreligious – and precisely 
because unreligious – is bound up with modern experiences and ideals no less actively than the old 
art with the life of its time. This does not mean that if you admire modern works, you must also 
accept modern social institutions as good – much of the best art of our day is, on the contrary, 
strongly critical of contemporary life; in the same way, admiration of medieval art does not require 
that we accept feudalism as an ideal human order or the legends and dogmas represented in the 
church sculptures as true beliefs,” in “On the Aesthetic Attitude in Romanesque Art (1947),” in 
Romanesque Art (New York: George Braziller, 1977), p. 1. 
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Not coincidentally, these were the same mistaken critiques that were 
applied to the more familiarly “primitive” arts of Africa. Schapiro travelled in 
Europe (1926-7) and spent time studying at the library of the Museum of 
Comparative Sculpture at the Trocadéro, where he also visited the Museum of 
Ethnography, before he completed his doctoral dissertation.  Leading up to the trip, 
the young scholar had taken Franz Boas’ courses on anthropology and was familiar 
with African, and other nonwestern art.50 In his recently published letters to his 
future wife, Lillian, written during this important study trip, Schapiro compares the 
shifting geometries of medieval carving to African sculpture, [FIGS 70a-c] 
What a grand buste reliquaire for a bone; he is perfection in every 
detail, not a line or plane wrong – supreme homeliness of face 
neck and shoulders with such beautiful result – like African wood 
carving – try him upside down from close by and away for detail – 
such surface should be touched as well as seen – there are nice 
                                                   
50 By the 1920s there were several sources for African art available in New York. Alfred Stieglitz 
mounted a show at his 291 Gallery in 1914, “Statuary in Wood by African Savages: The Root of 
Modern Art,” which he noted was “the first time in the history of exhibitions that Negro statuary will 
be shown from the point of view of art,” in Helen M. Shannon, “African Art, 1914: The Root of 
Modern Art,” in Sarah, Greenough et al., Modern Art and America: Alfred Stieglitz and his New 
York Galleries (Washington D.C.: National Gallery of Art, 2000), p. 169. Stieglitz’s photographs of 
this installation circulated in the magazine Camera Work. [FIGS 73 A,B] Many of the works in this 
exhibition were sold to collectors such as John Quinn, who Schapiro mentions explicitly in his later 
article, “The Introduction of Modern Art in America: The Armory Show (1952).” Quinn’s collection 
was photographed by the American painter and photographer Charles Sheeler. The Brooklyn 
Museum, which Schapiro visited regularly also had one of the earliest installations of African art, 
mainly from the Democratic Republic of Congo, which opened to the public in 1923. [FIGS 72A-C] 
Lastly, the eccentric collection of Dr. Albert Barnes, which displayed Medieval, African and Modern 
art together, had recently opened just outside Philadelphia in 1924. Schapiro had a long 
correspondence with the Barnes Foundation from 1932 until 1988. [FIGS 74 A,B] He was only 
granted permission as an art student when it first opened as he notes in his repeated requests to visit 
the collection as a scholar of medieval and modern art. He writes to the foundation on April 15, 
1958 “I am publishing a book on Seurat and wish to study those pictures which I have not seen 
since my visit to the Foundation as a student many years ago,” MS #1121, Box 113, Folder 8, Series 
II at the Rare Books and Manuscripts Collection at Butler Library, Columbia University.  
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asymmetries of modeling as well as line; & the profile is as subtly 
round and angular--51 
 
In this brief comparison, Schapiro reveals his sensitivity to the multiple viewpoints 
and scales that are simultaneously put into play in African and medieval art. At the 
pilgrimage church and abbey of Conques, Schapiro again links Romanesque and 
African carving, [FIGS 71a-e] 
this sculpture which has everything any tradition has had; there 
are heads of classic smoothness and regularity, archaic draperies, 
details of African abstraction and the most barbaric folk fancies in 
the Hell Torment; and with it all an architectural composition of as 
complicated groups as are found in the Renaissance.52 
 
 In his essay on “Style,” (1953) the above private and passing observations 
are developed more completely, and Schapiro argues that competing, even 
antithetical deployment of different styles in a single composition, as is the case for 
“primitive” art, does not make it an inferior expression of style in general. The 
concomitant mingling of animated naturalism in the margins, in contrast to the 
static hieratic forms of the center, found throughout medieval manuscripts and 
sculpture is cited as a counter example to the co-existence of rough-hewn bodies 
and refined modeling of certain African sculptures.53  
                                                   
51 In a postcard dated October 15, 1926 written from Toulouse, transcribed in Daniel Esterman, ed., 
Meyer Schapiro Abroad: Letters to Lillian and Travel Notebooks (Los Angeles: Getty Research 
Institute, 2009), p. 43. 
 
52 Letter dated September 26, 1926, Ibid, p. 40. 
 
53 Schapiro might be referring to Fang reliquary guardians, from Gabon, which are among the 
earliest objects to enter the collections of museums and dealers. One of the most well-known of 
these guardian heads, which rises from a roughly hewn neck because the neck would have been 
submerged in a box containing relics and not visible in context, was in the collection of the dealer 
Joseph Brummer, and published in Carl Einstein’s Negerplastik in 1914. Throughout “Style” 
Schapiro references African art to elucidate formal points and refute scholarly claims, “There are 
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 Throughout, this essay, which was published in a specially edited volume of 
the journal Anthropology Today,54 presents many of the arguments that had 
heretofore been used to aesthetically diminish non-western “primitive” arts and 
devalues their premise by giving a counter example in western art from nearly 
every period.  As much as this article is a rigorous analysis of the historical theories 
of style and its development from Winckelmann to Boas, it is at the same time a 
highly charged and politically engaged critique which grants creative expression to 
all cultures from every period and place, “Art is now one of the strongest evidences 
of the basic unity of mankind,”55 which sounds almost like a reconciliatory 
statement after the horrors of WWII. Indeed, written at the beginning of the period 
of decolonization, “Style” can be understood as a sustained dismantling of 19th 
                                                                                                                                                       
styles in which large parts of a work are conceived and executed differently, without destroying the 
harmony of the whole. In African sculpture an exceedingly naturalistic, smoothly carved head rises 
from a rough almost shapeless body. A normative aesthetic might regard this an imperfect work, but 
it would be hard to justify this view,” in Meyer Schapiro, “Style (1953),” in Theory and Philosophy 
of Art: Style, Artist, and Society (New York: George Braziller, 1994), p. 61. His familiarity with the 
collections of the Museum of Ethnography, renamed Musée de L’Homme in 1937 was referenced in 
his obituary, “When the sculptor Jacques Lipchitz was newly arrived in New York from Europe 
during World War II, he spent an evening in Dr. Schapiro’s company. The talk turned to the great 
collections of tribal art in the Musée de L’Homme in Paris, and in particular to a piece that he had 
especially admired. To help Lipchitz recall it, Dr. Schapiro took a sheet of paper and drew, from 
memory and to scale, not only the piece in question but every other piece that had been in the case 
with it some years before,” as recounted by John Russell, “Meyer Schapiro, 91, is Dead; His Work 
Wove Art and Life,” The New York Times (March 4, 1996).  
 
54 This volume was specially edited by A.L. Krober, a student of Franz Boas, and an important voice 
in American Anthropology who continued the former’s quest to discard theories of racial inequality 
deployed to explain differences in material culture around the world. Schapiro’s broad references 
from all around the world were most likely informed by a series of six exhibitions devoted to non-
western art organized by Alfred Barr and James Johnson Sweeney at the Museum of Modern Art 
including the influential “African Negro Art,” (1935). [FIG 75] This exhibition circulated to black 
colleges as a portfolio of photographs taken by Walker Evans. [FIGS 76 a-d] See Virginia Webb, 
Perfect Documents: Walker Evans and African Art, 1935 (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2000). 
Schapiro also maintained correspondence with both Sweeney (1935-1968) and Barr (1943-1982) 
and almost certainly saw the exhibition of African art at MoMA in 1935.  
  
55 “Style,” p. 58.  
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century cyclical biological models, physiognomy, and racial theories, which, when 
Schapiro was writing, had been implemented to calamitous ends in Germany less 
than a decade prior.  
 The conflation of ethics and aesthetics, that the beautiful is necessarily also 
the good, buttressed the racially inflected theories used to assess the style of 
different periods, as I have shown in this study. Schapiro systematically dismantled 
the premise of this symbiosis, arguing that what is “beautiful” is contingent on the 
moment of the art’s production as well as its immediate consumption. In other 
words the historically “beautiful” is determined through a consensus between the 
maker, or the artist, and the user, the audience, not by the standards of later 
periods. “Style” was the most forceful argument of historical contingency to date, 
arguing for an inclusive approach to the art of all people and periods, while at the 
same time eschewing the notion of a universal aesthetic standard. 
 “Style” is the “protagonist,”56 to borrow James Ackerman’s characterization, 
against the absent antagonist: Hegel. Schapiro does not once mention him by 
name, yet the entire study concerns itself with unsettling the authority of a unified 
geist, an invisible yet inviolable force that for Hegel and his followers culminated 
in the transcendental ideal of their own time. For many writers following Hegel, 
time and style had a purpose that was projected into a distant future. In “Style” 
Schapiro prevents the future from infringing on the historical moment of creative 
conception and its subsequent expression. Schapiro shows that it is through these 
                                                   
56 See James Ackerman, “On rereading ‘Style,’” Social Research 45 (1978), p. 160. 
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preconceived notions of what comes after, that there is a loss of meaning for the 
moment.  
 Schapiro’s analysis was concomitantly conditioned by his own experience 
as an artist and through his life-long involvement with the artistic avant-garde in 
New York. By the time he published his articles on Romanesque art during the 
1930s, his use of the term “primitive” could be understood as an ideological claim, 
one that aligned it with the most transgressive modes, perceived to be at the 
forefront of the artistic avant-garde.57 Schapiro was also among the first American 
scholars to explicitly engage the interdependence of Colonialism and collecting 
“primitive” art in the 1930s. He points out,  
 
If colonial imperialism made these primitive objects physically 
accessible, they could have little aesthetic interest until the new 
formal conceptions arose ….By a remarkable process the arts of 
subjugated backward peoples, discovered by Europeans in 
conquering the world, became aesthetic norms to those who 
renounced it.58  
 
                                                   
57 Mâle’s publication on the twelfth century was the most comprehensive and serious consideration 
of Romanesque sculpture but he nevertheless privileges Gothic art as the truly national, mature 
style. He was not alone in this assessment, which was in fact a general consensus in the late 19th 
century: Auguste Rodin declared in 1877 that “Le Gothique, c’est l’histoire de la France, c’est 
l’arbre de toutes nos généalogies,” and “La Cathédrale est la synthèse du pays. Je le répète: roches 
fôrets, jardins, soleil du Nord, tout cela est en raccourci dans ce corps gigantesque, tout notre 
France est dans nos Cathédrales, comme toute la Grèce est en raccourci dans le Parthénon,” Les 
cathédrales de France (Paris: Armand Colin, 1921), p. 12. 
 
58 Meyer Schapiro,  “The Nature of Abstract Art (1937),” in Modern Art (New York: George 
Braziller, 1979), p. 201. One year later, Robert Goldwater, the first director of the Museum of 
Primitive Art (opened 1954), published his classic study, Primitivism in Modern Art, in which he also 
outlined the colonial context of collecting African and Oceanic art. See especially the chapter “The 
Accessibility of the Material,” in Primitivism in Modern Art (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1938), p. 3-14. Note that Schapiro’s use of the pejorative terms “subjugated” “backward” peoples is 
likely appropriated ironically from the contemporary racially inflected biases against African art at 
the time.  
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Recognizing the political dimension that enables access was an important 
admission during a period when French ethnologists, supported by the colonial 
state, all but eschewed the moral implications of the circumstances of collecting 
“primitive” art. 
During these same years, the Trocadéro museums assumed a self-conscious 
agenda through reorganization and expansion under their ambitious directors Paul 
Deschamps at the Museum of Comparative Sculpture and Paul Rivet at the 
Museum of Ethnography (1928-1937). The Museum of Ethnography received 
thousands of objects through collecting expeditions led by Marcel Griaule during 
the Dakar-Djibouti Mission (1931-33) and the Paulme-Lifszyc Mission (1935-36). 
These brought back some of the most renowned objects of African art to the 
Trocadéro, including canonical Dogon pieces, which can today be seen installed at 
the Louvre. [FIGS 77-8]  
At the same time Deschamps added key models and casts to the MSC, 
including a scale model of the crusader Crac des Chevaliers in Syria, based on 
military surveillance photographs taken by the French army in 1930s, at the 
director’s request.59 [FIGS 79a,b] Through the enlargement and reorganization of 
                                                   
59 In an internal document written to outline the mission of the new MMF, Paul Deschamps 
concluded by justifying the removal of foreign sculpture from the galleries of the new museum, 
“Mentionnons en terminant, que l’ancien musée de sculpture comparée contenait d’importantes 
œuvres étrangères, tandis que le Musée des Monuments français se limite aux œuvres qu’implique 
sos titre même ; mais, on a eu la bonne idée de présenter quelques témoins de l’expansion de l’art 
français en exposant notamment des maquettes de monuments considérables construits par des 
Français au Moyen Age en Syrie ; en Palestine et dans l’île de Chypre. C’est ainsi que nous 
apparaissent le Crac des Chevaliers et le Château de Saone, forteresses élevées par les Croisés pour 
défendre contre les Musulmans le territoire héroïquement conquis,” in “Le Musée des Monuments 
Français,” written on September 10, 1939, p. 3. This document was sent to the members of the 
French Foreign Ministry and is now preserved in the Archives of the MMF at the Palais de Chaillot. 
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the collection, Deschamps presented twelfth-century Frankish crusaders as the 
predecessors to twentieth-century French colonizers, an argument that is best 
exemplified once again by Vézelay. Outside the restored western entry to the 
abbey of La Madeleine stands a World War I memorial “to the brave men who died 
for France” The profile of a World War I soldier, carved in shallow relief with a 
helmet and rifle, is superimposed on the profile of a crusader covered in chain mail 
framed by a sword, telescoping the medieval past into the present, as a 
continuation of Bernard of Clairvaux’s preaching of the Second Crusade on this 
spot in 1147. [FIG 80] Indeed when Deschamps’ re-opened the doors of the Musée 
des Monuments Français he explicitly cited it as a source of national pride, “pour 
ressentir une impression d’orgueil, une émotion réconfortante, en présence de tant 
de trésors consacrés au pays de France.”60 
 Schapiro was alert to the political implications of the ongoing reception for 
Romanesque and “primitive” art and was the first to posit ideological claims as an 
integral part of their interpretation.  It was of course easier for an American 
intellectual to remark on these paradoxes precisely because the U.S. was so 
removed from France’s political discourse. Yet, at the same time, excising medieval 
and African art from the national and colonial agendas of European nations was 
essential in re-evaluating them according to their own standards of production. 
 
                                                                                                                                                       
In the same document Deschamps refers to the cathedral of Reims, as being “martyred” 
(“martyrisée”) during World War I through intensive German shelling; the memory of previous 
destruction was highly politicized and continuously invoked in Deschamps’ new museum. 
 
60 Ibid, p. 1. 





IV. LOOKING AGAIN 
 
Medievalism, Modernism and Primitivism were inextricably linked and 
emerged simultaneously. Modernism with its growing interest in so-called primitive 
art played an important role in the formation of medieval art as a field of study, and 
I believe that it is important to retain awareness of their symbiotic relationship. As 
Hans Belting has recently stressed, “the so-called primitives had been in demand in 
early modernism when people were tired of their own cultures and when their own 
art history seemed exhausted. But even this escape from art history inevitably 
became an event in the same art history.”61 Paul Colin’s poster for the MET from 
1930 confirms Belting’s assertion of the naturalization of the non-Western as part of 
the development of Western art history: a Punu mask from Gabon and Moai 
sculpture from Rapa Nui, which initially represented a departure from conventional 
vision, are here cast in the language of modernist formalism, streamlined and 
silhouetted in a rendering that obfuscates the third-dimension, flattening the forms 
into modernist translations and disengaging them from the objects themselves. 
[FIGS 81-2] 
To commemorate the foundation of the Palais de Chaillot, the building that 
replaced the Trocadéro in 1937, Paul Valéry wrote verses (1933) still enshrined 
above the entrances to the Paris and Passy wings. [FIGS 83 a,b] Above the MSC, 
renamed the Musée des Monuments français, and now known as the Cité du 
                                                   
61 Hans Belting, Art History After Modernism, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), p. 66. 
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patrimoine, the poet celebrated the individual genius of the artist grounded 
simultaneously in his intellect and creativity. Across the esplanade, he recognized 
the role that African and Oceanic objects played in the resuscitation of modern 
vision because of the way they opened the European eye to things never before 
observed (“teach the eye to see/as never before/all things in the world.”) When read 
together, the verses chronicle the symbiosis of the two collections and their 
dialogue of decontextualization and display. These verses retain and reinforce the 
claims put forth in the two museums: anonymous objects come first, teaching the 
eye to see, followed by works in which individual creative genius comes into play. 
In these galleries and through these verses, African and Medieval French art are 
equally subsumed into the developmental march of a universal art history.  
From its beginnings in the 11th and 12th century Romanesque was a hybrid 
form in fluid dialogue with France’s Roman past as much as it was open to other 
forms brought from the Muslim world. Scholars have productively examined the 
complex nexus of sources for the origins (and production) of Romanesque but have 
not been as sensitive to the hybridity of its reception at various moments in its 
history; especially the way in which such dislocations impacted the analysis and 
critique of Romanesque art and its incorporation into the grander narrative of 
western art. My examination of the Trocadéro museums has shown how vital they 
were as sites for the simultaneous negotiation of French national identity and the 
formation of several fields of art historical study: African, Medieval, and Modernist 
Primitivism among them. For this reason and for the effect that the collections and 
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changing displays of these museums continue to exert on medieval and African art, 
the museums of the Trocadéro must be included in the narrative of art history 
especially as we reevaluate the validity of this narrative for art history in the 21st 
century.  
Perhaps Valéry said it best when he admonished us to look and look again, 
because the act of seeing is as creative as the object of its attention. The more 
intensely we look, the less we are limited by ways of looking that have nothing to 




Paul Valéry’s verses for the Palais de Chaillot: 
  
Musée des Monuments français 
“Dans ces murs voués aux merveilles 
J’accueille et garde les ouvrages 
De la main prodigieuse de l’artiste 
Égale et rivale de sa pensée 
l’une n’est rien sans l’autre” 
 
Musée de L’Homme  
“Choses rares ou choses belles 
Ici savemment assemblées 
Instruisent l’oeil a regarder 
Comme jamais encore vues 
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FIG i. Detail of the trumeau of              FIG ii. Baule, Côte d’Ivoire (spirit spouse) 
Souillac, Abraham and Isaac,              c. late 19th-early 20th century 
c. 1125               
 
 




FIG iii. Trocadéro Palace from the Seine, 1878 
 




FIG iv. Undated Plan for the Museum of Ethnography, c. 1887-1900? (Musée du Quai Branly (MQB) 
archive) 
 




FIG v. Museum of Ethnography, “Afrique Noire,” Trocadéro Palace, 1895  
 Fon Figure (now at the Pavillon des Sessions at the Louvre) (MQB Archive) 
 




FIG vi. Museum of Ethnography, Oceanic Gallery, Trocadéro Palace, 1895 (MQB Archive) 
 
 




FIG vii. Museum of Ethnography, American Galleries, Trocadéro Palace, 1895 (MQB Archive) 
 





FIG viii. Charles Terrier’s Plan for the Museum of Ethnography c. 1900 (MQB Archive) 




FIG ix. Orange, Arch of Triumph, c. 27 C.E. 
 




FIG x. Kota Objects (reliquary guardian figures, drums, pipes etc.) acquired by the Museum of 
Ethnography between 1883-1886 published in Le Tour du Monde 2e semester (1888) 
 




FIG xi. Musée national des Arts d’Afrique et d’Océanie, Paris.  
West Façade with inscriptions of crusaders, 1931 
 












FIG 1. “Anciens Murs de Moissac,” Voyages pittoresques et romantique dans  
 l’ancienne France, Languedoc (Paris, 1833). 
 




(detail of figure 1) 
 




FIG 2. “Vestibule. Eglise de L’Abbaye de Moissac” (1833) 
 




(detail of Fig 2) 




FIG 3. “Galerie du Cloître de Moissac” (1833) 
 
 













FIG 4. “Cloître de Moissac” (1833) 
 
 




(detail of Fig 4) 
 
 








(detail of Fig 5) 









(detail of Fig 6) 




FIG 7. Charles Questel, pre-restoration drawing of the fountain in the cloister of 
Moissac (1830s) 
 




(detail of Fig 4) 




FIG 8. Plan of the Abbey of Moissac with location of views from the Voyages 






















FIG 9. “Vue générale du Canigou et de l’abbaye St Michel, Languedoc” (1833) 
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FIG 11. P.-J. Lafontaine, Alexandre Lenoir Opposing the Destruction of the Tombs  
in the Church of St. Denis (1793) 
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FIG 12. Jean-Lubin Vauzelle, La Salle du XIIIe siècle, (1816) (the medieval room of 
Alexandre Lenoir’s Musée des Monuments Français) 
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FIG 13. Vincent Chevalier, Notre Dame de Paris (1840), daguerreotype  
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FIG. 14 Commemorative medal for the publication of Napoleon’s Description de  
 L’Égypte (1826) 
 
 
FIG 15. Cover of Maxime Du Camp, Égypte, Nubie, Palestine et Syrie (1852) 
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FIG. 16 Title page of Maxime Du Camp, Égypte, Nubie, Palestine et Syrie (1852) 
(Photo taken from the original at Columbia University’s Rare Book and Manuscript 
Library, Butler Library) 
 
FIGS 17-22. Maxime Du Camp, Ibsamboul Plates 101-5 +107 
 
 
FIG 17. Maxime Du Camp, Ibsamboul, Plate 101 
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FIG 18. Maxime Du Camp, Ibsamboul, Plate 102 
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FIG 19. Maxime Du Camp, Ibsamboul, Plate 103 
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FIG 20. Maxime Du Camp, Ibsamboul, Plate 104 
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FIG 21. Maxime Du Camp, Ibsamboul, Plate 105 
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FIG 23. Detail of fig 12 (Ismail) 
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FIG 24. Du Camp, Plate 6, Madinet-Habou (1852) 
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(detail of Fig 24 with Ismail in center) 
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FIG. 25 Maxime Du Camp, Plate 29, Karnak 
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(detail of fig 25, Ismail) 
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FIG 26. Maxime Du Camp, Plate 17, Denderah  
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(detail of fig 26) 
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FIG. 27 Maxime du Camp, detail of a European in Karnak (1852) 
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FIG. 28 Gustave Le Gray, Aulnay, Mission Héliographique (1851) 
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FIG 29. St Georges de Boscherville from the Voyages Pittoresques, vol I. Normandy 
(1822) 
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FIG 30. Maxime du Camp, Luxor (1852) 
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FIG. 31 Maxime Du Camp, Still-life, (composed in 1851 but not included in 1852 
album) 
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FIG 32. Description de L’Egypte, vol 1. Denderah  
 
 
(Detail of 32) 
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FIG. 33 Maxime Du Camp, Plate 11, Sphinx (1852) 
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FIG 35. J.-L. Daguerre, People Visiting a Romanesque Ruin (1826) 
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FIG. 36 Médéric Mieusement, “Hieratic” Romanesque galleries of the Musée du 
Sculpture Comparée (1891) at the Trocadéro Palace (MMF Archive) 
Casts of tympanum of Moissac, statue column figures from Chartres alongside 
Egyptian and archaic Greek sculpture. The central portal of Vézelay presides over 
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CHAPTER 3  






FIG 37. View of the Trocadéro from: Illustrated Catalogue of the Paris International 
Exposition, 1878 (Newberry Library, Chicago) 
 
 




FIG 38. Museum of Ethnography, Trocadéro (c.1880-1890) 
African gallery showing a Baga Nimba headdress with raffia costume from Guinea 
 




FIG 39. Museum of Ethnography, Trocadéro (c.1880-1890) 
African gallery showing a Fon bronze figure from Benin (now at the Pavillon des 
Sessions at the Louvre) 




FIG 40. Museum of Comparative Sculpture, Trocadéro (c. 1880-1900) 
 




FIG 41. The medieval gallery in Alexandre Lenoir’s Musée des Monuments français 










FIG 42. Cluny Museum, Paris, c. 1843 
 
A  B  
FIGS 43A and B. Shield and Paddle formerly in the 19th century collection of the 
Cluny Museum now at the Musée du Quai Branly (Archives of the Cluny Museum) 
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A  B  
FIG 44A. Illustrations of the objects collected on the “missions scientifiques” for the 
Universal Exhibition of 1878  
These objects would become part of the collection of the Museum of Ethnography 
FIG 44B. Galleries of the Museum of Ethnography, c. 1900  
The mummy in the case is the same as the earlier rendering 
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A   B  
FIGS 45 A and B. Franz Josef Gall, Cast of the head of the Apollo Belvedere 
without hair, c. 1820, Formerly at the Musée de L’Homme (now the Musée du 
Quai Branly)  
FIG 45 B. Apollo Belvedere, Vatican Museums 
 
FIGS 46 A-C Sketches from a letter from Arthur de Gobineau to Viollet-le-Duc, 
















A  B  C  
FIGS 47 A-C. “Primitive,” “Aryan” and “Semite” from Viollet -le-Duc, Histoire 
d’habitation humaine (Paris, 1875) 
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  A 
 
 B 
FIGS. 48 A and B VIOLLET-LE-DUC, RAPPORT II for the Museum of Comparative 









FIG 49. Raphael Boutillé, Museum of Comparative Sculpture (1886) 
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A  B  C  
FIGS. 50 A-C 
 
Fig A. Detail of FIG 36 showing casts of Romanesque, Egyptian and Archaic Greek 
sculptures installed together at the Museum of Comparative Sculpture 
 
Fig B. Viollet-le-Duc, drawing showing the facial angle in Egyptian art from Histoire 
d’un dessinateur (1879) 
 
Fig C. North Africa including “tent of the emperor of Morocco” from the official 
guide to the Universal Exhibition of 1878  
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A  B  
FIG 51 A. Photograph of a cast of a statue of a prophet from the West Façade of 
Chartres in the Museum of Comparative Sculpture, c.1900   
 
FIG 51 B.  Prophet statue column in sitù, Western Frontispiece of Chartres c. 1144 
Each cast in the museum was photographed with dramatic, almost humanizing 
lighting around 1900. Some were sold as postcards at the museum. Note how the 











FIG 52. Médéric Mieusement, Galleries of the Museum of Comparative Sculpture  
c. 1900  
Exoticizing palm trees were installed in the “hieratic” galleries for a special show of 
church treasures from around France. 
 
   
FIGS 53 A and B. Installations at the Museum of Ethnography of French Auvergne 
and Brittany (Archives of the Musée du Quai Branly) 




FIG 53 B. Installations at the Museum of Ethnography of French Auvergne and 
Brittany (Archives of the Musée du Quai Branly) 
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 A       B 
 C 
FIGS 54, A-C. Postcards of regional ethnic types sold at the Museum of 
Ethnography c. 1900 (Archives of the Musée du Quai Branly)  
 









FIG 55. Gustave Moreau, L’apparition (1874-76), watercolor 
Musée du Louvre 
 




FIG 56. Gustave Moreau, Salomé Tatooed, (1874), (oil and ink on canvas) 
Musée Gustave Moreau, Paris 
 




(detail of FIG 56)  
 




FIG 57. Gustave Moreau, L’Apparition (1874-76 and 1897) (oil sketch on canvas) 
Musée Gustave Moreau, Paris  
 




FIG 58. Gustave Moreau, Salomé Dancing before Herod (oil on canvas), 1874-76 
Hammer Museum, University of California, Los Angeles   




FIG 59. Henri Regnault, Salomé, 1870 (oil on canvas) 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York  
 




FIG 60. Studio of Juan Laurent, The Great Mosque at Cordoba: Mihrab and 
Sanctuary, (Gelatin silver print), 19th century 
Musée Moreau, Paris  
 
 
FIG 61. Studio of Juan Laurent, Alhambra detail, (Gelatin silver print), 19th century 
Musée Moreau, Paris  






FIG 62. Anonymous, Algerian Woman Reclining (Gelatin silver print), 19th century 
Musée Moreau, Paris  
 




FIG 63. Anonymous, Algerian Woman from the Ouled Naïl, smoking (Gelatin 
Silver Print), 19th century  













FIG 64. Gosól Madonna, 12th century 
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FIG 65. Pablo Picasso, Woman with Loaves, 1906 (Philadelphia Museum of Art) 
 




FIG 66. Statue Column Figure from the Western Frontispiece of Chartres in E.E. 
Viollet-le-Duc, “Sculpture,” in the Dictionnaire, vol. 8 (p. 119) 
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FIG 67. Title Page from E.E. Viollet-le-Duc’s Dictionnaire 
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FIG 68. Undated sketch for a poster for the newly renamed Museum of French 
Monuments (1937) (MMF Archive) 
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FIG 69. Poster for the Musée des Monuments Français (c. 1950s) (MMF Archive) 
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70a.       70b.  
 
70c.  
FIGS 70a-c. Fang, Gabon, Reliquary Guardian known as the “Brummer Head” Ex-
collection, Jacob Epstein, now in the Dapper Museum, Paris 
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 71A    
 
71B       








FIGS 71a-e. St. Foi at Conques, West porch and details of tympanum with heaven 
and hell scenes (first half of the 12th century) 
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72A      
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72B  




FIGS 72a-c. Objects acquired for the Brooklyn Museum in 1922 A. Lega, Three-
headed figure (wood), DRC B. Kongo, Grave Marker (steatite) C. Kongo, Mother 
and Child (wood, glass, metal, fiber), DRC 




FIGS 73 a,b. Alfred Stieglitz, Installation shots of “Statuary in Wood by African 
Savages: The Root of Modern Art” at Gallery 291 November 3-December 8, 1914 
 




FIG 74 A. Installation at the Barnes Foundation (1924) showing African, Medieval 
and Modern Art together 
FIG 74 B. Senufo figure from the Barnes collection published in Paul Guillaume 
and Thomas Munro, Primitive Negro Art (1926). 





FIG 75. Installation view of the exhibition African Negro Art at the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York (1935) 
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  76A      
 
  76B   
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76C   
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76D  
FIGS 76 a-d. Walker Evans, Portfolio of objects from the MoMA exhibition African 
Negro Art (1935) 
A. “Mask,” Bamendjo Kingdom, Cameroon B. “Mask,” Dan, Liberia C. “Mask,” 
Dan, Liberia D. “Figure Stuck with Nails,” Democratic Republic of Congo  




FIG 77. Marcel Griaule photographing from cliff top near Sanga, Mali  
Oct-Nov 1931 (André Schaeffiner holds him by the ankles) 
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FIG 78. Dogon, Mali, Hermaphrodite Figure collected by the Paulme-Lifszyc 
Mission for the Musée d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro (1935), shown installed at the 
Pavillon des Sessions at the Louvre, Paris (2010) 
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FIG 79a. Crac des Chevaliers maquette in the Musée des Monuments Français 
“Salle des Croisades” (1938) 
 
 
FIG 79b. Crac des Chevaliers, Syria 
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FIG 80. Vézelay, WWI Monument (1920s) 
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FIG 81. Paul Colin, Poster for the Musée d’Ethnographie, c. 1930 
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FIG 82. Punu Mask from Gabon, Picasso Museum, Paris 
 





FIG 83 a,b. Inscriptions above the Paris and Passy wings of the Palais de Chaillot 
with Paul Valéry’s verses  




E.E. Viollet-le-Duc, “Rapport I” 
Archives du Louvre (5HH1/1) 
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E.E. Viollet-le-Duc, “Rapport II” 
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